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ABSTRACT

Sweeney, Deacon. Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences, Wright State University, 2011.
A Computational Tool for Biomolecular Structure Analysis Based On Chemical and
Enzymatic Modification of Native Proteins

Chemical and enzymatic modification of proteins is a well-established treatment
technique for probing the conformational properties of these macromolecules.
Investigators have recently extended the approach to probe many sites on a protein’s
structure in parallel manner, such that conformational properties of a target protein
can be inferred. The modern approach uses mass spectrometry to quantify reactant
loss and product formation. Rigorous analysis is challenging due to the high volume
of mass spectrometric data that must be processed and interpreted.

An extensively interactive software suite has been developed to assist various
aspects of the analytical protocol. The software offers a variety of tools for data
processing of mass spectra, including collation, normalization, calibration, trough
definition, baseline removal and peak identification. Peak areas are quantified and
associated with specific peptide residues. MS data can then be visualized as time
course plots of spectral intensity for data at selected peaks. A variety of quality
control tools present users with the means for critical analysis of spectral results.

iii

Results of data extraction performed with the software described here are
compared with analyses done by hand. The results demonstrate the computer-aided
analyses to match the accuracy of manual analyses, and to exceed the consistency of
those efforts. The time required for this analysis is substantially shortened, enhancing
the practicality of using modification data to analyze and select physiologically
relevant structures for proteins and protein complexes.

The results of an experiment comparing the conformation of Replication Protein
A with and without ssDNA are extracted and analyzed, illustrating the utility of the
software. The results show that the expected ssDNA binding sites are protected from
enzymatic cleavage when in the presence of ligand. In addition, three helices forming
the interface between the subunits of the trimeric protein appear to be exposed upon
binding ssDNA. This observation supports the notion of a "hinge" in the protein that
provides a means for straightening upon binding ligand. Results implicate four other
regions of the protein in novel interactions, and a model that might explain these
interactions is discussed.

iv
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray crystallography and NMR-based inter-proton distance calculations are the
primary methods used for protein structure determination, but considerable shortcomings
limit the coverage and accuracy of the macromolecular world they depict. NMR provides
a solution-state view of a macromolecular structure, but is mostly limited to the sub30kDa molecular weight range for its targets. X-ray crystallography resolves larger
molecules, but many proteins can not be crystallized as full-length sequences, primarily
because flexible segments of proteins often disrupt lattice formation. The larger the
protein system being studied, the more likely there will be interfering flexible regions for
which x-ray crystallography simply fails. A common approach to overcoming these
issues is to simply excise flexible regions, or replace them with more stable structures.
An even more deeply rooted problem lies with the common assumption that a crystalline
arrangement of an isolated protein represents a meaningful “minimum energy”
conformation of the natural protein. Artifacts of the highly unnatural crystalline state are
not necessarily obvious, and there is little means for correcting or even detecting such
errors. Alternative methods for structure resolution are necessary to expand our
understanding of large protein systems outside of their crystalline state.
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Non-traditional methods may be very useful for resolving the structures of large
protein systems that exhibit significant flexibility. At least hundreds of reports were
published in the last century using alternative empirical constraints to elucidate structural
characteristics of macromolecular systems. The methods do not determine coordinates
per se; rather, they reflect three dimensional features of the target site. These
methodologies can be used to bring structure prediction into the realm of structure
resolution, such that model confidence is no longer a theoretical attribute, but is
supported by tangible evidence. Several types of empirical constraints deserve explicitly
enumerated for consideration in systematic application, including NMR chemical shift
perturbation studies1, electron microscopic tomographs2, chemical cross-linking3,
Hydrogen/Deuterium exchange4, and limited proteolysis and chemical modification
(structural probing) studies (see below), or some combination of methodology5-8.

Chemical modification and limited proteolysis experiments combined with
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry analysis are comparably fast and require a small amount
of sample. Probing exposure using either enzymatic cleavage or chemical modification
allows determination of solution-state structural characteristics even for the large and
flexible proteins that are most resistant to traditional methods. The approach has been
applied to select between hypothetical structural models, as illustrated (Figure 1). In
particular, limited proteolysis has been used to probe solvent-accessible amino acids, in
order to test a wide variety of structural hypotheses (e.g. membrane protein topography9,
aggregation dynamics10 and conformational changes11, the folding process12, interaction

2

Figure 1 illustrates the general approach to structure determination by chemical
probing. (a) A protein is shown with the reactive residue types colored green and
red, where red residues are excluded from solvent and not available for the reaction.
(b) Shows the same protein interacting with a short strand of DNA, where two
target residues from the protein are now inaccessible to the probe chemical. (c)
Shows an overview of a complete experiment.

(a)

(b)

3

1 (c) Experimental Overview
Protocol Diagram

Purified protein + reagent

A. The reagent is mixed with the
isolated protein(s). Aliquots are
taken over an appropriate time
frame for the reagent. The reaction
is stopped, and the aliquots are
exhaustively proteolyzed.

Collect time points

B. Mass spectra are taken and
loaded into the custom viewer. A
screenshot is shown, with labeled
time points in rows. Colored tabs
under the x-axis represent possible
fragments. Red tabs are fragments
with single reactive sites.

C. (top) Modified counterparts are
identified for fragments with single
reactive sites. Red and green bars
label the unmodified and modified
peaks, respectively. (bottom)
Quantities are collected across the
timecourse for the modified peaks.
A reaction rate is calculated for the
plot. The data in this experiment
were too noisy to evaluate.

D. Data are visually analyzed and
applied. The protein shown is GI,
the subject of the above
experiment. In the tube rendering
(left), yellow represents the
fragment in the leftmost reaction in
C. The single red residue in the
tube is the reactive lysine from that
fragment. In the surface rendering
(right) the same lysine is colored
red, with its reactive atoms colored
green.
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footprinting13, and identification of inter-domain linker regions14). An overview of the
experimental procedure is given in Appendix I.

Two nonspecific reagents and several site-specific chemicals are particularly
commendable for their utility in chemical probing studies. Diazirine is a photo-reactive
gas similar in size to water, which yields methylated products by replacing hydrogen
atoms or adding to double bonds15. An alternative nonspecific approach with hydroxylradicals has been reviewed16. Reaction with 14 of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids
has been reported, and reactivity for each appears to vary with solvent accessibility17. A
comprehensive review on selective reagents was published at least as recently as 197018.
A more recent review covering lysine and cysteine residues has been produced19. The
most common side chain targeted in selective modification studies appears to be lysine,
with a variety of reagents including; NHS10,21 or NHS-biotin22, sulfosuccinimidyl
acetate23, maleic anhydride24, or acetic anhydride25,26, each of which appear to have
complete specificity for lysine’s primary amine. Aryl di-O-acetyl compounds target
lysine’s, but also react with cystines and tyrosines27. Cibacron Blue F3G-A binds noncovalently to lysines, arginines, and histidines28. 1,2-cyclohexanedione reacts specifically
with arginines25, 26, as does kethoxal29. NDS binds non-covalently to arginines30. The
carboxylic acid sidechains of glutamate and aspartate are modified with specificity by
glycinamide31. Cystine residues can be targeted specifically with methanethiosulfonate
(MTS) compounds32, tryptophans with Koshland’s Reagent (2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl
bromide)33, and tyrosines with tetranitromethane26,34 or N-acetylimidazole26.
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Typical chemical probing experiments involve collecting aliquots from a reaction
vial. The reaction is stopped, and the protein is partially or exhaustively fragmented
proteolytically for time-point analysis. Gel electrophoresis is often used as an analytic
device, but the increasing popularity of mass spectrometers offers a higher resolution
view of the molecular products. Mass spectrometers contain an ionization source which
vaporizes sample particles, followed by a mass analyzer/detector that separates the
constituents and quantifies each component. Time-Of-Flight (TOF) mass analyzers
rapidly scan a wide mass range, and are efficient for quantifying the complex peptide
mixtures that proteolysis typically liberates. Electron multiplier detectors register ion
abundance as voltage changes sampled at regular time intervals. MALDI ionization
sources vaporize the sample mixed with energy-absorbing particles, and typically yields
singly-charged ion species.

Each physical copy of a specific, exhaustively-proteolyzed fragment has a
specific isotopic mass that varies from other copies. Signal from each fragment thus
typically occurs as a set of discrete peaks, each spaced one m/z unit apart. Each peak
represents a subset of the population, with the isotopic mass observed at its peak center.
The intensity distribution of the isotopic pattern of each fragment is highly predictable, as
has been described in detail35. Spectral signal intensity appears to correlate linearly with
relative changes in fragment abundance36, and height appears to be inversely correlated
with mass37.Several forms of noise regularly occur during TOF signal acquisition that
have been at least partially modeled and can be corrected for including baseline shift and
peak timing “jitters” 38.
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Tracking the dozens of interesting proteolytic fragments through a typical
chemical probing time course can become particularly tedious and cumbersome with
modified fragments, multiple observations, base line correction, calibration, and
normalization routines to apply, when expected and unexpected post-translational
modifications might be present along with a slew of other obscure details. A software
device was thus developed to expedite preparation and analysis, to consistently and
exhaustively apply established standards, to offer alternative explanations for observed
data, and generally to best ensure the logical and the mathematical integrity of the data
extracted from these experiments.

7

II Signal Processing

This chapter provides a detailed description of the individual steps in the protocol
for signal processing in chemical probing experiments. An overview of the protocol is
given in Appendix A.

SPECTRUM INTERPOLATION, AVERAGING, MAXPLOT
There are a variety of situations in which whole spectra can be advantageously
combined. For instance, identical spectra can be collected from re-spotted sample, or
from identical but serially-performed experiments, to add statistical robustness to
quantitative results. Spectra can also be combined to provide a consensus reference
spectrum and simplify visualization of a complex analysis, for instance combining HPLC
fractions, time points from chemical probing studies, or spectra from identical sample
spotted with matrices tuned to different mass ranges. Coordinates comprising a spectrum
consist of intensity values paired with charge-to-mass numbers, the latter of which do not
necessarily line up between spectra. To combine spectral intensities, the m/z ordinates
from each of the set of target spectra must be interpolated to correspond to those from a
common reference spectrum. For linear interpolation, a straight line is drawn between
each consecutive pair of coordinates in a target spectrum, and the intensity is recorded for
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the intersection of this line with the mass-to-charge value of each coordinate of the
reference spectrum (Figure 2), by the equation:

Once interpolated, the spectra can be averaged for calibration.

Spectral averaging can be applied to similar spectra to improve signal-to-noise
ratio. Baseline noise after averaging is decreased by a factor of 1/√n, where n is the
number of spectra averaged41. If a peak is unique to one spectrum, signal intensity would
decrease linearly with the number of samples averaged. Thus averaging can be
detrimental to the global signal-to-noise ratio when the spectra are expected to vary in
intensity (as is the case in time-course data). An alternative approach was thus developed
to reduce baseline noise without reducing the representation of variable-intensity peaks.
Instead of averaging, the maximum y-value is taken for each coordinate from a set of
spectra, to form a new plot here referred to as the MaxPlot. The MaxPlot is used to
establish identical peak boundary definitions across multiple time-points and
observations (see Chapter II). Peaks and their boundaries that are identified in the
MaxPlot are then extrapolated to individual spectra for time point/observation peak
quantification. The MaxPlot decreases the variability in baseline noise by sampling in a
biased manner. In addition to reducing baseline noise, this method provides some level of
smoothing that reduces the impact of jitter (peak shifting due to instrument noise).
Further, this implementation will allow future development to combine spectra from
multiple matrices and/or from HPLC fractions.
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Figure 2: Linear Interpolation: If the x-coordinates of two spectra are offset, they
must be interpolated if operations like averaging are to be applied. Linear
interpolation corrects this offset. Each (x,y) coordinate in a reference spectrum is
applied to the target spectrum as shown, where (x0, y0) and (x1,y1) are the target
coordinates to interpolate. Each interpolated target y-ordinate is calculated and
paired with x-ordinates from the reference spectrum.

Image reproduced with permission from Wikimedia Commons
LinearInterpolation.svg.
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Peak Recognition and Fragment Association
The main advantage of mass spectrometry over other separation and
quantification techniques like gel electrophoresis is the exquisite sensitivity of the
detector toward very small concentrations of particles in a sample. This high sensitivity is
not without drawbacks though, as baseline shift and variable background noise are typical
for these experiments. The largest signals from a sample are obvious, but peaks closer to
the baseline are also useful when approached with appropriate statistical scrutiny.

Several approaches to peak identification exist in the literature42-46 and there is
some consensus as to a best approach. The most obvious is to derive and apply a peakheight threshold. For each region of signal that surpasses the threshold, a single peak is
assigned at the location of maximum intensity. Mass spectrometry baselines tend toward
high variability though, and often the troughs between resolvable peaks do not return to
zero before increasing again, so the threshold method results in significant peak loss in
the event of any baseline shift. More robust methods have been developed for peak
recognition in the event of baseline drift.

An algorithm that recognizes peaks as emergence from local troughs (instead of
an arbitrary zero-intensity value) combines peak and trough definitions using a single
standard43. In other words a peak is not recognized until two local troughs have also been
located that the peak stands out significantly from. If the minimum peak-trough distance
is three times the standard deviation of noise, then less than one in one hundred of peaks
recognized will be false positives52. This level of significance is useful for defining
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whether a peak occurs, but the noise level is so high for such low peaks that accurate
quantitative analysis is impossible. Ten times the standard deviation of background noise
provides a considerable increase in quantitative accuracy, and is typically considered the
Limit Of Quantification (LOQ)52. Thus the default multiplier is 10.0, but this value can
be adjusted (within the range 3.0 through 100.0) through the standard options menu. For
these measures, baseline definition is performed manually by selecting regions thought to
be clear of peaks.

With sufficient quality control, the content of samples analyzed in chemical
modification experiments is mostly predictable. The sequence of the protein(s) should be
known, and any peaks observed in related spectra should contain this set of peaks as well
as those representing chemically modified versions of such fragments. Additional peaks
that often have intensities above the LOQ include those from typical additive compounds
like the autolytic fragments liberated from the digestion protease, and the matrix chosen
to assist fragment vaporization39. Artifactual sources like keratin from dust and flecks of
skin, or peaks representing proteolytic aberrations (e.g. from chymotrypsin impurities in a
stock trypsin protease, or from a protease conditionally breaking its normal specificity
rules) might contaminate some portions of the sample39. Quality control standards are
thus important not just for recognizing peaks, but also for their automated identification.

The chief standard applied in peak-fragment association relates back to the
resolution of the device. Once mass accuracy has been established through calibration,
the software applies the user-defined device resolving power to define tolerance limits on
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acceptable molecular weight differences between peaks and their associated fragments.
The tolerance range increases with increasing molecular weight, and is normally
expressed as the inverse of the fraction of the weight that device offset is tolerated. For
example a resolving power of 500 gives a tolerance of three Daltons error to a fragment
with a molecular weight of 1500. Thus if a peak is observed at 1502, a resolving power of
500 would be sufficiently liberal to associate the peak with a fragment of weight 1500. If
however there are anticipated fragments at 1500 and 1502, and a peak is observed at any
molecular weight between 1499 and 1503, then the resolving power of the device is
insufficient to disambiguate the peak identification.

Trough Definition and Baseline Removal
Robust peak area estimates are not straightforward in the presence of shifting
baseline and variable quality spectra48. A novel method was developed where peak
recognition is performed on a Max Plot (above) collected over all observations of all time
points. Once peaks are recognized in Max Plot (as described above) the algorithm
searches left and right for slopes that are below a threshold, in order to define troughs.
The slope value of 0.25 (1:4) has been applied over several experiments and seems to
balance maximal incorporation of peak area with elimination of longer baseline shift
artifacts, the latter of which occur with high-molecular-weight and high intensity peaks
and when salts and other contaminants are present. In order to eliminate premature trough
definitions, which often occur with peak plateaus (from detector saturation), the
algorithm first advances from the peak center out to the first m/z value with an intensity
below 0.75 that of the centroid.
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A significant advantage to this MaxPlot-based approach to trough-definition is
that it automatically scales trough-to-trough distance back conservatively when
contributing spectra present local aberrations like peak broadening, amplified electrical
noise, and other small baseline shifts. The algorithm takes advantage of the fact that lowlevel noise combined from multiple spectra tend to push the baseline up around peaks in
the Max Plot. In effect, nearby noise in any individual spectrum forces the trough
definition algorithm to locate a slope (below the 0.25 threshold) that is slightly closer to
the center of the peak. Central isotopic peaks represent a considerably greater percentage
of a fragment’s total ion population than those flanking. Signal intensity varies linearly
with ion population, and quantification confidence increases with intensity. Further, low
population flanking isotopes are in general easier to confuse quantitatively with noise.
For many reasons, quantification confidence should increase with the exclusive
incorporation of the more populated central isotopes. These arguments hold true whether
the device resolving power is capable of distinguishing isotopic peaks or not.

Once troughs have been defined, the simple removal of any signal below a line
drawn between them constitutes a closely-related unique algorithm for removal of
baseline shift (Figure 3). This approach seems to be a simple yet very powerful approach
to combining the power of multiple related observations toward more-accurate baseline
removal. The x-coordinates of troughs (from MaxPlot) are located in each individual
spectrum, and a simple diagonal is placed between the intersections of the trough m/z
values with the new spectrum plots to represent the new baseline. An attempt was
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Figure 3 illustrates the approach to baseline removal, where a line is drawn between a
peak’s two troughs, and quantification collects only the area above this line (the blue
section in the figure).
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initially made to take the slope over a variable number of points, but anything more than
two points did not appear to improve the capture of the intuitive view of what constitutes
the total area under a peak.

In this approach, baseline is not defined in terms of the un-calibrated intensity
values provided in device output files. Because of this, even wild baseline shifts have a
minimal impact on quantification accuracy. Once a peak shape has been recognized in
MaxPlot, only the trough-to-trough mass range is considered for quantification, and
baseline is thus easily defined and removed.

Another considerable advantage of this approach to trough definition is how it
interprets peaks that overlap. The most stringent approach to quantifying overlapping
peaks is to develop a population model that predicts peak shape using peak height and
molecular weight, then test possible heights to produce the sum of peaks that best
explains the observed shape. This approach has been implemented, but is not currently
available because of the high computational time cost for cases where several consecutive
peaks overlap. If troughs are defined in MaxPlot and baseline is removed as above, the
peaks defined are weighted strongly toward shape change in the maximally variable
central isotopes.

There are at least two significant disadvantages to any peak-boundary definition
that relies on a fixed parameter like slope. First, there is nothing special about a slope of
1:4 that distinguishes it significantly from other values. It is a simple (but well-tested)
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heuristic that gives peak boundary definitions that are, in general, appealing to the
intuition. The optimal value for achieving accurate relative intensities is likely to vary
between devices and even within a single spectrum. Second, the use of the same
threshold for a spectrum with two different scaling factors alters the location of peak
boundaries. This effect is minimal for peaks that return sharply to baseline, but is likely
to have a significant affect on broader peaks, particularly higher intensity ones that
increase the baseline following their maximum intensity.

Calibration
Calibration is typically performed during the experimental procedure by spiking
samples with hormones or other peptides of known molecular weight. The user reads the
observed peak centroids and adjusts the device calibration offset to reflect the known
weights of these standards. Simulated spectra show that extrapolation of calibration
outside of the molecular weight range covered by the calibrants quickly leads to error37,
so calibrants should span the entire molecular weight range being studied.

Peaks are easily identified from proteolytic digests of proteins of known sequence,
and RAVE takes advantage of this fact to perform a robust calibration of the data. The
advantage in applying digested peptides as calibration standards is that the calibration
routine covers the full range of the interesting data. Product peaks are not utilized in the
protocol because they are absent from the first spectrum, and modification products are
diverse for some key probes (hydroxyl and diazirine) Peaks are located for each spectrum,
and a count is made for the number that can be associated with fragments that are
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anticipated for the experiment. A calibration offset is applied to each peak and the count
is re-tallied. This test can be re-performed any number of times applying as small of
search steps as desired, but the application of integer offsets in the range (-20, 20)
identifies calibration offsets in most situations. The calibration that gives the highest
value over all spectra is then applied to every individual spectrum, assuming that
miscalibration will be similar between the set.

Normalization
Quantitative aspects of MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry are sensitive to a variety
of influences that can modulate the global intensity of a spectrum. The device itself can
be run with different laser intensities, such that more particles are vaporized to be carried
off to the detector. Similarly, adjusting the sensitivity of the electron multiplier at the end
of the detector can result in a global adjustment of signal strength. The loading of
MALDI chips involves a matrix/sample crystallization step that can affect global scaling.
Spectrum quality is highly dependent on matrix/sample crystal size and consistency,
which in turn are determined by a variety of influences including the volatility of the
solvent the matrix is dissolved in, the salt concentration of the sample, and the
temperature of the chip. Further confounding the issue, device operators often automate
the data collection process to save effort monitoring and selecting regions of the chip for
analysis. This shortcut can result in collecting shots of variable quality and global signal
integrity.
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Hence there is a litany of factors that can modulate global signal intensity. To deal
with this issue, our software is provided with a variety of well-informed tools for
handling signal normalization. Assuming that total mass is roughly conserved across
exhaustively proteolyzed samples, normalization can be applied according to the total
accumulated sum under all peaks. This assumption is violated by some chemical
alterations; some modified particles will fly with higher or lower effectiveness than their
unmodified counterparts. In particular, modifying reagents that affect the charged state of
sidechains (e.g. Glycinamidation49, O-methylisourea50, NHS10, and kethoxal29) should not
be normalized by total accumulated peak sum. A more typical approach to normalization
is to spike an “external standard” in with the sample just before depositing it on the chip.
This approach suffers from imprecision in delivery error and the possibility of inadequate
mixing of sample and standard. To avoid this issue, a bona fide internal standard should
be introduced to the sample before experimental treatment. A poly-serine peptide or a
non-peptide polymer might be considered for use as a bona fide internal standard.

Considering other possibilities for normalization standards, a class of fragments is
present in most experiments in identical proportions between time points. For many
experiments involving exhaustive proteolysis, fragments are liberated with no reactive
sites and no more proteolytic cut sites. Fragments that fit these criteria are present in
proportional amounts between spectra. They do not vary in flight efficiency between
samples. They are present prior to and during experimental treatment, but are not affected
by that treatment. Such fragments are not available in every situation. If this is the case
the utility and efficiency of these “built-in” internal standards might compel one to apply
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a different protease, rather than abandoning normalization or use of an alternative method.
Figure 4 shows three classes of fragments with zero, one, and multiple reactive sites,
along with their anticipated products.
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Figure 4 demonstrates the spectral patterns that are observed for the
corresponding peptide fragments, where blue sidechains represent unreactive
amino acid types, and green are reactive types (lysine), such that as green
residues are acetylated. Arrows show peak magnitude changes that occur with
the accumulation of modified (+43 for NHS) fragments.
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III Signal Interpretation

Peak/Fragment Association
To construct a set of possible fragments for analysis, the software generates a list
of proteolytic cut sites. User-defined protease parameters include: the amino acid
specificities, whether it cuts a C- or N-termini to target residues, and whether the protease
cuts when a proline is C-terminal to the cut site. The algorithm that generates peptide
fragments assembles a set of fragments. This list is edited to reflect the maximum number
of missed cut-sites tolerated, and the maximum allowed number of reactive residues
(typically a maximum of one reactive residue). If the reagent is reactive to lysine or
carboxylic acid residues then it will likely react with the N- or C-terminus (respectively)
of the native protein, in addition to the side chain reactive sites. In this case the terminal
residue of the protein is considered equivalently reactive to a side chain (depending on
solvent exposure), and so is tallied in the count of reactive sites. The algorithm filters out
any fragments whose proteolytic cut-sites are reactive to the reagent because when the
reaction does happen it blocks proteolysis giving artificially low readings to the zeromissed-cut-site fragments. For this reason reagent specificity should not overlap with the
specificity of the protease (e.g. trypsin with kethoxal or NHS).

If a fragment passes these criteria, its weight is calculated. The sum starts with the
value 18.0 Da to represent one water molecule distributed between the N- and C-terminal
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residues. The algorithm then takes the sum of the monoisotopic weights of each of the
residues comprising the sequence of the fragments, including any anticipated reaction
products or post-translational modifications. The isoelectric point (pI) is calculated for
each fragment and if above a threshold (default 9.0) the fragment is represented as both
single- and double-charged species. To calculate pI, the charge of the fragment is first
assessed assuming pH 7.0. The pKas of all ionizable groups (sidechains and termini) are
then collected and sorted, and the pI is located as the average of the two pKa values that
bound the pH at which the fragment is electrically neutral. More specifically, the pKa
values of all ionizable groups are collected and sorted, and the two central pKas are
averaged to obtain the pI.

Once fragments have been calculated, peaks are recognized in the Maxplot (as
described in Chapter II) if they are close enough to the molecular weight of a known
fragment to be within the resolution of the machine. Fragment-peak associations are
considered interesting if the fragment contains a single potentially reactive site, as
multiple reactive sites give more than two peaks and it is difficult to distinguish and
assign quantitative contributions from the individual sites. Once initial assignments are
made, a disambiguation routine is run that recognizes if multiple fragments can be
assigned to any identified peaks. Such peaks are considered ambiguous and while
information is made available on these, reservations are suggested as to their final
application. At this point the unambiguous, single-reactive-site fragment-peak
associations are collected and presented for final analysis.
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Analysis of limited proteolysis occurs very similar to the above method, except
there are no reservations for number of reactive residues, and no limits on number of
missed cut sites tolerated.

Post-translational Modification Editor
For some situations researchers know before the experiment about chemically
modified amino acids in their sample, resulting from natural post-translational
modification (phosphorylation, glycosylation, etc.) or through artifacts of the
biochemistry and sample preparation processes (cystine acetylation, oxidation, etc). For
this situation, an intuitive user-interface is made available (Figure 5) that lists the
modifications collected by the DeltaMass project at the Association of Biomolecular
Resource Facilities [http://www.abrf.org/index.cfm/dm.home]. The information stored
here is reused whenever fragment weights are calculated, to consistently provide accurate
values for the anticipated molecular weights of peptides.

Peak Rationalization Algorithm
In some cases spectrum analysis presents chemical state information that was not
known about beforehand. For example, if a novel protein is isolated from its native cell
lysate, or if the conditions applied during the course of experiments left some
unanticipated consequences like non-covalent salt and lipid adducts, or the oxidation and
reduction events that can affect a large number of side chains. In some cases, the
sequence of the protein is also incorrect or unanticipated non-natural amino acids are
present. A Peak Rationalization Algorithm (PRA) has been implemented to search for
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Figure 5 shows the Post-Translational Modification Manager, which allows users to
input chemical modifications that are present in the sample before any experiments.
This window accesses a common reactions database, into which DeltaMassacquired and custom modifications can be imported.
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likely explanations for aberrant peaks. To open the PRA window (Figure 6) the user
highlights a region that contains one and only one peak, then right-clicks that region and
picks “rationalize peak” from the resultant menu. Peaks can be rationalized by combining
multiple alterations between the provided 165 specific and nonspecific sidechain and
terminus modifications, 24 natural and non-natural amino acid mutations, and insertions
and deletions that can all take place on up to dozens of possible fragments. For each
plausible modification, the number of new peaks recognized and old peaks lost is
calculated and shown. If the results are accepted then the new peak assignments are
applied, visualized, and stored for the output report.

The PRA window provides a variety of options for limiting the search, due to the
rapid increase in computational complexity with each additional search item. Users gain
the largest impact by reducing the number of fragments targeted for rationalization. To
this end, the interface provides an initial atomic mass range to search for fragments to
apply the search to. The largest modification (flavin, +784 Da) is under one thousand, so
an upper bound of 1kDa is initially used, but this value can be adjusted by the user. Once
the search has been performed, the PRA window also provides the list of the fragments
that were applied, such that some unlikely candidates can be deselected for new searches
with less restrictive parameters.

In addition to limiting the fragments whose modified and unmodified versions
could rationalize the target peak, the user can adjust the breadth of the search by limiting
its scope to just modifications or just mutations. The PRA can apply any number of
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Figure 6 shows the interface to the Peak Rationalization Algorithm, which is used to
explain peaks that do not correspond to anticipated molecular weights. A wide variety
of options are available for adjusting the scope of the search, as described in the text.
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modifications or mutations, but the search space quickly becomes too broad for
computational feasibility. One way to circumvent this is to limit the possible
modifications to those in a smaller “common modifications” database. A limited number
of candidate modifications from the Delta Mass database can be imported for the search;
its content is adjusted in the Post-Translational Modification Editor window. The search
can optionally pass through non-natural amino acids, as well as “nonspecific reactions”
including detergent adducts and common reactions like acetylation. Cross-linking
reactions are also available, but currently only cover intra-fragment cross-links. The
software will be expanded to cover inter-fragment cross-links as data becomes available
for this specific class of chemical probing experiment.

Plausible Fragments Calculator
Early in development it became obvious that a general protease mapping tool
would become an important part of experimental design. The Plausible Fragments
Calculator (Figure 7) was designed to visualize the fragments that would be generated
through a variety of proteolytic functions and modulators. Adjustable parameters include
amino acid specificity, whether to cut N- or C-terminal to the target residue, whether a Cterminal proline blocks the cut, the number of missed cut-sites to tolerate, and minimum
and maximum weights for the fragments. New proteases are created in this window that
can be applied by the software for peak associations. To help interpret the map, a
graphical image is generated of the fragments aligned with their location in the parent
sequence. When scrolling over the individual fragments a label appears that includes the
weight of the fragment, the chain index, and indices and amino acid types for the N- and
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Figure 7 shows the Plausible Fragments Calculator, which shows what fragments are
anticipated for the provided proteolytic conditions and a given sequence. A wide
variety of conditions can be adjusted, to generate custom proteases that can be saved
and applied elsewhere in the project.
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C-terminal residues of the fragment. In application, the Plausible Fragments Calculator is
particularly useful for assessing the optimal protease properties for probing specific
regions of the protein.

Fragment-Peak Tablet
Final data are collated in a highly organized and controlled manner to maximize
the clarity of the results (Figure 8). For each interesting peak, RAVE applies the free
ReportLab library (http://www.reportlab.com) to generate PDF “pages” with information
that is collected through the processing of spectra. The Fragment-Peak Tablet is the
means by which the user reviews this data, arranges 3D graphics, and records any notes
for the final PDF report. This tablet window provides full access to the SPADE
Molecular Viewer rendering and calculation equipment. If the user zooms, rotates, or
translates the molecular view, the effect is saved and re-rendered if the user returns to a
page. This view is automatically collected for the final PDF report. Rendering and
coloring options are retained for each page, including different atom, backbone trace, and
surface representation. There are three buttons at the bottom of the window that provide
automated rendering and coloring routines, focusing on the atoms, backbone trace, or
surfaces of the proteins. Figure 8 shows the surface routine having been applied, where
the modified fragment is colored yellow with red indicating the specific reactive residue,
and other chains are rendered with just tubes, to minimize obfuscation of the view of the
reactive site.
Quantities
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Figure 8 shows the Fragment Peak Tablet, a panel for visualization of collected data.
The tablet is described in detail in the text.
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individual time points are automatically represented as partially overlapping dots at their
respective time points, which are represented in seconds. The plotter follows the standard
red/green

unmodified/modified

pattern

that

is

followed

throughout

RAVE.

Automatically generated notes include the sequence and molecular weight of the
fragment, the terminal indices from the PDB chain, the chain index, and either the solvent
accessibility for the reactive residue in chemical probing experiments, or both terminal
solvent accessibilities included for fragments generated for limited proteolysis
experiments. Solvent accessibilities are calculated using a fast hash-based Monte Carlo
algorithm53.
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IV. Program Features and Quality Control

Visualization Tools
Quality control in chemical probing experiments is a serious challenge owing to
the presence of very large numbers of data points in an experiment. A variety of
visualization tools have been implemented in RAVE to support rigorous investigation of
data quality. An overview of the entire set of spectra is shown in a “mini-map” that
doubles as a scrollbar (Figure 9). A representation of all averaged spectra is rendered
within the body of the scrollbar, with colored lines drawn over the recognized peaks.
Clicking on a given portion of the mini map immediately scrolls the viewer to that region
of the spectra.

To evaluate overall quality, information-dense regions of the spectra are scanned
by moving the mouse over peaks while watching the customized scroll-over plot. The
average intensities from each time point to temporarily visualize a reaction profile. Peak
centroids can be optionally visualized; this representation helps the user quickly
determine low-resolution time points that require removal or more consistent
reproduction (Figure 10). Time-points are represented as averaged spectra by default, but
can also be viewed individually to select and remove noisy spectra can be eliminated
from data collection. Colored blocks shown under each spectral x-axis represent the
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Figure 9 shows several features designed to facilitate spectral selection and removal.
One time point is shown, with three observations shown in blue, red, and orange. A
selection popup is shown covering the scroll-over rate plot panel at the bottom right
of the Spectral Viewer window. The information-embedded scrollbar is shown below
the plot. The popup is generated by pressing the Observation Selection button in the
labels to the right of the spectrum. At the bottom left of the screen is a pair of values
for the current location of the mouse cursor.
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Figure 10 shows the centroids, or peak centers, for each peak recognized under
current conditions.
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molecular weight of each fragment that is anticipated for the experiment. These are
shown in a color-coded system that supports rapid analysis (visible in Figures 9, 10).

Condition Suggestion Algorithm
The large number of possible fragments in a typical chemical probing experiment
makes it difficult to anticipate the most useful pairings between protease and reagent.
One can search for fragments likely to be of interest (given insights from structural or
evolutionary data) then determine protease/reagent combinations that liberate observable
fragments with single reaction sites. The Condition Suggestion Algorithm (CSA – Figure
11) automates this tedious analytical process. The user calculates results selects a set of
candidate experimental conditions, and a prediction is made on which reactive sites are
most likely to yield observable fragments. A visual map is produced that shows these
fragments (Figure 12) that is color coded to show potential conflicts with anticipated
fragments of similar molecular weight.

Once results have been collected for a protease/reagent pairing, it is conceivable
advantageous to further digest the sample with a second enzyme. Some fragments
liberated by the first protease may contain multiple reactive sites that can be separated
into their own fragments by a second enzyme. Also, if some interesting fragments have
similar molecular weight to other fragments present in the mixture, further digestion can
remove these conflicts by altering the molecular weights of the conflicting fragments. To
enable this analysis in the CSA, simply select more than one protease before running the
calculation.
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Figure 11. The Condition Suggestion Algorithm helps to prepare successful,
information-dense experiments, by predicting which probed residues are likely to
appear in the results. The algorithm and options are described in the text.
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Figure 12 shows a map of fragments that are predicted by the condition suggestion
algorithm. This map makes information available upon scrolling over the fragments,
and colors the fragments when other peptides are anticipated to be within a certain
molecular weight range of the peak or its modified counterpart.
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Infrastructure
The volume of data and the high degree of processing that must occur necessitate
measures to ensure consistent representation of data as well as run- and device-specific
parameters. Several significant steps have been made in this direction. All spectra and
experimental parameters are stored in a class object called MassSpecExperiment. This
location enforces a singular access point for all information necessary for later
reconstruction and sharing of experimental data. The object is lightweight and is simply
passed around by reference to most project windows, such that parameter modifications
are immediately available in every section of executable code. Due to its ubiquity as a
reference standard, the post-translational modifications are also stored in the
MassSpecExperiment object (as assigned in the Post-Translational Modification Editor),
and it also generates proteolytic fragment set weights. These steps ensure integrity and
consistency in and between views of an analysis, and allow for a highly dynamic toolset.

On top of the layer of experimental algorithms is another layer dealing with
project management. A project can be saved as a file, and includes sequence and structure
information for a specified set of proteins, as well as any MassSpecExperiment objects
that are generated for those proteins. The ProjectManager window is separated into two
sections and functions. The top panel is primarily a reference for any protein sequences to
be analyzed. It also acts as an interactive access point for sequence-related proteolytic
and reagent-related mapping (Condition Suggestion Algorithm, Plausible Fragments
Calculator). This top panel is designed to assist experimentalists in predicting useful
experiments and interpreting their results. The lower panel allows for generation of new
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experiments including the addition of spectra for analysis, and is an access point for the
spectral viewer.

Auxiliary windows launched from the top and lower panels are interactive (Figure
13), where clicking on a fragment in a map generated by the Condition Suggestion
Algorithm and the Plausible Fragments Calculator causes the Spectral Viewer to show
the fragment, or just its theoretical location if no peak is recognized at that molecular
weight. The Spectral Viewer window scrolls to the molecular weight and performs a
limited peak recognition process using the target point as a peak center. Troughs are thus
delineated and the Spectral Viewer highlights the area between. This causes Fast-Plot to
collect the area under the highlighted section and show the change in signal for that
region over the time points. What this amounts to is the ability to rapidly assess reaction
rate curves for every fragment generated in proteolytic and protease-reagent maps, and
assess the quality of an experiment simply by clicking all of the interesting fragments
from a proteolytic map to see what happened to each. The user can then adjust parameters
like calibration, and update the fragment viewer to study the information more deeply.
Reading

a

proteolytic

map

while

making

spectrum-related

notes

in

the

FragmentPeakTablet should be routine practice for a streamlined expert-intervention
stage of analysis and final report preparation.
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Figure 13 shows the working infrastructure. If fragments in the Condition Suggestion
Algorithm window (top right) are clicked, the spectral window centers on the
molecular weight of the fragment, and the Fragment-Peak tablet shows the structural
context of the fragment.
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V. Comparing manual and automated data extraction

Introduction
The application of chemical probing toward elucidating the structural details of
proteins involves massive amounts of data processing and collection. Experiments consist
of collection of several time points, and each experiment is ideally performed in triplicate
to reduce the impact of outliers as well as machine and chemical noise on the interpreted
results. Spectra should be normalized and calibrated, and for statistically accurate
discrimination between signal and noise, baseline should be analyzed. A single spectrum
may contain dozens to hundreds of peaks, each of which requires a judgment call on
where to call the local maximum. Consistent application of these procedural steps
constitutes a daunting task for manual applications. The steps and rules can be welldefined using common signal processing procedures. Thus an automated alternative
would be a highly desirable alternative.

Experimental Conditions
Experiments were performed to examine the reactivity of RPA and ssDNA in
bound and unbound conformations, using the protease trypsin as a reactive probe. RPA
had been prepared as described above, and reactions were stopped with a cocktail
protease inhibitor at time points 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60 minutes. These experiments
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were performed in triplicate, with and without 30-mer poly dT ssDNA. An external
standard, Angiotensin II, was added to the sample after stopping the reaction. Spectra
were collected using a Ciphergen MALDI-TOF device, operating in positive ion mode.
Spectral plots were exported from the Ciphergen software and either analyzed for peak
intensities by hand, or loaded into a new project using the RAVE infrastructure.
Automated data extraction did not perform baseline removal. Each spectrum was
normalized by bringing the intensity of the Angiotensin II peak to the value 7.75.
Analysis was performed exclusively on peak heights for this study.

A peak is considered for analysis if only one fragment from trypsin-digested RPA
has a molecular weight that falls within a mass range defined by the resolution of the
device (0.05% of the molecular mass of the peak, for our instrument). The mass range
from 6000 to 7000 amu from these spectra contains no apparent peaks. The minimum
threshold intensity for significant quantitative analysis was established as ten times the
standard deviation of this baseline, for each spectrum, as described in Chapter II. (the
value of ten is currently hard-coded in the software but future versions can make this an
option). The optimal global spectral calibration was calculated as described in Chapter II,
and the derived value of -2 was added to each x-coordinate. This global shift placed the
AngII peak at 1046.1, an offset of 0.08 from its known molecular weight of 1046.18.
Reaction profiles were then identified and extracted.

The peak heights from these extracted reaction profiles were compared
quantitatively, in order to evaluate the differences between manual and automated data
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extraction. For each reaction profile a standard deviation was calculated on the difference
between equivalent data points, as derived from the two different approaches to
extraction. The standard deviation values were then used to identify the reaction profiles
that contain the highest magnitude variation between the two extraction methods. Raw
sub-spectra were then manually visualized to discover the sources of variation between
manual and automatically extracted data.

Reaction profiles that differ between manual and automated extraction were
identified for further analysis. To do this, the noise within each method was collected as
the standard deviation of differences between each pair-wise subset of the three
observations recorded for selected time points, over all reaction profiles. Data points
before the 5.0 time point were ignored to reduce the contribution of background noise
from low-intensity peaks.

The relative standard deviation was collected for each extraction method on each
of the apo- and holo-form experiments. For each time point in each reaction profile, an
average was calculated on the two triplicate observations by combining peak intensities
for manual and automated extraction. Each set of six equivalent observations were
normalized through division by the group average. The standard deviation was then
collected across all observations made with a single extraction method. Due to the large
difference in noise observed between apo- and holo-form experiments, relative standard
deviation calculations are performed separately for the two experimental conditions. If
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the six equivalent observations produced an average intensity below 2.0, the entire set
was removed from consideration.

RESULTS
A total of 30 reaction profiles with significant maximum intensities and unique
fragment associations were collected between apo- and holo-form experiments.
Automated data extraction on apo-form RPA identified 18 reactive peaks, with the
following molecular weights: 1141.1, 1339.4, 1350.8, 1394.1, 1441.6, 1460.4, 1588.1,
1647.7, 1694.5, 1711.4, 1843.2, 1872.3, 2039.6, 2086.1, 2113.8, 2673.7, 3040.9, and
3691.4. Manual extraction located these reaction profiles, in addition to others that were
below the minimum intensity threshold for quantitative analysis. Plots of peak heights
collected for manual and automated data extraction on apo-form RPA are shown (Figure
14). The x-axis in each plot represents the 27 observations (nine time points, each
performed in triplicate) ordered by time point. The similarly formatted raw data extracted
from experiments performed in the presence of the 30-mer ssDNA are also shown
(Figure 15). The apo-form experiment produced reaction profiles centered at the
following molecular weights: 1141.1, 1339.4, 1394.1, 1460.4, 1588.1, 1647.7, 1694.5,
1711.4, 1872.3, 2039.6, 2086.1, and 3040.9. Six reaction profiles are absent from the
ssDNA-bound collection, likely due to suppression of reaction rates from occlusion of
trypsin cut-sites by ssDNA, or by conformational changes in RPA induced by this
binding. Average intensity values for all peaks are shown (Table 1), as is the ratio
between apo- and holo-form average peak heights. Collection was limited to time points
at 5 minutes and above, because the lower intensity peaks occur at or below
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Figure 14. Manual versus Automated extraction of limited tryptic digestion peak heights for RPA
in unbound form.
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Figure 15: Manual versus Automated extraction of limited tryptic digestion peak heights for
RPA in the presence of 30-mer ssDNA.
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Table 1. Manually extracted average peak intensity: 5 min – 60 min.
weight

apo
manual

apo
auto

Apo
diff.

dt30
manual

dt30
auto

dt30
diff

1141.1
1339.4
1350.8
1394.1
1441.6
1460.4
1588.1
1647.7
1694.5
1711.4
1843.2
1872.3
2039.6
2086.1
2113.8
2673.7
3040.9
3691.4

1.36
4.87
1.17
5.78
2.25
4.69
3.22
3.29
4.93
6.49
1.28
2.74
3.79
12.91
1.51
1.24
0.51
0.87

1.45
4.86
1.21
5.77
2.63
4.65
3.38
3.29
4.87
6.62
1.32
2.85
3.93
12.99
1.66
1.39
0.83
1.27

0.09
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.38
0.04
0.16
0.00
0.06
0.13
0.04
0.11
0.14
0.08
0.15
0.15
0.32
0.40
0.122
+/0.128

0.77
2.75

0.87
2.84

0.10
0.09

4.17

4.30

0.13

1.99
1.55
1.70
3.07
5.40

2.05
1.61
1.77
3.14
5.42

0.06
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.02

1.45
3.32
8.69

1.57
3.37
9.00

0.12
0.05
0.31

0.64

0.57

0.07
0.096
+/0.074
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the level of noise and are thus not useful toward distinguishing differentially reactive
sites.

The magnitude of variation between manual and automated data extraction
methods was then collected, as the standard deviation of the difference in peak height
recorded for equivalent data points (Table 2). The standard deviation was also collected
across the set of all reaction profiles (labeled “all” in the table). The majority (12/18) of
the reactions in apo form have standard deviations lower than 0.30. The majority (9/12)
of the observations on ssDNA-bound RPA have standard deviations below 0.15. Outliers
were further analyzed to determine the source of some discrepancies between manual and
automated methods.

Sub-regions of the spectra around the peak nearby 1441.1 were isolated for
analysis. The largest discrepancies were observed in the early time points (see Figure 14),
so observations corresponding to time points 0 through 10 minutes were plotted
separately for each set of observations (Figure 16). The intensities shown are those
observed after normalization by AngII, using automated analysis. The maximum values
in these plots are identical to the values extracted by automated methods shown in the
corresponding plot from Figure 14. The maximum peak intensity is observed at variable
m/z coordinates for different time points, likely contributing to the discrepancies recorded
using the manual extraction protocol. The automated method reports the maximum
intensity for the set of peaks even if the maximum occurs at different m/Z values.
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Table 2. Pair-wise standard deviations per reaction profile.
1141.1
1339.4
1350.8
1394.1
1441.6
1460.4
1588.1
1647.7
1694.5
1711.4
1843.2
1872.3
2039.6
2086.1
2113.8
2673.7
3040.9
3691.4
All

apo
0.171
0.222
0.093
0.273
0.520
0.179
0.175
0.182
0.181
0.384
0.153
0.256
0.245
0.703
0.398
0.262
1.144
0.718

dt30
0.085
0.136

0.487

0.329

0.236
0.112
0.085
0.120
0.116
0.106
0.145
0.093
0.546

1.072
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Figure 16: Sub-plots for peak at 1441.1
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The peak corresponding to the calibrated m/Z value of 2086 shows a distinct difference
between manual and automated extraction in its ten minute time point. The corresponding
plot from Figure 14 is reproduced (Figure 17a) with red bars bounding the three
observations from the 10 minute time point. The value extracted from the spectrum
corresponding to “observation B” (the second of three pairs of plotted points between the
red bars) shows a distinct difference between manual and automated extraction. Figure
17b shows the extracted sub-plot for the region, and clearly shows that the highest
intensity value is observed in “observation B”, which is in agreement with the results
from automated extraction. Note that the absolute values intensity values for 17b differ
from those in 17a because those in 17b were normalized to an equivalent AngII value of
10.0, as opposed to the value of 7.75 that was used for 17a.

The peak corresponding to the calibrated M/z value of apo 3040.9 has a relatively
high standard deviation, again caused primarily by a single peak height with significant
height discrepancy between manual and automated data extraction. Figure 18a shows the
extracted values, with the significant outlier at time point 5 highlighted. Figure 18b
shows that the actual peak heights corresponding to observation B are substantially
higher than the analogous heights for observations A and C.

The peak corresponding to the calibrated M/z value of apo 3691.4 has
substantially different recorded values between manual and automatically extracted data.
Figure 19 shows the collection of observations from “A” spectra, where the manually and
automatically extracted heights are shown in part a, and the nearby spectral intensities are
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Figure 17a. 10-minute time point for apo peak corresponding to 2086
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Figure 19: Time-course for peak at 3690
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plotted in part b. Peak height increases do not follow a clear progression, and the highest
intensity peak corresponds to the 45 minute time point, with the rest of the peak heights
in decreasing order coming from time points 20, 10, 30, 60, 2, 5, 1, and 0 minutes. The
peak intensities in Figure 19a follow the same order for the automatically extracted data.

The peak from ssDNA-bound RPA peak 2086.1 has a higher standard deviation
than other holo-form observations, with three substantially different values recorded in
the 45 minute time point. Figure 20a highlights the differences, where automatically
extracted observation B is lower intensity than its A and C observations. This is
consistent with the isolated sub-spectra (Figure 20b).

The peaks corresponding to ssDNA-bound fragment with weight 3041 show
increased variance for observation B in the 2, 5, and 10 minute time points (Figure 21a).
The sub-spectra show peak heights that are consistent with those extracted by automated
methods (Figure 21b).

The difference in the level of noise observed for the two extraction methods was
compared to the level of noise observed between the different equivalent observations.
To do this, the relative standard deviation was calculated across the combined set of
reaction profiles. This was calculated separately for manual and automated extraction
methods. Data were normalized by the group average of six equivalent observations for
two extraction methods on each time point, each observed in triplicate. In order to reduce
the contribution of low signal-to-noise data points from low-intensity peaks, data points
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Figure 20. 45-minute time point for peak at 2086
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were ignored if the group average was below an intensity value of 2.0. The calculated
standard deviation values are shown in Table 3. For both apo- and holo-form cases, the
difference in relative standard deviation between extraction methods is a small fraction of
the difference in standard deviation values observed between equivalent observations
within each class.

CONCLUSIONS
A total of 30 independent reaction profiles were collected from two experiments;
18 from apo-form RPA, and 12 from the protein in its ssDNA-bound form. The two sets
provide different levels of variation (apo 0.49, holo 0.33) between manual and automated
extraction. The addition of salts associated with the ssDNA would typically increase
noise in a MALDI-associated study, unless the salts are preferentially retained by the
ssDNA in the MALDI plume. It is not clear why noise seems to decrease in the presence
of ssDNA.

After critical comparison, many of the differences between automated and manual
extraction can be rationalized as collection mistakes through performance of this tedious
manual protocol. Even if these discrepancies are included, the difference in the level of
noise observed between extraction methods is a small fraction of the level of noise within
each extraction method, after normalization of equivalent observations (apo 2.9%, dt30
3.8%). The low magnitude of the difference in relative standard deviation argues strongly
that replacement of manual extraction with automated methods will at least produce
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Table 3: Within-group relative standard deviations.
manual extraction
apo (198 data points)
0.388
dt30 (108 data points)
0.190
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automated extraction
0.377
0.183

equivalent results, and at best reduce the level of error accumulated in this error-prone
data collection procedure.

While the reduction of errors in data collection has been a primary focal point for
the current analysis, perhaps greater benefit to the researcher is the tremendous timesavings provided by automation. Pre-processing and collection of the very large number
of data points in a typical chemical probing experiment requires at least several times as
much effort as preparation and execution of the wet-lab portion of the experiments. A
process that might otherwise require days or weeks of analytical effort is reduced to
minutes of automated processing. Thus the availability of an automated system for
performing these tedious, error-prone tasks is not only likely to give the researcher
confidence in the accuracy of results, but it also makes these experiments much more
available for realistic application in a deadline-driven research setting.
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VI. Probing the ssDNA-Induced Conformation Change in RPA
Using Limited Proteolysis

Results
The same spectra processed in chapter V are further analyzed to discover
biological differences between apo- and holo-form RPA with single-strand DNA. In
addition to this data set, some interesting reaction profiles were observed at m/Z below
1000. These were not included in the prior comparison of automated and manual
extraction methods because the manual extraction protocol ignored low-molecular weight
ions. Automated methods for data collection were applied as described above, but peak
areas were collected instead of peak heights, as it has been suggested that peak areas
more precisely correlate to ion abundance37.

A structural model for RPA in its unbound state has been produced in our lab51.
The tryptic cut sites are next mapped to this structural model, which serves as a reference
for interpreting the differences in spectral peak intensities derived from apo- and ssDNA
bound-RPA. The fragments identified are listed in the following sections by order of the
structural domain of RPA that they are from. The structural domains from p70 include
the N-terminal domain (D1), a 90 amino acid unstructured chain (D1-D2 linker), and D2,
D3, and D4, followed by the p32 and p14 subunits. Reaction profiles were recorded for
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each of these domains, and most reaction profiles appeared to differ between
experimental conditions.

D1 & D1-D2 Linker
Three reactions were observed for peptides from the N-terminal D1 domain, at
m/Z values of 834, 1442, and 1647. Their N- and C-terminal indices and the amino acid
sequence of the associated peptides are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The first peptide
fragment (m/Z 1647) identified consists of the N-terminal 16 amino acids of p70, with its
C-terminus at the end of the first alpha helix in this domain (Figure 22 A). This being a
terminal fragment, only one proteolytic cut site contributes to the reaction profile, so the
variation in intensity can be attributed directly to it. A consistent and substantial decrease
in intensity is observed for this peptide in the ssDNA-bound state (Figure 22 B). The
second reaction profile in D1 is bounded by residues 82 and K87, and covers the second
half of B4 with the C-terminal cut site at the N-terminus of the tip of L4-5 (Figure 23a).
A relatively high degree of noise occurs in this reaction profile, due to its low intensity
and the relatively high density of peaks observed at such low molecular weights. This
fragment could nevertheless be unambiguously identified. To compare the reaction
profiles produced with and without ssDNA, three outliers should be ignored (tp 30 and 60
for apo, tp 5 for dt30) and no consistent difference is observed in the peak areas
comprising the reaction profiles (Figure 23b). A third reaction profile was observed for
D1, at molecular weight 1442. The fragment identified for this peak spans residues 92103 of D1, which contains the entire fifth beta strand of the OB-fold (B5 – Figure 24a). A
high degree of protection is observed for this peptide in the ssDNA-bound state, with a
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Table 4. Peak-fragment associations for p70. An asterisk indicates a doubly-charged
species. SA is Solvent Accessibility.
m/Z

mol. wt.

N-term,
SA

C-term,
SA

Sequence

D1
833.8
1441.7
1647.2

834.02
1441.85
1646.99

81, 0.41
91, 0.25
n/a

87, 0.24
102, 0.33
15, 0.49

FIVNTLK
RVVILMELEVLK
MVGQLSEGAIAAIMQK

Linker
*2229.4

2228.96

111, 0.548

156, 0.241

*2600.3

2599.88

103, 0.331

156, 0.241

IGNPVPYNEGLGQPQVAPPAPAASP
AASSRPQPQNGSSGMGSTVSK
SAEAVGKIGNPVPYNEGLGQPQVA
PPAPAASPAASSRPQPQNGSSGMGS
TVSK

D2,D3
1073.5
1141.3
*2114.3

1073.17
1141.31
2113.95

336, 0.826
344, 0.098
372, 0.713

344, 0.098
353, 0.009
411, 0.244

SNNREVAKR
NIYLMDTSGK
QPVALIKGARVSDFGGRSLSVLSSS
TIIANPDIPEAYKLR

D4
873.9
1339.4
1353.5
1394
1460.5
*1498.5
*1576.7
*1656.8
1694.3
1842.7
1875.9
2086.6
2674.5
2976.4

874.12
1339.4
1353.5
1393.6
1460.7
1498.3
1576.4
1657.0
1693.9
1843.0
1876.2
2086.2
2674.0
2976.4

605, 0.10
575, 0.33
577, 0.27
588, 0.27
499, 0.34
586
586
588
488, 0.38
553, 0.45
473, 0.26
551, 0.147
449, 0.25
553, 0.45

611,0.002
585, 0.41
587, 0.28
599, 0.27
510, 0.31
610
611
615
501, 0.66
567, 0.28
488, 0.53
567, 0.28
472, 0.26
576, 0.37

LVMSIRR
VKVETYNDESR
VETYNDESRIK
ATVMDVKPVDYR
CEKCDTEFPNFK
IKATVMDVKPVDYREYGRRLVMSIR
IKATVMDVKPVDYREYGRRLVMSIRR
ATVMDVKPVDYREYGRRLVMSIRRSALM
KVIDQQNGLYRCEK
NEQAFEEVFQNANFR
ENCMYQACPTQDCNKK
DKNEQAFEEVFQNANFR
SENLGQGDKPDYFSSVATVVYLRK
NEQAFEEVFQNANFRSFIFRVRVK
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Table 5. Peak-fragment associations for p32 and p14. An asterisk indicates a doublycharged species. SA is Solvent Accessibility.
m/Z
p32
905.0
1587.6
1710.9
2071
3040.9

mol. wt

N-term, SA

C-term, SA

Sequence

905.1
1587.8
1711.0
2071.4
3041.2

85, 0.17
217, 0.36
65, 0.02
217, 0.36
243, 0.36

92, 0.30
230, 0.439
80, 0.11
234, 0.64
269, 0.64

3691.6

3691.9

0, 0.744

36, 0.35

APTNIVYK
ACPRPEGLNFQDLK
IGNVEISQVTIVGIIR
ACPRPEGLNFQDLKNQLK
QAVDFLSNEGHIYSTVDDDHF
KSTDAE
MWNSGFESYGSSSYGAGGYTQ
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Figure 22a. m/Z 1647.2 – D1, A1
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Figure 23a. m/Z 834 – D1, B4
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Figure 24a. m/Z 1441.7 – D1, B5 (one missed cut)
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maximum intensity difference of greater than 50 units (Figure 24b). Due to its close
proximity to the C-terminal cut site of the C-terminus of the last identified peak (m/Z
834), which did not appear to have been protected in the ssDNA-bound state, it is
unlikely that the protection of the N-terminus of the m/Z 1442 peptide results from
occlusion of L4-5 of the OB-fold, although this can not be ruled out.

Two peptides were observed spanning much of the flexible linker between D1 and
D2. The N-terminal of the two (m/Z 2600) was associated with the peptide covering
residues K103-K156 (Figure 25a). The intensities of the peaks comprising these reaction
profiles were low, but a consistent decrease in intensity is observed in the ssDNA-bound
state (figure 25b). A similar story describes the next reaction profile, which was
associated with a peptide from residues K111-K156 (Figure 26a). Again, low intensities
are observed but the ssDNA-bound state consistently shows signs of protection of the
proteolytic cut sites bounding the peptide (Figure 26b). This second peptide is contained
within the first, and the two share their C-terminal cut site. There is an internal potential
cut site (R140), but no peaks in the spectra could be associated with the molecular
weights of fragments that would be liberated by cleavage of this amide bond.

D2-D3
Peaks were identified that could be unambiguously associated with two adjacent
proteolytic fragments from D2 (m/Z 1073.5 – R335-R344, m/Z 1141.3 – R344-K353),
the first of the pair of high-affinity ssDNA binding domains in RPA p70. The first of the
three cut sites is at R335, which constitutes the C-terminal end of B1 and the N-terminal
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Figure 25a. m/z 2600 – D1-D2 linker (2 missed cuts)
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Figure 26a. m/z 2229.4 – D1-D2 linker (1 missed cut)
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end of L1-2. This loop has been previously characterized to wrap around ssDNA in the
bound structure (Figure 27a). The shared cut site (R344) occurs in B2 (Figures 27a, 28a),
at a site toward the middle of the binding cleft, which is occluded by ssDNA, when
bound. The third cut site delimiting the second peptide (K353) is at the C-terminal end of
L2-3 (Figure 28a), and can be anticipated to be at least partially involved in an interface
to D4 in the bound structure. The reaction profile for R335-R344 (Figure 27b) begins
with consistent reduction in intensity in early time points but the intensities both
approach zero in later time points. This behavior can be attributed to the presence of two
additional cut sites in the center and end of the fragment, the first of which is in another
solvent accessible region of L1-2. The second fragment, R344-K353, contains zero
missed cut-sites, and the reaction profile appears to be significantly reduced through the
time points (Figure 28b), assuming two aberrant drops in intensity (TP20, TP45) can be
dismissed as outliers.

A peak at m/Z 2114.3 was uniquely associated with the doubly-charged version of
the peptide R372-R411 (Figure 29a), which contains four missed cut sites. The reaction
profile at this m/Z location was relatively noisy (Figure 29b), although signal appears to
be generally suppressed in the presence of ssDNA. The complexity of this reaction
profile is likely caused by the variety of conditions that the multiple missed cut sites exist
under, as some of these are located in the binding cleft but the terminal fragments are not.
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Figure 27a.m/Z 1073.5 – D2, L1-2 (2 missed cuts)
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Figure 28a. m/Z 1141.1 – D2, B3
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Figure 29a. m/z 2114.3 – D3 (4 missed cuts)
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D4
Peaks were observed for more fragments covering the C-terminal domain of p70
than any other region of the protein. The first (m/Z 2674.5) includes the N-terminal helix
and beta strand 1 (K449-K472: Figure 30a). The reaction profile shows a consistent
decrease in peak intensity in the presence of ssDNA (Figure 30b). The N-terminal helix is
not known to interact with either the ligand or other RPA domains, but the C-terminal cut
site is on a beta-bulge that bounds the path of ssDNA as it passes between the binding
clefts of D4 and p32. As such it can be expected to be protected in the presence of ligand.
There are two internal cut sites (K458 and R471). The first is in the anticipated interface
between D3 and D4 and the second is adjacent to the cut site and likely shares similar
environmental conditions.

Three reaction profiles were associated with fragments from the zinc ribbon subdomain. The first (m/Z 1875.9) was associated with a fragment (K473-K488: Fig. 31a)
that begins at the C-terminus of the K449-K472 fragment, and ends after the second
cystine of four in the Zinc binding sub-domain. The reaction profile shows consistent
protection in the presence of ssDNA (Fig. 31b). The second reaction profile (m/Z 1694.3)
could be associated with a fragment (K488-K510: Fig. 32a) that begins at the C-terminus
of the first fragment, and ends between the third and fourth cystines. There is one missed
cut-site in this fragment, that is the N-terminal cleavage site for a fragment to its Cterminus (R499-K510: Fig. 33a), associated with another peak (m/Z 1460.5). Both of
these reaction profiles appear protected by ssDNA (Fig. 32b, 33b), likely due to the high
density of basic residues combined with their close proximities to the binding cleft.
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Figure 30a. m/z 2674 – D4, B1 (2 missed cuts)
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Figure 31a m/z 1875.9 – D4, Zn-ribbon (1 missed cut)
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Figure 32a. m/z 1694.3 – D4, Zn-ribbon (2 missed cuts)
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Figure 33a m/z 1460.5 – D4, Zn-ribbon (1 missed cut)
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Three reaction profiles were associated with fragments that include portions of the
helical cluster between beta strands 3 and 4. The first spans K551-R567 (Fig. 34) and is
associated with m/Z 2086.6. A cut site is shared between the second and third fragments
(K553-R567 - Fig. 35, K553-K576 – Fig. 36) that corresponding to m/Z 1842.7 and
2976.4. The larger of the two has a total of 3 missed cut sites, the smaller none. Each of
the three reaction profiles consistently show suppression of signal in the presence of
ssDNA. It is unlikely that these cleavage sites are protected directly by ligand, as the
helical bundle is on the opposite side of D4 from the ssDNA binding cleft, and this
domain is in the center of the overall binding cleft. Therefore a more likely explanation
would include the helical cluster in conformational changes known to occur with DNA
binding.

Six reaction profiles have cut sites near L4-5, but show very different trends of
suppression. Two fragments are produced with both cut sites in L4-5 (R575-R585 – Fig.
37, 577-K587 – Fig. 38). These are associated with reaction profiles (m/Z 1339.4, 1353.5)
that show suppression of signal in the presence of DNA. This is anticipated as L4-5 is
directly involved in ligand binding. The N-terminal cut sites of the next four reaction map
to either 586 or 588, but these either show no change in the presence of ligand, or show
an increase in signal in its presence. Fragments 588-599 and 586-611 (Fig. 39, 40) are
associated with peaks at molecular weights 1394.0 and 1498.5. These reaction profiles
show no consistent difference in signal through the first 20 minutes of digestion. Lowintensity signal for reaction profile 1498.5 makes interpretation difficult, but it is likely
that the N-terminal cut sites are not significantly affected by the presence of ssDNA.
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Figure 34a. m/z 2086.6 – D4, helical bundle (1 missed cut)
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Figure 35a. m/z 1842.7 – D4, helical bundle
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Figure 36a. m/z 2976.4 – D4, helical bundle-B4 (3 missed cuts)
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Figure 37a. m/z 1339.4 – D4, L4-5 (1 missed cut)
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Figure 38a. m/z 1353.8 – D4, L4-5 (1 missed cut)
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Figure 39a. m/z 1393.5 – D4, B5 (1 missed cut)
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Figure 40a. m/z 1498 – D4, B5 - C-terminal helix (5 missed cuts)
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While the fragment is involved in the binding cleft, the N-terminus of the loop is in a
much more opportune location for wrapping around the ligand, and thus it is not
surprising that the C-terminus of L4-5 is not significantly affected by the binding of
ssDNA. The next two fragments also include cut sites in the L4-5 loop (R586-R611 – Fig.
41, 588-615 – Fig. 42). Their associated reaction profiles (m/Z 1576.7, 1656.8) show that
signal is increased in the presence of ssDNA. This is likely due to the fact that these two
strands cover multiple missed cut sites at a potential interface between D3 and D4. If
these two domains dock in the holo conformation, then the missed cut sites are protected,
and the population of fragments with these cut sites intact can be expected to increase.

The final reaction profile associated with a fragment in D4 can be associated with
the C-terminal alpha helix from p70 (R605-R611 – Fig. 43), and an increase is observed
in intensity for this fragment in the presence of ssDNA (m/Z 873.9). The likely
explanation for this is that this helix is more exposed in the ligand-bound state. This can
be expected as the binding clefts of D3, D4, and p32 organize into a linear juxtaposition
to coat the ligand. In doing so the p70, p32 interface helices (including this fragment) are
likely exposed to the bulk solution and to protease. The C-terminal ends of 586-611 and
588-615 end at the same region of the terminal helix, and a similar increase in signal in
presence of ligand is observed.

p32, p14
Six reaction profiles were associated with fragments from the 32 kDa subunit of
RPA. The first contained the N-terminal fragment, and cover the stretch of amino acids
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Figure 41a. m/z 1576.7 – D4, B5 – C-terminal helix (8 missed cuts)
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Figure 42a. m/z 1656.8 – D4, B5 – C-terminal helix (6 missed cuts)
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Figure 43a. m/z 873.9 – D4, C-terminal helix (1 missed cut)
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that loosely fold into the N-terminal beta-sheet domain of p32 (E1-K36 – Fig. 44). The
C-terminal cut site is at the joint between this domain and the central OB-fold. The
associated reaction profile (m/Z 3691.6) shows consistent signal suppression in the
presence of ssDNA. The close proximity of the C-terminal cut site to the ssDNA binding
cleft on this domain explains this observation as being caused by direct occlusion of the
cut site.

Two fragments with associated reaction profiles were in the central OB-fold. One
covers the first beta strand of the central OB-fold (R65-R80 – Fig. 45). Neither cut site
from this fragment is in close proximity to the ssDNA binding cleft. The associated
reaction profile shows little difference in intensity between apo- and holo-states. The
second fragment in this pair contains L1-2 (Fig. 46), which is typically important to the
ligand-binding properties of OB-folds. The associate reaction profile shows little
difference between apo- and holo-states. This is unexpected, but might be explained by
the unusually short length of the L1-2 loop in p32.

Three fragments from the C-terminal ‘winged-tip helix’ domain were associated
with reaction profiles. The first two fragments (K217-K234 – Fig. 47, K217-K230 – Fig.
48) share an N-terminal cut-site, with C-terminal cut sites offset by four amino acids.
Both associated reaction profiles show clear suppression of intensity in the presence of
ssDNA. The third fragment (K243-K269 – Fig. 49) also shows suppression of signal.
This domain is not expected to bind directly to DNA, and there is no obvious explanation
for the loss in peak intensity upon binding ssDNA.
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Figure 44a. m/z 3691.6 – p32, N-terminal semi-ordered region
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Figure 45a. m/z 1710.9 – p32, B1
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Figure 46a. m/z 905 – p32, L1-2
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Figure 47a. m/z 1587.6 – p32, C-terminal “winged-tip” helical bundle (1 missed cut)
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Figure 48a. m/z 2071.6 – p32, C-terminal “winged tip” helical bundle (2 missed cuts)
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Figure 49a. m/z 3040.9 – p32, C-terminal “winged tip” helical bundle (1 missed cut)
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Figure 50a. m/z 1039.6 – p14, B1 (1 missed cut)
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Two fragments from the 14 kDa subunit were associated with reaction profiles
(R11-R29 Fig. 50, K104-D102 – Fig. 51). This subunit is not expected to bind directly to
ssDNA, and assuming two high-intensity time points for the first fragment are caused by
experimental error, little difference is observed in the reaction profiles for bound and
unbound experiments.

Conclusions
The majority of the reaction profile differences between apo- and holo-forms for
RPA are consistent with the traditional model of ssDNA binding to the main OB-fold
clefts of D2, D3, and D4, and the p32 central domain. Most of the reaction profiles
involving L1-2 or L4-5 from these four domains were suppressed in the presence of
ssDNA, and most that are distal to these sites showed no consistent differences in
intensity. The exceptions to this simple rule are interesting, as they contain elusive
information on the conformational change that this protein goes through as it binds to its
ligand.

The reaction profile for a fragment bounded by the N- and C-terminal ends of L45 (m/Z 1353.8) from p70 D4 produced higher intensity peaks in the presence of ssDNA,
but a reaction profile associated with a fragment bounded by the C-terminal end of this
loop and the N-terminal end of the C-terminal helix showed no difference in intensities
between the two states. These paired observations suggest that the N-terminus of the L4-5
loop on D4 is available for proteolytic digestion only in absence of ssDNA, but that the
C-terminal end of the loop is not available in either state.
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Figure 51a. m/z 2039.3 – p14, C-terminal helix
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Three fragments that are bounded by the C-terminal end of the D4 L4-5 loop and
the central to C-terminal end of the D4 C-terminal helix (m/z 1498.5, 1576.7, 1656.8)
show similar or increased sensitivity to trypsin in the presence of ssDNA. Consistent with
this observation, a reaction profile associated with a fragment bounded by the central and
C-terminal ends of the same helix (m/z 873.9) also shows increased reactivity in the
presence of ssDNA. These observations are consistent with a model where the C-terminal
end of the C-terminal D4 helix is exposed for proteolytic digestion in the presence of
ligand. This is likely caused by a conformational change in RPA, where the compact apoform unfolds, straightening out along the path of the ligand. The C-terminal helix of D4
is involved in the interface between the three RPA subunits, so exposure of this helix
suggests that this triple-helical bundle may act like a hinge between the subunits,
allowing p32 and plausibly p14 to swing around in the ssDNA bound state to achieve
maximal surface area contact with the ligand.

Two reaction profiles associated with p70 D1 (m/Z 834, 1442) and two from the
D1-D2 linker (m/Z 2600, 2229.4) are protected in the ssDNA-bound state. Two reaction
profiles associated with the helical bundle in D4 (m/Z 2086.6, 1842.7) were also
protected in this state, as was the C-terminal domain of p32 (m/Z 1587.6, 2071.6, 3040.9).
One possible model for interactions between RPA molecules is shown in Figure 52 that
may explain these protected regions in the protein. Helical bundles often observed at
protein-protein interfaces, so an interaction between the p32 C-terminal domain and the
D4 helical bundle would not be unusual. Further, OB-folds are often implicated in
binding to other peptides, so an interaction between D1 and a D1-D2 linker in a second
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RPA molecule would be no more surprising. The juxtaposition implied by these
interactions suggests a model for RPA where two copies of the heterotrimer tether two
denatured strands together in close enough proximity to stabilize a novel structure and
allow low-energy re-annealing.
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Figure 52. A Stacking Model for RPA
The p32 C-terminal domain and D1-D2 linker regions are colored red. The D4 helical
bundle and D1 binding loops are colored purple. Two interactions are shown between the
p32 C-teminal domain and the D4 helical bundle, and between D1 and the D1-D2 linker
region, as described in the text.
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Appendix A. Signal Processing Overview
Overview
The set of spectra are first internally calibrated,
using peak-fragment associations to find an optimal shift
for the entire set, in order to compensate for
miscalibration of the device. Then the plots are all
interpolated to each other by the fast and simple
projected triangles method. In the case of limited
proteolysis, an internal standard is added post-treatment,
and the time points are scaled accordingly. If instead a

Data Flow Diagram
Calibration
Interpolation
Normalization
Averaging
Peak Recognition
Fragment Association
Data Output

chemical modification approach is taken, the plots are first scaled by peak height
sums. Built-in internal standards are then sought and applied if available. Multiple
observations are then averaged. Peak recognition is performed along with subsequent
trough redefinition, and peak-fragment associations are reported. Modified and
unmodified versions of fragments are associated with each other and their grouped
peak heights or areas-under-peaks are collated.

Internal Calibration
In mass spectrometry analysis of any proteolyzed fragments of proteins, one
can be certain as to the identities of up to a majority of the peaks. This knowledge can
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be taken advantage of to calibrate the spectra. A general approach has been
implemented to locate an optimal shift for the entire set of spectra, which will account
for relatively consistent shifts that occur if the machine has drifted from calibration.

The algorithm associates each peak with its closest fragment, and uses the
distances between as a set of possible shifts. The algorithm counts the number of
peak-fragment associations at each shift (as described in Resolution) and determines
which shift gives the highest such count. Ties are broken by selecting the shift that is
closest to zero. The best shifts are rounded to the nearest integer, and collected for all
spectra. A majority vote is then taken to determine a single shift to apply to each
spectral observation.

An alternative approach was initially taken that sought individual shifts for
each observation. This approach was determined to give inconsistent results though,
particularly for spectra with small numbers of peaks or lots of noise.

Normalization by Height Sum
Three methods are offered for normalizing spectra from different time points.
The simplest method is to add the heights of all recognized peaks then scale these
values to equivalence. This method is not useful for limited proteolysis, for two
reasons. First, the initial protein is unlikely to be in the mass range of the device.
Second, as the digestion proceeds, fragments are likely to be broken down to weights
below the bottom bound of the same mass range. In sum, the total mass in the
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observable range of the device is unlikely to remain consistent through the time
course. This is not the case for the chemical modification approach, because after
exhaustive proteolysis, the only relevant experimentally driven differences in the
plots are in the relative abundance between unmodified and modified fragments.
Mass is largely conserved in the range of the instrument. This approach still suffers
though from the differences in flight-efficiencies of unmodified and modified
fragments. For instance when NHS reacts with lysine, it oblates a positive charge,
which is likely to affect the amount of the fragment that is detected after time-offlight detection.

Normalization by Post-Treatment Internal Standards
The next most obvious method for normalizing the spectra is by posttreatment addition of an internal standard. This approach suffers several shortcomings.
Most importantly, one must identify an internal standard with a molecular weight that
does not interfere with any of the peaks that will be present in the spectra. This is a
significant challenge, the importance of which should not be underestimated. If the
sample does interfere with the internal standard, then the experiment will be unlikely
to yield any meaningful information. A graphical tool has been developed that shows
what fragments are likely to appear in an experiment. This tool can be taken
advantage of to discern the utility of an internal standard in this light.

If the internal standard does not interfere with a sample peak, there are still
fundamental problems with this approach. First, the internal standard peak will
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contain the same noise as the rest of the spectra, so normalization should include
reference to multiple internal standards to minimize this effect. Second, because the
internal standard is being added after the time points have been separated, there is a
certain degree of uncertainty added in the independent measurements. Third, the
internal standard may line up with a peak representing an impurity or that is otherwise
unexpected. This is a difficult problem to reconcile without performing a full
experiment with no internal standards.

Normalization by Built-In Internal Standards
After exhaustive proteolysis, most chemical modification experiments will
yield multiple fragments that have no reactive sites for the experimental reagent.
Assuming equal digestion conditions, these non-reactive fragments are not anticipated
to differ quantitatively and can be used as a set of built-in internal standards. This
approach cannot be performed with limited proteolysis though, and post-treatment
internal standards should be used in place. If no built-in internal standards are located
for an experiment, then the spectra are available for locating clear base line where a
post-treatment internal standard can be unambiguously applied.

Interpolation
Interpolation of the plots involves first locating the internal bounds, defined as
the highest and lowest first and last x-coordinates of the set of plots. Then, for each
coordinate of the first averaged spectrum, the nearest coordinate is found in each of
the other spectra, and a new coordinate is produced for each of the latter. This is done
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by effectively drawing a line between the ‘current’ and ‘next’ coordinates of the
second plot, then projecting the ‘current’ coordinate from the first plot onto that line
to locate the height of the second at the location of the first. Interpolation is done
because the new, aligned indices are much easier to work with in the other algorithms.

Resolution
Issues concerning resolution are treated consistently throughout the software
to associate peaks with fragments, and to determine whether two fragments can be
reasonably resolved. If the absolute value of the difference between weights of the
associable pair is less than either weight when divided by the resolving power of the
instrument, then the peaks or fragments are considered of indistinguishable origin.

LOD/LOQ
Limit-Of-Detection (LOD) and Limit-Of-Quantitation (LOQ) issues are
primarily relevant when determining which peaks are to be considered interesting. If
quantification is important, then only peaks that have quantities at least ten times
above the standard deviation of background noise can be considered. A graphical tool
has recently been developed to allow users to select regions of spectra to consider
background for these calculations.

Peak Recognition
A peak recognition algorithm has been implemented that works in two modes;
‘peak seeking’ and ‘trough seeking’. If the algorithm has located a trough last, then it
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proceeds forward along the x-axis in peak-seeking mode, marking the first coordinate
that surpasses the height of the last trough by a specified amount. This amount is
addressed in the LOD/LOQ section of this document. The algorithm then proceeds
along the x-axis in trough-seeking mode, until it locates a new trough. The new
trough must be the same threshold below the last local maximum. The maximum
coordinate between the last trough and the current trough is then located, and
recorded as a peak. The inverse process occurs for identifying troughs.

Double Gaussian Statistical Peak Model
An algorithm has been produced that best fits a double-Gaussian population
curve to each of the peaks. Double-Gaussians were selected after attempting to fit a
large number of population curves to normal MALDI-TOF peaks. Initial parameters
are determined from an equation based on peak height and molecular weight. The
algorithm then locates groups of overlapping peaks from individual spectra, and
adjusts the initial parameters to ‘best fit’ the statistical representation to the actual
plot of the spectra. Fitting uses either simplex or Powell fmin functions from the
SciPy Optimize library. This entire statistical approach is useful for precise
quantification in the event of overlapping peaks. Shoulder peaks are obviated, and can
theoretically be resolved, by considering the remaining signal after subtracting the
statistical model from the actual spectrum. This approach has not been rigorously
examined, as only supremely high-quality data will be useful for training such a
precise tool, and it is not currently available from the user interface.
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Trough Redefinition
Troughs are initially defined as local minima between peaks. This is not a
very good definition though, as extended stretches of baseline are likely to contain
irrelevant minima that would be included in the peak. Instead, an ad hoc hard bound
of 5 angstroms had been placed on how far the code will search, from a peak, for a
trough. This algorithm is currently being updated in a way that will examine the use
of slope for defining trough boundaries. This approach is expected to be robust for
differentiating peaks that overlap, and can be readily adapted to include a shoulderrecognition software device. All troughs are derived from a single function, so
updates to this critical algorithm are very simple.
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Appendix B. Probing Reagents

NHS-Lysine (+42 Da.)

NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide, also 1-hydroxy-2,5-pyrrolidinedione) adds an
acetyl group to available lysines. The reaction proceeds efficiently at pH 7.6, and
room temperature20-22. Only product peaks are relevant for the use of this reagent with
trypsin, due to the fact that unmodified reactant peaks are degraded by this protease.
NHS is often modified with biotin for this reaction.
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Kethoxal-Arginine (+150 Da.)

Kethoxal (3-ethoxy-1,1-dihydroxy-2-butanone) is a classic RNA probe that
forms covalent adducts with arginine residues. The kethoxal adduct is stabilized
against hydrolysis by treatment with borate, as long as no acidic environment is
encountered29. Experiments are performed with ten-fold excess of probe to arginines,
under normal pH and temperature29.
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Glycinamide/Carbodiimide-Carboxylic Acids (+56 Da.)

Glycinamidation (2-aminoacetamide) involves addition of a glycinamide
group (+56 Da.) to available aspartic and glutamic acids54. The reaction is performed
in a low pH environment of 4.5, in the presence of a carbodiimide compound, which
activates the carboxylic acid for amide replacement of one of the carboxylic oxygen
atoms.
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MTS-Cystine (+179 Da.)

MTS (methanethiosulfonate, also Ellman’s reagent) is a bulky, polar reagent
that reacts specifically with protein sulfhydryls. MTS requires cystamine for complete
reaction55 that can be performed in the presence of HEPES and DTT, which are
tolerable buffer and reducing conditions for mass spectrometry.
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Koshland’s Reagent-Tryptophan (+151 Da.)

Koshland’s reagent (2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl bromide) reacts with the gamma
carbon of tryptophan sidechains, adding a molecular weight of 151 Daltons to the
indole ring. Reaction conditions include standard pH and temperature. The compound
normally produces a wide variety of tryptophan-like products56, but only one (shown)
is observed when the product is reduced with Na2S2O457. Double and triple
modifications are normal due to further addition to the adduct portion of the product.
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Tetranitromethane-Tyrosine (+15 Da.)

Tetranitromethane reacts with tyrosine residues at normal pH and temperature.
The reaction is quenched with acetic acid. Nitrotyrosine is then reduced with
Na2S2O4, to form an amide product that is highly stable under mass spectrometry
conditions58.
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VOLUME II
Appendix C. RAVE User Manual

Introduction
The RAVE working environment expedites analysis of chemical modification
spectral data in a variety of ways. The internal algorithms ensure rapid and consistent
application of well formulated rules to very large datasets. The user interface (UI)
also enables informed experimental design and expert intervention in many ways.
This document provides support to users testing and applying the provided UI tool set.
Descriptions of underlying algorithms are only included here if they are not already in
the accompanying dissertation document.

Launch RAVE
The RAVE user interface is launched within the context of SPADE, the Structural
Proteomics Application Development Environment. SPADE consists of a molecular
viewer and data repository system, and includes a wide variety of fundamental tools
that are re-used in a set of loosely coupled applications. RAVE is one such
application. To launch RAVE, first open SPADE then use its control panel to open a
molecular system (center panel). Click the System name, then the launch button to the
right of the panel. Once the molecular viewer is open, click RAVE in the top pane of
the SPADE control panel. A pop-up window will request the System that RAVE
should be launched on if you have multiple Systems open, or if only one System is
open SPADE will simply confirm that the application is to be opened. The RAVE
application should then open as a tabbed pane on the requested System viewer.
Note that at this time the System pdb file should contain the FULL LENGTH chains
of any proteins being studied. Ligand presence is not required, however residue and
atomic solvent accessibilities are calculated in the course of analysis and the study
may benefit from knowledge of the placement of ligands in how they affect solvent
accessibility values.
The ProjectManager frame, once opened in a System tab, offers high level tools for
dealing with wet-lab experiments which include macromolecules in the launched
System. The top panel lets the user add new experiments and rename and adjust
conditions for old experiments. The View Spectra button launches the spectral viewer,
described in detail later in this document. The bottom panel allows the user to open a
saved experiment, add known post-translational modifications to the current System,
and launches a Condition Suggestion Algorithm which can assist the user in selecting
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a modifying reagent and its accompanying protease that are likely to provide useful
information.

Add Modifications
The first step to experimental design is to provide information on any known posttranslational modifications that occur for the protein. For example if some residues
are known to be phosphorylated, then this modification adjusts the weight of any
fragments that include the modified residue. To include modifications, click the Add
Modifications button on the ProjectManager to launch the Modification Manager
window. The top panel shows the sequences, and individual characters can be rightclicked to adjust their modification state. When a text character is right clicked, a
menu launches with a list of Common Reactions that include this residue in their
specificity. Hover over a single reaction type and a second menu opens, allowing
either this residue to be adjusted, or if desired, all residues within the specificity of
the reaction can be adjusted. The UI represents modifications with a change in the
background color of affected residues.
As stated above, the reactions provided are limited to the Common Reactions
database. There are actually two databases provided to the user, where the Common
Reactions database is a subset of a larger set including more than two hundred
chemicals known to interact with proteins in a residue-specific or semi-specific
manner. The bottom panel allows users to import reactions from the larger database
into the Common Reactions database.
If a desired reaction is not present in the Common Reactions database, it may be in
the larger repository. To import reactions from the repository, click the Import button
in the lower panel, and search for the reaction name in the provided list. If found,
select the reaction and click Ok. To add a new reaction, click the Add button, enter a
reaction title in the provided popup and click OK. Then input the weight adjustment
to affected residues in the right panel, along with one-letter codes for residues that the
reaction applies to. Finally click Save to record the reaction and make it available for
future experiments. Reactions can be removed from the common reactions database
by selecting the reaction title from the provided drop-down box, and clicking the
Remove button. Adding and removing reactions from the Common Reactions
database does not affect the larger repository.

Condition Suggestion Algorithm
The Condition Suggestion Algorithm is a powerful tool that helps to predict which
set(s) of reagents and enzymes might provide the most useful information on the
target protein system. Launch this tool before conducting an experiment by clicking
the Suggest Conditions button in the Project Manager pane. The resultant popup
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window contains two panes, a control panel on the left and an output panel on the
right.
The control panel is broken up into three panes to select reagent, protease(s), and
missed cuts tolerated for the analysis. The reactions offered are taken from the
Common Reactions database, which can be adjusted as described above in the Add
Modifications section. New proteases can be added through the Plausible Fragments
Calculator, as described below. One can conduct as many calculations as desired,
typically searching for maximum coverage and/or coverage of particular, interesting
residues. Once parameters are selected, press the Calculate button to view the
anticipated results of a reaction. The algorithm predicts the weights of modified and
unmodified fragments expected from the parameters provided, searches for collisions
between these weights, and produces an output report describing the results of the
analysis.
The output report begins with a list of the parameters applied in the analysis,
including enzyme and reagent, missed cuts tolerated, mass range used, and the
number and residue indices of reactive residues. Then, for each enzyme selected the
number of fragments and count of reactive indices that they cover is provided, along
with a list of cut-site residue indices. A list of collisions is reported, followed by the
number of reaction sites for which no collisions are anticipated with unmodified
peaks, and the number of fragments that these reaction sites occur within. The next
list shows the number of collisions that might occur with modified peaks. A list of
residue indices is then provided for the reaction sites for which no collisions are
anticipated. The final element in this report is a button that launches a Fragment
Viewer map of the interesting fragments from the analysis.
The Fragment Viewer produced in this report shows a map of interesting fragments’
placements in the protein chains analyzed. The source protein chains are shown as
horizontal black bars. Proteolytic fragments are shown below the source chains, with
color coding to show what collisions are anticipated for each fragment. Hover over
each fragment with the cursor and a description of the fragment is shown, including
chain number, index and identity of N- and C-terminal fragments, and molecular
weight. Vertical lines on the map represent reaction sites (orange, default) or
proteolytic cut sites (green). These two options can be selected between or removed
through a menu at the top of the panel.
Under some relatively rare conditions, experiments can benefit from digestion with
two enzymes. To examine these conditions, simply select multiple enzymes before
running the calculation. Results are shown for each enzyme independently, followed
by an analysis considering the fragments that would be generated from the
combination of enzymes.

Plausible Fragments Calculator
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The Plausible Fragments Calculator, launched by pressing the “View Fragments”
button in the ProjectManager pane, simulates proteolytic digestion for a set of protein
sequences, given a set of protease descriptor parameters. New proteases can also be
created with this tool. Simply enter the desired name, specificity, cut terminus, and
whether proline blocks the protease, and click the Save Protease button to make the
new set of descriptors available for future use. The default protease loaded is trypsin,
and users can select from previously entered proteases by clicking the Load Protease
button, at the bottom of the window.
To view the results of an optimal digestion by the selected protease, click the
Recalculate button at the bottom of the window. The map at the top of the window
shows the numbered chains from the SPADE System, along with anticipated
fragments and their placements in those chains. Scroll over each fragment to view its
molecular weight and cut site information.
Creating a New Experiment
Once the wet-lab protocol has been executed and spectra collected for a set of time
points, the data are loaded into RAVE along with run parameters by clicking the Add
An Experiment button from the ProjectManager panel. Enter a name in the provided
dialog box; this is the title of the experiment as shown in the ProjectManager panel
but the saved file name is provided in a separate section. After clicking Ok, a new
popup appears that lets the user input the protease used, and if performing a chemical
modification experiment a reagent can be added.
The user then selects files to add to the experiment with the Add Files button. The
standard input files are in comma delimited format, where each line represents one x-,
y-ordinate pairs, one pair of ordinates per line. Once files are added, a pull down
menu fills with the files names that can be used to select the files and adjust their time
point or whether they represent control spectra. Control spectra can take a variety of
forms but the most obvious are spectra of autolytic digestion and impurities in the
protease. Any component that might be adding impurities to the spectra might be
added as a control. For time points, the hour, minute, and second of the time point can
be adjusted by clicking on the respective button in the UI than scrolling through
values in the counter.
Note that a shortcut convention has been established to assist in making sure that files
are not confused, and to reduce the work involved in labeling each file in the UI.
Name each file with a “00#00#00” token, anywhere in the file name, to automatically
load it with the time that the reaction was stopped for that aliquot. For this convention,
the pairs of numbers represent the number of hours, minutes, and seconds of the
stopped reaction. For example a ninety minute time point might be represented as
“rxn01#30#00a.csv” or “reaction00#90#00c.csv”.
Once enzymes are selected, files loaded, and times and controls labeled, click the Ok
button and a Save Project dialog opens. Enter a location and filename to access the
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project in the future. To adjust these input conditions in the future click the Edit
Conditions button in the ProjectManager panel.

The Spectra Viewer
To analyze a saved experiment, launch the RAVE application on a SPADE System
and click the Open Saved Project button. Select the project previously saved with this
System, and click View Spectra.
The Spectra Viewer opens as a separate window with spectra from each time point
averaged and placed in rows. The x-axis is labeled with m/z values corresponding to
molecular weight, and the y-axis with intensity values. To the right of each time point
is a control panel that allows operations to be performed on each time point
individually. At the bottom of the window there is another spectra that shows the
MaxPlot, which shows the maximum intensity ordinate from all of the time point
spectra. The MaxPlot is described in detail in the accompanying dissertation. Move
the mouse around the spectra to view x and y coordinates at the bottom left of the
Spectra Viewer window.
Between the time point and MaxPlot spectra there is an interactive scroll bar with
intensities shown for the entire MaxPlot. Click on the various regions where peaks
appear to pan the view to that region of the spectra. A black-outline box shows the
bounds of the current view. By dragging with a pressed mouse key, the view can be
scrolled smoothly along the full length of the mass range in view. Arrow buttons on
each side of the map allow incremental steps to the left or right.
On the left of the spectra is a scale bar that expands and contracts the view vertically,
simultaneously for all spectra. The scale bar does not adjust the actual intensity values,
and is only for enhancing visual investigation. As scaling is applied the y-axis labels
automatically adjust their increments to fit in the panel.

Fragment Viewer & Molecular Viewer
Upon viewing an experiment, the Fragment Viewer opens in the bottom right pane of
the ProjectManager panel. Once peaks have been recognized (next section), all
reaction profiles are made available for viewing in the Fragment Viewer and the
associated Molecular Viewer. The reaction profiles are loaded in order sorted by
molecular weight. Three buttons (Start, Prev, Next) allow traversal of the set of
reaction profiles. In addition, the user can jump directly to a particular reaction profile
by right-clicking the peak in the Spectra Viewer. As the user traverses the reaction
profiles and adjusts the rotation, zoom, coloring, and representation of the System in
the molecular viewer, the view for each reaction profile is recorded such that
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subsequent views of a reaction profile return to the same graphical state. Three toggle
buttons allow the user to conveniently turn Atom, Tube, and Surface representation
on and off. In addition to these shortcut buttons, the entire Molecular Viewer tool set
is available in the menus for this window.
Information on each reaction profile is shown in the Fragment Viewer, including the
sequence of the associated fragment and its molecular weight, N- and C-terminal
indices and chain number, and solvent accessibilities of terminal sidechains (limited
proteolysis) or reactive sidechain (chemical modification). A plot is shown that
captures the entire time course including individual observations in red for limited
proteolysis or red and green for unmodified and modified peaks, respectively, for
chemical modification experiments. A solid black line shows the average for each
time point. A second tab, titled Notes, allows the user to record details on
observations. Some notes are automatically loaded by the software, including if a
fragment weight represents the doubly-charged species, and if the peak falls near
anticipated impurities, like known keratin or protease autolytic fragments.
The Fragment Viewer panel automatically generates a PDF report. Each page of the
report captures all of the information collected for a reaction profile including: the
recorded graphical view of the molecule, all sequence and solvent accessibility data,
plots of the associated unmodified and modified reaction profiles, and any notes
recorded. In addition to this report, the Fragment Viewer can produce an Excel file
with the collected intensity values (both individual and averaged) for every peak
associated with one or more peptide fragments.

Recognizing peaks
The peak recognition algorithm (described in detail in the accompanying dissertation)
works by identifying vertical shifts of magnitudes larger than the Limit Of
Quantitation (LOQ), which is typically set at ten times the standard deviation of
background noise. To establish background, highlight a region with no visible peaks.
To select multiple regions, hold down the Ctrl key. There is no standard for the size
of the background region, but a total area of 500 to 1000 m/z seems to produce
consistent LOQ values. Once background is selected, right click on one of the
selected regions and click the “use as baseline” command. Peak recognition occurs
automatically. To select a different region as baseline simply repeat this process.
The Spectra Window represents recognized peaks with special background colors
denoting the class of identification. For chemical modification experiments, red and
green backgrounds represent peaks associated unambiguously with unmodified and
modified fragments, respectively. Red backgrounds are used exclusively to mark
fragments recognized in limited proteolysis experiments. The red bars under the x
axis represent possible fragments taken from the virtual digestion of the source
protein chains.
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Scroll over the highlighted peaks to view a plot of intensities in the bottom right
corner of the Spectra Window, along with peak class, the molecular weight of the
associated fragment, and average peak height. Right click a peak to jump to the
fragment in the Fragment Viewer. Scroll over the fragment bars under the x axis to
view molecular weight, bounding fragment indices, and the sequence of the fragment.

Peak Rationalization Algorithm
The Peak Rationalization Algorithm attempts to identify peaks that do not match to
any of the fragment weights from virtual digestion of the source protein chains.
Highlight an unrecognized peak, right click the highlighted region, and click
“rationalize peak” from the resultant menu. The Rationalize Peak window launches,
showing a control panel on the left and an output screen on the right.
The algorithm works by identifying fragments within a molecular weight range of the
peak that is set by the “examine fragments within” entry form. The algorithm is
capable of searching through many combinations of mutations and chemical
modifications, so limiting the search is important for time management. By default,
only the Common Modifications database is used, and only one modification is
allowed per fragment. The contents of the Common Modifications database can be
adjusted through the Add Modifications tool in ProjectManager. The user can add the
more extensive modifications database, nonspecific reactions, and chemical
crosslinks to the search by selecting these options from the Rationalize Peak control
panel. The number of modifications tolerated in the search can also be adjusted.
The Rationalize Peak algorithm also allows the user to search through mutant forms
of the protein chain to identify unrecognized peaks. To do this, select the Check for
Mutants option. The algorithm can include known non-natural amino acids, as well as
insertions and deletions in the search. To include both modifications and mutations in
the search, activate the Modify Mutants option.
To further delimit the search, the algorithm allows the user to ignore weight changes
below a specified molecular weight. This speeds up the search by excluding any
modification and mutations that add and remove similar molecular weights. Finally,
the apply filter resolution allows the user to increase or decrease the stringency of the
search.
Once a set of parameters have been selected, click the Calculate button to begin the
search. The top of the results panel shows the fragments located within the specified
range of the interesting peak. To remove fragments from this set, deselect the
fragment and press the Recalculate button. The bottom half of the results panel shows
the recognized mutations (left) and modifications (right) that might explain the peak
being investigated. The recognized modifications panel has a set of tabs denoting the
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molecular weight difference between the interesting peak and the theoretical weight
of the modified version. Each modification has gain and loss counts, which tell how
many other unidentified peaks can be explained by the modification, and how many
peaks would be lost if the modification were valid. These are counted by looking for
other fragments containing the modified residue that have different numbers of
missed cuts. To further investigate a candidate modification, click the expand button
to its left. The first layer of depth in the expanded tree shows different residues in the
fragment that could be modified by the reagent. Expand again to see which previously
unrecognized peaks would be explained by a specific modification, and which
previously recognized peaks would no longer be recognized if the modification were
applied. To include a modification, select the specific residue (second level of depth
in the tree) and click the Apply button above the set of modifications.

Add an External Standard
External standards are added after digestion of modified time point aliquots, and
should not overlap with proteolytic peaks or their modified counterparts. Therefore
they are simply considered noise by the peak recognition algorithm and are ignored.
To include a peak as an external standard, highlight the centroid of the peak, right
click the highlighted region, and click on the “add to internal standards” popup menu
item. This peak will now be included in the Standards list, described below. Multiple
standards can be added to the experiment in this manner.

Calibrate the Spectra
Several options are available for calibration, and are available in the Calibrate menu
item in the Spectra Window. These commands are described here.
By external standards only:
Applies those standards added manually.
By one reaction fragments:
In chemical modification experiments only applies fragments that have a single
reactive site. Limited proteolysis applies all recognized proteolytic fragments.
By unreactive fragments:
In chemical modification experiments only applies fragments that have zero reaction
sites. Limited proteolysis applies all recognized proteolytic fragments.
By all identified fragments:
Both chemical modification and limited proteolysis experiments apply all recognized
(un-reacted and reacted) fragments.

Normalize the Spectra
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Three methods are available for normalizing the intensities of the set of spectra.
Normalizing by sum of areas and sum of peak heights assumes that the total sum of
areas or heights is consistent through the time course. This assumption is typically
invalid due to differences in flight efficiency with and without the chemical adduct, as
unmodified fragment peaks shift to modified peaks. These methods should only be
applied for chemical modification experiments, and only when no suitable external
standard could be located.
The Search for Standards menu command locates a set of peaks that may be useful as
standards. Manually added external standards are listed for both chemical
modification and limited proteolysis experiments, and should be the only standards
applied for limited proteolysis experiments. For chemical modification experiments,
fragments with zero missed cut sites (termed built in standards) can also be
reasonably applied as normalization standards, because they should occur with
proportional intensities between time points. The search algorithm locates these for
use.
In the Search for Standards popup window, located external and built in standards are
listed along with their peak locations, average areas, the standard deviation of these
areas, and the standard deviation after normalization, by dividing it by the average
area. The normalized standard deviation is taken as a gauge of fitness for use as a
standard, and the standards with the lowest value for this value are automatically
selected for use. Users can adjust which standards are applied in normalization by
adjusting the selection boxes to the left of each standard in the list. Once a set of
standards has been chosen, click the Ok button to apply the normalization.

Adjusting Parameters
A wide variety of parameters can be manually adjusted to optimize experimental
analysis. These parameters can be found in the Options menu of the Spectra Viewer,
under the menu command “adjust parameters”. There are four tabs in the Parameter
Window, dealing with Appearance, Device, Protease, and Sequence settings. After
one or more parameters have been adjusted, click Ok to re-run the entire analysis with
the new settings. The parameters are described here.
Appearance Parameters
X scale: Adjust this to re-scale the x-axis. This feature is currently slightly buggy
though, as not all mapped items are re-scaled properly.
Threshold peak slope: The peak recognition algorithm defines troughs as when the
sides of each peak reach this minimum slope.
Peak slope window size: This is the number of x increments over which the threshold
peak slope is calculated.
Collection type: This determines whether areas or heights are collected for peak
intensities.
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Subtract baseline from areas: This specifies whether or not baseline is removed from
peak area calculations, as described in the dissertation.
Device Parameters
Resolving power: This is a device-specific parameter that is used to calculate the
minimum separation of two peaks such that the device can reliably recognize their
separation. This value is used in the software to define the maximum distance
between a peak and a peptide fragment that the fragment is recognized as being the
source of the peak. The distance is calculated as the molecular weight of the peak
divided by this value. If two fragments are within this distance of a peak then the
identity of the peak is considered ambiguous.
Mass range (low, high): This is the molecular weight range over which peaks are
collected. The low end should be set high enough that the matrix used on the MALDI
run does not interfere with peak identification.
Multiple charges tolerated: If turned on, the algorithm calculates the PI for each
fragment. If the PI for a fragment is above a minimum threshold (set below), then
both single- and double-charged versions of the fragment are considered in peak
identification.
LOQ multiplier: This value, multiplied by the established baseline noise, is the
minimum height difference used to identify spectral peaks and troughs.
Manually calibrate by: Adjust the value and click apply to manually specify a
calibration adjustment.
Protease Parameters
Proteases: Pick a different protease for this experiment.
Specificity: Adjust the specificity of this protease. Click Edit to make the adjustment,
and Save to apply changes.
Missed cut-sites tolerated: Peaks may be identified as proteolytic fragments missing
up to this number of cuts.
Terminal specificity: Specify the terminus of target residues that the protease cuts.
Sequence
Adjust the sequence of the protein(s). Sequences are originally taken from the
structure file in the SPADE System, but under some circumstances (i.e. low
resolution structure or mutant experimental proteins) the sequence may diverge
between the experimental protein and the sequence(s) present in the System object.
The sequence of the experimental protein should be accurate in this parameter setting,
in order for proper fragment weights to be estimated.

Summaries
Possible fragments report: Shows all of the fragments that might be identified in the
peak recognition algorithm. Top panel shows weight, start and end indices and
sequence. Bottom panel shows a map of each of the fragments. Scroll over each
fragment to show the chain, start and end indices and residues, and molecular weight.
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Data overview report: Shows various details on the experiment including files, time
points and controls, protease and reagent details, number of external standards added,
and the total number of fragments that can potentially be recognized. Number of
peaks and LOQ are shown for each time point, and the number of peaks falling into
each class (ambiguous, uninteresting, and unmodified) is shown as well.
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Appendix D. Code Summary

RAVE was written entirely in the programming language Python versions 2.3 to 2.5.
An object-oriented approach was followed in the design of RAVE, where each
graphical user interface component (widget) is held in its own file, and algorithms
applied by that widget are housed within that file. A few files are exceptions to this
rule, namely MassSpecExperiment.py, PlottingObject.py, and Fragment.py. This
document provides a high level view of the structure of RAVE code. Code for solvent
accessibility calculations, molecular graphics, and the MolecularSystem modules are
components of the SPADE platform, and are not described here. These components
and
their
documentation
can
be
found
through
the
website
http://sourceforge.net/projects/spade/.
MassSpecExperiment.py houses code for the MassSpecExperiment object, which
holds all project-specific data including spectral coordinates, proteolytic fragments,
and all project and device-specific parameters. The RAVE project was set up this way
to make it easy to save projects, and to provide a single access point to projectspecific data and parameters. Virtual proteolytic digestion functions are located in this
class. This object also holds functions to apply calibration and normalization,
although it only applies these transformations to the spectra. Calibration shifts and
normalization ratios are calculated elsewhere.
PlottingObject.py holds class Plot, which produces objects that represent the data for
each spectrum. PlotPanel objects (defined in PlottingWidgets.py) each house one Plot
object for each spectrum representing a set of equivalent observations for a single
time point. One more Plot object is produced as an average of the set, which is
accessed to draw the default representation of the spectra in the PlotPanel widget.
PlottingObject.py also houses a set of functions for manipulating spectra. These
include functions for scaling and normalization, generating calibration shifts from a
set of peak-fragment associations, production of a MaxPlot (described in the
accompanying dissertation) from a set of spectra, and spectral averaging and
interpolation functions. The prior functions are accessed outside of the Plot object.
The Plot object itself holds spectra-specific data like coordinates and calculated LOQ,
and performs baseline removal, smoothing, peak recognition, and area and height
calculations.
The file Fragment.py is simply a container function for peptide fragments, and holds
data including molecular weight, sequence, terminal indices, color, notes, and source
chain.
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The PlottingWidgets.py file contains definitions for two data type classes:
PeakProfile, which holds summary information on peaks (troughs, centroid, areas,
m/z value) and accessor functions, and ReactionProfile, which combines each
PeakProfile object with the fragments it has been associated with. The
MiniViewScroller object is also defined in this file.
PlottingWidgets.py also contains two classes representing the PlotWindow and
individual PlotPanel UI elements, where The PlotWindow is a container widget for
PlotPanel objects. PlotPanel acts as a controller/accessor object for the Plot objects,
and also contains all graphical elements of the widget. The separation between data
and visual representation was deliberate, and eases development by dividing the two
classes of logic.
The PlotWindow object, also housed in PlottingWidgets.py, largely provides a
controller interface between the SpectraWindow menu commands and the PlotPanel
objects. All major functions that draw from the combined set of PlotPanels route
through the PlotWindow. These functions include peak recognition and peak
rendering, selection and establishing baseline, scroll-over fastplot rendering, internal
standards manipulation and application, scrolling, scaling, and access to
ReactionProfile objects. Three major functions for re-calculating peaks and rerendering the view are calculate_peaks() and _create_peak_profiles, and
draw_peaks().
The SpectraViewer.py file contains a viewer that represents a container for the
PlotWindow object, menu commands that operate on the PlotWindow, the custom
scrollbar, and the fastplot widget.
ProjectManager.py is the initial panel opened in a tab of a SPADE System window. It
initializes new experiments, and contains tools for preparing new experiments.
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Appendix E. Source Code
#######

PROJECTMANAGER.PY

########

# python imports
import sys
import time
import os
import pickle
import copy
import re
import string
import Tkinter
import tkFileDialog
# dependencies imports
sys.path.append('./Dependencies')
import Pmw
# RAVE/SPADE imports
import parms
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE')
import Fragment
import MassSpecExperiment
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE/RAVEwidgets')
import SpectraViewer
import PlottingTools
import PlottingWidgets
import FragmentViewer
import ExperimentalConditionViewer
import ModifyAAViewer
reload(SpectraViewer)
reload(PlottingTools)
reload(PlottingWidgets)
reload(FragmentViewer)
reload(ExperimentalConditionViewer)
reload(ModifyAAViewer)
sys.path.append('./Tools/Widgets')
import FunctionalPmwCounter
sys.path.append('./Tools/pH')
import pH
import MolecularSystem

class viewer(Tkinter.Frame):
def __init__(self, parent_frame, spademode=1, viewer=None, system=None):
# in order to separate spademode stuff (running in SPADE) versus
stand-alone, self.viewer and self.system are used
# exclusively in spademode
Tkinter.Frame.__init__(self, parent_frame)
# data items
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print "passed in %s as molecular viewer"%(viewer)
self.molecular_viewer = viewer
self.molecular_system = system
self.spademode = spademode
if self.spademode:
self.set_structure_filename(self.molecular_system.get_filename())
self.mainsplitframe = Pmw.PanedWidget(self, orient='vertical')
self.topmainsplitframe = self.mainsplitframe.add('topsplit',
min=.1,max=.9,size=.3)
self.bottommainsplitframe = self.mainsplitframe.add('bottomsplit',
min=.1,max=.9,size=.7)
if self.spademode:
pw = Pmw.PanedWidget(self.bottommainsplitframe,
orient='horizontal')
self.manager_pane = pw.add('manager', min=.15,max=.85,size=.20)
self.tablet_pane
= pw.add('tablet', min=.15,max=.85,size=.80)
self.top_frame
= Tkinter.Frame(self.manager_pane)
else:
self.manager_pane = self
self.tablet_pane = self
self.top_frame = self
self.experiments = {}
self.parent_frame = parent_frame
self.active_experiment_key = ""
self.project_file_name = ""
self.project_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.top_frame)
self.frag_top = None
self.experimental_condition_viewer = None
self.viewer = None
# spectral window
# project manager widgets
self.reactant_name_string
= Tkinter.StringVar(self.top_frame)
self.reactant_name_string.set("New Project")
self.project_label = Tkinter.Label(self.top_frame,
textvariable=self.reactant_name_string)
self.project_label.pack(side='top', fill='none', expand=0)
self.exp_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.topmainsplitframe,
relief='groove', borderwidth=2)
self.exp_list = Pmw.ScrolledListBox(self.exp_frame,
labelpos='nw',label_text='Experiments',
listbox_height = 6,
selectioncommand=self.select_experiment,
listbox_selectmode='single')
self.buttonBox = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.exp_frame, orient='vertical')
self.buttonBox.add('Add An Experiment', command =
self.new_experiment)
self.buttonBox.add('Rename Selected', command =
self.rename_experiment)
self.buttonBox.add('Edit Conditions', command =
self.view_experiment_files)
self.buttonBox.add('View Spectra', command = self.view_experiment)
self.seq_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.top_frame, borderwidth=2)
if not self.spademode:
self.seq_text = Pmw.ScrolledText(self.seq_frame, labelpos =
'nw', label_text='Enter Protein Sequences\n Separate chains by an empty
line.')
self.structure_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.manager_pane,
relief='groove', borderwidth=2)
self.structure_entry = Pmw.EntryField(self.structure_frame,
labelpos = 'nw', label_text = 'Structure file:')
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def _open_structure_file():
filename = tkFileDialog.askopenfilename(title = 'Select a
structure file', defaultextension='.pdb', filetypes=[("rcsb format",
"*.pdb"),("all files", "*")])
cwd = os.getcwd()
relative_filename = '.' + filename[len(cwd):]
if len(filename) > 0:
# test and make sure there are as many positions in each
chain as there are in the sequence
# rearrange the sequence data in Experiment to reflect
the chain names in the structure
# open the protein as a molecular system object
system = MolecularSystem.System(relative_filename)
try:
print relative_filename
system = MolecularSystem.System(relative_filename)
except:
print "the structure could not be loaded as a
MolecularSystem object"
else:
# make sure there are as many positions in each
chain as exist in the sequence data
str_lengths = []
for chain in system.ProteinList:
str_lengths.append(len(chain.residues))
sequences = self._get_sequences()
seq_lengths = []
for seq in sequences:
seq_lengths.append(len(seq))
if len(str_lengths) != len(seq_lengths):
print '%s chains in the structure, %s in the
sequence. Could not load'%(len(str_lengths), len(seq_lengths))
return
for length in str_lengths:
if length not in seq_lengths:
print 'Warning. %s length structure chain
not found among the sequences (%s).'%(length, seq_lengths)
self.structure_entry.delete(0, 'end')
self.structure_entry.insert('end',
'%s'%(relative_filename)) # add a . to represent cwd
self.set_structure_filename()
self.structure_button = Tkinter.Button(self.structure_frame,
text='Open Structure File', command=_open_structure_file)
self.structure_entry.pack(side='left', fill='x', expand=1)
self.structure_button.pack(side='left', fill='x', expand=0)
self.buttonBox2 = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.seq_frame,
orient='vertical')
self.buttonBox2.add('Import Sequence',
command=self.import_sequence_file)
else:
self.buttonBox2 = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.seq_frame,
orient='vertical')
self.buttonBox2.add('Open Saved Project', command=self.open_project)
self.buttonBox2.add('Add Modifications',
command=self.manage_reactions)
self.buttonBox2.add('Suggest Conditions',
command=self.suggest_experimental_conditions)
self.buttonBox2.add('View Fragments', command =
self.view_plausible_fragments)
self.mainsplitframe.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
self.buttonBox2.pack(side='right', fill='none', expand=0)
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self.buttonBox.pack(side='right', fill='none', expand=0)
if not self.spademode:
self.seq_text.pack(side='right', fill='both', expand=1, padx=2,
pady=2)
self.exp_list.pack(side='right', fill='both', expand=1, padx=2,
pady=2)
if not self.spademode:
self.exp_frame.pack(side='bottom', fill='both', expand=1,
padx=5, pady=5)
self.project_frame.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
self.structure_frame.pack(side='bottom', fill='x', expand=0,
padx=2, pady=2)
self.seq_frame.pack(side='bottom', fill='x', expand=1, padx=5,
pady=5)
else:
self.project_frame.pack(side='left', fill='x', expand=1)
self.seq_frame.pack(side='left', fill='x', expand=0, padx=5)
self.top_frame.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=0)
self.exp_frame.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1, padx=5)
# available proteases
self.protease_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.protease_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
else:
print 'no protease file %s found'%(filename)
keys = self.protease_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
self.proteases = keys
# available reagents
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reactions file %s found'%(filename)
keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
self.modifying_reagents = keys
self.modification_tags = {}
if self.spademode:
pw.pack(side='right', fill='x', expand=1)
def update_modification_weights(self, weights_dict):
for seq in weights_dict.keys():
try:
self.modification_tags[seq]
except KeyError:
self.modification_tags[seq] = []
for entry in weights_dict[seq]:
self.modification_tags[seq].append(entry)
for exp_key in self.experiments.keys():
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self.experiments[exp_key].update_modification_weights(weights_dict)
def suggest_experimental_conditions(self):
sequences = self._get_sequences()
totallen = 0
for sequence in sequences:
totallen += len(sequence)
if totallen == 0:
print 'please enter the sequences to analyze'
return
reload(ExperimentalConditionViewer)
if self.viewer:
self.experimental_condition_viewer =
ExperimentalConditionViewer.Viewer(self.parent_frame, sequences,
self.modification_tags, self.viewer.plot_window.xsbar)
else:
self.experimental_condition_viewer =
ExperimentalConditionViewer.Viewer(self.parent_frame, sequences,
self.modification_tags)
def view_plausible_fragments(self):
frag_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self)
frag_top.title('Plausible fragments')
sequences = self._get_sequences()
protease_title = 'trypsin'
specificity = 'RK'
protease_cut_terminus = 'C'
# 'N'
proline_blocks_cuts = 'True' # 'False'
digestion_type = 'exhaustive' # 'limited'
spectrum_start = 800
spectrum_end
= 10000
missed_cut_site_tolerance = 1
# recalculate button
frag_top.sequences = sequences
frags = self._calculate_plausible_fragments(sequences, specificity,
digestion_type, protease_cut_terminus, spectrum_start, spectrum_end,
missed_cut_site_tolerance, proline_blocks_cuts)
if self.viewer:
frag_top.fview = FragmentViewer.Viewer(frag_top, frag_top, 200,
100, sequences, frags, None, None, self.viewer.plot_window.xsbar)
else:
frag_top.fview = FragmentViewer.Viewer(frag_top, frag_top, 200,
100, sequences, frags)
frag_top.fview.pack(expand=1, fill='both')
# now build a gui and 'calculate' (to fragmentviewer.draw()) button
# title
- EntryField
def custom_title_validate(text):
if len(text) == 0:
return -1
else:
return 1
frag_top.protease_title_entry = Pmw.EntryField(frag_top,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text =
'protease title:',
validate =
custom_title_validate,
value =
protease_title)
# specificity
- EntryField
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def custom_specificity_validate(text):
for c in text:
if string.upper(c) not in
['A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V','W'
,'Y']:
return -1
else:
return 1
frag_top.specificity_entry = Pmw.EntryField(frag_top,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'protease
specificity:',
validate =
custom_specificity_validate,
value = 'RK')
# missed_cut_site_tolerance - Pmw.Counter
frag_top.mcs_tolerance_counter = Pmw.Counter(frag_top,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'missed
cut site tolerance:',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 2,
entryfield_value = 1,
entryfield_validate =
{'validator' : 'integer',
'min'

: 0,

'max'

: 99}

)
# protease_cut_terminus
- RadioButton
frag_top.cut_terminus_radio
= Pmw.RadioSelect(frag_top,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'cut
terminus:')
for text in ('N','C'):
frag_top.cut_terminus_radio.add(text)
frag_top.cut_terminus_radio.invoke('C')
# proline_blocks_cuts
- RadioButton
frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(frag_top,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text =
'proline blocks protease:')
for text in ('True','False'):
frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.add(text)
frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.invoke('True')
# spectrum_start
- Counter
frag_top.spectrum_start_counter = Pmw.Counter(frag_top,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'spectrum
starts at:',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value = 800,
entryfield_validate =
{'validator' : 'integer',
'min'

: 0,

'max'

: 100000},
)
# spectrum_end
- Counter
frag_top.spectrum_end_counter = Pmw.Counter(frag_top,
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labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'spectrum
ends at:',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value = 10000,
entryfield_validate =
{'validator' : 'integer',
'min'

: 0,

'max'

: 100000},

)
frag_top.protease_title_entry.pack(side='top', expand='no', fill='x')
frag_top.specificity_entry.pack(side='top', expand='no', fill='x')
frag_top.mcs_tolerance_counter.pack(side='top', expand='no',
fill='x')
frag_top.cut_terminus_radio.pack(side='top', expand='no', fill='x')
frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.pack(side='top', expand='no',
fill='x')
frag_top.spectrum_start_counter.pack(side='top', expand='no',
fill='x')
frag_top.spectrum_end_counter.pack(side='top', expand='no', fill='x')
frag_top.buttonbox = Pmw.ButtonBox(frag_top)
def recalculate():
a = frag_top.sequences
protein_sequences,
b = frag_top.specificity_entry.getvalue(),
specificity,
c = 'exhaustive'
digestion_type,
d = frag_top.cut_terminus_radio.getvalue()
protease_cut_terminus,
e = int(frag_top.spectrum_start_counter.get())
spectrum_start,
f = int(frag_top.spectrum_end_counter.get())
spectrum_end,
g = string.atoi(frag_top.mcs_tolerance_counter.get())
# missed_cut_site_tolerance,
h = frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.getvalue()
proline_blocks_cuts

#
#
#
#
#
#

#

frags =
self._calculate_plausible_fragments(a,frag_top.specificity_entry.getvalue(),
c,d,e,f,g,h)
frag_top.fview.reset_fragments(frags)
frag_top.fview.draw()
frag_top.buttonbox.add('Recalculate', command=recalculate)
def _save_protease():
protease_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
protease_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
protease_file = open(filename, 'wb')
protease_dict[frag_top.protease_title_entry.getvalue()] =
{'specificity':frag_top.specificity_entry.getvalue(),
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'cut
terminus':frag_top.cut_terminus_radio.getvalue(),
'proline blocks':frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.getvalue()}
pickle.dump(protease_dict, protease_file, 2)
protease_file.close()
def _load_protease():
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
protease_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
protease_titles = protease_dict.keys()
if self.which_top:
self.which_top.setlist(protease_titles)
result = self.which_top.activate()
if result == 'OK':
protease_dict[self.which_top.get()]
a = frag_top.sequences
frag_top.protease_title_entry.setvalue(self.which_top.get())
b = protease_dict[self.which_top.get()]['specificity']
frag_top.specificity_entry.setvalue(b)
c = 'exhaustive'
# digestion_type,
d = protease_dict[self.which_top.get()]['cut terminus']
# protease_cut_terminus,
frag_top.cut_terminus_radio.setvalue(d)
e = int(frag_top.spectrum_start_counter.get())
# spectrum_start,
f = int(frag_top.spectrum_end_counter.get())
# spectrum_end,
g = string.atoi(frag_top.mcs_tolerance_counter.get())
# missed_cut_site_tolerance,
h = protease_dict[self.which_top.get()]['proline blocks']
# proline_blocks_cuts
frag_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.setvalue(h)
frags =
self._calculate_plausible_fragments(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h)
frag_top.fview.reset_fragments(frags)
frag_top.fview.draw()
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
self.which_top = None
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
protease_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
protease_titles = protease_dict.keys()
self.which_top = Pmw.ComboBoxDialog(frag_top,
title = 'Select a protease',
buttons = ('OK', 'Cancel'),
defaultbutton = 'OK',
combobox_labelpos = 'n',
scrolledlist_items =
(protease_dict.keys()))
self.which_top.withdraw()
else:
print 'no protease file %s found'%(filename)
frag_top.buttonbox.add('Load Protease', command=_load_protease)
frag_top.buttonbox.add('Save Protease', command=_save_protease)
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frag_top.buttonbox.pack(side='top', expand='yes', fill='x')
self.frag_top = frag_top
def _calculate_plausible_fragments(self, protein_sequences, specificity,
digestion_type, protease_cut_terminus, spectrum_start, spectrum_end,
missed_cut_site_tolerance, proline_blocks_cuts):
weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09, 'E':129.12,
'F':147.18,
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16, 'K':128.17,
'L':113.16,
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12, 'Q':128.14,
'R':156.19,
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14, 'W':186.21,
'Y':163.18}
fragment_dict = {}
fragment_objects = []
chain_number = 0
for seq in protein_sequences:
if seq in self.modification_tags.keys():
weight_tags = self.modification_tags[seq]
else:
weight_tags = []
# first identify all of the cut sites
cut_sites = [-1]
index = 0
for rez in seq:
if rez in specificity:
if index != len(seq)-1:
# this covers cterm protease
targets and next-P indexing errors
if proline_blocks_cuts == 'True' and seq[index+1] !=
'P':
cut_sites.append(index)
elif proline_blocks_cuts == 'False':
cut_sites.append(index)
index = index + 1
cut_sites.append(len(seq)-1)
# now use them to make a list of possible fragments
fragment_list
= []
# ends up being an array of
weights
for site1_index in range(0,len(cut_sites)-1):
for site2_index in range(site1_index+1, len(cut_sites)):
if digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
if not site2_index <= site1_index+1 +
missed_cut_site_tolerance:
continue
weight = 18.00
# start with the weight of water to
cover the termini
sequence = ""
notes = ""
if protease_cut_terminus == 'C':
site_modifier = 1
elif protease_cut_terminus == 'N':
site_modifier = 0
for r_ind in
range(cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modif
ier):
for tag in weight_tags:
if tag[0] == r_ind:
weight += tag[1]
notes += "position %s modified by %s
(+%s=%s)\n"%(r_ind, tag[2], tag[1], weight)
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if r_ind == -1:
continue
if seq[r_ind] in weights.keys():
weight = weight + weights[seq[r_ind]]
sequence = sequence+seq[r_ind]
if weight > spectrum_start and weight < spectrum_end:
if site1_index == 0:
fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index],
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
else:
fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
chain_number += 1
keys = fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
frag = fragment_dict[key]
f = Fragment.Fragment(frag['sequence'], key, frag['site1'],
frag['site2'], None, frag['chain'], frag['notes'])
fragment_objects.append(f)
return fragment_objects
def manage_reactions(self):
sequences = self._get_sequences()
totallen = 0
for sequence in sequences:
totallen += len(sequence)
if totallen == 0:
print 'please enter the sequences to analyze'
return
reload(ExperimentalConditionViewer)
viewer = ModifyAAViewer.Viewer(self, sequences)
def import_sequence_file(self):
filename = tkFileDialog.askopenfilename(title = 'Select a sequence
file', defaultextension='.txt', filetypes=[("text format", "*.txt"),("all
files", "*")])
if len(filename) > 0:
file = open(filename, 'r')
lines = file.readlines()
sequences = ""
empty_line = 0
for line in lines:
line = string.strip(line)
if len(line) > 0:
if line[0] not in
['A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V','W'
,'Y']:
continue
sequences += string.strip(line)
else:
sequences += "\n\n"
self.seq_text.settext(sequences)
def open_project(self):
# get, show, and load the file name
# should be a pickled MassSpecExperiment
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filename = tkFileDialog.askopenfilename(title = 'Select a project
file', defaultextension='.cmp', filetypes=[("Chemical Modification Project",
"*.cmp"),("all files", "*")])
if len(filename) == 0:
return
self.reactant_name_string.set('Project:
%s'%(os.path.split(filename)[-1]))
self.project_file_name = filename
cmp_file = open(filename, 'rb')
print 'loading project %s'%(filename)
self.experiments = pickle.load(cmp_file)
# reset the shown list of experiments
self.exp_list.setlist(self.experiments.keys())
lines = ""
# show the sequence
if len(self.experiments.keys()) > 0:
key1 = self.experiments.keys()[0]
seqs = self.experiments[key1].get_protein_sequences()
for seq in seqs:
lines = lines + '%s\n\n'%(seq)
if not self.spademode:
self.seq_text.settext(lines)
cmp_file.close()
print 'opened project %s'%(os.path.split(filename)[-1])
self.reactant_name_string.set('Project:
%s'%(os.path.split(self.project_file_name)[-1]))
if not self.spademode:
self.structure_entry.delete(0, 'end')
self.structure_entry.insert('end',
self.experiments[self.experiments.keys()[0]].get_structure_filename())
def save_project(self, autosave=0):
self.set_structure_filename()
if len(self.project_file_name) == 0 or autosave == 0: # if no
filename, or not auto, get a filename
save_name = tkFileDialog.asksaveasfilename(title = 'Save
project', defaultextension='.cmp', filetypes=[("Chemical Modification
Project", "*.cmp"),("all files", "*")])
if len(save_name) > 0:
self.project_file_name = save_name
sys_file = open(self.project_file_name, 'wb')
pickle.dump(self.experiments, sys_file, 2)
self.reactant_name_string.set('Project:
%s'%(os.path.split(self.project_file_name)[-1]))
sys_file.close()
print 'saved project as %s'%(self.project_file_name)
def _get_sequences(self):
if not self.spademode:
# grab sequence lines and parse to collect full sequences
# the sequences should be separated by carraige returns
sequence_text = self.seq_text.get()
lines = sequence_text.split('\n')
if len(lines[0]) > 0:
if lines[0][0] == '>':
lines = lines[1:]
sequences = []
sequence = ""
for line in lines:
if len(string.strip(line)) == 0:
if len(sequence) > 0:
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sequences.append(string.upper(string.strip(sequence)))
sequence = ""
else:
sequence = sequence + string.upper(string.strip(line))
if len(string.strip(sequence)) > 0:
sequences.append(string.upper(string.strip(sequence)))
else:
sequences = []
for pchain in self.molecular_system.ProteinList:
sequences.append(pchain.get_sequence())
return sequences
def select_experiment(self):
got = self.exp_list.get()
if len(got) > 0:
self.active_experiment_key = self.exp_list.get()[0]
def new_experiment(self):
self.dialog = Pmw.PromptDialog(self,
title = 'New Experiment',
label_text = 'Title',
entryfield_labelpos = 'n',
defaultbutton = 0,
buttons = ('OK', 'Cancel'),
command =
self._execute_new_experiment)
def _execute_new_experiment(self, result):
if result is None or result == 'Cancel':
self.dialog.withdraw()
elif result == 'OK':
if len(self.dialog.get()) > 0:
self.experiments[self.dialog.get()] =
MassSpecExperiment.MassSpecExperiment(self.dialog.get(),
self.modification_tags)
self.exp_list.setlist(self.experiments.keys())
self.exp_list.setvalue(self.experiments.keys()[-1])
self.active_experiment_key = self.experiments.keys()[-1]
else:
print 'zero length title - failed to create project'
self.dialog.withdraw()
self.view_experiment_files()
def rename_experiment(self):
def _execute_rename(result):
if result is None or result == 'Cancel':
self.dialog.withdraw()
elif result == 'OK':
new_name = self.dialog.get()
experiment_name = self.exp_list.get()[0]
self.experiments[new_name] =
self.experiments[experiment_name]
del self.experiments[experiment_name]
self.exp_list.clear()
keys = self.experiments.keys()
keys.sort()
self.exp_list.setlist(keys)
self.dialog.withdraw()
self.dialog = Pmw.PromptDialog(self,
title = 'Rename Experiment',
label_text = 'Title',
entryfield_labelpos = 'n',
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defaultbutton = 0,
buttons = ('OK', 'Cancel'),
command = _execute_rename)

def view_experiment_files(self):
if len(self.active_experiment_key) == 0:
return
self.file_view_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self)
self.file_view_top.title('File Manager for Experiment
%s'%(self.active_experiment_key))
self.file_view_top.wm_transient(self.parent_frame)
try:
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key]
except KeyError:
exp = None
else:
exp = self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key]
# make a backup in case the user cancels the edit experiment dialog
print 'making a temporary copy of the experiment'
self.unmodified_experiment = copy.deepcopy(exp)
labelfont = ('times', 10, 'bold')
self.left_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.file_view_top, relief='raised',
borderwidth=10)
self.right_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.file_view_top, relief='raised',
borderwidth=10)
self.files_label = Tkinter.Label(self.left_frame,
text='Observations', font=labelfont, pady=10)
self.files_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.left_frame, relief='groove',
borderwidth=2)
self.file_notebook = Pmw.NoteBook(self.files_frame, tabpos=None)
self.file_notebook.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1, padx=5,
pady=5)
self.optionmenu = Pmw.OptionMenu(self.files_frame,
command=self.file_notebook.selectpage)
self.optionmenu.pack(side = 'top', padx = 10)
self.bottom_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.right_frame)
self.bottom_label = Tkinter.Label(self.right_frame,
text='Experimental Conditions', font=labelfont, pady=10)
self.modification_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.bottom_frame,
relief='groove', borderwidth=2, width=30)
self.scrolled_mod_frame = Pmw.ScrolledFrame(self.modification_frame,
usehullsize=0)
self.modification_radio =
Pmw.RadioSelect(self.scrolled_mod_frame.interior(),
label_text = 'Modification
Type:',
labelpos = 'n',
buttontype = 'radiobutton',
orient = 'vertical',
command =
self.set_modifying_reagent)
b = self.modification_radio.add('None')
b.config(state='disabled')
for reagent in self.modifying_reagents:
b = self.modification_radio.add(reagent)
if exp == None:
if reagent == 'None' or not reagent:
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self.modification_radio.invoke("None")
else:
if reagent == exp.get_modifying_reagent():
self.modification_radio.invoke(reagent)
b.config(state='disabled')
self.modification_radio.pack(side='top', expand=1, pady=2)
self.scrolled_mod_frame.pack(side='right', fill='both', expand=1)
self.modification_frame.pack(side='right', fill='both', expand=1)
self.buttons_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.bottom_frame,
relief='groove', borderwidth=2)
self.protease_dropdown = Pmw.ComboBox(self.buttons_frame,
label_text = 'Select a
Protease:',
labelpos = 'n',
selectioncommand =
self.set_protease,
scrolledlist_items =
self.proteases)
if not exp:
self.protease_dropdown.selectitem(self.proteases[0])
else:
self.protease_dropdown.selectitem(exp.get_protease())
self.digestion_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(self.buttons_frame,
buttontype = 'radiobutton',
orient = 'horizontal',
command =
self.set_digestion_type)
for option in ('limited', 'exhaustive'):
self.digestion_radio.add(option)
#self.missed_cut_sites_counter =
FunctionalPmwCounter.functional_pmw_counter(self.buttons_frame,
#
'n',
#
'Missed cut sites
tolerated:',
#
2,
#
{'validator':'integer',
'min':0, 'max':99},
#
'integer',
#
1)

#self.missed_cut_sites_counter.update_function(self._set_missed_cut_site_tol
erance)
if not exp:
print 'no associated experiment'
#self.missed_cut_sites_counter.setvalue('2')
self.digestion_radio.invoke('limited')
else:
#self.missed_cut_sites_counter.setvalue(exp.get_missed_cut_site_tolerance())
print 'testing experiment %s'%(exp.get_digestion_type())
self.digestion_radio.invoke(exp.get_digestion_type())
if not exp:
self.set_protease(self.proteases[0])
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else:
self.set_protease(exp.get_protease())
self.protease_dropdown.pack(side='top', pady=7)
self.digestion_radio.pack(side = 'top', expand = 1)
#self.missed_cut_sites_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1, pady=10)
self.update_experiment_viewer_pages()
self.bottom_label.pack(side='top', expand=0, pady=5)
#self.buttonBox3 = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.buttons_frame,
orient='horizontal', labelpos = 'w',label_text = 'Internal Standards: ')
#self.buttonBox3.add('Edit', command=self.manage_internal_standards)
#self.buttonBox3.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=0)

#self.standard1_message = "Standard 1:"
#self.standard1_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
#self.standard1_text.set(self.standard1_message)
#self.standard1_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.buttons_frame,
textvariable=self.standard1_text)
#self.standard1_label.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill=None,
anchor='w', pady=5)
#self.standard2_message = "Standard 2:"
#self.standard2_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
#self.standard2_text.set(self.standard2_message)
#self.standard2_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.buttons_frame,
textvariable=self.standard2_text)
#self.standard2_label.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill=None,
anchor='w', pady=5)
self.buttonBox1 = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.files_frame,
orient='horizontal')
self.buttonBox1.add('Add Files', command=self.check_file_names)
self.buttonBox1.add('Ok', command=self.save_and_close_experiment)
self.buttonBox1.add('Cancel',
command=self.restore_experiment_and_close)
self.buttonBox1.pack(side='bottom', fill='x', expand=1)
self.buttons_frame.pack(side='right', fill='both', expand=1)
self.files_label.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=0, pady=5)
self.files_frame.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1, padx=4,
pady=8)
self.bottom_frame.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
self.right_frame.pack(side='left', fill='both', expand=1, padx=0)
self.left_frame.pack(side='left', fill='both', expand=1, padx=0)
def manage_internal_standards(self):
self.internal_standards_dialog = Pmw.Dialog(self,
buttons=['Ok', 'Cancel'],
master=self,
title = 'Select internal
standards',
command=self._execute_internal_standards)
dlg_frame = self.internal_standards_dialog.interior()
frame1 = Tkinter.Frame(dlg_frame)
# left frame
frame2 = Tkinter.Frame(dlg_frame)
# right frame
f = open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/standards_dict.pkl')
standards_list = pickle.load(f)
f.close()
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self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox =
Pmw.ScrolledListBox(frame1,
items=standards_list,
labelpos='nw',
label_text='Available Standards',
listbox_height = 6)
standards_buttons = Pmw.ButtonBox(frame1)
new_standard_button = standards_buttons.add('New', command =
self._add_internal_standard)
del_standard_button = standards_buttons.add('Del', command =
self._del_internal_standard)
edit_standard_button = standards_buttons.add('Edit',
command=self._edit_internal_standard)
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.pack(side='top',
expand=1, fill='both')
standards_buttons.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='x')
frame1.pack(side='left', expand=1, fill='both')
frame3 = Tkinter.Frame(frame2)
frame4 = Tkinter.Frame(frame2)
std1_loader = Tkinter.Button(frame3, text='>>',
command=self._load_standard1)
std2_loader = Tkinter.Button(frame4, text='>>',
command=self._load_standard2)
std1_loader.pack(side='left', anchor='se', expand=0, fill='none')
std2_loader.pack(side='left', anchor='se', expand=0, fill='none')
stds = self.unmodified_experiment.get_external_standards()
keys = stds.keys()
keys.sort()
if len(keys) == 2:
msg1 = stds[keys[0]]
msg2 = stds[keys[1]]
else:
msg1 = ""
msg2 = ""
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry = Pmw.EntryField(frame3,
labelpos = 'nw', label_text = 'Standard 1: %s'%(msg1),
entry_state='disabled')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry = Pmw.EntryField(frame4,
labelpos = 'nw', label_text = 'Standard 2: %s'%(msg2),
entry_state='disabled')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.pack(side='left', expand=1,
fill='x')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.pack(side='left', expand=1,
fill='x')
clear_button = Tkinter.Button(frame2, text='Clear Both',
command=self._clear_standards_entries)
clear_button.pack(side='bottom', expand=1, fill='none')
frame3.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
frame4.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
frame2.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='both')
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def _load_standard1(self):
selected =
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.getvalue()[0]
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.component('entry').config(state='n
ormal')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.setvalue(selected)
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.component('entry').config(state='d
isabled')
def _load_standard2(self):
selected =
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.getvalue()[0]
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.component('entry').config(state='n
ormal')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.setvalue(selected)
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.component('entry').config(state='d
isabled')
def _clear_standards_entries(self):
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.component('entry').config(state='n
ormal')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.setvalue("")
self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.component('entry').config(state='d
isabled')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.component('entry').config(state='n
ormal')
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.setvalue("")
self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.component('entry').config(state='d
isabled')
def _execute_internal_standards(self, result):
if result == 'Cancel':
self.internal_standards_dialog.destroy()
return
lst = []
std1 = self.internal_standards_dialog.std1_entry.getvalue()
std2 = self.internal_standards_dialog.std2_entry.getvalue()
if len(std1) > 0:
vals = string.split(std1, ' ', 1)
lst.append([float(vals[0]), vals[1]])
self.standard1_message = std1
self.standard1_text.set('Standard 1:
%s'%(self.standard1_message))
if len(std2) > 0:
vals = string.split(std2, ' ', 1)
lst.append([float(vals[0]), vals[1]])
self.standard2_message = std2
self.standard2_text.set('Standard 2:
%s'%(self.standard2_message))

self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].set_external_standards(lst)
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self.internal_standards_dialog.destroy()
def _add_internal_standard(self):
std_list = self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.get()
self.add_standard_dialog = Pmw.Dialog(self,
master=self,
title = 'Add an internal
standard',
buttons=['Ok', 'Cancel'],
buttonbox_orient='horizontal',
command =
self._execute_add_internal_standard)
frame = self.add_standard_dialog.interior()
self.add_standard_dialog.entry1 = Pmw.EntryField(frame, labelpos =
'n', label_text = 'Name')
self.add_standard_dialog.entry2 = Pmw.EntryField(frame, labelpos =
'n', label_text = 'Weight')
self.add_standard_dialog.entry1.pack(side='left', expand=1, fill='x')
self.add_standard_dialog.entry2.pack(side='left', expand=1, fill='x')
def _execute_add_internal_standard(self, result):
if result == 'Cancel':
self.add_standard_dialog.destroy()
return
name
= self.add_standard_dialog.entry1.getvalue()
weight = self.add_standard_dialog.entry2.getvalue()
if len(name) == 0 or len(weight) == 0:
self.add_standard_dialog.destroy()
return
list = self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.get()
i = []
for elem in list:
i.append(elem)
i.append('%s %s'%(weight, name))
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.setlist(i)
self.add_standard_dialog.destroy()
f = open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/standards_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(i, f)
def _del_internal_standard(self):
present = self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.get()
selected =
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.getvalue()
new_list = []
for p in present:
if p not in selected:
new_list.append(p)
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.setlist(new_list)
f = open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/standards_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(new_list, f)
def _edit_internal_standard(self):
present = self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.get()
selected =
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.getvalue()[0]
tokens = string.split(selected, ' ', 1)
self.internal_standards_dialog.selected =
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.getvalue()[0]
self.edit_standards_dialog = Pmw.Dialog(self,
master=self,
title = 'Edit internal
standard',
buttons=['Ok', 'Cancel'],
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buttonbox_orient='horizontal',
command =
self._execute_edit_internal_standard)
frame = self.edit_standards_dialog.interior()
self.edit_standards_dialog.entry1 = Pmw.EntryField(frame, labelpos =
'n', label_text = 'Name')
self.edit_standards_dialog.entry1.setvalue(tokens[1])
self.edit_standards_dialog.entry2 = Pmw.EntryField(frame, labelpos =
'n', label_text = 'Weight')
self.edit_standards_dialog.entry2.setvalue(tokens[0])
self.edit_standards_dialog.entry1.pack(side='left', expand=1,
fill='x')
self.edit_standards_dialog.entry2.pack(side='left', expand=1,
fill='x')
def _execute_edit_internal_standard(self, result):
if result == 'Cancel':
self.edit_standards_dialog.destroy()
return
selected = self.internal_standards_dialog.selected
name
= self.edit_standards_dialog.entry1.getvalue()
weight = self.edit_standards_dialog.entry2.getvalue()
if len(name) == 0 or len(weight) == 0:
self.edit_standards_dialog.destroy()
return
list = self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.get()
i = []
for elem in list:
if elem != selected:
i.append(elem)
i.append('%s %s'%(weight, name))
self.internal_standards_dialog.standards_listbox.setlist(i)
self.edit_standards_dialog.destroy()
f = open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/standards_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(i, f)
def check_file_names(self):
self.files = tkFileDialog.askopenfilenames(title = 'open spectra
files', filetypes=[("comma delimited (.csv)", "*.csv"),("all files", "*")])
if len(self.files) == 0:
return
# first offer to change any '_' characters so that the file dropdown
box can show the filename
# this block has been commented out because its more of a pain in
the neck than I can
# figure that its worth. But then again I'm not sure why underscores
aren't allowed...
# I simply commented out the Pmw code that disallows underscores so
there will likely be
# problems for those mavericks that want a new version of Pmw but
I'm just sick of dealing
# with this issue.
"""
for file in self.files:
if '_' in file:
self.dialog2 = Pmw.MessageDialog(self,
title = 'Underscore detected',
message_text = 'Underscores were detected in one or more
filename.\nClick Ok to replace with hyphens or Cancel to end',
iconpos = 'w',
icon_bitmap = 'error',
command = self._execute_files_rename,
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buttons = ('Ok', 'Cancel'))
break
else:
"""
self._add_new_files()
def _add_new_files(self):
files = self.files
for file in files:
# first check to see if the filename contains a ##-##-##
statement to indicate time
file_time = time.strftime('%H:%M:%S', time.gmtime(0))
match = re.search("([0-9][0-9][#][0-9][0-9][#][0-9][0-9])", file)
if match:
file_time = match.group()
tokens = string.split(file_time, '#')
new_time = int(tokens[0])*3600.0 + int(tokens[1])*60 +
int(tokens[2])
file_time = time.strftime('%H:%M:%S', time.gmtime(new_time))
new_page = self._new_file_page(file)
t_tokens = string.split(file_time, ':')
a = string.atoi(t_tokens[0])*60*60
b = string.atoi(t_tokens[1])*60
c = string.atoi(t_tokens[2])
seconds = float(a + b + c)
new_s =
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].add_spectra(file, seconds)
spectra_type = 'timepoint'
new_page.file_type = seconds
else:
new_page = self._new_file_page(file)
new_s =
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].add_control(file)
spectra_type = 'controls'
new_page.file_type = 'controls'
new_page.instructions_label = Tkinter.Label(new_page, text='An
average is taken of all spectra entered with the same time description.')
new_page.file_label = Tkinter.Label(new_page, text=file)
new_page.instructions_label.pack(side='top')
new_page.file_label.pack(side='top')
new_page._spectra = new_s
new_page.file_name = file
# Create and pack a vertical RadioSelect widget, with
checkbuttons.
new_page.file_type_buttons = Pmw.RadioSelect(new_page,
buttontype =
'radiobutton',
orient = 'vertical',
labelpos = 'w',
command =
self._file_type_buttons_callback,
label_text = 'File
type')
new_page.file_type_buttons.pack(side='left', expand=1)
# Add some buttons to the checkbutton RadioSelect.
for option in ('controls', 'timepoint'):
new_page.file_type_buttons.add(option)
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new_page._time =
FunctionalPmwCounter.functional_pmw_counter(new_page,'w','Time:',file_time,
{'validator' :
'time','min' : '00:00:00', 'max' : '95:59:59','minstrict' : 0, 'maxstrict' :
0},
{'counter' : 'time',
'time24' : 1}, 600)
c_lambda = lambda g, f=file, k=self.active_experiment_key :
self.experiments[k].change_spectra_group(f, g)
new_page._time.update_function(c_lambda)
new_page._time.pack(side='left')
new_page.time_buttons = Pmw.RadioSelect(new_page,
command=self.adjust_time_mode)
new_page.time_buttons.pack(side='left')
if spectra_type == 'controls':
new_page._time.disable()
elif spectra_type == 'timepoint':
new_page._time.enable()
new_page.file_type_buttons.setvalue(spectra_type)
new_page.file_type = spectra_type
for text in ['hour (1)', 'minute (10)', 'second (10)']:
new_page.time_buttons.add(text)
new_page.time_buttons.invoke('minute (10)')
pagenames = []
for full_name in self.file_notebook.pagenames():
pagenames.append(full_name)
self.optionmenu.setitems(pagenames)
self.file_notebook.setnaturalsize()
def _file_type_buttons_callback(self, result):
page = self.file_notebook.page(self.file_notebook.getcurselection())
try:
page.file_type
except AttributeError:
page.file_type = 'controls'
# update the groupings
# page.file_type is 'controls' or float(seconds), result is
'controls' or 'timepoint'
if result == 'controls' and page.file_type != 'controls':
page.file_type = 'controls'
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].change_spectra_group(page.file_
name, 'controls')
elif result == 'timepoint' and page.file_type == 'controls':
t = page._time.component('entryfield').getvalue()
t_tokens = string.split(t, ':')
a = string.atoi(t_tokens[0])*60*60
b = string.atoi(t_tokens[1])*60
c = string.atoi(t_tokens[2])
seconds = float(a + b + c)
page.file_type = seconds
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].change_spectra_group(page.file_
name, seconds)
if result == 'controls':
page._time.disable()
else:
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page._time.enable()
def manage_impurities(self):
print 'no impurity manager yet'
pass
def update_experiment_viewer_pages(self):
try:
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key]
except KeyError:
return
else:
spectra = self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].spectra
for key in spectra.keys():
for spec in spectra[key]:
file = spec.source_file
new_page = self._new_file_page(file)
new_page.instructions_label = Tkinter.Label(new_page,
text='An average is taken of all spectra entered with the same time
description.')
new_page.file_label = Tkinter.Label(new_page, text=file)
new_page.instructions_label.pack(side='top')
new_page.file_label.pack(side='top')
# Create and pack a vertical RadioSelect widget, with
checkbuttons.
new_page.file_type_buttons = Pmw.RadioSelect(new_page,
buttontype = 'radiobutton',
orient = 'vertical',
labelpos = 'w',
command = self._file_type_buttons_callback,
label_text = 'File type')
new_page.file_type_buttons.pack(side='left', expand=1)
# Add some buttons to the checkbutton RadioSelect.
for option in ('controls', 'timepoint'):
new_page.file_type_buttons.add(option)
if key == 'controls':
t = 0
else:
t = int(key)
new_page._time =
FunctionalPmwCounter.functional_pmw_counter(new_page, 'w', 'Time:',
time.strftime('%H:%M:%S', time.gmtime(t)),
{'validator' :
'time','min' : '00:00:00', 'max' : '95:59:59','minstrict' : 0, 'maxstrict' :
0},
{'counter' : 'time',
'time24' : 1}, 600)
c_lambda = lambda g, f=file, k=self.active_experiment_key :
self.experiments[k].change_spectra_group(f, g)
new_page._time.update_function(c_lambda)
new_page._time.pack(side='left')
new_page.time_buttons = Pmw.RadioSelect(new_page,
command=self.adjust_time_mode)
new_page.time_buttons.pack(side='left')
if key=='controls':
new_page.file_type = 'controls'
new_page.file_name = file
new_page.file_type_buttons.setvalue('controls')
new_page._time.disable()
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else:
t = new_page._time.component('entryfield').getvalue()
t_tokens = string.split(t, ':')
a = string.atoi(t_tokens[0])*60*60
b = string.atoi(t_tokens[1])*60
c = string.atoi(t_tokens[2])
seconds = float(a + b + c)
new_page.file_type = seconds
new_page.file_name = file
new_page.file_type_buttons.setvalue('timepoint')
new_page._time.enable()
for text in ['hour (1)', 'minute (10)', 'second (10)']:
new_page.time_buttons.add(text)
new_page.time_buttons.invoke('minute (10)')
pagenames = []
for full_name in self.file_notebook.pagenames():
pagenames.append(full_name)
self.optionmenu.setitems(pagenames)
self.file_notebook.setnaturalsize()
def adjust_time_mode(self, result):
inc_time = 30
if result == 'hour (1)':
inc_time = 3600
elif result == 'minute (10)':
inc_time = 600
elif result == 'second (10)':
inc_time = 10
page = self.file_notebook.page(self.file_notebook.getcurselection())
page._time.configure(increment=inc_time)
def save_and_close_experiment(self):
exp = self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key]
self._set_missed_cut_site_tolerance()
if exp.digestion_type == 'limited':
exp.set_modifying_reagent(None)
self.save_project(1)
self.close_experiment()
def close_experiment(self):
self.file_view_top.destroy()
def restore_experiment_and_close(self):
""" restore the backed up version of the experiment """
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key] =
self.unmodified_experiment
self.close_experiment()
def _execute_files_rename(self, result):
# this function ends up dealing with if there are underscores in
# the filename... thanks for that pain in the neck pmw.
self.dialog2.destroy()
if result == 'Ok':
# rename
new_names = []
for i in range(len(self.files)):
file = self.files[i]
path_token = copy.deepcopy(os.path.split(file)[0])
new_file = file #string.replace(file, '_', '-')
new_path_token = os.path.split(new_file)[0]
if new_path_token == path_token:
os.rename(file, new_file)
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new_names.append(new_file)
else:
# else it's in the directory
os.rename(path_token, new_path_token)
new_names.append(new_file)
f = []
for j in range(len(self.files)):
f.append(string.replace(self.files[j], '_', '-'))
self.files = f
self.files = new_names
self._add_new_files()
else:
# can't continue with underscores in name
sys.exit()
def _new_file_page(self, file):
self.file_notebook.add(file)
return self.file_notebook.page(file)
def _set_missed_cut_site_tolerance(self):
tolerance = 2 #self.missed_cut_sites_counter.get()
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].set_missed_cut_site_tolerance(t
olerance)
def set_protease(self, protease):
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].set_protease(protease)
reagent =
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].get_modifying_reagent()
def set_digestion_type(self, digestion_type):
if digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
#self.missed_cut_sites_counter.enable()
for i in range(len(self.modifying_reagents)+1):
button = self.modification_radio.button(i)
button.config(state='normal')
protease =
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].get_protease()
reagent =
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].get_modifying_reagent()
elif digestion_type == 'limited':
#self.missed_cut_sites_counter.disable()
for i in range(len(self.modifying_reagents)+1):
button = self.modification_radio.button(i)
button.config(state='disabled')
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].set_digestion_type(digestion_ty
pe)
def set_modifying_reagent(self, reagent):
if reagent == 'None' or reagent == "None":
reagent = None
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key].set_modifying_reagent(reagent)
def view_experiment(self):
if len(self.active_experiment_key) == 0:
return
print "loading experiment %s"%(self.active_experiment_key)
experiment = self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key]
if self.spademode: # flip
self.set_protein_sequences(experiment)
self.set_structure_filename()
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if not experiment.treated:
keys = experiment.spectra.keys()
keys.sort()
spectra_bin = []
for spectra_key in keys:
if spectra_key != 'controls':
for spec in experiment.spectra[spectra_key]:
spec.set_label(spectra_key)
spectra_bin.append(spec)
for spec in spectra_bin:
spec.recognize_peaks(experiment.get_mass_range()[0])
if len(experiment.timepoints.keys()) == 0:
experiment.calculate_timepoints()
keys = experiment.timepoints.keys()
keys.sort()
spectra = []
for key in keys:
spectra.append(experiment.timepoints[key])
experiment.treated = 1
self.save_project(1)
print "here1"
self.viewer_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self)
self.viewer_top.title('Spectra Viewer for Experiment
%s'%(self.active_experiment_key))
self.viewer = SpectraViewer.viewer(self, self.viewer_top,
self.experiments[self.active_experiment_key], self.reactions_dict)
self.viewer.pack(expand=1, fill='both')
self.viewer_top.protocol("WM_DELETE_WINDOW",
self.viewer_top.withdraw)
print "here2"
#if not self.spademode: # flip
#
# create the fragmentpeaktablet
#
self.tablet_window = Tkinter.Toplevel()
#
#geometry_string = "%dx%d%+d%+d" %(400,600,80,10) #
width,height,x-offset,y-offset
#
#self.tablet_window.geometry(geometry_string)
#
self.tablet_window.title('Fragment Peak Tablet')
#
self.viewer.create_fragment_peak_tablet(self.tablet_window,
self.viewer.plot_window)
#
#self.window.protocol("WM_DELETE_WINDOW", self.window.withdraw)
#else:
self.viewer.create_fragment_peak_tablet(self.tablet_pane,
self.viewer.plot_window, self.molecular_viewer)
#self.viewer.create_spectra_viewer_deiconify_button(self.viewer_top)
print "here3"
self.viewer_top.top_width, self.viewer_top.top_height =
self.viewer.get_dimensions()
geometry_string = "%dx%d%+d%+d"%(self.viewer_top.top_width,
self.viewer_top.top_height, 5, 5) # width,height,x-offset,y-offset
print "here4"
self.viewer_top.geometry(geometry_string)
self.viewer.plot_window.set_filter_resolution(experiment.filter_resolution)
#self.viewer._calibrate_x(experiment, "all_normal_fragments", 1)
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def set_protein_sequences(self, experiment):
sequences = self._get_sequences()
for key in self.experiments.keys():
experiment.set_protein_sequences(sequences)
def set_structure_filename(self, filename=None):
# this function just updates experiment wiht the structure_entry
info
# and should not be used in spademode
if not self.spademode:
structure_filename = self.structure_entry.get()
for key in self.experiments.keys():
self.experiments[key].set_structure_filename(structure_filename)
else:
structure_filename = filename
def calibrate_x(self, experiment, style='zero_missed',
warning_message_on=0, search_type=0):
"""
style 0 is more stable, see the code for details. style 1 will
be removed as necessary
"""
if style == 'zero_missed':
all_frags = experiment.get_unreactive_fragments(1) # 1 indicates
recalculate not just retrieve
print '%s zero missed cut site unreactive fragments being
investigated for calibration'%(len(all_frags))
elif style == 'all_normal_fragments':
all_frags = experiment.get_single_reaction_fragment_weights()
print '%s unmodified fragments being investigated for
calibration'%(len(all_frags))
elif style == 'all_possible_fragments':
all_frags = experiment.get_all_possible_fragments()
print '%s all possible fragments being investigated for
calibration'%(len(all_frags))
elif style == 'internal_standards':
all_frags = []
stds = experiment.get_external_standards()
for key in stds.keys():
if len(key) > 0:
all_frags.append(float(stds[key]))
print '%s internal standards being investigated for
calibration'%(len(all_frags))
spectrum_list = []
keys = experiment.spectra.keys()
keys.sort()
for spectra_key in keys:
if spectra_key != 'controls':
for spec in experiment.spectra[spectra_key]:
spectrum_list.append(spec)
shifts = range(-20, 21, 1)
bestkey =
PlottingTools.multiple_calibrate_x_by_total_associations_for_shifts(spectrum
_list, all_frags, shifts, 0.005, 800, 1)
self.best_calibration_result = bestkey
if warning_message_on and abs(bestkey) > 0:
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self.viewer.update()
self.calibrationwarning_dialog = Pmw.MessageDialog(self,
title = 'Vertical button
dialog',
message_text = 'A global
calibration of %s is recommended\n "undo calibration" is available from the
menu'%(bestkey),
buttonboxpos = 'e',
iconpos = 'n',
icon_bitmap = 'warning',
buttons = ('Apply', 'Close'),
command =
self._calibration_warning_callback,
defaultbutton = 'Apply')
self.calibrationwarning_dialog.activate()
elif abs(bestkey) > 0:
self._apply_calibration(bestkey)
return bestkey
def _calibration_warning_callback(self, result):
print 'calibration warning result = %s'%(result)
if result == 'Apply':
self._apply_calibration(self.best_calibration_result)
#self.calibrationwarning_dialog.update()
self.calibrationwarning_dialog.destroy()
def _apply_calibration(self, bestkey):
""" Apply the calibration (bestkey) to every panel's plot object,
then apply the same calibration to the long-term stored spectra.
The latter ends up updating background plots.
"""
for panel in self.viewer.plot_window.plot_panels:
new_xs = []
for i in range(len(panel.x)):
new_xs.append(panel.x[i] + bestkey)
panel.x = new_xs
panel.plot_object.x = new_xs
mp = self.viewer.plot_window.max_plot
new_xs = []
for i in range(len(mp.x)):
new_xs.append(mp.x[i] + bestkey)
mp.x = new_xs
# apply to the long-term-stored spectra
self.viewer.plot_window.experiment.apply_calibration(bestkey)
def shift_x(self, shift_val):
self._apply_calibration(shift_val)
def normalize_y(self, experiment, style='internal_standards'):
""" can currently be internal_standards or height_sum
stds = experiment.get_internal_standards()
if len(stds) == 0:
frag_objects = experiment.get_unreactive_fragment_objects()
lst = []
for frag in frag_objects:
wt = frag.get_weight()
sq = frag.get_sequence()
lst.append([wt, sq])
experiment.set_internal_standards(lst)
"""
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if style == 'internal_standards':
self.viewer.plot_window.apply_internal_standards()
elif style == 'area_sum':
self.viewer.plot_window.autoscale_intensities('areas')
elif style == 'height_sum':
self.viewer.plot_window.autoscale_intensities('heights')
else:
print "unknown normalize style"
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###### SPECTRAVIEWER.PY ######
# python imports
import sys
import time
import os
import pickle
import copy
import re
import string
import Tkinter
import tkFileDialog
# dependencies imports
sys.path.append('./Dependencies')
import Pmw
# RAVE/SPADE imports
import parms
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE')
import Fragment
import MassSpecExperiment
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE/RAVEwidgets')
import PlottingTools
import PlottingWidgets
import FragmentViewer
import ExperimentalConditionViewer
import ModifyAAViewer
sys.path.append('./Tools/Widgets')
import FunctionalPmwCounter
sys.path.append('./Tools/pH')
import pH
import MolecularSystem

class viewer(Tkinter.Frame):
def __init__(self, parent, parent_frame, experiment, reactions_dict):
#sys.stdout = open("RAVE.log", 'w')
self.parent = parent
Tkinter.Frame.__init__(self, parent_frame)
self.experiment = experiment
self.parent_frame = parent_frame
self.reactions_dict = reactions_dict
self.fastplot_type = "Areas"
controls = experiment.get_control_plots()
timepoints = experiment.timepoints
bkg_plots = experiment.background_plots
keys = timepoints.keys()
keys.sort()
averages = []
backgrounds = []
for key in keys:
timepoints[key].set_label(key)
averages.append(timepoints[key])
backgrounds.append(bkg_plots[key])
possible_peaks = experiment.get_single_reaction_fragment_weights(1)
all_fragments = experiment.get_all_possible_fragments(1)
#possible_peaks = all_fragments
reload(PlottingWidgets)
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self.plot_window = PlottingWidgets.PlotWindow(self, averages,
backgrounds, controls, experiment, possible_peaks, all_fragments)

# adjust the parent_frame (TopLevel) such that resizes affect the
PlotWindow plot sizes
self.parent_frame.bind('<Configure>', self.plot_window.resize_plots)
self.menuBar = Pmw.MenuBar(self, hull_relief =
'raised',hull_borderwidth = 2)
self.menuBar.addmenu('Calibrate', 'Calibration Algorithms')
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="internal_standards" :
self._calibrate_x(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Calibrate', 'command', label='by external
standards only', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="all_normal_fragments" :
self._calibrate_x(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Calibrate', 'command', label='by one
reaction fragments', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="zero_missed" :
self._calibrate_x(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Calibrate', 'command', label='by
unreactive fragments', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="all_possible_fragments" :
self._calibrate_x(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Calibrate', 'command', label='by all
identified fragments', command=c_lambda)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Calibrate', 'command',
label='undo_calibration', command=self._undo_calibration)
self.menuBar.addmenu('Normalize', 'Normalization Algorithms')
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="internal_standards" :
self._normalize_y(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Normalize', 'command', label='search for
standards', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="area_sum" :
self._normalize_y(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Normalize', 'command', label='by sum of
peak areas', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda e=self.experiment, s="height_sum" :
self._normalize_y(e, s)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Normalize', 'command', label='by sum of
peak heights', command=c_lambda)
self.menuBar.addmenu('Options', 'Viewer Options')
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Options', 'command', label='toggle
centroids', command = self.plot_window.toggle_centroids)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Options', 'command', label='adjust
parameters', command = self.launch_parameters_window)
self.menuBar.addmenu('Summaries', 'Data Summaries')
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Summaries', 'command', label='possible
fragments report', command=self.popup_possible_fragments)
#self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Summaries', 'command', label='print out
reaction profiles', command=self.plot_window.print_reaction_profiles)
self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Summaries', 'command', label='data
overview', command = self.plot_window.popup_data_overview)
self.menuBar.pack(fill='x', side='top', expand=0)
self.plot_window.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='both')
self.plot_window.draw_peaks()
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self.calibration_undos = []
print 'Now select peakless regions to call baseline.'
print 'Hold down Ctrl to select multiple regions.'
print 'Then right-click the highlighted region and pick Use as
Baseline to apply'
def create_spectra_viewer_deiconify_button(self, spectra_viewer_top):
self.plot_window.create_spectra_viewer_deiconify_button(spectra_viewer_top)
def create_fragment_peak_tablet(self, frame, plot_window,
molecular_viewer = None):
print "passing 1 %s as molecular viewer"%(molecular_viewer)
self.plot_window.create_fragment_peak_tablet(frame, plot_window,
molecular_viewer)
def _calibrate_x(self, experiment, style, warning_message=1):
shift_val = self.parent.calibrate_x(experiment, style,
warning_message)
self.calibration_undos.append(shift_val)
self.plot_window.draw_peaks()
self.plot_window.draw_PlotPanels()
def _normalize_y(self, experiment, style):
self.parent.normalize_y(experiment, style)
def _undo_calibration(self):
if len(self.calibration_undos) > 0:
shift_val = self.calibration_undos[-1]
del self.calibration_undos[-1]
self.parent.shift_x(-shift_val)
self.experiment.apply_calibration(-shift_val)
self.plot_window.draw_peaks()
self.plot_window.draw_PlotPanels()
def _fastplot_heights(self):
self.fastplot_type = "Heights"
self.plot_window._fastplot_heights()
def _fastplot_areas(self):
self.fastplot_type = "Areas"
self.plot_window._fastplot_areas()
def get_dimensions(self):
panel_count = len(self.experiment.timepoints)
width, height = 852, min(panel_count*100+5, 605)
return width, height
def create_modifications_report(self):
for panel in self.plot_window.plot_panels:
panel.print_visible_modifications_report()
def popup_possible_fragments(self):
frag_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self)
frag_top.title('Possible fragments')
frag_top.text = Pmw.ScrolledText(frag_top, text_wrap='none')
fd = self.experiment.get_all_possible_fragments_dictionary()
keys = fd.keys()
keys.sort()
for fkey in keys:
frag_top.text.insert('end', '%8s\t%5s\t%5s\t%s\n'%(fkey,
fd[fkey]['site1']+2, fd[fkey]['site2']+1, fd[fkey]['sequence']))
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frag_top.text.pack(expand=1, fill='both')
frags = self.experiment.get_all_possible_fragment_objects()
frag_top.fview = FragmentViewer.Viewer(frag_top, frag_top, 200, 100,
self.experiment.get_protein_sequences(), frags)
frag_top.fview.pack(expand=1, fill='both')
def autoscale(self):
self.plot_window.autoscale_intensities()
def launch_layout_dialog(self):
buttonlist = ['Ok', 'Cancel', 'Apply']
self.dialog = Pmw.Dialog(self.parent_frame,
buttons = buttonlist,
buttonbox_orient = 'horizontal',
defaultbutton = buttonlist[0],
title = 'Layout Options',
command = self.execute_layout_options)
self.dialog.withdraw()
self.x_scale_counter = Pmw.Counter(self.dialog.interior(),
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'x-scaling',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 6,
entryfield_value =
self.plot_window.plot_panels[0].x_scale,
datatype = {'counter' : 'real',
'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'0.1', 'max':'5.0'},
increment=0.1)
self.x_scale_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.dialog.show()
def launch_parameters_window(self):
self.parameter_window = Tkinter.Toplevel(self)
self.parameter_window.title('Adjust Parameters')
self.parameter_window.wm_transient(self.parent_frame)
self.parms_pages = Pmw.NoteBook(self.parameter_window)
self.parms_pages.pack(side='top', fill = 'both', expand = 1)
self.protease_specificity_toggle = 0
self.reagent_specificity_toggle = 0
bot_buttons = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.parameter_window,
orient='horizontal')
# Add some buttons to the ButtonBox.
bot_buttons.add('Ok' ,
command = self._apply_and_close_parameters)
bot_buttons.add('Close', command = self._close_parameters)
bot_buttons.add('Apply', command = self._apply_parameters)
bot_buttons.alignbuttons()
bot_buttons.pack(side='top', fill = 'both', expand = 0)
do_load = [1,1,1,1,1]

# appearance, signal, protease, reagent,

sequence
if do_load[0]:
# Add the "Appearance" page to the notebook.
appearance_page = self.parms_pages.add('Appearance')
self.parms_pages.tab('Appearance').focus_set()
self.x_scale_counter = Pmw.Counter(appearance_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'x-scale',
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orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
self.plot_window.plot_panels[0].x_scale,
datatype = {'counter' :
'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'0.05', 'max':'2.0'},
increment=0.05)
self.x_scale_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
threshold_peak_slope, threshold_peak_slope_window_size =
self.plot_window.plot_panels[0].plot_object.get_threshold_peak_parms()
self.peak_slope_counter = Pmw.Counter(appearance_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'threshold
peak slope',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
threshold_peak_slope,
datatype = {'counter' :
'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'0.00', 'max':'0.8'},
increment=0.025)
self.peak_slope_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.peak_slope_window_size_counter =
Pmw.Counter(appearance_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text =
'peak slope window size',
orient =
'horizontal',
entry_width =
5,
entryfield_value = threshold_peak_slope_window_size,
datatype =
{'counter' : 'numeric'},
entryfield_validate = {'validator' : 'numeric', 'min':'1', 'max':'5'},
increment=1)
self.peak_slope_window_size_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.fastplot_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(appearance_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'Collection
type:',
frame_borderwidth = 2,
frame_relief = 'ridge')
self.fastplot_radio.pack(fill = 'x', expand=1)
# Add some buttons to the horizontal RadioSelect.
for text in ('Areas', 'Heights'):
self.fastplot_radio.add(text)
self.fastplot_radio.invoke(self.fastplot_type)
self.baseline_subtraction_radio =
Pmw.RadioSelect(appearance_page,
labelpos = 'w',
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label_text =
'Subtract baseline from areas:',
frame_borderwidth = 2,
frame_relief =
'ridge')
self.baseline_subtraction_radio.pack(fill = 'x', expand=1)
# Add some buttons to the horizontal RadioSelect.
for text in ('Yes', 'No'):
self.baseline_subtraction_radio.add(text)
if self.experiment.get_subtract_baseline_from_areas():
print "got true for get subtract baseline"
self.baseline_subtraction_radio.invoke('Yes')
else:
print "got false for get subtract baseline"
self.baseline_subtraction_radio.invoke('No')
if do_load[1]:
# add the 'Signal' page to the notebook
devices_page
= self.parms_pages.add('Device')
# resolving power
self.resolving_power_counter = Pmw.Counter(devices_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'resolving
power',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value = 1.0
/ self.plot_window.get_filter_resolution(),
datatype = {'counter' :
'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'100', 'max':'10000'},
increment=100)
self.resolving_power_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
# mass range
self.low_mass_range_counter = Pmw.Counter(devices_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'mass range
low end',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
self.experiment.get_mass_range()[0],
datatype = {'counter' :
'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'0', 'max':'8000'},
increment=100)
self.low_mass_range_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.high_mass_range_counter = Pmw.Counter(devices_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'mass range
high end',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
self.experiment.get_mass_range()[1],
datatype = {'counter' :
'real', 'separator' : '.'},
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entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'5000', 'max':'50000'},
increment=1000)
self.high_mass_range_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
# multiple charges
self.multiple_charge_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(devices_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text =
'Multiple charges tolerated',
frame_borderwidth =
2,
frame_relief =
'ridge')
self.multiple_charge_radio.pack(fill = 'x', expand=1)
for text in ("True", "False"):
self.multiple_charge_radio.add(text)
if self.experiment.get_double_charges_tolerance():
self.multiple_charge_radio.invoke("True")
else:
self.multiple_charge_radio.invoke("False")
self.loq_multiplier_counter = Pmw.Counter(devices_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'LOQ
multiplier',
orient =
'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
self.experiment.get_LOQ_multiplier(),
datatype =
{'counter' : 'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate = {'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'3.0',
'max':'100.0'},
increment=0.1)
self.loq_multiplier_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.multiple_charge_pI_counter = Pmw.Counter(devices_page,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'min
pI for double charges',
orient =
'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
self.experiment.get_pI_for_halving(),
datatype =
{'counter' : 'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate = {'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'7.0',
'max':'14.0'},
increment=0.1)
self.multiple_charge_pI_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.manual_calibration_shift_counter = Pmw.Counter(devices_page,
labelpos =
'w',
label_text =
'manually calibrate by:',
orient =
'horizontal',
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entry_width
= 5,
entryfield_value = 0.0,
datatype =
{'counter' : 'real', 'separator' : '.'},
entryfield_validate = {'validator':'real', 'separator' : '.', 'min':'-15.0',
'max':'15.0'},
increment=0.5)
self.manual_calibration_shift_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
if do_load[2]:
protease_page
= self.parms_pages.add('Protease')
top_panel = Tkinter.Frame(protease_page)
topl_panel = Tkinter.Frame(top_panel)
topr_panel = Tkinter.Frame(top_panel)
bot_panel = Tkinter.Frame(protease_page)
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.protease_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
else:
print 'no protease file %s found'%(filename)
keys = self.protease_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
proteases = keys
self.protease_combo = Pmw.ComboBox(topl_panel,
label_text = 'Proteases:',
labelpos = 'w',
selectioncommand =
self._adjust_protease_targets,
scrolledlist_items =
proteases)
self.protease_combo.selectitem(self.experiment.get_protease())
self.protease_specificity_text = Pmw.EntryField(topl_panel,
label_text=
'specificity:',
labelpos = 'w',
validate='alphabetic')
specificity = self.experiment.get_protease_specificity()
specs = ""
for s in specificity:
specs += "%s"%(s)
self.protease_specificity_text.insert("end",
"%s"%(string.strip(specs)))
self.protease_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state="disabled")
top_panel.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
bot_panel.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
self.protease_combo.pack(side = 'top', fill = 'x', expand = 0)
self.protease_specificity_text.pack(side='top', fill='x',
expand=0)
topl_panel.pack(side='left', fill='both', expand=1)
topr_panel.pack(side='left', fill='y', expand=0)
# topr_panel gets Add/Remove/Edit buttons
topr_buttons = Pmw.ButtonBox(topr_panel, orient='vertical')
# Add some buttons to the ButtonBox.
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topr_buttons.add('Edit' , command =
self._edit_protease_specificity)
topr_buttons.add('Save' , command =
self._save_protease_specificity)
topr_buttons.add('New' , command = self._new_protease)
topr_buttons.alignbuttons()
topr_buttons.pack(fill = 'both', expand = 0)
self.missed_cutsites_counter = Pmw.Counter(bot_panel,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'missed
cut-sites tolerated',
orient = 'horizontal',
entry_width = 5,
entryfield_value =
self.experiment.get_missed_cut_site_tolerance(),
datatype =
{'counter' : 'numeric'},
entryfield_validate =
{'validator':'numeric', 'min':'1', 'max':'100'},
increment=1)
self.missed_cutsites_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1)
self.terminal_specificity_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(bot_panel,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text =
'Terminal Specificity:',
frame_borderwidth = 2,
frame_relief =
'ridge')
self.terminal_specificity_radio.pack(fill = 'x', expand=1)
for text in ('N', 'C'):
self.terminal_specificity_radio.add(text)
self.terminal_specificity_radio.invoke(self.experiment.get_protease_cut_term
inus())
if do_load[3] and self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent():
reagent_page
= self.parms_pages.add('Reagent')
top_panel = Tkinter.Frame(reagent_page)
topl_panel = Tkinter.Frame(top_panel)
topr_panel = Tkinter.Frame(top_panel)
bot_panel = Tkinter.Frame(reagent_page)
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reagent file %s found'%(filename)
keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
reagents = keys
self.reagent_combo = Pmw.ComboBox(topl_panel,
label_text = 'Reagents:',
labelpos = 'w',
selectioncommand =
self._adjust_reagent_details,
scrolledlist_items = reagents)
if self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent():
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self.reagent_combo.selectitem(self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent())
self.reagent_specificity_text = Pmw.EntryField(topl_panel,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text =
'specificity:',
validate='alphabetic')
self.reagent_weight_text

= Pmw.EntryField(topl_panel,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'add

weight:',
validate='real')
specificity = self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity()
weight
=
float(self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_weight())
specs = ""
for s in specificity:
specs += "%s"%(s)
self.reagent_specificity_text.setvalue(specs)
self.reagent_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state="disabled")
self.reagent_weight_text.setvalue(weight)
self.reagent_weight_text.component('entry').config(state='disabled')
top_panel.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
bot_panel.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
self.reagent_combo.pack(side = 'top', fill = 'x', expand = 0)
self.reagent_specificity_text.pack(side='top', fill='x',
expand=0)
self.reagent_weight_text.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=0)
topl_panel.pack(side='left', fill='both', expand=1)
topr_panel.pack(side='left', fill='y', expand=0)
# topr_panel gets Add/Remove/Edit buttons
topr_buttons = Pmw.ButtonBox(topr_panel, orient='vertical')
# Add some buttons to the ButtonBox.
topr_buttons.add('Edit' , command = self._edit_reagent_details)
topr_buttons.add('Save' , command = self._save_reagent_details)
topr_buttons.alignbuttons()
topr_buttons.pack(fill = 'both', expand = 0)
if do_load[4]:
sequence_page
= self.parms_pages.add('Sequence')
self.sequence_text = Pmw.ScrolledText(sequence_page)
sequences = self.experiment.get_protein_sequences()
for sequence in sequences:
self.sequence_text.insert('end', sequence)
self.sequence_text.insert('end', '\n\n')
self.sequence_text.pack(fill='both', expand=1)
def _apply_and_close_parameters(self):
self._apply_parameters()
self._close_parameters()
def _close_parameters(self):
self.parameter_window.destroy()
def _apply_parameters(self):
# self.x_scale_counter
print 'x scale
%s'%(float(self.x_scale_counter.get()))
self.plot_window.set_x_scale(float(self.x_scale_counter.get()))
# self.peak_slope_counter
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# self.peak_slope_window_size_counter
parms = [float(self.peak_slope_counter.get()),
int(self.peak_slope_window_size_counter.get())]
print 'peak slope args
%s'%(parms)
for panel in self.plot_window.plot_panels:
panel.plot_object.set_threshold_peak_parms(parms)
for bkg in panel.background_plots:
bkg.set_threshold_peak_parms(parms)
# self.fastplot_radio
val = self.fastplot_radio.getvalue()
print 'collecting
%s'%(val)
if val == 'Areas':
self._fastplot_areas()
self.plot_window._fastplot_areas()
elif val == 'Heights':
self._fastplot_heights()
self.plot_window._fastplot_heights()
# self.baseline_subtraction_radio
val = self.baseline_subtraction_radio.getvalue()
if val == 'Yes':
print 'subtracting baseline from area values'
self.experiment.set_subtract_baseline_from_areas(1)
else:
print 'not subtracting baseline from area values'
self.experiment.set_subtract_baseline_from_areas(0)
# self.resolving_power_counter
rez = 1.0/float(self.resolving_power_counter.get())
print 'resolution
%s'%(rez)
self.experiment.set_filter_resolution(rez)
self.plot_window.set_filter_resolution(rez)
# self.low_mass_range_counter
# self.high_mass_range_counter
mass_range = [float(self.low_mass_range_counter.get()),
float(self.high_mass_range_counter.get())]
print 'mass range
%s'%(mass_range)
self.experiment.set_mass_range(mass_range)
self.plot_window.set_mass_range(mass_range)
# self.multiple_charge_radio
print 'multi charge pres %s'%(self.multiple_charge_radio.getvalue())
if self.multiple_charge_radio.getvalue() == 'True':
self.experiment.set_double_charges_tolerances(1)
else:
self.experiment.set_double_charges_tolerances(0)
# self.loq_multiplier_counter
print 'new loq multiplier
%s'%(float(self.loq_multiplier_counter.get()))
self.experiment.set_LOQ_multiplier(float(self.loq_multiplier_counter.get()))
# self.multiple_charge_pI_counter
print 'new pI for halfing
%s'%(float(self.multiple_charge_pI_counter.get()))
self.experiment.set_pI_for_halving(float(self.multiple_charge_pI_counter.get
()))
# self.manual_calibration_shift_counter
shift_val = float(self.manual_calibration_shift_counter.get())
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print 'manual shift being applied of %s'%(shift_val)
self.calibration_undos.append(shift_val)
self.parent.shift_x(shift_val)
# reset to zero so that subsequent apply's don't redo
self.manual_calibration_shift_counter.component('entryfield').setvalue(0)
# self.protease_combo
print 'protease
%s'%(self.protease_combo.getvalue()[0])
self.experiment.set_protease(self.protease_combo.getvalue()[0])
# self.missed_cutsites_counter
print 'missed cutsites
%s'%(self.missed_cutsites_counter.get())
self.experiment.set_missed_cut_site_tolerance(self.missed_cutsites_counter.g
et())
print 'terminal specificity
%s'%(self.terminal_specificity_radio.getvalue())
self.experiment.set_protease_cut_terminus(self.terminal_specificity_radio.ge
tvalue())
if self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent():
# self.reagent_combo
print 'modifying reagent %s'%(self.reagent_combo.getvalue()[0])
if self.reagent_combo.getvalue()[0] != 'None' and
self.reagent_combo.getvalue()[0] != "None":
self.experiment.set_modifying_reagent(self.reagent_combo.getvalue()[0])
else:
self.experiment.set_modifying_reagent(None)
# self.sequence_text
print 'setting protein sequences to'
# grab sequence lines and parse to collect full sequences
# the sequences should be separated by carraige returns
sequence_text = self.sequence_text.get()
lines = sequence_text.split('\n')
if len(lines[0]) > 0:
if lines[0][0] == '>':
lines = lines[1:]
sequences = []
sequence = ""
for line in lines:
if len(string.strip(line)) == 0:
if len(sequence) > 0:
sequences.append(string.upper(string.strip(sequence)))
sequence = ""
else:
sequence = sequence + string.upper(string.strip(line))
if len(string.strip(sequence)) > 0:
sequences.append(string.upper(string.strip(sequence)))
self.experiment.set_protein_sequences(sequences)
print sequences
self.plot_window.draw_peaks()
self.plot_window.draw_PlotPanels()

def _save_protease_specificity(self):
new_specificity = self.protease_specificity_text.getvalue()
protease
= self.protease_combo.getvalue()[0]
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new_def = []
for item in new_specificity:
if item in
['A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V','W'
,'Y']:
new_def.append(item)
self.protease_dict[protease]['specificity'] = new_def
protease_file =
open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(self.protease_dict, protease_file, 2)
protease_file.close()
def _new_protease(self):
self.new_protease_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self)
self.new_protease_top.title('Add a new protease')
self.new_protease_top.wm_transient(self.parameter_window)
self.new_protease_top.title_entry =
Pmw.EntryField(self.new_protease_top, labelpos='w', label_text = 'Title:',
validate=None)
self.new_protease_top.title_entry.pack(side='top', fill='x',
expand=0)
self.new_protease_top.specificity_entry =
Pmw.EntryField(self.new_protease_top, labelpos='w', label_text='Specificity',
validate=self._validate_AAtypes)
self.new_protease_top.specificity_entry.pack(side='top', fill='x',
expand=0)
bot_buttons = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.new_protease_top,
orient='horizontal')
bot_buttons.add('Ok' ,
command =
self._apply_and_close_new_protease)
bot_buttons.add('Close', command = self._close_new_protease)
bot_buttons.alignbuttons()
bot_buttons.pack(side='top', fill = 'both', expand = 0)
def _apply_and_close_new_protease(self):
title = self.new_protease_top.title_entry.getvalue()
new_specificity = self.new_protease_top.specificity_entry.getvalue()
self.protease_dict[title] =
{'specificity':self.new_protease_top.specificity_entry.getvalue(),
'cut
terminus':self.new_protease_top.cut_terminus_radio.getvalue(),
'proline
blocks':self.new_protease_top.proline_blocks_cuts_radio.getvalue()}
protease_file =
open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(self.protease_dict, protease_file, 2)
protease_file.close()
self._close_new_protease()
def _close_new_protease(self):
self.new_protease_top.destroy()
def _validate_AAtypes(self, text):
for c in text:
if c not in
['A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V','W'
,'Y']:
return -1
return 1
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def _edit_protease_specificity(self):
if self.protease_specificity_toggle:
self.protease_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state='disabled')
self.protease_specificity_toggle = 0
else:
self.protease_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state='normal')
self.protease_specificity_toggle = 1
def _adjust_protease_targets(self, protease):
self.protease_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state="normal")
specificities = self.protease_dict[protease]
specs = ""
for spec in specificities:
specs += "%s"%(spec)
self.protease_specificity_text.setentry("%s"%(string.strip(specs)))
self.protease_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state="disabled")
def _save_reagent_details(self):
new_specificity = self.reagent_specificity_text.getvalue()
new_weight
= float(self.reagent_weight_text.getvalue())
reagent
= self.reagent_combo.getvalue()[0]
new_def = []
for item in new_specificity:
if item in
['A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V','W'
,'Y']:
new_def.append(item)
if reagent and reagent != 'None':
self.reactions_dict[reagent]['target_AA'] = new_def
self.reactions_dict[reagent]['added_weight'] = new_weight
reagent_file =
open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(self.reactions_dict, reagent_file, 2)
def _edit_reagent_details(self):
if self.reagent_specificity_toggle:
self.reagent_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state='disabled')
self.reagent_weight_text.component('entry').config(state='disabled')
self.reagent_specificity_toggle = 0
else:
self.reagent_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state='normal')
self.reagent_weight_text.component('entry').config(state='normal')
self.reagent_specificity_toggle = 1
def _adjust_reagent_details(self, reagent):
self.reagent_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state="normal")
self.reagent_weight_text.component('entry').config(state="normal")
specificities = self.reactions_dict[reagent]['target_AA']
weight
= float(self.reactions_dict[reagent]['added_weight'])
specs = ""
for spec in specificities:
specs += "%s"%(spec)
self.reagent_specificity_text.setentry("%s"%(string.strip(specs)))
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self.reagent_weight_text.setentry("%s"%(weight))
self.reagent_specificity_text.component('entry').config(state="disabled")
self.reagent_weight_text.component('entry').config(state='disabled')

def execute_layout_options(self, result):
if result in ['Ok', 'Apply']:
new_x_scale = self.x_scale_counter.get()
self.plot_window.set_x_scale(float(new_x_scale))
self.plot_window.draw_PlotPanels()
if result in ['Ok', 'Cancel']:
self.dialog.destroy()
return
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###### PLOTTINGWIDGETS.PY ######

# python imports
import ImageTk
import tkFileDialog
import string
import math
import os.path
import time
import random
import fpformat
import pickle
import sys
import copy
# dependency imports
from Tkinter import *
from tkFileDialog import *
sys.path.append(os.path.abspath('./Dependencies'))
import Pmw
# internal imports
import parms
import MolecularSystem
import MolecularViewer
sys.path.append(os.path.abspath('./Tools/Math'))
import Distribution
sys.path.append(os.path.abspath('./Tools/Plotting'))
import PlottingTools
sys.path.append(os.path.abspath('./Tools/MassSpectrometry'))
import PeakRationalizer
import FragmentPeakTablet
class FixedMenu(Menu):
""" This fix for the Menu delete command was produced by Sverker Nilsson,
and found at
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=1342811&group_id=54
70&atid=105470
"""
# A fix for the .delete() method in Menu.
# To delete commands defined in the menu items deleted.
# Also changed the comment: INDEX2 is actually INCLUDED.
def delete_special(self, index1, index2=None):
"""Delete menu items between INDEX1 and INDEX2 (both included)."""
if index2 is None:
index2 = index1
# First find out what entries have defined commands.
cmds = []
for i in range(Menu.index(self, index1), Menu.index(self, index2)+1):
c = str(Menu.entrycget(self, i, 'command'))
if c in self._tclCommands:
# I don't want to delete the command already, since it
# seems mystical to do that while the entry is not yet
deleted.
cmds.append(c)
# Delete the menu entries.
top = Menu.winfo_toplevel(self)
top.tk.call(top._w, 'delete', index1, index2)
# Now that the menu entries have been deleted, we can delete their
commands.
for c in cmds:
Menu.deletecommand(self, c)
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class PeakProfile:
def __init__(self, weight, heights, areas, indices):
if (abs(indices[1][0] - 4112) < 10):
print "creating a peak profile at weight %s with:"%(weight),
print "
weight %s"%(weight)
print "
height %s"%(heights)
print "
index %s"%(indices)
self.weight
= weight
self.heights
= heights
self.trough1_indices = indices[0]
self.peak_indices
= indices[1]
self.trough2_indices = indices[2]
self.tag_ids
= {}
self.avg_heights
= []
self.areas
= areas
self.avg_areas
= []
keys = heights.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
heightset = heights[key]
sum = 0.0
for height in heightset:
sum += height
sum /= len(heightset)
self.avg_heights.append(sum)
for key in keys:
areaset = areas[key]
sum = 0.0
for area in areaset:
sum += area
sum /= len(areaset)
self.avg_areas.append(sum)
def get_indices(self):
return self.trough1_indices, self.peak_indices, self.trough2_indices
def get_areas(self):
return self.areas
def get_areas_as_lists(self):
keys = self.areas.keys()
keys.sort()
lists = []
for i in range(len(self.areas[keys[0]])):
lists.append([])
for i in range(len(self.areas[keys[0]])):
for j in range(len(keys)):
lists[i].append(self.areas[keys[j]][i])
return lists
def get_avg_areas(self):
return self.avg_areas
def get_weight(self):
return self.weight
def get_heights(self):
""" returns a dictionary, where timepoint labels are keys to lists
of heights
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"""
return self.heights
def get_avg_heights(self):
return self.avg_heights
def get_tag_ids(self):
return self.tag_ids
def set_tag_ids(self, tags):
self.tag_ids = tags
def print_contents(self, filename, areas=0):
# unmodified heights lines
u_lines = []
keys = self.heights.keys()
keys.sort()
longest = 0
for key in keys:
if len(self.heights[key]) > longest:
longest = len(self.heights[key])
newline = "peak %6.1f"%(self.get_weight())
u_lines.append(newline + '\n')
for i in range(longest):
newline = ','
for key in keys:
try:
if not areas:
newline += '%5.3f, '%(self.heights[key][i])
else:
newline += '%5.3f, '%(self.areas[key][i])
except IndexError:
newline += '
, '
u_lines.append(newline + '\n')
# and include the average
newline = ','
for i in range(len(self.avg_heights)):
try:
if not areas:
newline += '%5.3f, '%(self.avg_heights[i])
else:
newline += '%5.3f, '%(self.avg_areas[i])
except IndexError:
newline += '
, '
u_lines.append(newline + '\n')

if filename:
f = open(filename, 'a')
f.writelines(u_lines)
f.close()
else:
print u_lines
class ReactionProfile:
def __init__(self, fragments, peak, modified_peak=None):
self.possible_fragment_list = fragments
self.peak = peak
self.modified_peak = modified_peak
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def get_timepoint_labels(self):
""" returns a list of sorted keys """
keys = self.peak.heights.keys()
keys.sort()
return keys
def get_possible_fragments(self):
return self.possible_fragment_list
def get_peak(self):
return self.peak
def get_modified_peak(self):
return self.modified_peak
def print_contents(self, filename=None):
# unmodified heights lines
u_lines = []
u_lines.append('unmod wt %s\n'%(self.peak.weight))
fraginfo = ""
i = 0
for frag in self.possible_fragment_list:
fraginfo += 'pf%s %s %s %s\n'%(i, frag.get_nterm_index(),
frag.get_cterm_index(), frag.get_weight())
i += 1
u_lines.append(fraginfo)
keys = self.peak.heights.keys()
keys.sort()
longest = 0
for key in keys:
if len(self.peak.heights[key]) > longest:
longest = len(self.peak.heights[key])
for i in range(longest):
newline = ','
for key in keys:
try:
newline += '%5.3f, '%(self.peak.heights[key][i])
except IndexError:
newline += '
, '
u_lines.append(newline + '\n')
if self.modified_peak:
m_lines = []
m_lines.append('mod wt %s\n'%(self.modified_peak.weight))
for i in range(longest):
newline2 = ','
for key in keys:
try:
newline2 += '%5.3f,
'%(self.modified_peak.heights[key][i])
except IndexError:
newline2 += '
, '
m_lines.append(newline2 + '\n')
if filename:
f = open(filename, 'a')
f.writelines(u_lines)
if self.modified_peak:
f.writelines(m_lines)
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f.close()
else:
print u_lines
if self.modified_peak:
print m_lines
print '%s possible fragment
associations'%(len(self.possible_fragment_list))
class MiniViewScroller(Frame):
def __init__(self, frame, parent, width, ht):
Frame.__init__(self, frame, borderwidth=0, width=width, height=ht,
colormap="new", visual='truecolor', bg='white', relief=FLAT)
self.width = width
self.height = ht
self.parent = parent
self.left_scroll_photo =
ImageTk.PhotoImage(file="./Applications/RAVE/programdata/left_arrow.ppm")
# create and pack a canvas, and draw the axes.
self.scroll_left = Button(self,
relief=FLAT,
image=self.left_scroll_photo,
height=30,
width=30,
command=self.step_left,
repeatdelay=150,
repeatinterval=100,
borderwidth=0,
bg='white')
self.right_scroll_photo=ImageTk.PhotoImage(file="./Applications/RAVE/program
data/right_arrow.ppm")
self.scroll_right = Button(self,
relief=FLAT,
borderwidth=0,
image=self.right_scroll_photo,
height=30,
width=30,
command=self.step_right,
repeatdelay=150,
repeatinterval=100,
bg='white')
self.canvas = Canvas(self,
bg='white',
height=self.height,
width=self.width,
highlightbackground='white',
relief=FLAT,
borderwidth=0,
selectbackground='white')
# draw tic marks every thousand, on both top and bottom
self.tic_count = int(self.parent.max_plot.x[-1]%1000)
self.canvas.delete('axis')
for i in range(0, self.tic_count):
x = int((i*1000)/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1]*self.width)
y = 0.15*self.height
self.canvas.create_line(x,0,x,y, fill='black', tags='axis')
self.canvas.create_line(x,self.height,x,self.height+y,
fill='black', tags='axis')

self.scroll_left.bind('<Enter>', self._activate_left)
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self.scroll_left.bind('<Leave>', self._deactivate_left)
self.scroll_right.bind('<Enter>', self._activate_right)
self.scroll_right.bind('<Leave>', self._deactivate_right)
self.scroll_left.pack_propagate(0)
self.scroll_right.pack_propagate(0)
self.scroll_left.pack(side=LEFT, expand=YES)
self.canvas.pack(side=LEFT, expand=NO)
self.scroll_right.pack(side=LEFT, expand=YES)
# bind canvas clicks to the scroll function
self.canvas.bind('<ButtonPress-1>', self.scroll)
self.canvas.bind('<B1-Motion>', self.scroll)
self.canvas.bind('<ButtonRelease-1>', self.scroll)
# get some info for the panel representations
self.peaks = {}
self.current_x = 0
self.last_event = 0
class fake_event:
def __init__(self, xval):
self.x = xval
event = fake_event(self.last_event)
self.redraw_scrollbox(event)
def update_width(self, width):
self.canvas.config(width=width)
class fake_event:
def __init__(self, xval):
self.x = xval
event = fake_event((width/float(self.width))*self.last_event)
self.redraw_scrollbox(event)
self.width = width
self.canvas.delete('axis')
for i in range(0, self.tic_count):
x = int((i*1000)/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1]*self.width)
y = 0.15*self.height
self.canvas.create_line(x,0,x,y, fill='black', tags='axis')
self.canvas.create_line(x,self.height,x,self.height+y,
fill='black', tags='axis')
self.update()
def _activate_left(self, event):
self.left_scroll_photo =
PhotoImage(file="./Applications/RAVE/programdata/left_arrow_selected.ppm")
self.scroll_left.config(image=self.left_scroll_photo)
def _activate_right(self, event):
self.right_scroll_photo =
PhotoImage(file="./Applications/RAVE/programdata/right_arrow_selected.ppm")
self.scroll_right.config(image=self.right_scroll_photo)
def _deactivate_left(self, event):
self.left_scroll_photo =
PhotoImage(file="./Applications/RAVE/programdata/left_arrow.ppm")
self.scroll_left.config(image=self.left_scroll_photo)
def _deactivate_right(self, event):
self.right_scroll_photo =
PhotoImage(file="./Applications/RAVE/programdata/right_arrow.ppm")
self.scroll_right.config(image=self.right_scroll_photo)
def step_left(self):
class fake_event:
def __init__(self, xval):
if xval < 0:
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xval = 0
self.x = xval
event = fake_event(self.current_x - (self.width/100))
self.scroll(event)
def step_right(self):
class fake_event:
def __init__(self, xval, width):
if xval > width:
xval = width
self.x = xval
event = fake_event(self.current_x + (self.width/100), self.width)
self.scroll(event)
def scroll(self, event):
self.current_x = event.x
percent_move = (event.x/float(self.width)) ((self.width/2.0)/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1])
self.parent.scrollXmoveto(percent_move)
self.redraw_scrollbox(event)
def scroll_to(self, weight):
class fake_event:
def __init__(self, xval):
self.x = xval
event = fake_event((weight/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1])*self.width)
self.scroll(event)
def show_fragment(self, weight):
self.scroll_to(weight)
peak_profiles =
self.parent.calculate_peak_profiles_from_weights([weight])
class fakeevent:
def __init__(self, x):
self.x = x
if len(peak_profiles) == 1:
trough1, peak, trough2 = peak_profiles[0].get_indices()
self.parent._clear_selection()
t1 = fakeevent(trough1[0])
self.parent._broadcast_select_range_start(t1, 1)
t2 = fakeevent(trough2[0])
self.parent._broadcast_select_range_motion(t2, 1)
self.parent._broadcast_select_range_end(t2, 1)
self.parent._fastplot_max_in_selected_range()
def redraw_scrollbox(self, event):
self.canvas.delete('cursorbox')
self.last_event = event.x
bottom = self.height-1
top = 5
start = self.width * (event.x/float(self.width)) - (self.width *
((self.width/2.0)/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1]))
end
= self.width * (event.x/float(self.width)) + (self.width *
((self.width/2.0)/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1]))
self.canvas.create_line(start-1, top,
start-1, bottom,
fill='black', tags='cursorbox')
self.canvas.create_line(start-1, top,
end+1,
top,
fill='black', tags='cursorbox')
self.canvas.create_line(end+1,
top,
end+1,
bottom,
fill='black', tags='cursorbox')
self.canvas.create_line(start-1, bottom, end+1,
bottom,
fill='black', tags='cursorbox')
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def update(self):
# delete any previous peaks drawn
keys = ['unmodified', 'int_standards', 'modified', 'uninteresting']
for key in keys:
self.canvas.delete(key)
self.canvas.delete("maxplot")
self.peaks = self.parent.get_peaks()
peaksets = {'uninteresting':'dark grey',
'int_standards':'orange',
'unmodified':'red',
'modified':'green'}
for name in keys:
for peak in self.peaks[name]:
# get the scaled x value
# find the ratio covered in the large spectra
x = int(peak.get_weight()/self.parent.max_plot.x[1]*self.width)
# draw the line
lin = self.canvas.create_line(x, 5,x,self.height,
fill=peaksets[name], tags=name)
self.canvas.tag_lower(name)
# now draw maxplot
# self.width pixles are going to be drawn so divide the total number
of x units by this
# and collect the coordinates closest to that dividend
xs = self.parent.max_plot.x
ys = self.parent.max_plot.y
num_of_units = xs[-1]-xs[0]
dividend = num_of_units/float(self.width)
unit_count = 0
samples = []
sample_indices = []
for x_ind in range(len(xs)):
if xs[x_ind] > unit_count*dividend+xs[0] and len(samples) <=
self.width:
samples.append(xs[x_ind])
sample_indices.append(x_ind)
unit_count += 1
# figure out which is the tallest
max_y = -100
for ind in sample_indices:
if ys[ind] > max_y:
max_y = ys[ind]
bottom_buffer = 3
height_factor = (self.height-bottom_buffer)/max_y
heights = []
for ind in sample_indices:
heights.append(self.height-(height_factor*ys[ind])-bottom_buffer)
for i in range(len(heights)-1):
# get the scaled x value
# find the ratio covered in the large spectra
#x = int(peak.get_weight()/self.parent.max_plot.x[-1]*self.width)
# draw the line
lin = self.canvas.create_line(i, heights[i],i+1,heights[i+1],
fill="black", tags="maxplot")
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class PlotWindow(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent, average_plots, background_plots,
controls=None, experiment=None, possible_peaks = [], all_fragments= [],
filter_resolution=None, width=720, height=300):
""" MSWindow acts as a holder for multiple PlotPanel objects and
coordinates their activity.
It also offers tools to integrate controls
"""
Frame.__init__(self, parent, borderwidth=0, height=height,
width=width)
self.possible_peaks = possible_peaks
self.all_fragment_weights = all_fragments
print '%s possible peaks, of %s fragments'%(len(possible_peaks),
len(all_fragments))
if filter_resolution == None:
self.filter_resolution = 0.005
else:
self.filter_resolution = filter_resolution
self.experiment = experiment
#hScaleFrame = parent.hScaleFrame
if experiment:
self.reaction_type = experiment.get_modifying_reagent()
else:
self.reaction_type = None
self.width=width
self.height=height
self.parent=parent
self.config(height=self.height, width=self.width, bg='white')
labelfont = ('helvetica', 9, 'bold')
self.plots = average_plots
self.max_plot = PlottingTools.max_of_plots(self.plots)
self.background_plots = background_plots
self.modified_peak_indices = []
self.unmodified_peak_indices = []
self.multiple_modified_peak_indices = []
self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices = []
self.ambiguous_peak_indices = []
self.last_baseline_selection_indices = []
max_plot from the last known selection ranges
self.fast_plot_type = 'areas' #'areas'
areas or heights for quanitfication

# used to recalculate the

# decides whether to use

self.spectra_frame = Frame(self)
# heightScaler scales the heights of all ms plots
self.hscaleframe = Frame(self.spectra_frame)
Label(self.hscaleframe, text='scale\nall', width=5,
font=labelfont).pack(side=TOP)
self.heightScaler = Scale(self.hscaleframe, from_=10.0, to=0.2,
resolution=0.2, orient='vertical', width=15)
self.heightScaler.set(1.0)
self.heightScaler.pack(side=TOP,fill=Y, expand=1)
# fix the callback handler
self.heightScaler.config(command=self.scaleY)
self.hscaleframe.pack(side=LEFT, expand=NO, fill=Y)
Label(self.hscaleframe, text='
').pack(side=LEFT)
self.plotCount = len(self.plots)
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# this active message box is below the control panels and shows info
on
# the fragment tags below the x-axis. Look below for the rest of the
# active messages.
self.active_message_frame = Frame(self.spectra_frame)
self.position_message = ""
self.position_text
= StringVar()
self.position_text.set(self.position_message)
self.position_label
= Label(self.active_message_frame,
textvariable=self.position_text)
self.position_label.pack(side='left', anchor='w', expand=0, fill='x')
self.active_peak_message = ""
self.active_peak_text
= StringVar()
self.active_peak_text.set(self.active_peak_message)
self.active_peak_label
= Label(self.active_message_frame,
textvariable=self.active_peak_text)
self.active_peak_label.pack(side='left', anchor='e', expand=0,
fill='x')
self.active_message_frame.pack(side='bottom', expand=0, fill='x')
self.plot_panels = []
self.plots_frame = Frame(self.spectra_frame, height=self.height)
# add an x-scrollbar that handles all of the MSPanels
self.xscrollframe = Frame(self.spectra_frame, relief=RAISED, bd=2)
simple_scroll=0
if simple_scroll:
self.xsbar=Scrollbar(self.xscrollframe)
self.xsbar.config(orient='horizontal', command=self.scrollX)
else:
self.xsbar = MiniViewScroller(self.xscrollframe, self, 600, 30)
# now update FragmentViewer and Condition Suggestion Algorithm
window if open
try:
print self.parent.parent.frag_top.fview
except:
pass
else:
self.parent.parent.frag_top.fview.update_spectrum_scroll_bar(self.xsbar)
try:
# both windows have to be open
print self.parent.parent.experimental_condition_viewer
print
self.parent.parent.experimental_condition_viewer.fragview_top
except:
pass
else:
self.parent.parent.experimental_condition_viewer.fragview_top.view.update_sp
ectrum_scroll_bar(self.xsbar)
self.plots_frame.pack(side=TOP, expand=YES, fill=BOTH)
self.information_frame = Frame(self, bg='white')
# add a y-axis scroll bar
self.ysbar=Scrollbar(self.plots_frame)
self.ysbar.pack(side=RIGHT, fill=Y)
self.ysbar.config(command=self.scrollY, cursor='arrow')
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# create a scrollable canvas, the same height as the combined set of
plots
self.plots_text
= Text(self.plots_frame, height=4,
yscrollcommand=self.ysbar.set)
self.plots_text.parent
= self
self.observations_info_text = Text(self.information_frame, height=4,
width=17, yscrollcommand=self.ysbar.set, bg='white')
# and add the mass spec panels
self.plot_panels = []
self.info_canvases = []
labelFont = ('Helvetica', parms.get('label_font_size'))
# create the plot panels
for i in range(len(self.plots)):
avg_plot = self.plots[i]
bkg_plots = self.background_plots[i]
panel = PlotPanel(self.plots_text, avg_plot, bkg_plots,
possible_peaks, self.filter_resolution)
self.plot_panels.append(panel)
canvas = Canvas(self.observations_info_text, height=100,
width=100, bg='white')
self.info_canvases.append(canvas)
canvas.plot_panel = panel
# insert them into the canvas
i = 0
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.pack(expand=YES, fill=BOTH, side=TOP)
self.plots_text.window_create('end', window=panel)
if simple_scroll:
panel.plot.config(xscrollcommand=self.xsbar.set,
state=DISABLED)
i += 1
if (i < self.plotCount-1):
self.plots_text.insert('end', '\n')
# create information panels for each spectrum
i = 0
for canvas in self.info_canvases:
canvas.pack(expand=NO, fill=NONE, side=TOP)
self.observations_info_text.window_create('end', window=canvas)
if (int(self.plots[i].get_label())/60.0)%1.0 == 0:
label = '%s min.'%(int(int(self.plots[i].get_label())/60.0))
else:
label = '%s sec.'%(int(self.plots[i].get_label()))
widget = Label(canvas, text='%s'%(label), bg='white', fg='black',
font=labelFont, width=11+len(label))
widget.pack(side=TOP, expand=NO)
canvas.create_window(50, 15, window=widget, tags='names')
# add an entry box for independent rescaling
canvas.view_all_frame = Frame(canvas, bg='white')
canvas.view_all_entry = Pmw.EntryField(canvas.view_all_frame,
labelpos='w',
label_text='Ratio:',
label_width=6,
label_height=1,
label_bg='white',
label_font=labelFont,
entry_width=5,
entry_bg='white',
validate = None,
hull_bg='white',
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command=None)
canvas.view_all_entry.setvalue("100.0")
canvas.view_all_entry.pack(side=LEFT)
c_lambda = lambda x=self.plot_panels[i], y=canvas.view_all_entry:
x.hard_rescale_y(float(y.getvalue()))
canvas.view_all_button = Button(canvas.view_all_frame,
text='Apply',
width=5,
height=1,
font=labelFont,
command=c_lambda)
canvas.view_all_button.pack(side=LEFT)
canvas.view_all_frame.pack(side=TOP)
canvas.create_window(50, 40, window=canvas.view_all_frame,
tags='view_all')
# a radioselect is here used to visualize the average or all
spectra
d_lambda = lambda x, y, z=self.plot_panels[i]:
self.adjust_spectra_view(z, x, y)
canvas.checkbuttons = Pmw.RadioSelect(canvas,
buttontype = 'checkbutton',
orient = 'horizontal',
hull_bg='white',
command = d_lambda)
canvas.checkbuttons.pack(side = 'top', expand=0, fill=NONE)
for text in ('avg', 'all'):
canvas.checkbuttons.add(text)
# this should check without invoking
canvas.checkbuttons.setvalue(['avg'])
canvas.checkbuttons.button('avg').config(font=labelFont,
bg='white')
canvas.checkbuttons.button('all').config(font=labelFont,
bg='white')
canvas.create_window(50, 61, window=canvas.checkbuttons,
tags='view_all')
# a button launches a popup for deselecting/reselecting multiple
observations
e_lambda = lambda z=self.plot_panels[i]:
self.selection_on_multiple_observations(z)
canvas.selection_button = Button(canvas, text='Observation
Selection', font=labelFont, command=e_lambda)
canvas.selection_button.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill=None)
canvas.create_window(50, 85, window=canvas.selection_button,
tags='selection_buttons')
i += 1
if (i < self.plotCount):
self.observations_info_text.insert('end', '\n')
# create the initial view of the panels
self.draw_PlotPanels()
## draw the controls panel
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
#
self.controls_frame = Frame(self.spectra_frame,
height=self.height, relief='flat')
#
self.controls_text = Text(self.controls_frame, height=8)
#
self.controls_panel = PlotPanel(self.controls_text, None,
self.experiment.get_control_plots())
#
p = self.controls_panel
#
p.pack(expand=YES, fill=BOTH, side=TOP)
#
self.controls_text.window_create('end', window=p)
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#
#
##
#

if simple_scroll:
p.plot.config(xscrollcommand=self.xsbar.set)
self.controls_text.config(state=DISABLED)
self.controls_panel.draw_coordinates()

#else:
# if there are no controls, draw in the max-plot instead
self.controls_frame = Frame(self.spectra_frame, height=self.height,
relief='flat')
self.controls_text = Text(self.controls_frame, height=8)
self.controls_panel = PlotPanel(self.controls_text, None,
[self.max_plot])
p = self.controls_panel
p.pack(expand=YES, fill=BOTH, side=TOP)
self.controls_text.window_create('end', window=p)
if simple_scroll:
p.plot.config(xscrollcommand=self.xsbar.set)
self.controls_text.config(state=DISABLED)
self.controls_panel.draw_coordinates()
self.fast_plot_canvas = Canvas(self.information_frame, height=70,
width=100, bg='white')
# place some text with the time point
self.spacer_frame3 = Frame(self.information_frame, height=60,
width=100, background='white')
self.spacer_frame1 = Frame(self.information_frame, height=35,
width=100, background='white', relief='raised', bd=4)
activeLabelFont = ('Helvetica', 7)
self.active_class_message = "%-s"%("")
self.active_class_text
= StringVar()
self.active_class_text.set(self.active_class_message)
self.active_class_label
= Label(self.spacer_frame3, height=1,
textvariable=self.active_class_text, background='white',
font=activeLabelFont)
self.active_class_label.pack(side='top', anchor='w', expand=0,
fill='none')
self.active_weight_message = "%-s"%("")
self.active_weight_text
= StringVar()
self.active_weight_text.set(self.active_weight_message)
self.active_weight_label
= Label(self.spacer_frame3, height=1,
textvariable=self.active_weight_text, background='white',
font=activeLabelFont)
self.active_weight_label.pack(side='top', anchor='w', expand=0,
fill='none')
self.active_intensity_message = "%-s"%("")
self.active_intensity_text
= StringVar()
self.active_intensity_text.set(self.active_intensity_message)
self.active_intensity_label
= Label(self.spacer_frame3, height=1,
textvariable=self.active_intensity_text, background='white',
font=activeLabelFont)
self.active_intensity_label.pack(side='top', anchor='w', expand=0,
fill='none')
self.plots_text.config(state=DISABLED)
self.xsbar.pack(side=TOP, fill=BOTH, expand=NO)
self.xscrollframe.pack(side=TOP, fill=X, expand=NO)
self.observations_info_text.config(state=DISABLED)
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self.plots_text.pack(side=TOP, expand=YES, fill=BOTH)
self.information_frame.pack(side=RIGHT, expand=NO, fill=Y, anchor=N)
self.spectra_frame.pack(side=RIGHT, expand=YES, fill=BOTH, anchor=N)
self.observations_info_text.pack(side=TOP, expand=YES, fill=Y)
self.spacer_frame1.pack(side=TOP, anchor='w', expand=NO, fill='x')
if not self.experiment.has_controls():
print "what do you mean you don't have any controls?"
self.spacer_frame3.pack(side=TOP, anchor='w', expand=NO, fill='x')
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
# if there are no controls, the controls panel is filled with
max_plot
self.controls_text.pack(expand=YES, fill=BOTH)
self.controls_frame.pack(side=TOP, expand=NO, fill=X)
self.fast_plot_canvas.pack(side=TOP, expand=NO, fill=NONE, anchor=SW)
self.internal_standards = []
self.reaction_profiles = []
self.peak_profiles = {}
self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences = []
self.centroids_on = 0
self.unrationalized_peak_indices = []
self.fragment_viewer = None

def create_fragment_peak_tablet(self, tablet_parent, plot_window,
molecular_viewer):
print 'creating fragment peak tablet in plottingwidgets'
#str_filename = self.experiment.get_structure_filename()
#if not str_filename or len(str_filename) == 0:
#
str_filename = askopenfilename(title = 'Select a structure
file', defaultextension='.pdb', filetypes=[("pdb format", "*.pdb"),("system
format", "*.sys"),("all files", "*")])
#if len(str_filename) > 0:
#
reload(FragmentPeakTablet)
#
if molecular_viewer:
print "passing 2 %s as molecular viewer"%(molecular_viewer)
self.fragment_viewer = FragmentPeakTablet.Viewer(tablet_parent,
plot_window, self.experiment, molecular_viewer)
#
else:
#
self.fragment_viewer =
FragmentPeakTablet.Viewer(tablet_parent, plot_window, self.experiment)
#else:
#
self.fragment_viewer = None
def create_spectra_viewer_deiconify_button(self, spectra_viewer_top):
self.fragment_viewer.create_spectra_viewer_deiconify_button(spectra_viewer_t
op)
def get_mass_range(self):
return self.plot_panels[0].get_mass_range()
def set_mass_range(self, parms):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
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panel.set_mass_range(parms)
def get_filter_resolution(self):
return self.filter_resolution
def set_filter_resolution(self, new_resolution):
self.filter_resolution = new_resolution
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.set_filter_resolution(new_resolution)
def toggle_centroids(self):
if self.centroids_on:
for plot in self.plot_panels:
plot.undraw_centroids()
self.centroids_on = 0
else:
for plot in self.plot_panels:
plot.draw_centroids()
self.centroids_on = 1

def get_peaks(self):
return self.peak_profiles
def get_reactions(self):
return self.reaction_profiles
# selection is initiated in a Plot object, and broadcast to all plots
here
def _broadcast_select_range_start(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._draw_select_range_start(event, use_direct_index)
def _broadcast_select_range_end(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
self.active_select_range_end_index = event.x
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._draw_select_range_end(event, use_direct_index)
def _broadcast_select_range_motion(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._draw_select_range_motion(event.x, use_direct_index)
# extend selection (Ctrl + button-1)
def _broadcast_extend_range_start(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._draw_extend_range_start(event, use_direct_index)
def _broadcast_extend_range_end(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._draw_extend_range_end(event, use_direct_index)
def _broadcast_extend_range_motion(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._draw_extend_range_motion(event.x, use_direct_index)
def _fastplot_max_in_selected_range(self):
vals = []
for panel in self.plot_panels:
val = panel.get_area_under_selected_regions()
if val > 0:
vals.append(val)
else:
vals.append(0.01)
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self._draw_fast_plot(vals)
def _broadcast_recalculate_baseline(self):
# first recalculate the baseline for the max_plot
self.last_baseline_selection_indices =
self.plot_panels[0].get_current_selection_indices()
self.max_plot._recalculate_baseline(self.plot_panels[0].get_current_selectio
n_indices())
for panel in self.plot_panels:
# selection was performed on the panel, and
_broadcast_recalculate should only
# be applied by the menu command popup from a highlighted region
so the panel
# already knows the selected ranges to use, and it doesnt need
the current_selection_indices
# like max_plot does.
panel.recalculate_baseline()
self.draw_peaks()
def _clear_selection(self):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel._clear_selection()
def _fastplot_heights(self):
self.fast_plot_type = 'heights'
def _fastplot_areas(self):
self.fast_plot_type = 'areas'
def _undraw_fast_plot(self):
self.fast_plot_canvas.delete('plot')
def _draw_fast_plot(self, quants):
self.fast_plot_canvas.delete('plot')
# find the highest point
highest = 0.0
for quant in quants:
if quant > highest:
highest = quant
self.fast_plot_canvas.create_line(3,3,3,67, tags='plot')
self.fast_plot_canvas.create_line(3,67,100,67, tags='plot')
increment = 100.0/len(quants)
i = 0
for i in range(len(quants)-1):
x1 = 5+round(i*increment)
x2 = 5+round((i+1)*increment)
h1 = 66 - round((quants[i]/float(highest))*65.0, 0)
h2 = 66 - round((quants[i+1]/float(highest))*65.0, 0)
self.fast_plot_canvas.create_line(x1, h1, x2, h2, tags='plot')
def selection_on_multiple_observations(self, plot_panel):
c_lambda = lambda x, y=plot_panel:
self.execute_selection_on_multiple_observations(x, y)
self.observations_selection_dialog = Pmw.Dialog(self,
master=self,
buttons = ('Ok',
'Cancel'),
defaultbutton = 'OK',
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title = 'Select a
subset of spectra',
command = c_lambda)
self.observations_selection_dialog.radioselect =
Pmw.RadioSelect(self.observations_selection_dialog.interior(),
buttontype = 'checkbutton',
orient = 'horizontal',
hull_bg='white')
self.observations_selection_dialog.radioselect.pack(side = 'top',
expand=1, fill=NONE)
colorset = ['blue', 'red', 'green', 'orange', 'yellow', 'purple']
bg_specs = plot_panel.background_plots
bg_specs_selection = plot_panel.background_plots_selected
i = 0
to_select = []
for i in range(len(bg_specs)):
self.observations_selection_dialog.radioselect.add('Obs. %s'%(i))
self.observations_selection_dialog.radioselect.button('Obs.
%s'%(i)).config(bg='white', fg=colorset[i%len(bg_specs)])
if bg_specs_selection[i]:
to_select.append('Obs. %s'%(i))
self.observations_selection_dialog.radioselect.setvalue(to_select)
def execute_selection_on_multiple_observations(self, result, plot_panel):
if result == 'Cancel':
self.observations_selection_dialog.destroy()
return
selected = self.observations_selection_dialog.radioselect.getvalue()
for i in range(len(plot_panel.background_plots)):
for selection in selected:
if string.atoi(string.split(selection)[-1]) == i:
plot_panel.background_plots_selected[i] = 1
break
else:
plot_panel.background_plots_selected[i] = 0
selected_specs = []
for i in range(len(plot_panel.background_plots)):
if plot_panel.background_plots_selected[i]:
selected_specs.append(plot_panel.background_plots[i])
average_plot = PlottingTools.average_plots(selected_specs)
plot_panel.plot_object = average_plot
plot_panel.x = average_plot.x
plot_panel.y = average_plot.y
for canvas in self.info_canvases:
if canvas.plot_panel == plot_panel:
vals = canvas.checkbuttons.getvalue()
if 'avg' in vals:
plot_panel.draw_coordinates()
else:
plot_panel.undraw_coordinates()
if 'all' in vals:
plot_panel.draw_background_coordinates()
else:
plot_panel.undraw_background_coordinates()
self.observations_selection_dialog.destroy()
def adjust_spectra_view(self, plot, key, on_off):
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if key == 'avg':
if on_off:
plot.draw_coordinates()
else:
plot.undraw_coordinates()
elif key == 'all':
if on_off:
plot.draw_background_coordinates()
else:
plot.undraw_background_coordinates()
def set_x_scale(self, val):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.set_x_scale(val)
def calculate_peaks(self):
protease_specificity = self.experiment.get_protease_specificity()
reagent_specificity =
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity()
digestion_type
= self.experiment.get_digestion_type()
# just print out the total number of peaks recognized
sum_peaks = 0
for panel in self.plot_panels:
sum_peaks += len(panel.plot_object.peaks)
print '%s:%s, '%(panel.plot_object.get_label(),
len(panel.plot_object.peaks)),
print '\n%s total peaks recognized (plot)'%(sum_peaks)
sum_peaks = 0
for plot in self.plots:
sum_peaks += len(plot.peaks)
print '%s:%s, '%(plot.get_label(), len(plot.peaks)),
print '\n%s total peaks recognized (panel) should be same as
above'%(sum_peaks)
#
#
#
#

three types of peak recognition:
1. chem mod with reagent specificity in protease specificity
2. chem mod without ""
3. limited proteolysis

if digestion_type == 'limited':
self.calculate_limited_proteolysis_peaks()
else:
for protease_target_res in protease_specificity:
if protease_target_res in reagent_specificity:
print 'Warning!!! it is mathematically unsound to
quantify when the protease'
print 'targets the reagents site of specificity. Code
was originally written to'
print 'recognize reaction profiles from modified
fragments due to the fact that the protease cuts'
print 'the protein at the site of specificity, so the
unreacted fragment doesnt even show up! partial'
print 'reaction for a specific site complicates the
matter far too much to be realistically quantified'
self.calculate_unmodified_reagent_peaks()
def calculate_limited_proteolysis_peaks(self):
print 'in calculate limited proteolysis peaks'
frag_weights = []
unmodified_peak_indices = []
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loq = self.max_plot.get_LOQ()
self.max_plot.recognize_peaks(self.experiment.get_mass_range()[0],
loq)
print 'loq %s, %s peaks in max_plot'%(loq, len(self.max_plot.peaks))
for index in self.max_plot.peaks:
print self.max_plot.x[index],
for avg_peak in self.max_plot.peaks:
for frag_weight in self.all_fragment_weights:
if abs(self.max_plot.x[avg_peak]-frag_weight) <
(self.filter_resolution*frag_weight):
if frag_weight not in frag_weights:
frag_weights.append(frag_weight)
unmodified_peak_indices.append(avg_peak)
elif abs(self.max_plot.x[avg_peak]-frag_weight) <
2*self.filter_resolution*frag_weight:
print 'fragment weight %s nearly matches peak %s but the
difference (%s) is greater than %s'%(frag_weight, self.max_plot.x[avg_peak],
abs(self.max_plot.x[avg_peak]-frag_weight),
self.filter_resolution*frag_weight)
print 'sending %s weights, %s peak indices into
disambiguate'%(len(frag_weights), len(unmodified_peak_indices))
self._disambiguate_and_collect_indices(frag_weights,
unmodified_peak_indices)
def calculate_unmodified_reagent_peaks(self):
# look for unmodified peaks in the max plot (i.e. NHS with V8)
# given single-hit possible_peaks from the MassSpecExperiment,
identify
# those present in the zero timepoint
print 'collecting single-reaction peaks; %s peaks recognized, %s
fragments to compare'%(len(self.max_plot.peaks),
len(self.all_fragment_weights))
frag_weights = []
unmodified_peak_indices = []
loq = self.max_plot.get_LOQ()
self.max_plot.recognize_peaks(self.experiment.get_mass_range()[0],
loq)
for avg_peak in self.max_plot.peaks:
for frag_weight in self.all_fragment_weights:
#
if abs(self.plots[0].x[avg_peak]-frag_weight) <
(self.filter_resolution*frag_weight):
if frag_weight in frag_weights:
# if its
already there, see which peak is closer
for i in range(len(frag_weights)):
if frag_weights[i] == frag_weight:
if abs(self.plots[0].x[avg_peak]-frag_weight)
< abs(self.plots[0].x[unmodified_peak_indices[i]]-frag_weight):
unmodified_peak_indices[i] = avg_peak
else:
frag_weights.append(frag_weight)
unmodified_peak_indices.append(avg_peak)
elif abs(self.plots[0].x[avg_peak]-frag_weight) <
2*(self.filter_resolution*frag_weight):
print 'fragment weight %s nearly matches peak %s but the
difference (%s) is greater than %s'%(frag_weight, self.plots[0].x[avg_peak],
abs(self.plots[0].x[avg_peak]-frag_weight),
self.filter_resolution*frag_weight)
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self._disambiguate_and_collect_indices(frag_weights,
unmodified_peak_indices)
def calculate_peak_profiles_from_weights(self, peak_weights):
# translate to indices
peak_indices = []
xs = self.max_plot.x
for peak_weight in peak_weights:
for i in range(len(xs)):
x = self.max_plot.x[i]
if x < peak_weight:
last_x = x
else:
if abs(x-peak_weight) < abs(last_x-peak_weight):
peak_indices.append(i)
break
else:
peak_indices.append(i-1)
break
profiles = self._create_peak_profiles(peak_indices)
return profiles
def _disambiguate_and_collect_indices(self, frag_weights,
unmodified_peak_indices):
# this code also collects modified_peak_indices
digestion_type = self.experiment.get_digestion_type()
if digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
reagent_weight = self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_weight()
reagent_specificity =
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity()
print 'Collecting peaks for reagent weight %s that hits
%s'%(reagent_weight, reagent_specificity)
modified_peaks
= []
multiple_modified_peaks = []
modified_peak_indices = []
multiple_modified_peak_indices = []
# filter out any frag_weights with zero or multiple fragments within
the resolution power of the device
# if exhaustive (CM) filter out any fragments with multiple or zero
reaction sites
i = 0
new_unmodified_peaks = []
new_unmodified_peak_indices = []
new_multiple_unmodified_peaks = []
new_multiple_unmodified_peak_indices = []
self.ambiguous_peak_indices = []
for frag_weight in frag_weights:
results =
self.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(frag_weight)
# get the number of apparent modifications by comparing the
first
# and last time point.
"""
if len(results) > 1:
# see how many peaks correspond to reagent multiplets in the
last
# time point, with an arbitrary max of 10
reaction_peak_count = 0
for j in range(10):
breakout = 0
for last_peak_index in self.plots[-1].peaks:
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last_peak = self.plots[-1].x[last_peak_index]
# if it is present in the last plot
if abs(last_peak-frag_weight+(j*reagent_weight)) <
(self.filter_resolution*(frag_weight+(j*reagent_weight))):
# but not present in the first plot
for first_peak_index in self.plots[0].peaks:
first_peak =
self.plots[0].x[first_peak_index]
if abs(last_peakfrag_weight+(j*reagent_weight)) <
(self.filter_resolution*(frag_weight+(j*reagent_weight))):
# it is present. breakout
breakout=1
break
else:
reaction_peak_count += 1
else:
breakout = 1
break
if breakout:
break
if breakout:
break
# if there are more than one fragment results, disambiguate
realistic_results = []
for result in results:
sequence = result['sequence']
reaction_site_count = 0
for aa in sequence:
if aa in reagent_specificity:
reaction_site_count += 1
if reaction_peak_count <= reaction_site_count:
realistic_results.append(result)
results = realistic_results
"""
if len(results) > 1 or len(results) == 0:
if len(results) > 1:
print '%s fragments in mass range for peak
%s'%(len(results), frag_weight)
self.ambiguous_peak_indices.append(unmodified_peak_indices[i])
elif len(results) == 0:
print 'no fragments in mass range for peak
%s'%(frag_weight)
i += 1
continue
if digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
# count the number of reactive residues in the fragment
sequence = results[0]['sequence']
reaction_hits = 0
r_wt = float(reagent_weight)
for aa in sequence[:-1]:
reagent = self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent()
if reagent and reagent != 'None':
if aa in reagent_specificity:
reaction_hits += 1
# store and create the modified counterpart
print '%s reaction hits for %s'%(reaction_hits,
frag_weights[i])
if reaction_hits == 1:
new_unmodified_peaks.append(frag_weights[i])
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new_unmodified_peak_indices.append(unmodified_peak_indices[i])
modified_peaks.append(frag_weight+r_wt)
elif reaction_hits > 1:
new_multiple_unmodified_peaks.append(frag_weights[i])
new_multiple_unmodified_peak_indices.append(unmodified_peak_indices[i])
for j in range(reaction_hits):
multiple_modified_peaks.append(frag_weight+((j+1)*r_wt))
else:
new_unmodified_peaks.append(frag_weights[i])
new_unmodified_peak_indices.append(unmodified_peak_indices[i])
i += 1
if digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
print 'collecting modified peaks...'
print '%s modified peaks, %s multiple
modified'%(len(modified_peaks), len(multiple_modified_peaks))
frag_weights = new_unmodified_peaks
unmodified_peak_indices = new_unmodified_peak_indices
self.unmodified_peak_indices = []
self.modified_peak_indices = []
self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices = []
self.multiple_modified_peak_indices = []
if digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
self.unmodified_peak_indices = unmodified_peak_indices
self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices =
new_multiple_unmodified_peak_indices
for i in range(len(modified_peaks)):
# first figure out the appropriate index to associate with
the modified peak
modified_peak_weight = modified_peaks[i]
modified_peak_index = 0
for x_ind in range(len(self.plots[-1].x)):
if self.plots[-1].x[x_ind] >= modified_peak_weight:
if abs(self.plots[-1].x[x_ind-1]modified_peak_weight) < abs(self.plots[-1].x[x_ind]-modified_peak_weight):
modified_peak_index = x_ind-1
else:
modified_peak_index = x_ind
break
# find the nearest peak to that index in the max_plot
closest = -1
dist
= 10000
for max_peak_index in self.max_plot.peaks:
d = abs(self.max_plot.x[max_peak_index]self.max_plot.x[modified_peak_index])
if d < dist:
dist = d
closest = max_peak_index
# make sure it is close enough
if abs(modified_peak_weight - self.max_plot.x[closest]) >
(self.filter_resolution)*modified_peak_weight:
print 'closest peak to %s at %s - distance %s > %s,
skipping'%(modified_peak_weight, self.max_plot.x[closest],
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abs(modified_peak_weight - self.max_plot.x[closest]),
(self.filter_resolution)*modified_peak_weight)
self.modified_peak_indices.append(modified_peak_index)
continue
"""
# make sure the peak is not present in the first plot
closest = -1
dist
= 10000
for max_peak_index in self.plots[0].peaks:
d = abs(self.plots[0].x[max_peak_index]self.plots[0].x[modified_peak_index])
if d < dist:
dist = d
closest = max_peak_index
#if abs(modified_peak_weight - self.plots[0].x[closest])
< (self.filter_resolution)*modified_peak_weight:
#
if self.plots[0].y[closest] > 5.0:
#
print '%s first plot peak (ht %s) too close
(dst %s), skipping'%(modified_peak_weight, self.plots[0].y[closest],
abs(modified_peak_weight - self.plots[0].x[closest]))
#
continue
"""
self.modified_peak_indices.append(modified_peak_index)
#self.unmodified_peak_indices.append(unmodified_peak_indices[i])

for i in range(len(multiple_modified_peaks)):
# first figure out the appropriate index to associate with
the modified peak
modified_peak_weight = multiple_modified_peaks[i]
modified_peak_index = 0
for x_ind in range(len(self.max_plot.x)):
if self.max_plot.x[x_ind] >= modified_peak_weight:
if abs(self.max_plot.x[x_ind-1]-modified_peak_weight)
< abs(self.max_plot.x[x_ind]-modified_peak_weight):
modified_peak_index = x_ind-1
else:
modified_peak_index = x_ind
break
# find the nearest peak to that index in the max_plot
closest = -1
dist
= 10000
for max_peak_index in self.max_plot.peaks:
d = abs(self.max_plot.x[max_peak_index]self.max_plot.x[modified_peak_index])
if d < dist:
dist = d
closest = max_peak_index
# make sure it is close enough
print 'closest peak to %s at %s'%(modified_peak_weight,
self.max_plot.x[closest]),
if abs(modified_peak_weight - self.max_plot.x[closest]) >
(self.filter_resolution)*modified_peak_weight:
print ' - distance %s too big,
skipping'%(abs(modified_peak_weight - self.max_plot.x[closest]))
continue
else:
print
"""
# make sure the peak is not present in the first plot
closest = -1
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dist
= 10000
for max_peak_index in self.plots[0].peaks:
d = abs(self.plots[0].x[max_peak_index]self.plots[0].x[modified_peak_index])
if d < dist:
dist = d
closest = max_peak_index
#if abs(modified_peak_weight - self.plots[0].x[closest])
< (self.filter_resolution)*modified_peak_weight:
#
if self.plots[0].y[closest] > 5.0:
#
print '%s first plot peak (ht %s) too close
(dst %s), skipping'%(modified_peak_weight, self.plots[0].y[closest],
abs(modified_peak_weight - self.plots[0].x[closest]))
#
continue
"""
# if it is close enough, store
self.multiple_modified_peak_indices.append(modified_peak_index)
#self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices.append(new_multiple_unmodified_peak_i
ndices[i])
else: # limited proteolysis
for i in range(len(frag_weights)):
# first figure out the appropriate index to associate with
the peak
frag_weight = frag_weights[i]
possible_peak_index = 0
for x_ind in range(len(self.max_plot.x)):
if self.max_plot.x[x_ind] >= frag_weight:
if abs(self.max_plot.x[x_ind-1]-frag_weight) <
abs(self.max_plot.x[x_ind]-frag_weight):
possible_peak_index = x_ind-1
else:
possible_peak_index = x_ind
break
# find the nearest peak to that index in the max_plot
closest = -1
dist
= 10000
for max_peak_index in self.max_plot.peaks:
d = abs(self.max_plot.x[max_peak_index]self.max_plot.x[possible_peak_index])
if d < dist:
dist = d
closest = max_peak_index
# make sure it is close enough
if abs(frag_weight - self.max_plot.x[closest]) >
(self.filter_resolution)*frag_weight:
print '%s max plot distance %s > %s ,
skipping'%(frag_weight, abs(frag_weight - self.max_plot.x[closest]),
(self.filter_resolution)*frag_weight)
continue
# make sure the peak is not present in the first plot
closest = -1
dist
= 10000
for max_peak_index in self.plots[0].peaks:
d = abs(self.plots[0].x[max_peak_index]self.plots[0].x[possible_peak_index])
if d < dist:
dist = d
closest = max_peak_index
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if abs(frag_weight - self.plots[0].x[closest]) <
(self.filter_resolution)*frag_weight:
if self.plots[0].y[closest] > 2.0:
print '%s first plot peak (ht %s) too close (dst %s),
skipping'%(frag_weight, self.plots[0].y[closest], abs(frag_weight self.plots[0].x[closest]))
continue
self.unmodified_peak_indices.append(possible_peak_index)
if len(self.unmodified_peak_indices) > 0:
print 'unmodified'
for index in self.unmodified_peak_indices:
print '%s, '%(self.plots[0].x[index]),
print '\n'
else:
print 'no unmodified peaks found'
if len(self.modified_peak_indices) > 0:
print 'modified'
for index in self.modified_peak_indices:
print '%s, '%(self.plots[0].x[index]),
print '\n'
else:
print 'no modified peaks found'
if len(self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices) > 0:
print 'multiple unmodified'
for index in self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices:
print '%s, '%(self.plots[0].x[index]),
print '\n'
else:
print 'no multiple unmodified peaks found'
if len(self.multiple_modified_peak_indices) > 0:
print 'multiple modified'
for index in self.multiple_modified_peak_indices:
print '%s, '%(self.plots[0].x[index]),
print '\n'
else:
print 'no multiple modified peaks found'

def remove_ambiguous_indices(self, indices):
# this function locates ambiguous peak assignments from a list of
indices
# and returns the set of unambiguous peaks
indices_to_remove = []
for i in range(len(indices)-1):
ind1 = indices[i]
# first just remove any internal standards that are
# close enough to other interanal standards to consider
ambiguous
for j in range(i+1,len(indices)):
ind2 = indices[j]
trough1a,peak1,trough1b =
self.max_plot.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(ind1)
trough2a,peak2,trough2b =
self.max_plot.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(ind2)
# if they're too close, remove the more distant
if abs(self.max_plot.x[ind1]-self.max_plot.x[ind2]) <
self.filter_resolution*self.max_plot.x[ind2]:
if self.max_plot.y[ind1] < self.max_plot.y[ind2]:
if ind1 not in indices_to_remove:
indices_to_remove.append(ind1)
else:
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if ind2 not in indices_to_remove:
indices_to_remove.append(ind2)
else:
# if they occupy the same turf, get the highest peak and
see which is
# closer to it
if trough1a == trough2a and trough1b == trough2b:
if self.max_plot.y[peak1] > self.max_plot.y[peak2]:
mainpeak = peak1
else:
mainpeak = peak2
if abs(self.max_plot.x[mainpeak]self.max_plot.x[ind1]) < abs(self.max_plot.x[mainpeak]self.max_plot.x[ind2]):
indices_to_remove.append(ind2)
else:
indices_to_remove.append(ind1)
new_indices = []
for ind in indices:
if ind not in indices_to_remove:
new_indices.append(ind)
return new_indices, indices_to_remove
def _create_peak_profiles(self, target_index_list=None):
if not target_index_list:
self.peak_profiles = {}
names = ['uninteresting',
'int_standards',
'unmodified',
'modified',
'multiple_unmodified',
'multiple_modified',
'ambiguous']
for name in names:
self.peak_profiles[name] = []
peaklists = {'uninteresting': self.uninteresting_indices,
'int_standards': self.internal_standard_indices,
'unmodified': self.unmodified_peak_indices,
'modified': self.modified_peak_indices,
'multiple_unmodified':
self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices,
'multiple_modified':
self.multiple_modified_peak_indices,
'ambiguous': self.ambiguous_peak_indices}
print '%s uninteresting
indices'%(len(self.uninteresting_indices))
print '%s int. std.
indices'%(len(self.internal_standard_indices))
print '%s unmodified indices'%(len(self.unmodified_peak_indices))
print '%s modified indices'%(len(self.modified_peak_indices))
print '%s multi unmod
indices'%(len(self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices))
print '%s multi mod
indices'%(len(self.multiple_modified_peak_indices))
print '%s ambiguous'%(len(self.ambiguous_peak_indices))
else:
target_peak_profiles = []
peaklists = {'target': target_index_list}
umod_indices = self.unmodified_peak_indices
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umod_weights = self.find_weights_for_indices(umod_indices)
# just print out the total number of peaks recognized
sum_peaks = 0
for panel in self.plot_panels:
sum_peaks += len(panel.plot_object.peaks)
print '%s:%s, '%(panel.plot_object.get_label(),
len(panel.plot_object.peaks)),
print '\n%s total peaks recognized'%(sum_peaks)
keys = peaklists.keys()
keys.sort()
subtract_baseline =
self.experiment.get_subtract_baseline_from_areas() # get the parameter
store_a, store_b, store_c = [], [],[]
baseline_removed_count = 0
baseline_intact_count = 0
filter_resolution = self.get_filter_resolution()
# the following block is generic for the different classes of peaks,
and eventually
# assembles ReactionProfile objects
for key in keys:
data = peaklists[key]
for i in range(len(data)):
ind = data[i]
#print "testing ind %s"%(ind)
store_a, store_b, store_c = [], [],[]
# the next two blocks of code decide whether or not to do
diagonal baseline subtraction.
# First determine the highest intensity example of the peak,
through all background
# plots, after removing the baseline (which varies between
spectra). This be used in the
# next block to assess a certain type of error.
highest = 0.00
for plot_panel in self.plot_panels:
a,b,c = plot_panel.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(ind)
#for b_panel in plot_panel.background_plots:
#
print "got %s %s %s, %6.1f %6.1f %6.1f, %6.4f %6.4f
%6.4f"%(a, b, c, b_panel.x[a], b_panel.x[b], b_panel.x[c], b_panel.y[a],
b_panel.y[b], b_panel.y[c])
label = plot_panel.plot_object.get_label()
# timestamp or control
if label == None:
continue
for j in range(len(plot_panel.background_plots)):
# subtract the angle between the two troughs to
remove any baseline
plt = plot_panel.background_plots[j]
subtract_range = plt.y[c] - plt.y[a]
if plot_panel.background_plots_selected[j]:
for indx in range(a, c+1):
val = plt.y[indx] - (plt.y[a] + (((indxa)/float(c-a))*subtract_range))
if val > highest:
highest = val
# if any values are negative by a value greater than 10% of
the highest peak, subtract a
# constant value (the lower of the two troughs), instead of
the diagonal between the two
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# troughs. this is done to eliminate problems observed with
peaks that appear
# concave netagive when compared to a line between the
troughs. Note that this shouldn't
# happen very often. If it does, there's maybe a problem
with the trough boundary
# definitions, or maybe weird noise, but this bit of code
adds robustness in either event.
use_straight = 0
for plot_panel in self.plot_panels:
a,b,c = plot_panel.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(ind)
label = plot_panel.plot_object.get_label()
if label == None:
continue
for j in range(len(plot_panel.background_plots)):
# subtract the angle between the two troughs to
remove any baseline
plt = plot_panel.background_plots[j]
subtract_range = plt.y[c] - plt.y[a]
if plot_panel.background_plots_selected[j]:
for indx in range(a, c+1):
val = plt.y[indx] - (plt.y[a] + (((indxa)/float(c-a))*subtract_range))
if val < 0 - (0.1 * highest):
use_straight = 1
break
if use_straight:
break
if use_straight:
break
use_straight = 1
weight = self.max_plot.x[ind]
heights = {}
weights = {}
areas
= {}
# get the peak at index ind from each plot panel
for plot_panel in self.plot_panels:
a,b,c = plot_panel.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(ind)
#if (abs(indx-4112) < 10):
#
print "got abc %s %s %s"%(a, b, c)
store_a.append(a)
store_b.append(b)
store_c.append(c)
label = plot_panel.plot_object.get_label()
if label == None:
continue
heights[label] = []
weights[label] = []
areas[label]
= []
test_subtract_baseline

= 1

if not test_subtract_baseline:
for j in range(len(plot_panel.background_plots)):
# subtract the angle between the two troughs to
remove any baseline
plt = plot_panel.background_plots[j]
subtract_range = plt.y[c] - plt.y[a]
if plot_panel.background_plots_selected[j]:
if not subtract_baseline:
heights[label].append(plt.y[b])
weights[label].append(plt.x[b])
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# calculate area and heights using baseline
removal if specified
area = 0.0
for indx in range(a, c+1):
if subtract_baseline:
if use_straight:
if plt.y[a] > plt.y[c]:
if plt.y[c] > 0:
if indx == b:
heights[label].append(plt.y[b]-plt.y[c])
val = plt.y[indx] plt.y[c]
if val > 0:
area += val
else:
if indx == b:
heights[label].append(plt.y[b])
val = plt.y[indx]
if val > 0:
area += val
else:
if plt.y[a] > 0:
if indx == b:
heights[label].append(plt.y[b]-plt.y[a])
val = plt.y[indx] plt.y[a]
if val > 0:
area += plt.y[indx]
- plt.y[a]
else:
if indx == b:
heights[label].append(plt.y[b])
val = plt.y[indx]
if val > 0:
area += val
else:
baseline_to_subtract = (plt.y[a]
+ (((indx-a)/float(c-a))*subtract_range))
if indx == b:
heights[label].append(plt.y[b]-baseline_to_subtract)
val = plt.y[indx] baseline_to_subtract
if val > 0:
area += val
else:
# already have height from above
if plt.y[indx] > 0:
area += plt.y[indx]
areas[label].append(area)
else:
areas_baseline_intact
= []
heights_baseline_intact
= []
areas_baseline_removed
= []
heights_baseline_removed = []
for j in range(len(plot_panel.background_plots)):
# subtract the angle between the two troughs to
remove any baseline
plt = plot_panel.background_plots[j]
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subtract_range = plt.y[c] - plt.y[a]
if plot_panel.background_plots_selected[j]:
# calculate area and heights using baseline
removal and no baseline removal
weights[label].append(plt.x[b])
areas_baseline_removed.append(0.0)
areas_baseline_intact.append(0.0)
for indx in range(a, c+1):
# first calculate for baseline removal
if use_straight:
if plt.y[a] > plt.y[c]:
if plt.y[c] > 0:
if indx == b:
heights_baseline_removed.append(plt.y[b]-plt.y[c])
val = plt.y[indx] - plt.y[c]
if val > 0:
areas_baseline_removed[1] += val
else:
if indx == b:
heights_baseline_removed.append(plt.y[b])
val = plt.y[indx]
if val > 0:
areas_baseline_removed[1] += val
else:
if plt.y[a] > 0:
if indx == b:
heights_baseline_removed.append(plt.y[b]-plt.y[a])
val = plt.y[indx] - plt.y[a]
if val > 0:
areas_baseline_removed[1] += plt.y[indx] - plt.y[a]
else:
if indx == b:
heights_baseline_removed.append(plt.y[b])
val = plt.y[indx]
if val > 0:
areas_baseline_removed[1] += val
else:
baseline_to_subtract = (plt.y[a] +
(((indx-a)/float(c-a))*subtract_range))
if indx == b:
heights_baseline_removed.append(plt.y[b]-baseline_to_subtract)
val = plt.y[indx] baseline_to_subtract
if val > 0:
areas_baseline_removed[-1] +=
val
# now calculate no baseline removal
if indx == b:
# search within the range defined by
filter_resolution
# this search should also be done
for all of the above approaches
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max_height = plt.y[b]
max_position = b
min_to_search = plt.x[b] (plt.x[b]*filter_resolution)
max_to_search = plt.x[b] +
(plt.x[b]*filter_resolution)
# first search reverse
this_index = b-1
while (plt.x[this_index] >
min_to_search):
if (plt.y[this_index] <
plt.y[b]):
break
else:
if plt.y[this_index] >
max_height:
max_position =
this_index
max_height =
plt.y[this_index]
this_index -= 1
# then search forward
this_index = b+1
while (plt.x[this_index] <
max_to_search):
if (plt.y[this_index] <
plt.y[b]):
break
else:
if plt.y[this_index] >
max_height:
max_position =
this_index
max_height =
plt.y[this_index]
this_index += 1
heights_baseline_intact.append(max_height)
if plt.y[indx] > 0:
areas_baseline_intact[-1] +=
plt.y[indx]
# now normalize baseline and no baseline, calculate
the SD,
# and determine which is lower noise.
datasets = [heights_baseline_intact,
heights_baseline_removed,
areas_baseline_intact,
areas_baseline_removed]
sds = []
#for dataset in datasets:
n_datasets = [[],[],[],[]]
for k, dataset in enumerate(datasets):
sum = 0.0
for j in range(len(dataset)):
sum += dataset[j]
avg1 = sum / len(dataset)
for j in range(len(dataset)):
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if avg1 == 0.0:
n_datasets[k].append(0.0)
else:
n_datasets[k].append(dataset[j]/avg1)

# calculate the standard deviation between
triplicate observations
# standard deviation as opposed to variance to
emphasize outliers
for k, dataset in enumerate(datasets):
sum = 0.0
for j in range(len(dataset)):
sum += dataset[j]
avg = sum / len(dataset)
varsum = 0.0
for j in range(len(dataset)):
varsum += (dataset[j] - avg)**2
varavg = varsum / (len(dataset)-1)
sds.append(math.sqrt(varavg))
if subtract_baseline:
if sds[0] > sds[1]:

# baseline_intact is

lower noise
for h in heights_baseline_intact:
baseline_intact_count += 1
heights[label].append(h)
elif sds[0] <= sds[1]:
# baseline removal is
better
for h in heights_baseline_removed:
baseline_removed_count += 1
heights[label].append(h)
if sds[2] > sds[3]:
for a in areas_baseline_intact:
baseline_intact_count += 1
areas[label].append(a)
elif sds[2] <= sds[3]:
for a in areas_baseline_removed:
baseline_removed_count += 1
areas[label].append(a)
else:
for h in heights_baseline_intact:
baseline_intact_count += 1
heights[label].append(h)
for a in areas_baseline_intact:
baseline_intact_count += 1
areas[label].append(a)

indices_store = [store_a, store_b, store_c]
u = PeakProfile(weight, heights, areas, indices_store)
if not target_index_list:
self.peak_profiles[key].append(u)
else:
target_peak_profiles.append(u)
#print 'baseline removed from %s of %s
peaks'%(baseline_removed_count, baseline_removed_count +
baseline_intact_count)
if not target_index_list:
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self.reaction_profiles = []
for i in range(len(self.unmodified_peak_indices)):
# collect any associable fragment objects
frags = []
#u_weight = self.plots[-1].x[self.unmodified_peak_indices[i]]
u_weight = self.max_plot.x[self.unmodified_peak_indices[i]]
for fragment in self.experiment.fragment_objects:
if abs(fragment.get_weight()-u_weight) <
(self.filter_resolution*u_weight):
# create the reaction profile
frags.append(fragment)
u = self.peak_profiles['unmodified'][i]
if self.experiment.get_digestion_type() == "exhaustive":
m = self.peak_profiles['modified'][i]
else:
m = None
if len(frags) > 0:
r = ReactionProfile(frags, u, m)
self.reaction_profiles.append(r)
if len(self.reaction_profiles) > 0:
print 'updating the fragment peak tablet with %s reaction
profiles'%(len(self.reaction_profiles))
if self.fragment_viewer:
self.fragment_viewer.update_reaction_profiles(self.reaction_profiles)
else:
return target_peak_profiles
def print_reaction_profiles(self, filename=None):
for reaction_profile in self.reaction_profiles:
reaction_profile.print_contents(filename)
def print_peak_profiles(self, filename=None):
keys = self.peak_profiles.keys()
keys.sort()
print 'trying to open %s'%(filename)
f = open(filename, 'w')
f.close()
for key in keys:
#if key == 'uninteresting':
#
continue
newline = "%s %s peaks"%(len(self.peak_profiles[key]), key)
f = open(filename, 'a')
f.write(newline + '\n')
f.close()
for peak in self.peak_profiles[key]:
if self.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
peak.print_contents(filename, 1)
else:
peak.print_contents(filename)
def draw_modified_peaks_for_peak_weight(self, wt):
i = wt
if len(self.modified_peak_indices) == 0 and
len(self.unmodified_peak_indices) == 0:
self.calculate_peaks()
distance = 10000
closest = -1
i = 0
for unmod in self.unmodified_peak_indices:
pkwt = self.plots[0].x[unmod]
if abs(pkwt-wt) < distance:
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distance = abs(pkwt-wt)
closest = i
i += 1
#for panel in self.plot_panels:
#
panel.draw_peaks([self.modified_peak_indices[closest]],
'modified peaks', 'light green')

def block_internal_standard_by_sequence(self, sequence):
if sequence not in self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences:
self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences.append(sequence)
def unblock_internal_standard_by_sequence(self, sequence):
if sequence in self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences:
for i in range(len(self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences)):
if self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences[i] == sequence:
del self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences[i]
def block_internal_standard_by_weight(self, weight):
frag_results =
self.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(weight)
if len(frag_results) > 0:
self.block_internal_standard_by_sequence(frag_results[0]['sequence'])
def is_internal_standard_weight_blocked(self, weight):
int_std_weights =
self.find_weights_for_sequences(self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences)
for wt in int_std_weights:
if abs(float(weight)-wt) < self.filter_resolution *
float(weight):
return 1
else:
return 0
def is_internal_standard_sequence_blocked(self, sequence):
if sequence in self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences:
return 1
else:
return 0
def apply_internal_standards(self):
# offer both internal and external standards
intstds = self.experiment.get_external_standards()
keys = intstds.keys()
external_standards = []
tp_labels = []
for plot in self.plots:
tp_labels.append(plot.get_label())
for key in keys:
if len(key) > 0:
if float(self.max_plot.x[intstds[key]]) not in
external_standards:
external_standards.append(float(self.max_plot.x[intstds[key]]))
builtin_standards = self.experiment.get_unreactive_fragments()
internal_standards =
self.find_indices_for_weights(external_standards) +
self.find_indices_for_weights(builtin_standards)
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print "internal standards before disambiguation"
print internal_standards
int_std_indices,removed_indices =
self.remove_ambiguous_indices(internal_standards)
print "internal standard indices after disambiguation"
print int_std_indices
# make sure none of the indices are in the
blocked_internal_standard_sequences list
#if len(self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences) > 0:
#
blocked_indices =
self.find_indices_for_sequences(self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences)
#
unblocked_indices = []
#
for index in int_std_indices:
#
if index not in blocked_indices:
#
unblocked_indices.append(index)
#

int_std_indices = unblocked_indices

weights = []
print "internal standards weights"
for int_std_index in int_std_indices:
weights.append(self.max_plot.x[int_std_index])
print int_std_index, self.max_plot.x[int_std_index]
sequences = self.find_sequences_for_weights(weights)

#int_std_indices = store_iss
max_trough_factor = 0.5
# first remove any that overlap signficantly with other crap
# or that are insignificantly high
good_int_std_indices = []
qweights = self.find_weights_for_indices(int_std_indices)
if len(int_std_indices) > 1: # be picky only if there are multiple
internal standards offered
while len(good_int_std_indices) < 1:
for ind in int_std_indices:
a_avg = 0.0
b_avg = 0.0
c_avg = 0.0
for panel in self.plot_panels:
a,b,c = panel.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(ind)
a_avg += panel.y[a]
b_avg += panel.y[b]
c_avg += panel.y[c]
a_avg /= len(self.plot_panels)
b_avg /= len(self.plot_panels)
c_avg /= len(self.plot_panels)
if a_avg > max_trough_factor*b_avg or c_avg >
max_trough_factor*b_avg:
print 'int standard %s < %s over the higher
trough'%(panel.x[ind], max_trough_factor*b_avg)
else:
good_int_std_indices.append(ind)
max_trough_factor += .1
if max_trough_factor == 1.1:
break
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elif len(int_std_indices) == 1:
good_int_std_indices = int_std_indices
if len(good_int_std_indices) == 0:
print 'no internal standards to use. aborting normalization'
return []
good_int_std_indices.sort()
molecular_weights = []
for int_std in good_int_std_indices:
a,b,c = self.max_plot.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(int_std)
molecular_weights.append(self.max_plot.x[b])
ht = []
#
standard, each column
nht = []
#
spectra so that peaks
#
variation

heights table -- each row represents an internal
a plot panel
normalized heights table -- normalize the peaks across
contributions are
not scaled up with their intensity, only their

# this parameter uses average instead of background if 1.
# also must be adjusted in finish_apply_internal_standards, below

for index in good_int_std_indices:
weight = self.plot_panels[0].x[index]
print "internal std wt %s, index %s"%(weight, index)
peak_profiles =
self.calculate_peak_profiles_from_weights([weight])
quants = []
if self.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
#quants = peak_profiles[0].get_avg_areas()
quants_dict = peak_profiles[0].get_areas()
for tplabel in tp_labels:
print "pulling label %s"%(tplabel)
for quant in quants_dict[tplabel]:
quants.append(quant)
elif self.fast_plot_type == 'heights':
quants_dict = peak_profiles[0].get_heights()
for tplabel in tp_labels:
print "pulling label %s"%(tplabel)
for quant in quants_dict[tplabel]:
quants.append(quant)
print 'quants %s'%(quants)
ht.append(quants)
first_normalize = 0
second_normalize = 0
if len(good_int_std_indices) >= 1:
print 'initial heights table'
for k in ht:
print k
nht = []
if first_normalize:
# activate
normalize
# normalize the heights through each time point to make
their variation unbiased by their average heights
for standard in ht:
# for each standard
nht.append([])
sum = 0.0
for peak in standard: # add the height at each
timepoint
sum += peak
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avg = sum / len(standard) # average standard height
within a timepoint
for peak in standard:
nht[-1].append(peak/avg) # and normalize the
standard to 1 such that each peak is represented as a proportion of its
average
print 'normalized'
for k in nht:
print k
else:
nht = copy.deepcopy(ht)
if second_normalize:
# now invert and normalize through each standard, so that
their variation is less biased by spectral scaling
inht = []
# inverted, normalized height
table
for j in range(len(nht[0])):
inht.append([])
for i in range(len(nht)):
inht[-1].append(0.0)
for i in range(len(nht)):
for j in range(len(nht[0])):
inht[j][i] = nht[i][j]
ninht = []
# normalized, inverted,
normalized height table
for standard in inht:
# for each standard
ninht.append([])
sum = 0.0
for peak in standard: # add the height at each
timepoint
sum += peak
avg = sum / len(standard) # average standard height
within a timepoint
for peak in standard:
ninht[-1].append(peak/avg) # and normalize the
standard to 1 such that each peak is represented as a proportion of its
average
ininht = []
# inverted, normalized
height table
for j in range(len(ninht[0])):
ininht.append([])
for i in range(len(ninht)):
ininht[-1].append(0.0)
for i in range(len(ninht)):
for j in range(len(ninht[0])):
ininht[j][i] = ninht[i][j]
print 'normalized, inverted, normalized, inverted'
for k in ininht:
print k
nht = ininht
if len(nht[0]) > 1:
# calculate each normalized peak's average
peak_averages = []
i = 0
for standard in nht:
sum = 0.0
for peak in standard:
sum += peak
peak_averages.append(sum/float(len(standard)))
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i += 1
# calcualte each normalized peak's SD
peak_SDs = []
i = 0
for standard in nht:
sum = 0.0
for peak in standard:
sum += (peak-peak_averages[i])**2
peak_SDs.append(math.sqrt(sum/(float(len(standard)-1))))
i += 1
# now print out how variable each time point is according to
the unbiased standard
outlier_counts = []
for tp in range(len(nht[0])):
outlier_counts.append(0)
for j in range(len(nht)):
outlier_counts[tp] += abs(nht[j][tp]peak_averages[j])/peak_SDs[j]
outlier_counts[tp] /= len(nht)
for tp in range(len(ht[0])):
print 'timepoint %s averages %5.3f SDs from the
mean'%(tp, outlier_counts[tp])
# now that the analysis is done, calculate the lowest 3 (or
fewer if limited availability) RMSD peaks
rmsd_thresh = 0.10
lowest_indices = []
while len(lowest_indices) < 3 and len(lowest_indices) <
len(nht):
rmsd_thresh += 0.05
for i in range(len(nht)):
if i not in lowest_indices:
if peak_SDs[i]/peak_averages[i] < rmsd_thresh:
lowest_indices.append(i)
else:
lowest_indices
= []
for low_ind in range(len(nht)):
lowest_indices.append(low_ind)
elif len(good_int_std_indices) == 1:
lowest_indices = [0]
""" at this point we have decided how many internal standards might
be available
if none are available, make the user aware of this
for every external or built-in internal standard located, offer
as usable.
include the following information:
avg. height, variance after normalization, avg. distance from
ideal location
suggest the set included in lowest_indices.
"""
# lowest_indices are the recommended subset. this function can be
replaced with
# a simple assignment of lowest_indices to selected_indices for
rapid automation.
automated = 1
if len(nht) == 1:
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nht = ht
if automated:
indices =
self.user_select_internal_standards(good_int_std_indices, lowest_indices,
nht)
else:
indices =
self.finish_apply_internal_standards(good_int_std_indices, lowest_indices,
nht)
return indices
def finish_apply_internal_standards(self, good_int_std_indices,
selected_indices, nht):
used_int_std_indices = []
for selected_index in selected_indices:
used_int_std_indices.append(good_int_std_indices[selected_index])
panel_quants
= []
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel_quants.append([])
print 'fast plot type %s'%(self.fast_plot_type)
if self.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
for index in used_int_std_indices:
i = 0
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel_quants[i].append(panel.plot_object.get_area_for_peak_index(index))
i += 1
elif self.fast_plot_type == 'heights':
for index in used_int_std_indices:
i = 0
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel_quants[i].append(panel.plot_object.get_height_for_peak_index(index))
i += 1
print 'panel_quants'
print panel_quants
avg_quants = []
# avg quants is averaged over
multiple standards indices
for i in range(len(nht[0])):
quantsum = 0
print 'adding sum:',
for ind in range(len(selected_indices)):
print nht[selected_indices[ind]][i],
quantsum += nht[selected_indices[ind]][i]
avg_quants.append(quantsum)# / float(len(selected_indices)))
print
sum = 0
for a in avg_quants:
sum += a
avg = sum/float(len(avg_quants))
print 'got avg %s'%(avg)
print 'got quants %s'%(avg_quants)
c_lambda = lambda x, y=int(round(avg, 0)), z=avg_quants:
_standards_normalization_callback(x, y, z)
self.standards_normalization_dialog = Pmw.CounterDialog(self.parent,
label_text = 'Set standards intensity for comparing multiple
experiments\n or hit Cancel to use the default.\n',
counter_labelpos = 'n',
entryfield_value = int(round(avg, 0)),
counter_datatype = 'numeric',
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entryfield_validate = {'validator' : 'numeric', 'min' : 10,
'max' : 500},
buttons = ('OK', 'Cancel'),
defaultbutton = 'OK',
title = 'Normalize standards',
command = c_lambda)
#self.standards_normalization_dialog.withdraw()
def _standards_normalization_callback(result, avg, avg_quants):
if result == 'Cancel':
# just use the normal values
modifier = avg
else:
# adjust
val = self.standards_normalization_dialog.get()
print 'got %s from dialog'%(val)
modifier = float(val)
_rescale_internal_standards(modifier, avg, avg_quants)
self.standards_normalization_dialog.destroy()
def _rescale_internal_standards(modifier, avg, avg_quants):
# this parameter uses average instead of background if 1.
# also must be adjusted in finish_apply_internal_standards,
below
rescales = []
print 'sending rescales off to update %s'%(rescales)
for i in range(len(self.plot_panels)):
for j in range(len(self.plot_panels[i].background_plots)):
rescales.append(100*(modifier/avg_quants[(i*len(self.plot_panels[i].backgrou
nd_plots)) + j]))
self._update_background_plot_scales(rescales)

def user_select_internal_standards(self, good_indices, suggested_indices,
nht):
good_weights = self.find_weights_for_indices(good_indices)
avg_peak_quants = []
print "suggested indices"
print suggested_indices
print "SI heights"
for si in suggested_indices:
print nht[si]
for i in range(len(nht)):
sum = 0.0
for h in nht[i]:
sum += h
avg_peak_quants.append(sum/float(len(nht[i])))
print "avg_peak_quants"
print avg_peak_quants
peak_quant_SDs = []
for i in range(len(nht)):
peak_sd = 0.0
for h in nht[i]:
peak_sd += (avg_peak_quants[i]-h)**2
peak_quant_SDs.append(math.sqrt(peak_sd/float(len(nht[i])-1)))
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print "peak_quant_SDs"
print peak_quant_SDs
self.select_standards_top = Toplevel(self)
self.select_standards_top.title('Select Internal Standards')
self.select_standards_top.wm_transient(self.parent.winfo_toplevel())
self.info_text = Pmw.ScrolledText(self.select_standards_top,
labelpos = 'nw',
label_text='
|
weight
|
avg area
|
SD
| normalized SD')
values = []
self.standards_vars = []
for i in range(len(good_indices)):
self.standards_vars.append(IntVar())
c = Checkbutton(self.info_text.component('text'),
variable=self.standards_vars[-1])
c.pack(expand=NO, fill=NONE, side='left')
self.info_text.window_create('end', window=c)
c_lambda = lambda x=good_weights[i]: self.xsbar.scroll_to(x)
b = Button(self.info_text.component('text'), text='View',
command=c_lambda)
self.info_text.window_create('end', window=b)
self.info_text.insert('end', '| %10.2f | %10.2f | %10.2f |
%10.2f \n'%(self.max_plot.x[good_indices[i]], avg_peak_quants[i],
peak_quant_SDs[i], peak_quant_SDs[i]/avg_peak_quants[i]))
for i in range(len(good_indices)):
if i in suggested_indices:
self.standards_vars[i].set(1)
else:
self.standards_vars[i].set(0)
selected_indices = []
for i in range(len(values)):
if values[i]:
selected_indices.append(i)
self.buttonBox = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.select_standards_top,
orient='horizontal')
c_lambda = lambda a=good_indices, c=selected_indices, d=nht,
e=avg_peak_quants: self.apply_user_select_internal_standards(a,c,d,e)
self.buttonBox.add('Ok', command=c_lambda)
self.buttonBox.add('Cancel',
command=self.select_standards_top.destroy)
self.info_text.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x', anchor='w')
self.buttonBox.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='both')
def apply_user_select_internal_standards(self,good_int_std_indices,
selected_indices, nht, avg_peak_quants):
self.select_standards_top.destroy()
selected_indices = []
i = 0
for var in self.standards_vars:
if var.get():
selected_indices.append(i)
i += 1
standards_weights = []
for selected_index in selected_indices:
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standards_weights.append(self.plot_panels[0].x[good_int_std_indices[selected
_index]])
sequences = self.find_sequences_for_weights(standards_weights)
used_standards_weights = []
for i in range(len(standards_weights)):
used_standards_weights.append([standards_weights[i],
sequences[i]])
self.experiment.set_normalization_standards(used_standards_weights)
self.finish_apply_internal_standards(good_int_std_indices,
selected_indices, nht)
def close_user_select_internal_standards(self):
self.select_standards_top.withdraw()
def _update_plot_scales(self, scales):
# takes care of rescaling all plots including maxplot and
recalculates peaks, LOQ, everything
for i in range(len(self.plot_panels)):
print 'rescale %s'%(scales[i])
# now normalize the averages
for bplot in self.plot_panels[i].background_plots:
bplot.hard_rescale_y(scales[i])
new_ys = []
bps = self.plot_panels[i].background_plots
for cr_index in range(len(self.plot_panels[i].y)):
new_ys.append(0.0)
for bplot in bps:
new_ys[-1] += bplot.y[cr_index]
new_ys[-1] /= float(len(bps))
self.plot_panels[i].plot_object.y = copy.deepcopy(new_ys)
self.plot_panels[i].y = copy.deepcopy(new_ys)
self.plots[i].y = copy.deepcopy(new_ys)
# now recollect background plots and save in self.experiment.spectra
spectra = {}
spectra['controls'] = self.experiment.get_controls()
for panel in self.plot_panels:
label = panel.plot_object.get_label()
spectra[label] = []
for bp in panel.background_plots:
spectra[label].append(bp)
self.experiment.set_spectra_to(spectra)
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.draw_coordinates()
self.draw_peaks()
def _update_background_plot_scales(self, scales):
for i in range(len(self.plot_panels)):
# now normalize the averages
for j in range(len(self.plot_panels[i].background_plots)):
scale_index = (i*len(self.plot_panels[i].background_plots))
+ j
print "panel %s, bp %s gets scales %s, index %s"%(i, j,
scales[scale_index], scale_index)
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self.plot_panels[i].background_plots[j].hard_rescale_y(scales[scale_index])
#for bplot in self.plot_panels[i].background_plots:
#
bplot.hard_rescale_y(scales[i])
new_ys = []
bps = self.plot_panels[i].background_plots
for cr_index in range(len(self.plot_panels[i].y)):
new_ys.append(0.0)
for bplot in bps:
new_ys[-1] += bplot.y[cr_index]
new_ys[-1] /= float(len(bps))
self.plot_panels[i].plot_object.y = copy.deepcopy(new_ys)
self.plot_panels[i].y = copy.deepcopy(new_ys)
self.plots[i].y = copy.deepcopy(new_ys)
# now recollect background plots and save in self.experiment.spectra
spectra = {}
spectra['controls'] = self.experiment.get_controls()
for panel in self.plot_panels:
label = panel.plot_object.get_label()
spectra[label] = []
for bp in panel.background_plots:
spectra[label].append(bp)
self.experiment.set_spectra_to(spectra)
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.draw_coordinates()
self.draw_peaks()

def find_indices_for_weights(self, weights):
# finds the indices of peaks associated with theoretical fragment
weights
indices = {}
for frag_weight in weights:
this_frags_peaks = []
for peak in self.max_plot.peaks:
if abs(frag_weight-self.max_plot.x[peak]) < frag_weight *
self.filter_resolution:
this_frags_peaks.append(peak)
# if there are multiple possibilities, retrieve the closest
if len(this_frags_peaks) > 1:
closest_peak_index = 0
closest_distance
= 10000
i = 0
for peak in this_frags_peaks:
dist = abs(frag_weight-self.max_plot.x[peak])
if dist < closest_distance:
closest_distance = dist
closest_peak_index = i
i += 1
this_frags_peak = this_frags_peaks[closest_peak_index]
indices[this_frags_peak] = frag_weight
elif len(this_frags_peaks) == 1:
this_frags_peak = this_frags_peaks[0]
indices[this_frags_peak] = frag_weight
"""
# this is the one. if the peak is already present,
if this_frags_peak in indices.keys():
# figure out which fragment weight is closer and assign
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if abs(frag_weight-self.max_plot.x[this_frags_peak]) <
abs(indices[this_frags_peak]-self.max_plot.x[this_frags_peak]):
indices[this_frags_peak] = frag_weight
else:
indices[this_frags_peak] = frag_weight
"""
return indices.keys()
def find_weights_for_sequences(self, sequences):
# translate to weights and use find_indices_for_weights
aa_weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09, 'E':129.12,
'F':147.18,
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16, 'K':128.17,
'L':113.16,
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12, 'Q':128.14,
'R':156.19,
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14, 'W':186.21,
'Y':163.18}
frag_weights = []
for seq in sequences:
frag_weights.append(18.0)
i = 0
for seq in sequences:
for aa in seq:
frag_weights[i] += aa_weights[aa]
i += 1
return frag_weights
def find_sequences_for_weights(self, weights):
sequences = []
for wt in weights:
frag_results =
self.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(wt)
if len(frag_results) > 0:
sequences.append(frag_results[0]['sequence'])
else:
sequences.append("UNK%s"%(random.randint(0,10000)))
return sequences
def find_weights_for_indices(self, indices):
panel = self.plot_panels[0]
weights = []
for ind in indices:
weights.append(panel.x[ind])
return weights

def find_indices_for_sequences(self, sequences):
frag_weights = self.find_weights_for_sequences(sequences)
return self.find_indices_for_weights(frag_weights)

def draw_PlotPanels(self, type=0):
""" draw the coordinates, orange bars for uninteresting frags, red
for interesting, and x-axes
type is 0 to draw the plots themselves
is 1 to just draw the axis, fragments, and possible peaks
without the plots
is 2 to just (re)draw the plots
"""
for plot_panel in self.plot_panels:
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plot_panel.plot.config(scrollregion=(plot_panel.x_scale*plot_panel.x[0], 0,
plot_panel.x_scale*plot_panel.x[-1],self.height))
if type != 1:
plot_panel.draw_coordinates()
if type != 2:
plot_panel.draw_all_fragment_locations(self.all_fragment_weights)
plot_panel.draw_peak_rec_possible_peaks()
plot_panel.draw_x_axes()
try:
self.controls_panel
except:
pass
else:
self.controls_panel.plot.config(scrollregion=(plot_panel.x_scale*plot_panel.
x[0], 0, plot_panel.x_scale*plot_panel.x[-1],self.height))
self.controls_panel.draw_coordinates()
self.controls_panel.draw_x_axes()
def set_all_fragment_weights(self, all_fragment_weights):
self.all_fragment_weights = all_fragment_weights
def scaleY(self, value):
val = self.heightScaler.get()
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.rescale(panel, val)
panel.rescale_y(panel, val)
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
self.controls_panel.rescale(self.controls_panel, val)
self.controls_panel.rescale_y(self.controls_panel, val)
def scrollX(self, *args):
for x in self.plot_panels:
apply(x.plot.xview, args)
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
apply(self.controls_panel.plot.xview, args)
def scrollXmoveto(self, fraction):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.plot.xview_moveto(fraction)
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
self.controls_panel.plot.xview_moveto(fraction)
def scrollXby(self, number):
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.plot.xview_scroll(number, "units")
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
self.controls_panel.plot.xview_scroll(number, "units")
def scrollY(self, *args):
apply(self.observations_info_text.yview, args)
apply(self.plots_text.yview, args)
def autoscale_intensities(self, style = 'heights'):
# ranges are collected over the maximum of the interpolated plots
start_at = 0
for i in range(len(self.max_plot.x)):
if self.max_plot.x[i] > self.experiment.get_mass_range()[0]:
start_at = i
break
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if style == 'areas':
ranges = []
for peak in self.max_plot.peaks:
a,b,c = self.max_plot.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak)
ranges.append([a,c])
sum_intensities = []
for plot in self.plot_panels:
sum_intensities.append(plot._calculate_height_sum(ranges))
elif style == 'heights':
sum_intensities = []
for panel in self.plot_panels:
sum_intensities.append(0.0)
for peak in self.max_plot.peaks:
a,b,c = self.max_plot.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak)
for i in range(len(self.plot_panels)):
sum_intensities[i] += self.plot_panels[i].y[b]
sum = 0
for intensity in sum_intensities:
sum += intensity
avg = sum/float(len(sum_intensities))
ratios = []
for intensity in sum_intensities:
if intensity:
ratios.append(100.0*(avg/intensity))
else:
ratios.append(100.0)

self._update_plot_scales(ratios)
def _draw_modified_possible_fragments(self, i, id, wt):
# i = fragment_line_id
# id = the line's actual id
# wt = the molecular weight
for plot in self.plot_panels:
plot.visible_modification_ids[id] =
plot._draw_modified_possible_fragments(i)
#self.draw_modified_peaks_for_peak_weight(id)
def _delete_modified_possible_fragments(self, id):
for plot in self.plot_panels:
plot._delete_modified_possible_fragments(id)

def draw_peaks(self):
""" draw_peaks generates the peak set including
uninteresting_indices, as well as selected
and unselected internal standards and reactions
"""
# recalculate fragments
self.experiment._calculate_single_reaction_fragments_dictionary()
self.experiment._calculate_unreactive_fragments_dictionary()
self.experiment._calculate_all_possible_fragments_dictionary()
# recognize peaks
self.set_peak_rec_possible_peaks(self.experiment.get_single_reaction_fragmen
t_weights(0))
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self.set_all_fragment_weights(self.experiment.get_all_possible_fragments(0))
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.plot_object.recognize_peaks(self.experiment.get_mass_range()[0],
panel.plot_object.get_LOQ())
# recalculate everything max_plot, just to be sure
plots = []
for panel in self.plot_panels:
plots.append(panel.plot_object)
self.max_plot = PlottingTools.max_of_plots(plots)
loq =
self.max_plot._recalculate_baseline(self.last_baseline_selection_indices,
self.experiment.get_LOQ_multiplier())
if loq > 10.0:
loq = 10.0
# an initial value conservative enough to remind
users that baseline needs calculated
self.max_plot.recognize_peaks(self.experiment.get_mass_range()[0],
loq)
print 'max_plot peak weights:'
for peak in self.max_plot.peaks:
print self.max_plot.x[peak],
print
istds = self.experiment.get_normalization_standards()
keys = istds.keys()
int_std_weights = []
for key in keys:
int_std_weights.append(istds[key])
int_std_indices = self.find_indices_for_weights(int_std_weights)
self.calculate_peaks()
# first get the indices representing all possible fragments
all_indices =
self.find_indices_for_weights(self.experiment.get_all_possible_fragments(1))
real_unmod_indices = self.unmodified_peak_indices
real_mod_indices =
self.modified_peak_indices
xs = self.max_plot.x
all_interesting_indices =
self.find_indices_for_weights(int_std_weights) + real_unmod_indices +
real_mod_indices
uninteresting_indices = []
# collect peak indices that are not near interesting indices
# and that are not near the fragments associated with interesting
indices
for index in all_indices:
possible unmodified fragments
for comparison_index in all_interesting_indices:
all internal standards, and all calculated peaks
if abs(xs[index]-xs[comparison_index]) <
self.filter_resolution * xs[index]:
break
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# for all
# compare to

indices1 =
self.find_indices_for_weights([xs[comparison_index]])
if len(indices1) > 0:
uninteresting_peak_index = indices1[0]
else:
continue
indices2 = self.find_indices_for_weights([xs[index]])
if len(indices2) > 0:
interesting_peak_index
= indices2[0]
else:
continue
if abs(xs[uninteresting_peak_index]xs[interesting_peak_index]) < self.filter_resolution *
xs[uninteresting_peak_index]:
break
else:
uninteresting_indices.append(index)

print 'uninteresting indices'
for ii in uninteresting_indices:
print '%s, '%(xs[ii]),
print
self.uninteresting_indices = uninteresting_indices
self.internal_standard_indices = int_std_indices
peaklists = {'uninteresting':self.uninteresting_indices,
'unmodified':self.unmodified_peak_indices,
'modified':self.modified_peak_indices,
'int_standards':self.internal_standard_indices}
# create the peak profiles first so that draw_peaks can associate
them with tag ids
self._create_peak_profiles()
filename = 'reaction_profiles.csv'
f = open(filename, 'w')
line = '%s,'%(len(self.experiment.get_protein_sequences()[0])-1)
for panel in self.plot_panels:
line += '%s, '%(panel.plot_object.label)
f.writelines(line + '\n')
f.close()
self.print_reaction_profiles(filename)
for key in peaklists.keys():
tags = {}
for panel in self.plot_panels:
# draw_peaks returns the set of tag ids used to reference
the peak drawings
tags[panel.plot_object.label] =
panel.draw_peaks(peaklists[key],key)
invert_tags = {}
if len(tags) > 0:
i = 0
keys = tags.keys()
keys.sort()
for i in range(len(tags[keys[0]])):
each peak in the spectrum
invert_tags = {}
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# for

keys2 = tags.keys()
keys2.sort()
for key2 in keys2:
# for each set of
tag ids (each spectrum)
invert_tags[key2] = tags[key2][i]
#
collecting the set of tags for the i'th peak
self.peak_profiles[key][i].set_tag_ids(invert_tags)
#
and submit
self.xsbar.update()
print 'done drawing peaks\n'
def popup_data_overview(self):
self.data_overview_top = Toplevel(self)
self.data_overview_top.title('Data Overview')
self.data_overview_top.wm_transient(self.parent.winfo_toplevel())
n_controls = len(self.experiment.get_control_plots())
tps = self.experiment.get_timepoints()
n_timepoints = len(tps)
keys = tps.keys()
keys.sort()
n_files = n_controls
for key in keys:
n_files += len(tps[key])
self.seq_text = Pmw.ScrolledText(self.data_overview_top)
#filesd
ovt = "%s files in %s timepoints and %s controls\n"%(n_files,
n_timepoints, n_controls)
# overview text
# protease, reagent
ovt += "protease %s cuts %s, reagent %s adds %s Da. to
%s\n"%(self.experiment.get_protease(),
self.experiment.get_protease_specificity(),
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent(),
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_weight(),
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity())
# internal standards
ovt += "%s external standards available for
calibration\n"%(len(self.experiment.get_external_standards().keys()))
#itss_weights = self.experiment.get_internal_standards().keys()
#blockedcnt = 0
#for itss_weight in itss_weights:
#
if self.is_internal_standard_weight_blocked(itss_weight):
#
blockedcnt += 1
#ovt += "%s of those standards are blocked\n"%(blockedcnt)
# number of fragments in range
mass_range = self.experiment.get_mass_range()
total_count = 0
for f in self.experiment.get_all_possible_fragments():
if f > mass_range[0] and f < mass_range[1]:
total_count += 1
interesting_count = 0
for f in self.experiment.get_single_reaction_fragment_weights():
if f > mass_range[0] and f < mass_range[1]:
interesting_count += 1
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ovt += "%s fragments in range, %s zero-missed cutsites, single
reaction\n"%(total_count, interesting_count)
# how many peaks above LOQ
labels = {}
for p in self.plot_panels:
labels[p.plot_object.label] = [p.plot_object.peak_count,
p.peak_LOQ]
keys = labels.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
ovt += "\ntp %s: %s peaks, LOQ %s\n"%(key, labels[key][0],
labels[key][1])
ovt += "\n"
# # of peak/fragment associations per class
keys = self.peak_profiles.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
if len(self.peak_profiles[key]) > 0:
ovt += "%s peak-fragment associations in class
%s\n"%(len(self.peak_profiles[key]), key)
self.seq_text.settext(ovt)
self.seq_text.pack(side='right', fill='both', expand=1, padx=2,
pady=2)
def resize_plots(self, event):
if event.widget.__class__.__name__ == "Toplevel":
geom = event.widget.wm_geometry()
geom = geom.split('+')[0]
geom = int(geom.split('x')[0])
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.plot.config(width=geom-230)
self.xsbar.update_width(geom-230)
#if self.experiment.has_controls():
self.controls_panel.plot.config(width=geom-230)
def set_peak_rec_possible_peaks(self, possible_peaks):
self.possible_peaks = possible_peaks
for panel in self.plot_panels:
panel.set_peak_rec_possible_peaks(possible_peaks)
def get_all_peak_profiles(self):
return self.peak_profiles
def get_unrationalized_peaks(self):
return_set = []
peaklists = {'uninteresting': self.uninteresting_indices,
'int_standards': self.internal_standard_indices,
'unmodified': self.unmodified_peak_indices,
'modified': self.modified_peak_indices,
'multiple_modified':
self.multiple_modified_peak_indices,
'multiple_unmodified':
self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices}
for peak_index in self.max_plot.peaks:
val1 = self.max_plot.x[peak_index]
lobound = self.max_plot.x[peak_index] (self.experiment.get_filter_resolution() * self.max_plot.x[peak_index])
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hibound = self.max_plot.x[peak_index] +
(self.experiment.get_filter_resolution() * self.max_plot.x[peak_index])
foundit = 0
for index in self.uninteresting_indices:
if self.max_plot.x[index] > lobound and
self.max_plot.x[index] < hibound:
foundit = 1
for index in self.internal_standard_indices:
if self.max_plot.x[index] > lobound and
self.max_plot.x[index] < hibound:
foundit = 1
for index in self.unmodified_peak_indices:
if self.max_plot.x[index] > lobound and
self.max_plot.x[index] < hibound:
foundit = 1
for index in self.modified_peak_indices:
if self.max_plot.x[index] > lobound and
self.max_plot.x[index] < hibound:
foundit = 1
for index in self.multiple_modified_peak_indices:
if self.max_plot.x[index] > lobound and
self.max_plot.x[index] < hibound:
foundit = 1
for index in self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices:
if self.max_plot.x[index] > lobound and
self.max_plot.x[index] < hibound:
foundit = 1
if not foundit:
return_set.append(peak_index)
return return_set
def get_rationalized_peaks(self):
return_set = []
peaklists = {'uninteresting': self.uninteresting_indices,
'int_standards': self.internal_standard_indices,
'unmodified': self.unmodified_peak_indices,
'modified': self.modified_peak_indices,
'multiple_unmodified':self.multiple_unmodified_peak_indices,
'multiple_modified':self.multiple_modified_peak_indices}
for listkey in peaklists.keys():
for index in peaklists[listkey]:
return_set.append(index)
return return_set
def save_subplot_in_comma_delimited_format(self, selection_ranges,
filename):
symbols =
['A','B','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','J','K','L','M','N','O','P','Q','R','S'
,'T','U','V','W','X','Y','Z']
print 'saving subplots for selection ranges %s'%(selection_ranges)
# translate selection ranges to indices
xs = self.plot_panels[0].background_plots[0].x
selection_indices = []
for sr in selection_ranges:
found_start = 0
si1 = -1
si2 = -1
for i, x in enumerate(xs):
if not found_start:
if x >= sr[0]-0.5:
si1 = i
found_start = 1
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else:
if x <= sr[1]+0.5:
si2 = i
else:
break
selection_indices.append([si1, si2])
print 'translated selection_ranges to indices %s'%(selection_indices)
for panel in self.plot_panels:
for i, bkg_plot in enumerate(panel.background_plots):
# collect coordinates in comma-delimited format
# first collect the appropriate indices
lines = []
for selection_range in selection_indices:
for coor in range(selection_range[0],
selection_range[1]):
lines.append('%s, %s\n'%(bkg_plot.x[coor],
bkg_plot.y[coor]))
# write one file per spectrum
f_tokens = string.rsplit(filename, '.', 1)
whole_filename = '%s-%s%s.%s'%(f_tokens[0],
panel.plot_object.label, symbols[i], f_tokens[1])
print 'writing subplot to file %s'%(whole_filename)
outfile = open(whole_filename, 'w')
outfile.writelines(lines)
outfile.close()
class PlotPanel(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent, average_plot, bkg_plots, possible_peaks=[],
filter_resolution=None, width=600, height=100, autoscale=0):
# init
Frame.__init__(self, parent, bg='white')
self.possible_peaks = possible_peaks
if filter_resolution == None:
self.filter_resolution = 0.002
else:
self.filter_resolution = filter_resolution
self.all_my_labels = []
self.parent=parent
self.background_plots_visible = 0
self.average_plot_visible = 0
self.background_plots = bkg_plots
self.background_plots_selected = []
for plot in bkg_plots:
self.background_plots_selected.append(1)
has_average = 1
if average_plot == None:
has_average = 0
average_plot = bkg_plots[0]
self.plot_object = average_plot
self.y = self.plot_object.y
self.x = self.plot_object.x
self.x_scale = 1.0
self.height = height
self.width = width
# get some global parameters
self.smoothing_gap
= parms.get('smoothing_gap')
self.min_weight
= parms.get('min_weight')
self.height_thresh
= parms.get('height_thresh')
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self.min_peak_height
= parms.get('min_peak_height')
self.x_axis_mark_every = parms.get('x_axis_mark_every')
self.y_axis_mark_every = parms.get('y_axis_mark_every')
if autoscale:
# get the major heights and widths
highest = 0.0
for b in self.background_plots:
for i in range(len(b.x)):
if b.y[i] > highest:
highest = b.y[i]
last = float(b.x[-1])
self.x_scale = width/last
self.x_axis_mark_every = 50/self.x_scale
self.y_axis_mark_every = 20
# create a canvas to draw on
self.plot = Canvas(self, bg='white', relief=SUNKEN, bd=0,
cursor='crosshair', height=self.height, width=self.width)
if has_average:
self.plot.bind('<Motion>', self.canvas_motion)
self.plot.bind('<Control-p>', self.plot_to_postscript)
self.plot.bind('<ButtonPress-1>', self._select_range)
#self.plot.bind('<ButtonRelease-1>', self._end_select_range)
self.plot.bind('<Control-ButtonPress-1>', self._extend_range)
self.plot.bind('<Control-ButtonRelease-1>', self._end_extend_range)
#self.plot.bind('<ButtonPress-2>', self._selection_middle_callback)
self.plot.bind('<ButtonPress-3>', self._selection_right_callback)
self.plot.bind('<Leave>', self.clear_position_text)
self.plot.focus_set()
self.plot.config(highlightthickness=1)
self.yaxis_width = 25
# create a canvas for the first y-axis
self.preplot = Canvas(self, relief=SUNKEN, height=self.height,
width=self.yaxis_width, bd=0)
# and one for the second y-axis
self.postplot = Canvas(self, relief=SUNKEN, height=self.height,
width=self.yaxis_width, bd=0)
self.preplot.bind('<Motion>', self.canvas_motion)
self.postplot.bind('<Motion>', self.canvas_motion)
# initialize the plots
self.plot.delete('plot')
self.plot.last_mag = 1.0
# draw the axes
self.draw_x_axes()
self.draw_y_axes()
self.plot.config(scrollregion=(self.x_scale*self.x[0], 0,
self.x_scale*self.x[len(self.x)-1], self.height))
# finally, pack everything up
self.preplot.pack(expand=NO, fill=NONE, side=LEFT)
self.postplot.pack(expand=NO, fill=NONE, side=RIGHT)
self.plot.pack(expand=NO, fill=NONE, side=TOP)
# used to hold heights for the sum of quantification distributions
self.dist_y = []
self.fragment_line_ids = []
self.fragment_line_weights = []
self.mod_fragment_line_ids = []
self.mod_fragment_line_weights = []
self.peak_line_ids = {}
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self.peak_line_weights = {}
self.peak_intensities = {}
self.peak_indices = {}
self.drawn_peaks = []
self.visible_modification_ids = {}
self.all_fragment_line_ids = []
self.all_fragment_line_weights = []
self.color_peak_associations = {}
self.color_peak_associations['uninteresting']
self.color_peak_associations['int_standards']
whip'#'coral'
self.color_peak_associations['unmodified']
rose'#'tomato'
self.color_peak_associations['modified']
green'

= 'light grey'
= 'papaya
= 'misty
= 'pale green'#'lime

self.active_select_start_indices = []
self.hilite_tags = []
self.right_selection_popup = FixedMenu(self.parent.winfo_toplevel(),
tearoff=0)
self.peak_SD = -1
self.peak_LOD = -1
self.peak_LOQ = self.min_peak_height
self.last_selection_indices = []
def set_mass_range(self, parms):
for bkg in self.background_plots:
bkg.set_mass_range(parms)
self.plot_object.set_mass_range(parms)
def get_mass_range(self, parms):
return self.plot_object.get_mass_range()
def get_filter_resolution(self):
return self.filter_resolution
def set_filter_resolution(self, new_resolution):
self.filter_resolution = new_resolution
for plot in self.background_plots:
plot.set_filter_resolution(new_resolution)
self.plot_object.set_filter_resolution(new_resolution)
def draw_centroids(self):
for i in self.plot_object.peaks:
self.plot.create_line(self.x_scale*self.x[i], 0,
self.x_scale*self.x[i], self.height, width=1, fill='black', tags='centroids')
def undraw_centroids(self):
self.plot.delete('centroids')

def get_current_selection_indices(self):
# returns a list of lists, in the embedded lists, 0 is reserved as
start, 1 as end.
return self.active_select_start_indices
def get_last_selection_indices(self):
return self.last_selection_indices
def _select_range(self, event):
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# this is designed to reject selections if this is a control plot
# its just one way of doing it
try:
self.parent.parent._broadcast_select_range_start(event)
except AttributeError:
return
else:
self.plot.bind('<ButtonRelease-1>', self._end_select_range)

def _end_select_range(self, event):
# this is designed to reject selections if this is a control plot
# its just one way of doing it
try:
self.parent.parent._broadcast_select_range_end(event)
except AttributeError:
return
else:
self.plot.bind('<ButtonRelease-1>', None)

def _extend_range(self, event):
# this is designed to reject selections on control plots
# its just one way of doing it
try:
self.parent.parent._broadcast_extend_range_start(event)
except AttributeError:
return
else:
self.plot.bind('<Control-ButtonRelease-1>',
self._end_extend_range)

def _end_extend_range(self, event):
self.parent.parent._broadcast_extend_range_end(event)
self.plot.bind('<Control-ButtonRelease-1>', None)

def _draw_select_range_start(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
# first clear the old select range
self.plot.delete('select-range-hilite')
if not use_direct_index:
self.active_select_start_indices =
[[int(self.plot.canvasx(event.x)),-1]]
else:
self.active_select_start_indices = [[self.x[event.x],-1]]
self.plot.bind('<Motion>',
self.parent.parent._broadcast_select_range_motion)
def _draw_extend_range_start(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
if not use_direct_index:
self.active_select_start_indices.append([int(self.plot.canvasx(event.x)),-1])
else:
self.active_select_start_indices.append([self.x[event.x],-1])
self.plot.bind('<Motion>',
self.parent.parent._broadcast_extend_range_motion)
def _draw_select_range_end(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
if not use_direct_index:
self.active_select_start_indices[0][1] =
int(self.plot.canvasx(event.x))
else:
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self.active_select_start_indices[0][1] = self.x[event.x]
self.plot.unbind_all('<Motion>')
self.plot.bind('<Motion>', self.canvas_motion)
self.plot.dtag('select-range-hilite', 'select-range-hilite-current')
self.plot.delete('distance')
def _draw_extend_range_end(self, event, use_direct_index=0):
if not use_direct_index:
self.active_select_start_indices[-1][1] =
int(self.plot.canvasx(event.x))
else:
self.active_select_start_indices[-1][1] = self.x[event.x]
self.plot.unbind_all('<Motion>')
self.plot.bind('<Motion>', self.canvas_motion)
self.plot.dtag('select-range-hilite', 'select-range-hilite-current')
self.plot.delete('distance')
def _draw_select_range_motion(self, x, use_direct_index=0):
x1 = self.active_select_start_indices[0][0]
if not use_direct_index:
x2 = int(self.plot.canvasx(x))
else:
x2 = self.x[x]
self.plot.delete('select-range-hilite')
self.plot.delete('select-range-hilite-current')
self.plot.delete('distance')
id = self.plot.create_rectangle(self.x_scale * x1, self.height,
self.x_scale*x2, 0, width=1, fill='light goldenrod yellow', tags=('selectrange-hilite', 'select-range-hilite-current'))
id2 = self.plot.create_text(self.x_scale*x1-15, 7, text="%s"%(x2-x1),
tags="distance")
#self.plot.tag_bind(id, '<Button-3>', self._selection_right_callback)
self.plot.tag_lower(id)
def _draw_extend_range_motion(self, x, use_direct_index=0):
x1 = self.active_select_start_indices[-1][0]
if not use_direct_index:
x2 = self.plot.canvasx(x)
else:
x2 = self.x[x]
self.plot.delete('select-range-hilite-current')
self.plot.delete('distance')
id = self.plot.create_rectangle(self.x_scale * x1, self.height,
self.x_scale*x2, 0, width=1, fill='light goldenrod yellow', tags=('selectrange-hilite', 'select-range-hilite-current'))
#self.plot.tag_bind(id, '<Button-3>', self._selection_right_callback)
self.plot.tag_lower(id)
def get_area_under_selected_regions(self):
start_index = 0
end_index = 0
started = 0
for start_stop in self.active_select_start_indices:
if start_stop[0] < start_stop[1]:
i = 0
for xval in self.x:
if xval > start_stop[0] and xval < start_stop[1]:
if not started:
start_index = i
started = 1
else:
end_index = i
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i += 1
else:
i = 0
for xval in self.x:
if xval > start_stop[1] and xval < start_stop[0]:
if not started:
start_index = i
started = 1
else:
end_index = i
i += 1
subtract_this = 0
total = 0.0
if self.y[start_index] > 0 and self.y[end_index] > 0:
if self.y[start_index] < self.y[end_index]:
subtract_this = self.y[start_index]
for j in range(start_index, end_index):
total += self.y[j]-subtract_this
else:
for j in range(start_index, end_index):
total += self.y[j]
return total
def _selection_middle_callback(self, event):
self._select_right_callback(event)
def _selection_right_callback(self, event):
# create a popup at event.x, event.y
while self.right_selection_popup.index(END) != None:
self.right_selection_popup.delete_special(self.right_selection_popup.index(E
ND))
id = event.widget.find_overlapping(self.plot.canvasx(event.x)1,self.plot.canvasy(event.y)1,self.plot.canvasx(event.x)+1,self.plot.canvasy(event.y)+1)
for tag in id:
print 'peak class %s'%(self.plot.gettags(tag)[0])
if self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == "select-range-hilite":
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='use as
baseline', command=self.use_selection_as_baseline)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='save commadelimited', command=self.save_selection_in_comma_delimited_format)
# if there is a single peak in the hilite range
selection_list = self.get_current_selection_indices()
if len(selection_list) != 1:
continue
selection_pair = selection_list[0]
# use maxplot to see if there is one and only one peak in
the hilited area
peaklist = []
for peak_index in self.parent.parent.max_plot.peaks:
if self.parent.parent.max_plot.x[peak_index] >=
selection_pair[0] and self.parent.parent.max_plot.x[peak_index] <=
selection_pair[1]:
peaklist.append(peak_index)
# there should be just one peak
if len(peaklist) != 1:
continue
# see if the peak has already been rationalized
low_weight = self.parent.parent.max_plot.x[selection_pair[0]]
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high_weight =
self.parent.parent.max_plot.x[selection_pair[1]]
candidate_frag_list = []
for fragment in
self.parent.parent.experiment.fragment_objects:
if abs(fragment.get_weight() self.parent.parent.max_plot.x[peaklist[0]]) <
fragment.get_weight()*self.filter_resolution:
candidate_frag_list.append(fragment)
if len(candidate_frag_list) == 0:
# if no fragments are
within resolution range
c_lambda = lambda x=peaklist[0]: self.rationalize_peak(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='rationalize peak',
command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda x=peaklist[0]:
self.add_peak_to_external_standards(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='add to
internal standards', command=c_lambda)
elif self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == 'all_fragments':
for j in range(len(self.all_fragment_line_ids)):
if tag == self.all_fragment_line_ids[j]:
fragment = j
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self.all_frag
ment_line_weights[fragment])
c_lambda = lambda x=frag_results: self.view_fragment(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='view fragment',
command=c_lambda) # launch the molecular viewer
elif self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == 'mod_fragments':
for j in range(len(self.all_fragment_line_ids)):
if tag == self.all_fragment_line_ids[j]:
fragment = j
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self.fragment
_line_weights[fragment])
c_lambda = lambda x=frag_results: self.view_fragment(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='view fragment',
command=c_lambda) # launch the molecular viewer
elif self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == 'uninteresting':
pass
elif self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == 'int_standards':
# updates self.blocked_internal_standard_sequences then
redraw the peaks
# add a command to deselect (block) this internal standard
i = 0
for j in self.peak_line_ids['int_standards']:
if tag == j:
fragment = i
i += 1
# first see if the weight corresponds to a blocked internal
standard
wt = self.peak_line_weights['int_standards'][fragment]
blocked_test =
self.parent.parent.is_internal_standard_weight_blocked(wt)
if blocked_test:
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self.peak_lin
e_weights['int_standards'][fragment])
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c_lambda = lambda x=frag_results:
self.unblock_sequence_from_internal_standards(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='unblock',
command=c_lambda) # launch the molecular viewer
else:
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self.peak_lin
e_weights['int_standards'][fragment])
c_lambda = lambda x=frag_results:
self.block_sequence_from_internal_standards(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='block',
command=c_lambda) # launch the molecular viewer
elif self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == 'unmodified':
i = 0
for j in self.peak_line_ids['unmodified']:
if tag == j:
fragment = i
i += 1
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self.peak_lin
e_weights['unmodified'][fragment])
c_lambda = lambda x=frag_results: self.view_fragment(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='view fragment',
command=c_lambda) # launch the molecular viewer
elif self.plot.gettags(tag)[0] == 'modified':
i = 0
for j in self.peak_line_ids['modified']:
if tag == j:
fragment = i
i += 1
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self.peak_lin
e_weights['modified'][fragment] float(self.parent.parent.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_weight()))
c_lambda = lambda x=frag_results: self.view_fragment(x)
self.right_selection_popup.add_command(label='view fragment',
command=c_lambda) # launch the molecular viewer
break
self.right_selection_popup.tk_popup(event.x_root, event.y_root, 0)
def add_peak_to_external_standards(self, peak_index):
self.parent.parent.experiment._append_to_external_standards([[peak_index,
'user_defined']])
def rationalize_peak(self, peak_index):
reload(PeakRationalizer)
self.peak_rationalizer = PeakRationalizer.Viewer(self,
self.parent.parent.experiment, peak_index)
def block_sequence_from_internal_standards(self, fragment_results):
self.parent.parent.block_internal_standard_by_sequence(fragment_results[0]['
sequence'])
self.parent.parent.draw_peaks()
def unblock_sequence_from_internal_standards(self, fragment_results):
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self.parent.parent.unblock_internal_standard_by_sequence(fragment_results[0]
['sequence'])
self.parent.parent.draw_peaks()
def view_fragment(self, fragment_results):
if self.parent.parent.fragment_viewer:
try:
self.parent.parent.fragment_viewer.window
except AttributeError:
# spademode
doesn't have a window to deiconify
pass
else:
self.parent.parent.fragment_viewer.window.deiconify()
self.parent.parent.fragment_viewer.visualize(fragment_results)
else:
print 'no fragment to view. load a structure'
def use_selection_as_baseline(self, event=None):
self.parent.parent._broadcast_recalculate_baseline()
self.parent.parent._clear_selection()
def save_selection_in_comma_delimited_format(self):
filename = tkFileDialog.asksaveasfilename(title = 'Save using
basename...', initialfile="subplot.csv", filetypes=[("comma-delimited",
"*.csv")])
csis = self.get_current_selection_indices()
new_csis = []
for csi in csis:
if csi[0] > csi[1]:
tcsi = csi[0]
csi[1] = csi[0]
csi[0] = tcsi
new_csis.append(csi)
self.parent.parent.save_subplot_in_comma_delimited_format(new_csis,
filename)

def _clear_selection(self):
self.plot.delete('select-range-hilite')
self.active_select_start_indices = [0,0]
def recalculate_baseline(self):
# should be called only from broadcast_recalculate_baseline in
plotwindow to ensure
# selection_indices are current
self.last_selection_indices = self.get_current_selection_indices()
self.peak_LOQ =
self.plot_object._recalculate_baseline(self.last_selection_indices)
return self.peak_LOQ
def set_x_scale(self, val=1.0):
xevery = parms.get('x_axis_mark_every')
self.x_axis_mark_every = int(float(xevery)/val)
if self.x_axis_mark_every == 0:
self.x_axis_mark_every = 1
self.x_scale = val
def takefocus(self, event):
self.plot.focus_set()
def draw_coordinates(self):
self.plot.delete("plot")
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self.average_plot_visible = 1
# and draw the lines
for i in range(len(self.y)-1):
self.plot.create_line(self.x_scale*self.x[i], self.y[i],
self.x_scale*self.x[i+1], self.y[i+1], width=1, fill='black', tags="plot")
# scale the image
self.plot.scale("plot", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move("plot", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
def undraw_coordinates(self):
self.plot.delete("plot")
self.average_plot_visible = 0
def undraw_background_coordinates(self):
self.plot.delete("background")
self.background_plots_visible = 0
def draw_background_coordinates(self):
self.plot.delete("background")
self.background_plots_visible = 1
j = 0
colorset = ['blue', 'red', 'green', 'orange', 'yellow', 'purple',
'beige', 'cyan', 'magenta']
for i in range(len(self.background_plots)):
plot = self.background_plots[i]
if self.background_plots_selected[i]:
# and draw the lines
color = colorset[j%len(self.background_plots)]
for i in range(len(plot.y)-1):
self.plot.create_line(self.x_scale*plot.x[i], plot.y[i],
self.x_scale*plot.x[i+1], plot.y[i+1], width=1, fill=color,
tags="background")
j += 1
# scale the image
self.plot.scale("background", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move("background", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
def get_area_for_peak_index(self, peak):
last, closest, next = self.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak)
def get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(self, peak):
#last_trough, closest, next_trough =
self.plot_object.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak)
last_trough, closest, next_trough =
self.parent.parent.max_plot.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak)
# now modify these to get the closest local max
debug = 0
#if (abs(self.x[closest]-1393.5) < 6):
#
debug = 1
mass_res = self.parent.parent.experiment.get_filter_resolution()
if debug == 1:
print "\ninvestigating peat at weight %s
(4112=%s,%s)\n"%(self.x[closest], self.x[4112], self.y[4112])
#if (abs(last_trough - next_trough) < 3):
#
if debug:
#
print "returning early with %s %s %s!"%(last_trough,
closest, next_trough)
#
#return last_trough, closest, next_trough
#
last_trough = closest-10
#
next_trough = closest+10
# window size is mass resolution / the distance between indices at
this point
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windowsize = int((self.x[closest] * mass_res)/(self.x[closest] self.x[closest-1]))
orig_last_trough = last_trough
#last_trough = closest-windowsize
orig_next_trough = next_trough
#next_trough = closest + windowsize
# collect smoothed trough to trough values
if debug == 1:
print "collecting max from %d to %d"%(last_trough, next_trough)
print "unsmoothed - ",
for ind in range(last_trough,next_trough+1):
print "%5.2f, "%(self.y[ind]),
print ""
use_smoothed = 0
smoothed = []
if (use_smoothed):
smoothed = [(self.y[last_trough]+self.y[last_trough+1])/2.0]
for ind in range(last_trough+1, next_trough):
smoothed.append((self.y[ind-1]+ self.y[ind]+
self.y[ind+1])/3.0)
smoothed.append((self.y[next_trough-1] +
self.y[next_trough])/2.0)
if debug == 1:
print "smoothed - ",
for s in smoothed:
print "%5.2f, "%(s),
print ""
else:
for ind in range(last_trough, next_trough+1):
smoothed.append(self.y[ind])
# first go left until it declines twice
local_max_index = closest
local_max_height = smoothed[closest-last_trough]
last_declined = 0
last_height
= -10
for ind in range(closest-last_trough-1, -1, -1):
if (smoothed[ind] > local_max_height):
local_max_height = smoothed[ind]
local_max_index = ind+last_trough
last_height = smoothed[ind]
last_declined = 0
else:
if last_declined:
break
else:
last_declined = 1
# and right
last_height = -10
for ind in range(closest-last_trough+1, next_trough-last_trough+1):
if (smoothed[ind] > local_max_height):
local_max_height = smoothed[ind]
local_max_index = ind + last_trough
last_height = smoothed[ind]
last_declined = 0
else:
if last_declined:
break
else:
last_declined = 1
if debug == 1:
print "local max %5.2f, at %d"%(local_max_height,
local_max_index)
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# then right til it declines twice
# take the larger of the two
#
if debug == 1:
print "returning %d, %d, %d"%(last_trough, local_max_index,
next_trough)
return orig_last_trough, local_max_index, orig_next_trough
def draw_peaks(self, peaks=None, type='unmodified'):
self.plot.delete(type)
if peaks == None:
peaks = self.plot_object.peaks
self.drawn_peaks = peaks
color = self.color_peak_associations[type]
self.peak_line_ids[type] = []
self.peak_line_weights[type] = []
self.peak_intensities[type] = []
self.peak_indices[type] = []
for peak in peaks:
last_trough, closest, next_trough =
self.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak)
# move the peak drawing 1 index in on each side
x0 = self.x_scale*(self.x[last_trough])-1
y0 = self.height
x1 = self.x_scale*(self.x[next_trough])+1
y1 = 0
lin = self.plot.create_rectangle(x0,y0,x1,y1, fill=color,
outline='white', tags=type)
self.peak_line_ids[type].append(lin)
self.peak_line_weights[type].append(self.x[closest])
self.peak_intensities[type].append(self.y[closest])
self.peak_indices[type].append(closest)
# check against the parent's list of blocked internal standards.
if
self.parent.parent.is_internal_standard_weight_blocked(self.x[closest]):
# draw an x
lin2 = self.plot.create_line(x0-1,y0,x1+1,y1, fill='red',
tags=type)
lin3 = self.plot.create_line(x1+1,y0,x0-1,y1, fill='red',
tags=type)
self.plot.lower(lin2)
self.plot.lower(lin3)
self.plot.scale(lin2, 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move(lin2, 0, (self.height * 0.8))
self.plot.scale(lin3, 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move(lin3, 0, (self.height * 0.8))
self.plot.lower(lin)
self.plot.scale(lin, 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move(lin, 0, (self.height * 0.8))
return self.peak_line_ids[type]
def draw_y_axes(self):
self.preplot.delete('y_axis')
self.postplot.delete('y_axis')
labelFont = ('Helvetica', parms.get('label_font_size'))
for zz in range(0, int(self.height), int(round(self.height/5.0))):
# pre plot first
widget = Label(self.preplot, text=zz, fg='black', font=labelFont)
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widget.pack()
self.preplot.create_window(10, zz, window=widget, tags='y_axis')
self.preplot.create_line(self.yaxis_width-5, zz,
self.yaxis_width, zz, fill='red', tags='y_axis')
# post plot
widget = Label(self.postplot, text=zz, fg='black',
font=labelFont)
widget.pack()
self.postplot.create_window(self.yaxis_width-10, zz,
window=widget, tags='y_axis')
self.postplot.create_line(0, zz, 5, zz, fill='red',
tags='y_axis')
self.preplot.scale("y_axis", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.preplot.move("y_axis", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
self.postplot.scale("y_axis", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.postplot.move("y_axis", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
self.preplot.last_mag = 1.0
def rescale(MSWindow, self, val):
for type in ("plot", "dist_plot", "peak_plot", "background"):
self.plot.move(type, 0, -(self.height * 0.8))
self.plot.scale(type, 0, 0, 1,
float(1.0/float(self.plot.last_mag)))
self.plot.scale(type, 0, 0, 1, val)
self.plot.move(type, 0, (self.height * 0.8))
self.plot.last_mag = val
def rescale_y(MSWindow, self, val):
""" value should be in (0,1] (i think). Just alters the
appearance"""
self.preplot.delete('y_axis')
self.postplot.delete('y_axis')
labelFont = ('Helvetica', parms.get('label_font_size'))
arg1 = 0
arg2 = int((1.0/val) * self.height)
arg3 = int(math.floor(((1.0/val) * self.height)/5.0))
for zz in range(arg1, arg2, arg3):
# pre plot first
widget = Label(self.preplot, text=zz, fg='black', font=labelFont)
widget.pack()
self.preplot.create_window(10, val*zz, window=widget,
tags='y_axis')
self.preplot.create_line(self.yaxis_width-5, val*zz,
self.yaxis_width, val*zz, fill='red', tags='y_axis')
# post plot
widget = Label(self.postplot, text=zz, fg='black',
font=labelFont)
widget.pack()
self.postplot.create_window(self.yaxis_width-10, val*zz,
window=widget, tags='y_axis')
self.postplot.create_line(0, val*zz, 5, val*zz, fill='red',
tags='y_axis')
self.preplot.scale("y_axis", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.preplot.move("y_axis", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
self.postplot.scale("y_axis", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.postplot.move("y_axis", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
#for plot in [self.preplot, self.postplot]:
#
plot.move('y_axis', 0, -(self.height * 0.80))
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#
#
#

plot.scale('y_axis', 0, 0, 1, (1.0/self.preplot.last_mag))
plot.scale('y_axis', 0, 0, 1, val)
plot.move('y_axis', 0, (self.height * 0.80))

self.preplot.last_mag = val
def hard_rescale_y(self, ratio):
""" ratio should be out of 100. this function alters the data
itself"""
self.plot_object.hard_rescale_y(ratio)
self.y = self.plot_object.y
for plot in self.background_plots:
plot.hard_rescale_y(ratio)
if self.average_plot_visible:
self.draw_coordinates()
if self.background_plots_visible:
self.draw_background_coordinates()

def draw_x_axes(self):
self.plot.delete('x_axis')
# draw the lines now
self.plot.create_line(0,0,self.x_scale*self.x[-1],0,width=0.5,
fill='black', tags='x_axis')
labelFont = ('Helvetica', parms.get('label_font_size'))
for zz in range(0,int(self.x[-1]), int(self.x_axis_mark_every)):
a = self.plot.create_line(self.x_scale*zz, -2, self.x_scale*zz,
2, width=0.5, fill='black', tags='x_axis')
my_label = str(round(zz))
x = self.plot.create_text(self.x_scale*zz, -10, fill='black',
text = my_label, tags = 'x_axis', font=labelFont)
self.plot.lower(a)
self.plot.lower(x)
self.plot.scale("x_axis", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move("x_axis", 0, (self.height * 0.8))
def set_peak_rec_possible_peaks(self, possible_peaks):
self.possible_peaks = possible_peaks

def set_peak_rec_filter_resolution(self, resolution=0.002):
self.filter_resolution = resolution
def draw_peak_rec_possible_peaks(self):
# show all of the proteolysis fragments
self.plot.delete("fragments")
self.fragment_line_ids = []
self.fragment_line_weights = []
i = 0
for frag in self.possible_peaks:
if frag < self.x[-1]:
lin = self.plot.create_line(self.x_scale*frag, -4,
self.x_scale*frag, 2, width=2, fill='red', tags='fragments')
self.fragment_line_ids.append(lin)
self.fragment_line_weights.append(frag)
self.plot.tkraise(lin)
i += 1
self.plot.scale("fragments", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move("fragments", 0, (self.height * 0.82))
def remove_peak_rec_possible_peaks(self):
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self.plot.delete("fragments")
def draw_all_fragment_locations(self, locations):
# show all of the proteolysis fragments
self.plot.delete("all_fragments")
self.all_fragment_line_ids = []
self.all_fragment_line_weights = []
i = 0
for frag in locations:
if frag < self.x[-1]:
lin = self.plot.create_line(self.x_scale*frag, -4,
self.x_scale*frag, 2, width=2, fill='orange', tags="all_fragments")
self.all_fragment_line_ids.append(lin)
self.all_fragment_line_weights.append(frag)
self.plot.tkraise(lin)
i += 1
self.plot.scale("all_fragments", 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move( "all_fragments", 0, (self.height * 0.82))
def remove_all_fragment_locations(self):
self.plot.delete("all_fragments")

def canvas_motion(self, event):
# the following rejects any activity over the control plot
# there are better ways of doing this but I have to give a demo
tomorrow ;)
try:
message = 'x:%5s
y:%5.2f'%(int(self.plot.canvasx(event.x)),((1.0/self.plot.last_mag)*(1.0/0.8
)*((self.height-event.y)-(0.2*self.height))))
self.parent.parent.position_message = message
self.parent.parent.position_text.set(self.parent.parent.position_message)
except AttributeError:
return
try:
self.parent.parent.experiment
except AttributeError:
return
id = event.widget.find_overlapping(self.plot.canvasx(event.x)1,self.plot.canvasy(event.y)1,self.plot.canvasx(event.x)+1,self.plot.canvasy(event.y)+1)
if (len(id) > 0):
#fragset =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_all_possible_fragments_dictionary()
all_fragments =
self.fragment_line_ids+self.all_fragment_line_ids
all_fragment_line_weights =
self.fragment_line_weights+self.all_fragment_line_weights
# first look for it in the possible fragments list
for i in range(len(all_fragments)):
if (all_fragments[i] in id):
# if
this is the line
frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(all_fragment_
line_weights[i])
#print 'frag restulst %s'%(all_fragment_line_weights[i])
#print frag_results
if len(frag_results) > 1:
message = 'ambiguous'
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self.parent.parent.active_peak_message = message
self.parent.parent.active_peak_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_peak_messa
ge)
elif len(frag_results) == 0:
message = 'no fragment found?'
self.parent.parent.active_peak_message = message
self.parent.parent.active_peak_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_peak_messa
ge)
else:
if id[0] not in self.visible_modification_ids.keys():
message = 'weight %s fragment %s %s
%s'%(all_fragment_line_weights[i], frag_results[0]['site1'],
frag_results[0]['sequence'], frag_results[0]['site2'])
self.parent.parent.active_peak_message = message
self.parent.parent.active_peak_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_peak_messa
ge)
if
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_digestion_type() == 'exhaustive':
self.parent.parent._draw_modified_possible_fragments(i, id[0],
all_fragment_line_weights[i])
break
else:
self.parent.parent._delete_modified_possible_fragments(id[0])
self.parent.parent.active_peak_message = ""
self.parent.parent.active_peak_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_peak_messa
ge)
else:
# now look for it in the peaks list
keys = self.parent.parent.peak_profiles.keys()
found_it = 0
for key in keys:
#rps = self.parent.parent.get_reactions()
#profiles = []
#for rp in rps:
#
# add reaction profiles
#
profiles.append(rp.get_peak())
#
if
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_digestion_type() == 'exhaustive':
#
profiles.append(rp.get_modified_peak())
profiles = self.parent.parent.peak_profiles[key]
for peak_profile in profiles:
tag_ids = peak_profile.get_tag_ids()
tag_id = -1
if self.plot_object.label in tag_ids.keys():
tag_id = tag_ids[self.plot_object.label]
if tag_id == id[0]:
weight = peak_profile.get_weight()
if self.parent.parent.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
quant = peak_profile.get_areas()
elif self.parent.parent.fast_plot_type ==
'heights':
quant = peak_profile.get_heights()
quants_array = []
keys = quant.keys()
keys.sort()
avg_quant = 0.0
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for a in quant[self.plot_object.label]:
avg_quant += a
avg_quant /= len(quant[self.plot_object.label])
message = ""
self.parent.parent.active_peak_message = message
self.parent.parent.active_peak_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_peak_messa
ge)
tokens = string.split(key)
if tokens[0] in ['selected', 'unselected']:
keytouse = tokens[1]
else:
keytouse = tokens[0]
self.parent.parent.active_class_message = '%-s
%s'%("class",keytouse)
self.parent.parent.active_class_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_class_mes
sage)
self.parent.parent.active_weight_message = '%-s
%5.1f'%("weight", weight)
self.parent.parent.active_weight_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_weight_m
essage)
self.parent.parent.active_intensity_message =
'%-s %5.3f'%("avg ht", avg_quant)
self.parent.parent.active_intensity_text.set(self.parent.parent.active_inten
sity_message)
if self.parent.parent.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
self.parent.parent._draw_fast_plot(peak_profile.get_avg_areas())
elif self.parent.parent.fast_plot_type ==
'heights':
self.parent.parent._draw_fast_plot(peak_profile.get_avg_heights())
found_it = 1
break
if found_it:
break
if not found_it:
# see if it's a selected region
tags = self.plot.find_withtag('select-range-hilite')
if id[0] in tags:
self.parent.parent._fastplot_max_in_selected_range()
def clear_position_text(self, event):
try:
message = 'x:
y:
'
self.parent.parent.position_message = message
self.parent.parent.position_text.set(self.parent.parent.position_message)
except AttributeError:
pass
def _delete_modified_possible_fragments(self, id):
for tag in self.visible_modification_ids[id]:
self.plot.delete(tag)
del self.visible_modification_ids[id]
def _draw_modified_possible_fragments(self, i):
all_frags =
self.fragment_line_weights+self.all_fragment_line_weights
frag = all_frags[i]
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self.mod_fragment_line_ids = []
self.mod_fragment_line_weights = []
collected_tags = []
if frag < self.x[-1]:
results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(frag)
if len(results) > 1:
# disambiguate. get the modifying reagent
return
sequence =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(frag)[0]['seq
uence']
protease = self.parent.parent.experiment.get_protease()
reagent = self.parent.parent.experiment.get_modifying_reagent()
reagent_entry = self.parent.parent.parent.reactions_dict[reagent]
reagent_specificity = reagent_entry['target_AA']
reagent_weight
= reagent_entry['added_weight']
reaction_hits = 0
if protease == 'trypsin' and reagent == 'NHS':
sequence = sequence[:-1]
self.mod_fragment_line_ids = []
self.mod_fragment_line_weights = []
self.plot.delete("mod_fragments")
for aa in sequence[:-1]:
if aa in reagent_specificity:
reaction_hits += 1
r_wt = string.atof(reagent_weight) * reaction_hits
xval = self.x_scale*(frag+r_wt)
lin = self.plot.create_line(xval, -4, xval, 2, width=2,
fill='lime green', tags="mod_fragments")
collected_tags.append(lin)
self.mod_fragment_line_ids.append(lin)
self.mod_fragment_line_weights.append(frag+r_wt)
self.plot.tkraise(lin)
for tag in collected_tags:
self.plot.scale(tag, 0, 0, 1, -0.8)
self.plot.move(tag, 0, (self.height * 0.82))
return collected_tags
def print_visible_modifications_report(self):
# modification_ids are sets of canvas ids for fragments that have
been selected
saved_intensities = []
for id in self.visible_modification_ids:
for i in range(len(self.fragment_line_ids)):
if (id == self.fragment_line_ids[i]):
# if this is the line
weight = self.fragment_line_weights[i]
# find the peak that is closest to this weight
min_distance = 10000
closest_peak = -1
for peak_ind in self.plot_object.peaks:
if abs(self.plot_object.x[peak_ind] - weight) <
min_distance:
closest_peak = peak_ind
min_distance = abs(self.plot_object.x[peak_ind]weight)
saved_intensities.append([self.plot_object.y[closest_peak]])
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frag_results =
self.parent.parent.experiment.get_fragment_for_weight(self.fragment_line_wei
ghts[i])
if len(frag_results) == 1:
sequence = frag_results[0]['sequence']
reagent_entry =
self.parent.parent.parent.reactions_dict[self.parent.parent.experiment.get_m
odifying_reagent()]
reagent_specificity = reagent_entry['target_AA']
reagent_weight
= reagent_entry['added_weight']
reaction_hits = 0
for aa in sequence:
if aa in reagent_specificity:
reaction_hits += 1
r_wt = string.atof(reagent_weight) *
reaction_hits
xval = self.fragment_line_weights[i]+r_wt
min_distance = 10000
closest_point = -1
for plot_ind in
range(len(self.plot_object.x)):
if abs(self.plot_object.x[plot_ind] xval) < min_distance:
closest_point = plot_ind
min_distance =
abs(self.plot_object.x[plot_ind]-xval)
saved_intensities[1].append(self.plot_object.y[closest_point])
def plot_to_postscript(self, event, filename='temp.ps'):
print 'drawing to file %s'%(filename)
self.plot.postscript(file=filename)
def _calculate_peak_height_sum(self, unmodified_peak_indices,
modified_peak_indices, filter_resolution):
sum_intensity = 0.0
for peak in self.plot_object.peaks:
xval = self.plot_object.x[peak]
foundit = 0
for upeak in unmodified_peak_indices:
xval_u = self.plot_object.x[upeak]
if abs(xval-xval_u)/xval < filter_resolution:
sum_intensity += self.plot_object.y[peak]
foundit = 1
break
for mpeak_set in modified_peak_indices:
for mpeak in mpeak_set:
xval_m = self.plot_object.x[mpeak]
if abs(xval-xval_m)/xval < filter_resolution:
sum_intensity += self.plot_object.y[peak]
return sum_intensity
def _calculate_height_sum(self, ranges):
sum_intensity = 0.0
for r in ranges:
for i in range(r[0], r[1]):
#if self.plot_object.y[i] > 1.0:
sum_intensity += self.plot_object.y[i]
return sum_intensity
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###### PLOTTINGTOOLS.PY ######

# python imports
import parms
import string
import sys
import math
import time
import os.path
import tkFileDialog
import pickle
# internal imports
sys.path.append('./Tools/Math')
import Distribution
# dependency imports
sys.path.append('.Dependencies')
import scipy.stats
import random

# just in case its not built in

# These tools perform operations on sets of .csv files, in the form of class
Plot
# originally written for mass spectrometry, the methods are general to peak
# recognition and quantification. The default parameters are set for mass
spec though.
def scale_equivalent_observations_by_average_ratio(plots_in,
resolution=0.005):
for p in plots_in:
p.recognize_peaks(800)
# locate the peaks that are present in the first spectrum
weights_present = {}
p = plots_in[0]
for ind in p.peaks:
weight = p.x[ind]
weights_present[weight] = [0]
for i in range(1,len(plots_in)):
for ind in plots_in[i].peaks:
keys = weights_present.keys()
weight = plots_in[i].x[ind]
for key in keys:
if key-weight < weight*resolution:
if i not in weights_present[key]:
weights_present[key].append(i)
keys = weights_present.keys()
keys.sort()
delkeys = []
for key in keys:
for i in range(len(plots_in)):
if i not in weights_present[key]:
if key not in delkeys:
delkeys.append(key)
for key in delkeys:
del weights_present[key]
keys = weights_present.keys()
keys.sort()
# use these keys to get indices for the first plot,
p = plots_in[0]
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first_indices = []
for key in keys:
for i in range(len(p.x)):
if p.x[i] >= key:
first_indices.append(i)
break
# then use these indices with the get_trough_indices_for_peak_index
function to get indices
indices_table = []
for i in range(len(first_indices)):
indices_table.append([])
for p in plots_in:
a,b,c = p.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(first_indices[i])
indices_table[-1].append(b)
f = open('./ratios.txt', 'a')
# scale each observation to the first.
for i in range(1,len(plots_in)):
ratio_sum = 0.0
# use the indices to get the average ratio
lines = ['ratios plot %s\n'%(i), '']
for j in range(len(indices_table)):
ratio = plots_in[0].y[indices_table[j][0]] /
plots_in[i].y[indices_table[j][i]]
lines[-1] += '%5.3f, '%(ratio)
ratio_sum += ratio
lines[-1] += '\n'
ratio = 100.0*(ratio_sum / len(indices_table))
plots_in[i].hard_rescale_y(ratio)
f.writelines(lines)
f.close()
# now calculate the average peak height for the set of consensus peaks
and print
for i in range(len(plots_in)):
sum = 0.0
for j in range(len(indices_table)):
sum += plots_in[i].y[indices_table[j][i]]
def scale_equivalent_observations_by_height_sum(plots_in, resolution=0.005):
for p in plots_in:
p.recognize_peaks(800)
weights_present = {}
p = plots_in[0]
for ind in p.peaks:
weight = p.x[ind]
weights_present[weight] = [0]
for i in range(1,len(plots_in)):
for ind in plots_in[i].peaks:
keys = weights_present.keys()
weight = plots_in[i].x[ind]
for key in keys:
if key-weight < weight*resolution:
if i not in weights_present[key]:
weights_present[key].append(i)
keys = weights_present.keys()
keys.sort()
delkeys = []
for key in keys:
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for i in range(len(plots_in)):
if i not in weights_present[key]:
if key not in delkeys:
delkeys.append(key)
for key in delkeys:
del weights_present[key]
keys = weights_present.keys()
keys.sort()
# use these keys to get indices for the first plot,
p = plots_in[0]
first_indices = []
for key in keys:
for i in range(len(p.x)):
if p.x[i] >= key:
first_indices.append(i)
break
# then use these indices with the get_trough_indices_for_peak_index
function to get indices
# the following peaks are being used in the initial scaling
indices_table = []
row_weights = []
for i in range(len(first_indices)):
indices_table.append([])
row_weights.append(plots_in[0].x[first_indices[i]])
for p in plots_in:
a,b,c = p.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(first_indices[i])
indices_table[-1].append(b)
if len(indices_table) == 0:
print 'no consensus set of peaks to use in height sum. aborting
initial scaling'
return
if len(indices_table) > 1:
row_avgs = []
row_sds = []
for i in range(len(indices_table)):
row_avgs.append(0.0)
row_sds.append(0.0)
for i in range(len(indices_table)):
for j in range(len(plots_in)):
row_avgs[i] +=
plots_in[j].y[indices_table[i][j]]/float(len(indices_table[i]))
for i in range(len(indices_table)):
for j in range(len(plots_in)):
row_sds[i] += (plots_in[j].y[indices_table[i][j]]row_avgs[i])**2
for i in range(len(row_sds)):
row_sds[i] = math.sqrt(row_sds[i]/float(len(row_sds)-1))
print 'pre-normalization analysis for scaling by height sum'
for i in range(len(row_weights)):
print '%6.1f - '%(row_weights[i]),
for j in range(len(indices_table[i])):
print '%5.1f '%(plots_in[j].y[indices_table[i][j]]),
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print ' avg=%5.1f sd=%5.1f val=%5.1f'%(row_avgs[i], row_sds[i],
row_sds[i]/row_avgs[i])
sums = []
lsms = len(indices_table[0])
for j in range(len(indices_table[0])):
sums.append(0.0)
for j in range(lsms):
for item in indices_table:
sums[j] += plots_in[j].y[item[j]]
column_sums = []
for sum in sums:
column_sums.append(sum)
print "
",
for avg in column_sums:
print '%5.1f '%(avg),
print
# done pre-normalization analysis and printout
# collect the height sums
sums = []
for p in plots_in:
inisum = 0.0
for j in range(len(indices_table)):
inisum += p.y[indices_table[j][0]]
sums.append(inisum)
# find the largest
largest = None
size = 0
for i in range(len(sums)):
if sums[i] > size:
size = sums[i]
largest = i
# scale each observation to the first.
inisum = 0.0
for j in range(len(indices_table)):
inisum += plots_in[largest].y[indices_table[j][largest]]
for i in range(0,len(plots_in)):
if i != largest:
second_sum = 0.0
for j in range(len(indices_table)):
second_sum += plots_in[i].y[indices_table[j][i]]
if second_sum > 0.0:
ratio = 100.0*( inisum / second_sum )
plots_in[i].hard_rescale_y(ratio)
else:
print 'no peaks found, no rescale to apply'
# now calculate the average peak height for the set of consensus peaks
and print
for i in range(len(plots_in)):
sum = 0.0
for j in range(len(indices_table)):
sum += plots_in[i].y[indices_table[j][i]]
print 'plot %s, peakheight sum = %s'%(plots_in[i].label, sum)
# begin post-normalization analysis and printout
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if len(indices_table) > 1:
row_avgs = []
row_sds = []
for i in range(len(indices_table)):
row_avgs.append(0.0)
row_sds.append(0.0)
for i in range(len(indices_table)):
for j in range(len(plots_in)):
row_avgs[i] +=
plots_in[j].y[indices_table[i][j]]/float(len(indices_table[i]))
for i in range(len(indices_table)):
for j in range(len(plots_in)):
row_sds[i] += (plots_in[j].y[indices_table[i][j]]row_avgs[i])**2
for i in range(len(row_sds)):
row_sds[i] = math.sqrt(row_sds[i]/float(len(row_sds)-1))
print 'post-normalization analysis'
for i in range(len(row_weights)):
print '%6.1f - '%(row_weights[i]),
for j in range(len(indices_table[i])):
print '%5.1f '%(plots_in[j].y[indices_table[i][j]]),
print ' avg=%5.1f sd=%5.1f val=%5.1f'%(row_avgs[i], row_sds[i],
row_sds[i]/row_avgs[i])
sums = []
lsms = len(indices_table[0])
for j in range(len(indices_table[0])):
sums.append(0.0)
for j in range(lsms):
for item in indices_table:
sums[j] += plots_in[j].y[item[j]]
column_sums = []
for sum in sums:
column_sums.append(sum)
print "
",
for avg in column_sums:
print '%5.1f '%(avg),
print

def normalize_plots_by_unreactive_fragments(plots_in, possible_fragments,
resolution = 0.002):
# recognize peaks in the spectra
for p in plots_in:
p.recognize_peaks(800)
# figure out which possible_fragments correspond to the recognized peaks
associations = []
i = 0
for p in plots_in:
associations.append([])
for peak in p.peaks:
weight = p.x[peak]
best_frag = None
closest_distance=100000
for pf in possible_fragments:
# a set of weights
d = abs(weight-pf)
if d < resolution*pf:
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if d < closest_distance:
closest_distance = d
best_frag = pf
if best_frag:
associations[-1].append([weight, best_frag, peak])
i += 1
# figure out which ones are present in any of the spectra
all_weights = {}
for set in associations:
redundancy_monitor = []
for a in set:
frag = a[1]
if frag not in redundancy_monitor:
redundancy_monitor.append(frag)
if frag not in all_weights.keys():
all_weights[frag] = 1
else:
all_weights[frag] += 1

keys = all_weights.keys()
keys.sort()
# print out the heights of fragments in associations
for target_weight in keys:
if all_weights[target_weight] == len(plots_in):
# if the
association is present for all spectra
print '%s present in %s spectra'%(target_weight,
all_weights[target_weight])
heights_table = []
for target_weight in keys:
heights_table.append([])
if all_weights[target_weight] == len(plots_in):
# if the
association is present for all spectra
i = 0
for set in associations:
# one for each spectrum
for a in set:
# for each of its
peak/fragment associations
if a[1] == target_weight:
# if the association
involves this fragment
heights_table[-1].append(plots_in[i].y[a[2]])
break
i += 1
f = open('./rxn_data.txt', 'wb')
pickle.dump(heights_table, f)
f.close()
def calibrate_x_spread_by_clustering(plot_in, possible_fragments, resolution
= 0.005):
# the following function searches for peak/fragment associations wihin
range factor*resolution using shift
# returns a list of [peak_weight, fragment_weight]
def get_associations(factor, shift):
associations = []
for peak in plot_in.peaks:
weight = plot_in.x[peak] + shift
height = plot_in.y[peak]
if height < 2.0:
continue
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best_frag = None
closest_distance=100000
for pf in possible_fragments:
# a set of weights
d = abs(weight-pf)
if d < factor*resolution*pf:
if d < closest_distance:
closest_distance = d
best_frag = pf
if best_frag:
associations.append([weight-shift, best_frag])
return associations
# recognize peaks in the spectra
plot_in.recognize_peaks(800)
initial_association_count = len(get_associations(1.0, 0.0))
associations = get_associations(2.0, 0.0)
print '%s seconds -- %2s associations at 2.0*resolving power, %2s normal
associations'%(plot_in.label, len(associations), initial_association_count)
avg_shift = 0
if len(associations) == 1:
avg_shift = associations[0][1]-associations[0][0]
elif len(associations) > 1:
clusters = {}
# try to use each distance as a new possible shift
for i in range(len(associations)):
shift = associations[i][1]-associations[i][0]
# frag wt - peak
wt
clusters[shift] = get_associations(0.25, shift)
keys = clusters.keys()
keys.sort()
for shift in keys:
print 'shifting %4.1f gives %s associations'%(shift,
len(clusters[shift]))
# find the largest cluster
best_key = -1
best_count = 0
for key in keys:
if len(clusters[key]) > best_count:
best_key = key
best_count = len(clusters[key])
# figure out how many clusters have this amount
ties = 0
for key in keys:
if len(clusters[key]) == best_count:
ties += 1
# if there's a tie, find the shift that's closest to zero
if ties > 0:
smallest_key_index = None
for i in range(0,len(keys)):
if len(clusters[keys[i]]) == best_count:
# if its one of
the ties, consider it
if smallest_key_index:
if abs(keys[i]) < abs(keys[smallest_key_index]):
# if closer to zero
smallest_key_index = i
else:
smallest_key_index = i # initialize
best_key = keys[smallest_key_index]
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associations

= get_associations(0.2, best_key)

avg_shift = 0.0
for association in associations:
avg_shift += association[1] - association[0]
avg_shift /= len(associations)
new_association_count = len(get_associations(1.0, avg_shift))
print '%2s 1.0, %2s 0.2 -- best shift %s, avg shift
%s'%(new_association_count, len(associations), best_key, avg_shift)
return avg_shift
def multiple_calibrate_x_by_total_associations_for_shifts(plots_in,
possible_fragments, shifts, resolution=0.005, start_weight=800, smoothing=1):
"""
takes a list of shifts to calculate association maps for, at the
inverted mass power from start_weight
initial weight to exclude low-molecular weight peaks. The function
calculates the total number of fragment-peak
associations at each of the calibration shift values given, over the
set of plots given. It uses the plot object's
.peaks list for the associations using the plots and the input set of
shift values, and returns the totals as a list.
"""
def get_associations(plot_in, factor, shift):
associations = []
for peak in plot_in.peaks:
weight = plot_in.x[peak] + shift
height = plot_in.y[peak]
if height < 2.0:
continue
best_frag = None
closest_distance=100000
for pf in possible_fragments:
# a set of weights
d = abs(weight-pf)
if d < factor*resolution*pf:
if d < closest_distance:
closest_distance = d
best_frag = pf
if best_frag:
associations.append([weight-shift, best_frag])
return associations
for plot in plots_in:
plot.recognize_peaks(start_weight)
total_association_count = {}
for shift in shifts:
total_association_count[shift] = 0
for shift in shifts:
for plot in plots_in:
associations = get_associations(plot, 0.33, shift)
total_association_count[shift] += len(associations)
for shift in shifts:
print "shift %s - %s total associations"%(shift,
total_association_count[shift])
tac = total_association_count
if smoothing:
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# run a simple smoothing algorithm:
new_counts = {}
new_counts[shifts[0]] = (tac[shifts[0]] + tac[shifts[1]])/2.0
for shift in shifts[1:-1]:
new_counts[shift] = (tac[shift-1] + tac[shift] +
tac[shift+1])/3.0
new_counts[shifts[-1]] = (tac[shifts[-1]] + tac[shifts[-2]])/2.0
tac = new_counts
print '\nsmoothing\n'
for shift in shifts:
print "shift %s - %s total associations"%(shift, tac[shift])
max = 0
best= None
for shift in shifts:
if tac[shift] > max:
max = tac[shift]
best = shift
return best
def calibrate_x_spread_to_possible_fragments(plot_in, possible_fragments,
resolution = 0.005):
# recognize peaks in the spectra
plot_in.recognize_peaks(800)
# figure out which possible_fragments correspond to the recognized peaks
associations = []
for peak in plot_in.peaks:
weight = plot_in.x[peak]
height = plot_in.y[peak]
if height < 3.0:
continue
best_frag = None
closest_distance=100000
for pf in possible_fragments:
# a set of weights
d = abs(weight-pf)
if d < resolution*pf:
if d < closest_distance:
closest_distance = d
best_frag = pf
if best_frag:
associations.append([weight, best_frag])
start_distance = 0.0
for ass in associations:
start_distance += ass[1]-ass[0]
if len(associations) != 0:
start_distance /= len(associations)
else:
print 'no peak/fragment associations to work with... aborting
calibration'
return
print '%3s peak/fragment associations from %3s peaks for calibration '%(len(associations), len(plot_in.peaks)),
best_so_far = 10000
best_args
= []
best_ini
= []
if len(associations) == 0:
print 'no peak-fragment associations; do not calibrate'
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return
elif len(associations) == 1:
print 'only one peak-fragment association. calibrate'
b = associations[0][0] - associations[0][1]
else:
for i in range(10):
# get the best-fitting y = mx+b equation
seed = time.clock()
random.seed(seed)
initial_b = random.uniform(start_distance-(0.2*start_distance),
start_distance+(0.2*start_distance))
c_lambda = lambda args: _get_b_fitness(args, associations)
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.fmin(c_lambda, [initial_b],
args=(), xtol=1e-2, ftol=1e-2, maxiter=1000, full_output=0, disp=0)
end_sd = c_lambda([opt_args])
if end_sd < best_so_far:
best_so_far = end_sd
best_args = opt_args
print 'best %s

sd %s'%(best_args, best_so_far)

# modify the x-values accordingly
b = best_args[0]
new_xvals = []
for x in plot_in.x:
new_xvals.append(x + b)
plot_in.x = new_xvals
def _get_b_fitness(args, blist):
b = args[0]
if len(blist) == 1:
return blist[0][1]-blist[0][0] + b
distances = []
total_dist = 0.0
for xy in blist:
val = xy[1]-(xy[0]+b)
distances.append( abs(val) )
total_dist += val
avg_d = total_dist / float(len(blist))
# get the SD
sd = 0.0
for d in distances:
sd += (d-avg_d)**2
ret_val = math.sqrt(sd/(len(distances)-1))
return ret_val
def _get_mb_fitness(args, mblist):
m = args[0]
b = args[1]
distances = []
total_dist = 0.0
for xy in mblist:
x = xy[0]
y = xy[1]
val = abs(y-((m*x)+b))
distances.append( val )
total_dist += val
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avg_d = total_dist / float(len(mblist))
# get the SD
sd = 0.0
for d in distances:
sd += (d-avg_d)**2
ret_val = math.sqrt(sd/(len(distances)-1))
return ret_val
def max_of_plots(plots_in, filename_out=None):
""" first interpolates all plots, then saves and returns the max from
each point """
newP = Plot()
for i in range(len(plots_in[0].x)):
newP.x.append(0.0)
newP.y.append(0.0)
x = plots_in[0].x
numplots = len(plots_in)
for i in range(len(x)):
maxy = 0.0
for p in plots_in:
if p.y[i] > maxy:
maxy = p.y[i]
newP.x[i] = x[i]
newP.y[i] = maxy
if filename_out:
if len(filename_out) == 0:
filename_out = 'average_spectra'
tokens = string.split(filename_out, '.')
if tokens[-1] != 'csv':
filename_out = filename_out + '.csv'
newP.source_file = filename_out
newP.write(filename_out)
return newP
else:
return newP
def average_plots(plots_in, filename_out=None):
""" first interpolates all three, then calculates and saves an average
Plot """
orig_length = len(plots_in[0].x)
for plot in plots_in:
if len(plot.x) != orig_length:
print 'interpolating'
interpolate_plots(plots_in)
break
newP = Plot()
for i in range(len(plots_in[0].x)):
newP.x.append(0.0)
newP.y.append(0.0)
x = plots_in[0].x
numplots = len(plots_in)
for i in range(len(x)):
avey = 0.0
for p in plots_in:
avey += p.y[i]
newP.x[i] = x[i]
newP.y[i] = avey/numplots
if filename_out:
if len(filename_out) == 0:
filename_out = 'average_spectra'
tokens = string.split(filename_out, '.')
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if tokens[-1] != 'csv':
filename_out = filename_out + '.csv'
newP.source_file = filename_out
newP.write(filename_out)
return newP
else:
return newP
def interpolate_plots(plots_in):
# first interpolate the later panels to the first
# use a simple triangles method for now, but the vtk code can
interpolate Bezier curves
# first find the latest start and earliest end
latest_start = -10000.0
earliest_end = 1000000.0
for p in plots_in:
if p.x[0] > latest_start:
latest_start = p.x[0]
if p.x[-1] < earliest_end:
earliest_end = p.x[-1]
# now delimit the first mspanel to these bounds
p1 = plots_in[0]
start_ind = 0
end_ind = len(p1.x)
for x_ind in range(len(p1.x)):
if p1.x[x_ind] >= latest_start:
start_ind = x_ind
break
for x_ind in range(len(p1.x)-1, -1, -1):
if p1.x[x_ind] <= earliest_end:
end_ind = x_ind
break
p1.x = p1.x[start_ind:end_ind+1]
p1.y = p1.y[start_ind:end_ind+1]
for p2 in plots_in[1:]:
new_xs = []
new_ys = []
last_2ind = 1
for x1 in p1.x:
# find the nearest pair of coordinates in p2
for x2_ind in range(last_2ind, len(p2.x)):
if p2.x[x2_ind] >= x1:
# use triangles to interpolate
ratio = (x1-p2.x[x2_ind-1]) / (p2.x[x2_ind]-p2.x[x2_ind1])
new_xs.append(x1)
new_ys.append(p2.y[x2_ind-1] + ratio * (p2.y[x2_ind]p2.y[x2_ind-1]))
# this should work
if p2.x[x2_ind] > x1:
last_2ind = x2_ind-1
else:
last_2ind = x2_ind
break
p2.x = new_xs
p2.y = new_ys
print '.',
def subtract_plot(plots_in, plot_to_subtract):
for plot in plots_in:
if len(plot.y) != len(plot_to_subtract.y):
plots_in.append(plot)
interpolate_plots(plots_in)
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plot_to_subtract = plots_in[-1]
plots_in = plots_in[:-1]
for plot in plots_in:
for i in range(len(plot_to_subtract.y)):
plot.y[i] = plot.y[i] - plot_to_subtract.y[i]
def normalize_and_subtract_plot(plots_in, plot_to_subtract):
""" to subtract the controls,
for each control,
1. recognize peaks in the control
2. find the biggest height ratio between the plots at any of
these peaks
3. normalize the plot_to_subtract by this ratio
4. subtract
"""
plot_to_subtract.recognize_peaks(1000)
if len(plot_to_subtract.peaks) == 0:
print 'no peaks to subtract from control'
return
for observation in plots_in:
control_ratio = 0.0
smallest_ratio = 1.0
for peak_index in plot_to_subtract.peaks:
height_ratio = observation.y[peak_index] /
plot_to_subtract.y[peak_index]
if height_ratio < smallest_ratio:
control_ratio = height_ratio
if control_ratio < 0.0:
print 'trivial control presence in spectrum, aborting control
removal'
continue
print 'normalizing control ratio is %s'%(control_ratio)
new_ys = []
for i in range(len(observation.y)):
new_ys.append(observation.y[i] (control_ratio*plot_to_subtract.y[i]))
observation.y = new_ys
def standardize_plots(plots_in):
pass
"""
# first get any standards information available
standards = []
for std_ind in self.project.standards_selected:
standards.append(string.atof(self.project.standards_weights[std_ind]))
standards.sort()
print 'standards', standards
# so far, coordinates have only been generated, not drawn
searchrange = .002
# percent weight for tolerance of x- shift
# right now, this code assumes only one standard is selected
if len(standards) > 1:
print 'only working with one standard, deleting the others'
standards = standards[0:0]
standards_heights = []
standards_indices = []
standards_xs
= []
for mspanel in mspanels:
standards_heights.append([])
# each panel gets a list of
heights for each standard
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standards_indices.append([])
# each panel gets a list of
heights for each standard
standards_xs.append([])
for stdwt in standards:
# first locate the x-index of the weight
midind = -1
midx
= 0.0
xs = mspanel.x
# dereference speedup
for x_ind in range(len(xs)):
if xs[x_ind] > stdwt:
if abs(xs[x_ind]-stdwt) < abs(xs[x_ind-1]-stdwt):
midind = x_ind
midx
= xs[x_ind]
else:
midind = x_ind-1
midx
= xs[x_ind-1]
break
startind = -1
startx
= 0.0
for x_ind in range(len(xs)):
if midx-xs[x_ind] <= stdwt * searchrange:
if abs(xs[x_ind]-stdwt) < abs(xs[x_ind-1]-stdwt):
startind = x_ind
startx
= xs[x_ind]
else:
startind = x_ind-1
startx
= xs[x_ind-1]
break
endind = -1
endx
= 0.0
for x_ind in range(len(xs)):
if xs[x_ind]-midx > stdwt * searchrange:
if abs(xs[x_ind]-stdwt) < abs(xs[x_ind-1]-stdwt):
endind = x_ind
endx
= xs[x_ind]
else:
endind = x_ind-1
endx
= xs[x_ind-1]
break
maxind = 0
maxht = 0.0
ys = mspanel.y
for x_ind in range(startind, endind):
if ys[x_ind] > maxht:
maxht = ys[x_ind]
maxind = x_ind
standards_heights[-1].append(string.atof(maxht))
standards_indices[-1].append(maxind)
standards_xs[-1].append(mspanel.x[maxind])
# now find the lowest
low_height = 100000.0
for std in standards_heights:
if std[0] < low_height:
low_height = std[0]
# normalize the y-axis
panel_index = 0
for mspanel in mspanels:
ys = mspanel.y
for y_ind in range(len(ys)):
ys[y_ind] = ys[y_ind] *
(low_height/standards_heights[panel_index][0])
panel_index += 1
# and normalize the x-axis
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panel_index = 0
for mspanel in mspanels:
dif = mspanel.x[standards_indices[panel_index][0]] - standards[0]
# find the offset of the panel
xstd = mspanel.x[standards_indices[panel_index][0]]
for x_ind in range(len(mspanel.x)):
#mspanel.x[x_ind] = mspanel.x[x_ind] (mspanel.x[x_ind]/xstd)*dif
mspanel.x[x_ind] = mspanel.x[x_ind] (mspanel.x[x_ind]/xstd)*dif
panel_index += 1
"""

class Plot:
def __init__(self, source_file=None):
self.x = []
self.y = []
self.source_file = ""
self.peaks = []
# a list of indices
self.troughs = []
self.statistics = {}
self.label = None
self.filter_resolution = 0.005
self.min_peak_height=None
self.threshold_peak_slope = 0.25
self.threshold_peak_slope_window_size = 2
self.mass_range = [0,10000]
self.peak_style = 'slope'
self.peak_LOD = 1
self.peak_LOQ = 10
if source_file:
self.load_csv(source_file)
def get_LOQ(self):
return self.peak_LOQ
def get_LOD(self):
return self.peak_LOD
def set_peak_style(self, peak_style):
self.peak_style = peak_style
def get_peak_style(self):
return self.peak_style
def set_mass_range(self, mass_range):
self.mass_range = mass_range
def get_mass_range(self):
return self.mass_range
def get_filter_resolution(self):
return self.filter_resolution
def set_filter_resolution(self, new_resolution):
self.filter_resolution = new_resolution
def get_threshold_peak_parms(self):
""" returns minslope and windowsize for delimiting peaks
"""
return self.threshold_peak_slope,
self.threshold_peak_slope_window_size
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def set_threshold_peak_parms(self, parms):
""" takes a 2 element parms array with minslope and windowsize
"""
self.threshold_peak_slope = parms[0]
self.threshold_peak_slope_window_size = parms[1]
def _recalculate_baseline(self, selection, loq_multiplier=10):
if selection == None or selection == []:
selection = [[self.x[0], self.x[-1]]]
sum = 0.0
count = 0.0
for cur_range in selection:
if cur_range[0] > cur_range[1]:
t_range = cur_range[0]
cur_range[0] = cur_range[1]
cur_range[1] = t_range
for i in range(len(self.x)):
if self.x[i] > cur_range[0] and self.x[i] < cur_range[1]+1.0:
sum += self.y[i]
count += 1.0
if count <= 1:
print 'no region selected for assessing baseline'
return
average = sum / count
accum = 0.0
for cur_range in selection:
for i in range(len(self.x)):
if self.x[i] > cur_range[0] and self.x[i] < cur_range[1]+1.0:
accum += (average - self.y[i])**2
self.peak_SD = math.sqrt(accum/(count-1.0))
self.peak_LOD = 3.0 * self.peak_SD
# limit of detection
self.peak_LOQ = loq_multiplier * self.peak_SD
# limit of
quantification
name = os.path.split(self.source_file)
if len(name)== 2:
name = name[1]
print '%s - SD %5.3f, LOD %5.3f, LOQ %5.3f'%(self.source_file,
self.peak_SD, self.peak_LOD, self.peak_LOQ)
self.adjust_min_peak_height(self.peak_LOQ)
return self.peak_LOQ
def calculate_statistics(self):
""" calculates .statistics dict, including 'average',
'standard_deviation', 'zscore'.
z_scores takes up a little memory, might want to delete after
use.
"""
sum = 0
count = len(self.y)
for zz in self.y:
sum = sum + float(zz)
self.statistics['average'] = sum / count
avght = self.statistics['average']
sum = 0
for zz in self.y:
sum = sum + pow(float(zz) - avght, 2)
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self.statistics['standard_deviation'] = math.sqrt(sum/(count-1))
sd = self.statistics['standard_deviation']
self.statistics['z_scores'] = []
for zz in self.y:
self.statistics['z_scores'].append((float(zz)-avght)/sd)
def load_csv_by_GUI(self):
filename = tkFileDialog.askopenfilename(title = 'Select a project
file', defaultextension='.csv', filetypes=[("comma-delimited plot",
"*.csv"),("all files", "*")])
self.load_csv(filename)
def load_from_array(self, array, array2=None):
""" load from a nX2 array or 2 nX1 arrays if array2 is present
"""
tmp_file = open('tmp3946.csv', 'w')
if array2:
for i in range(len(array)):
line = '%s, %s\n'%(array[i], array2[i])
tmp_file.write(line)
else:
for i in range(len(array)):
line = '%s, %s\n'%(array[i][0], array[i][1])
tmp_file.write(line)
tmp_file.close()
self.load_csv('tmp3946.csv')
os.remove('tmp3946.csv')
def load_csv(self, csv_file):
path = os.path.split(csv_file)
print 'loading plot %s'%(path[-1])
self.x = []
self.y = []
self.source_file = csv_file
# convert scientific notation to standard
source = open(csv_file)
lines = source.readlines()
for zz in lines:
if (string.find(zz, "Intensity") > 0):
continue
if len(zz) == 0:
break
coors = string.split(zz, ',')
if string.find(coors[0], 'e') > 0:
# check this e stuff for
bugs
self.x.append(float('0.000'))
else:
self.x.append(float(coors[0]))
if string.find(coors[1], 'e') > 0:
self.y.append(float('0.000'))
else:
self.y.append(float(coors[1]))
source.close()
def smooth_plot(self, smoothing_gap=None):
tmpy = 0
x_temp = self.x
self.x = []
y_temp = self.y
self.y = []
if not smoothing_gap:
smoothing_gap = parms.get('smoothing_gap')
for zz in range(smoothing_gap, len(x_temp)-smoothing_gap-1):
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self.x.append(x_temp[zz])
store the original x-coor
tmpy = 0.00
if (smoothing_gap > 0):
this loop if no smoothing
for yy in range(zz-smoothing_gap, zz+smoothing_gap):
over the range to smooth
tmpy = tmpy + y_temp[yy]
# collect
values
tmpy = tmpy /((smoothing_gap*2)-1)
and divide by the width
else:
no smoothing
tmpy = y_temp[zz]
just copy the y-val directly
self.y.append(tmpy)

#

# skip
#
the
#
# if
#

def write(self, filename):
outfile = open(filename, 'w')
lines = []
for i in range(len(self.x)):
lines.append('%s, %s\n'%(self.x[i], self.y[i]))
outfile.writelines(lines)
outfile.close()
def adjust_min_peak_height(self, min_peak_height):
self.min_peak_height = min_peak_height

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

def recognize_peaks(self, min_weight=1000, min_peak_height=None):
direction = -1
# start out looking for a trough
last_peak = 0
last_trough = 0
self.peaks = []
self.troughs = []
self.peak_count = 0
self.trough_count = 0
if min_weight == None:
min_weight = self.get_mass_range()[0]
height_thresh = parms.get('height_thresh')
if min_peak_height == None:
self.min_peak_height = parms.get('min_peak_height')
else:
self.min_peak_height = min_peak_height
# this code performs the recognition of peaks in the sum window
for i in range(0,len(self.x)):
if self.x[i] > min_weight:
if direction == 0:
if no direction yet
if self.y[last_peak] >= self.y[i] + height_thresh:
if last peak >> current
direction = -1
then decreasing
elif self.y[i] >= self.y[last_trough] + height_thresh:
else if current >> last trough
direction = 1
then increasing
if self.y[last_peak] < self.y[i]:
if last peak < current
last_peak = i
last peak = current
elif self.y[i] < self.y[last_trough]:
else if current < last trough
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

last_trough = i
last trough = current
elif direction == 1:
else if increasing
if self.y[last_peak] < self.y[i]:
if last peak < current
last_peak = i
last peak = current
elif self.y[last_peak] >= self.y[i] + height_thresh:
else if last peak >> current
direction = -1
direction decreasing
last_trough = i
last trough = current
if self.y[i] > self.min_peak_height:
if current > min peak height
self.peaks.append(last_peak)
record this peak
self.peak_count = self.peak_count+1

#
elif direction == -1:
# else if decreasing
if self.y[last_trough] > self.y[i]:
#
if last trough > current
last_trough = i
#
last trough = current
elif self.y[i] >= self.y[last_trough] + height_thresh:
#
else if current >> last trough
direction = 1
#
direction increasing
last_peak = i
#
last peak = current
self.troughs.append(last_trough)
#
record this trough
new_troughs = []
# this gets a set of lists, two indices each,
representing the bounds of a peak
for peak in self.peaks:
# get the next and last troughs
d = 10000
last_trough = 0
for trough in self.troughs:
dist = abs(self.x[peak] - self.x[trough])
if dist < d and self.x[trough] < self.x[peak]:
d = dist
last_trough = trough
# now search for a close-to-zero point between the peak and the
trough, or just use the trough
for j in range(peak, last_trough, -1):
if self.y[j] < 0.1:
last_trough = j
break
d = 10000
next_trough = 0
for trough in self.troughs:
dist = abs(self.x[peak] - self.x[trough])
if dist < d and self.x[trough] < self.x[peak]:
d = dist
next_trough = trough
# now search for a close-to-zero point between the peak and the
trough, or just use the trough
for j in range(peak, next_trough):
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if self.y[j] < 0.1:
next_trough = j
break
new_troughs.append([last_trough, next_trough])
self.troughs = new_troughs
self.trough_count = len(new_troughs)
def get_peak_count(self):
return self.peak_count
def optimize_peaks_fmin(self, type):
self.quantify_peaks(1, 'simplex', type)
def optimize_peaks_powell(self, type):
self.quantify_peaks(1, 'powell', type)
def approximate_peaks(self, type):
self.quantify_peaks(0, 0, type)
def fit_peak_approximations(self, fit_type, min_type='simplex'):
""" assumes recognize peaks was already called """
self.distribution = Distribution(fit_type)
peak_args = []
output = []
coor_1200 = 0
for coor_index in range(0,len(self.x)):
if self.x[coor_index] > self.get_mass_range()[0]:
coor_1200 = coor_index
break
seed = time.clock()
random.seed(seed)
#self.distribution.randomize_initial_constants()
print "optimizing for randomized constants
%s"%(self.distribution.initial_constants)
peak_args = self.distribution.get_parameter_approximations(self)
print 'initial fitness =
%s'%(self.get_distribution_initial_fitness(peak_args, self, self.peaks))
indices = []
c_lambda = lambda args: self.get_all_panel_fitness(args, coor_1200,
len(panel.x))
if min_type == 'simplex':
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.fmin(c_lambda,
self.distribution.initial_constants, args=(), xtol=1e-2, ftol=1e-2,
maxiter=1000, full_output=0, disp=1)
if min_type == 'powell':
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.fmin_powell(c_lambda,
self.distribution.initial_constants, args=(), xtol=1e-2, ftol=1e-2,
maxiter=100, full_output=0, disp=1)
if min_type == 'fsolve':
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.fsolve(c_lambda,
self.distribution.initial_constants,
args=(),fprime=None,full_output=0,col_deriv=0,xtol=1e-2)
print opt_args, seed
def get_fitness(self, constants, start, end, verbose=0):
score = 0.0
panel_count = 0
peak_args = self.distribution.get_parameter_approximations(self,
constants)
# first calculate the distributions
self.distribution.calculate_distributions(peak_args, self,
self.peaks, start, end)
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# given this set of parameters, get the sum squared error
dif = 0.0
corcnt = 0
for coor_index in range(start, end):
if self.x[coor_index] > 3500 and self.x[coor_index] < 4400:
continue
else:
if self.y[coor_index] > 0.5:
dif = dif + ((self.y[coor_index]self.dist_y[coor_index])**2)
corcnt += 1
if verbose:
print "fitness %11.8f"%(math.sqrt(dif/(0.0+corcnt)))
score += math.sqrt(dif/(0.0+corcnt))
panel_count = panel_count + 1
if verbose:
print "average_fitness = %11.8f"%(score),
for i in constants:
print "%5.3f"%(i),
print
return score
def quantify_peaks(self, do_optimize, optimization_type=0,
fit_type='double gaussian'):
self.distribution = Distribution(fit_type)
pre_fitness = []
post_fitness = []
fitness_time = []
# Initialize the scale_y with full length
peak_args = self.distribution.get_parameter_approximations(self)
# if activated, find a set of parameters for each distribution
if do_optimize:
# using these approximations, scan for regions standing out from
the baseline
region_count = 0
region_starts = []
region_ends
= []
in_region = 0
index = 0
region_dividing_thresh = 0.5
for ht in self.dist_y:
if not in_region:
if ht > region_dividing_thresh:
# start a region
start = index
in_region = 1
else:
if ht < region_dividing_thresh:
# close a region
if index-start > 10:
# if the region
is big enough
region_starts.append(start)
region_ends.append(index)
in_region = 0
region_count = region_count + 1
index = index+1
print "%d regions to optimize"%(region_count)
portion_sum = 0.0
for i in range(0,region_count):
portion = (0.0+region_ends[i] region_starts[i])/len(self.dist_y)
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print "%d %d - %5.3f pcnt of space"%(region_starts[i],
region_ends[i], portion)
portion_sum = portion_sum + portion
print "%5.3f pcnt of space covered"%(portion_sum)
for region_index in range(0,region_count):
print "\nworking on region %d from %6.1f to
%6.1f"%(region_index, self.x[region_starts[region_index]],
self.x[region_ends[region_index]])
# collect the peak indices of any peaks in this region
peak_index = 0
peak_indices = []
initial_args = []
for peak in self.peaks:
if peak >= region_starts[region_index] and peak <=
region_ends[region_index]:
peak_indices.append(peak)
print "peak_args (%s)"%(self.peak_args[peak_index])
initial_args.append(self.peak_args[peak_index])
peak_index = peak_index + 1
arg_list = []
for args in initial_args:
for arg in args:
arg_list.append(float(arg))
print "contains %s peaks"%(len(peak_indices))
if len(peak_indices)==0:
continue
# to the next region
# initialize the distributions
self.get_distribution_initial_fitness(initial_args, self,
peak_indices)
# create a fitness function for this region
fit_func = lambda args:
self.get_extended_distribution_fitness(args, self, peak_indices,
region_starts[region_index], region_ends[region_index])
# perform the optimization
fmin_max_iter = 500
powell_max_iter = 10
anneal_max_iter = 100
if optimization_type == 'simplex':
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.fmin(fit_func, arg_list,
args=(), xtol=1e-2, ftol=1e-2, maxiter=fmin_max_iter, full_output=0, disp=1)
elif optimization_type == 'powell':
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.fmin_powell(fit_func,
arg_list, args=(), xtol=1e-2, ftol=1e-2, maxiter=powell_max_iter,
full_output=0, disp=1)
#elif optimization_type == 2:
#
opt_args = scipy.stats.optimize.anneal(panel_fit_func,
initial_args, upper=1000.0, lower=0.0, feps=1e-4, maxiter=anneal_max_iter,
schedule='fast')
#post_fitness.append(self.get_extended_distribution_fitness(opt_args, panel,
peak_indices, region_starts[region_index], region_ends[region_index]))
print "args %s"%(opt_args)
for cnt in range(0,len(peak_indices)):
# go through each of the peaks included in this region
for peak_index in range(0,len(self.peaks)):
# search through the peaks
if self.peaks[peak_index] == peak_indices[cnt]:
# if this is the one
for i in range(self.distribution.arg_cnt):
self.peak_args[peak_index][i] =
opt_args[(cnt*self.distribution.arg_cnt)+i]
# set the SD for this
peak to the SD from the optimization output
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self.distribution.plot_distributions(self)
def get_approximations_fitness(self, input_args, start, end):
args = self.distribution.get_parameter_approximations(self,
input_args,fit_type)
soln = self.get_distribution_fitness(args, self, self.peaks, start,
end)
return soln
def get_extended_distribution_fitness(self, peak_args, peak_indices,
start, end):
# turns a flat list of args into a list of lists
long_list = []
cnt = 0
for arg in range(0,len(peak_indices)):
short_list = []
for i in range(0,self.distribution.arg_cnt):
short_list.append(peak_args[cnt])
cnt = cnt + 1
long_list.append(short_list)
return self.get_distribution_fitness(long_list, self, peak_indices,
start, end)
def get_distribution_initial_fitness(self, peak_args, panel,
peak_indices):
self.distribution.calculate_initial_distributions(peak_args, self,
peak_indices)
start = 0
end = len(self.x)
dif = 0.0
for coor_index in range(start, end):
dif = dif + ((self.y[coor_index]-self.dist_y[coor_index])**2)
return math.sqrt(dif/(end-start-1.0))
def get_distribution_fitness(self, peak_args, panel, peak_indices, start,
end):
# first calculate the distributions
self.distribution.calculate_distributions(peak_args, self,
peak_indices, start, end)
# given this set of parameters, get the sum squared error
dif = 0.0
for coor_index in range(start, end):
dif = dif + ((self.y[coor_index]-self.dist_y[coor_index])**2)
return math.sqrt(dif/(end-start-1.0))
def set_label(self, label):
# this should be a float
self.label = label
def get_label(self):
return self.label
def hard_rescale_y(self, ratio):
new_ys = []
ratio = ratio/100.0
for yval in self.y:
new_ys.append(ratio * yval)
self.y = new_ys
def get_area_for_peak_index(self, peak, style='slope'):
# actually just calculates the sum of peak heights, but this should
# be proportional to the area, since the units don't really change
# in local regions
# this can be modified by simply dividing by the x-range
a,b,c = self.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak, style)
sum = 0.0
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for i in range(a,c+1):
sum += self.y[i]
return sum
def get_height_for_peak_index(self, peak, style='slope'):
a,b,c = self.get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(peak, style)
return self.y[b]
def get_trough_indices_for_peak_index(self, peak, style='slope'):
"""
# search for the highest point within the resolution of the machine
max_height = 0.0
tallest = None
for i in range(len(self.y)):
d = abs(self.x[i] - self.x[peak])
if d < self.filter_resolution * self.x[peak]:
if self.y[i] > max_height:
max_height = self.y[i]
tallest = i
if tallest == None:
closest = peak
else:
closest = tallest
"""
# search for the closest peak within the resolution of the machine
closest_peak_distance = 100000
closest_peak = None
for peak_index in self.peaks:
d = abs(self.x[peak_index]-self.x[peak])
if d < closest_peak_distance:
if d < self.filter_resolution * self.x[peak]:
closest_peak_distance = d
closest_peak = peak_index
if closest_peak == None:
closest = peak
else:
closest = closest_peak
if self.get_peak_style() == 'minrange':
# get the last trough from those originally defined
idrange = 25.0
# a maximum of idrange from the peak
d = 10000
last_trough = 0
size_thresh = 0.2
for trough in self.troughs: # search for the closest
dist = abs(self.x[closest] - self.x[trough])
if dist < idrange and self.x[trough] < self.x[closest]:
d = dist
last_trough = trough
if last_trough == 0:
# none was assigned. Search back for the closest index to
5.0
for i in range(1000):
if self.x[closest-i] > self.x[closest] - idrange:
last_trough = closest-i
else:
break
# now search for a close-to-zero point between the peak and the
trough
for j in range(closest, last_trough, -1):
if self.y[j] < size_thresh:
last_trough = j
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break
d = 10000
next_trough = 0
for trough in self.troughs:
dist = abs(self.x[closest] - self.x[trough])
if dist < idrange and self.x[trough] > self.x[closest]:
d = dist
next_trough = trough
if next_trough == 0:
# none was assigned. Search forward for the closest index to
2*peakheight
for i in range(1000):
if self.x[closest+i] < self.x[closest] + idrange:
next_trough = closest+i
else:
break
# now search for a close-to-zero point between the peak and the
trough
for j in range(closest, next_trough):
if self.y[j] < size_thresh:
next_trough = j
break
elif self.get_peak_style() == 'slope':
# closest is the closest peak in the max_plot
minslope
= self.threshold_peak_slope
# must be below a
minimum slope
windowsize = self.threshold_peak_slope_window_size
last_trough = closest
next_trough = closest
min_height = 0.75
# must be below a certain fraction of the
peak height
# if we're in a plateau, we don't yet want to consider low slope
to be an
# indicator that the end of the peak has been reached.
searching_for_downslope = 1
for i in range(0, 400):
# look to the left of the closest peak. Continue if inclined
or level.
if searching_for_downslope and self.y[closest-i-1] >=
self.y[closest-i]:
continue
searching_for_downslope = 0
if self.y[closest-i] < min_height*self.y[closest]:
# find the average slope over the next windowsize xvalues
slope = 0.0
for j in range(0,windowsize):
slope += (self.y[closest-i-j]-self.y[closest-i-j-1])
/ (self.x[closest-i-j]-self.x[closest-i-j-1])
slope /= float(windowsize)
# if the slope is still too great, continue
if slope > minslope:
last_trough = closest-i
else:
break
else:
# if a downslope had been found, but there's an incline
after, end the peak
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firstslope = (self.y[closest-i]-self.y[closest-i-1]) /
(self.x[closest-i]-self.x[closest-i-1])
if firstslope < -0.01:
break
else:
last_trough = closest-i
searching_for_downslope = 1
for i in range(400):
if searching_for_downslope and self.y[closest+i] <=
self.y[closest+i+1]:
continue
searching_for_downslope = 0
if self.y[closest+i] < min_height*self.y[closest]:
# find the average slope over the next windowsize xvalues
slope = 0.0
for j in range(0,windowsize):
slope += (self.y[closest+i+j]-self.y[closest+i+j+1])
/ (self.x[closest+i+j+1]-self.x[closest+i+j])
slope /= float(windowsize)
if slope > minslope:
next_trough = closest+i
else:
break
else:
firstslope = (self.y[closest+i]-self.y[closest+i+1]) /
(self.x[closest+i+1]-self.x[closest+i])
if firstslope < -0.01:
break
else:
next_trough = closest+i
#if last_trough == closest or next_trough == closest:
#
print '### unshifted bounds b%5.3f m%5.3f
e%5.3f'%(self.x[last_trough], self.x[closest], self.x[next_trough])
if last_trough == closest:
last_trough = closest-1
if next_trough == closest:
next_trough = closest+1
return last_trough, closest, next_trough
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###### FRAGMENTPEAKTABLET.PY ######

# this
# sets
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

program is a component of RAVE that handles visualization of
of Reaction_Profiles.
sys
os
Tkinter
MolecularSystem
MolecularViewer
Pmw
pickle
tkFileDialog
copy

from matplotlib.axes import Subplot
from matplotlib.backends.backend_tkagg import FigureCanvasTkAgg,
NavigationToolbar2TkAgg
from matplotlib.figure import Figure
sys.path.append("./Dependencies/reportlab")
import reportlab
from reportlab.pdfgen import canvas as reportlabcanvas
from reportlab.lib.units import cm as reportlabcm
from reportlab.lib.units import inch as reportlabinch
from PIL import Image as PILImage

"""
FragmentPeakTablet contains and visualizes a set of ReactionProfile
objects.
The Viewer offers pdf output that includes molecular graphics, fragment
identities
and comments, and plots of unmodified and modified fragment quantities.
Contents can be parsed by providing an an index, a "next" "prev" "start"
or
"end" statement, an old ReactionProfile object, or a new ReactionProfile
object.
"""
class Viewer(Tkinter.Frame):
def __init__(self, parent, plot_window, experiment,
molecular_viewer=None, reaction_profiles=[], visualize_which_fragment=None):
# gets fragment_results from .get_fragment_for_weight_from_all
self.reaction_profiles = reaction_profiles
print "finally got %s as molecular viewer"%(molecular_viewer)
if molecular_viewer == None:
self.spademode = 0
# if no molecular viewer has been
passed in then we must be in SPADE, which has its own
else:
self.spademode = 1
self.parent = parent
self.plot_window = plot_window
self.experiment = experiment
if not self.spademode:
self.pw = Pmw.PanedWidget(self.parent, orient='vertical')
self.viewer_pane = self.pw.add('viewer', min=.1,max=.9,size=.5)
self.viewer_pane.parent = self.parent
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self.info_pane = self.pw.add('info', min=.1,max=.9,size=.5)
self.info_pane.parent = self.parent
self.pw.pack(side="top",expand=1,fill='both')
self.infobook = Pmw.NoteBook(self.info_pane)
else:
self.infobook = Pmw.NoteBook(self.parent)
self.plotspage = self.infobook.add('Plots')
self.notespage = self.infobook.add('Notes')
self.infobook.tab('Plots').focus_set()
self.current_profile_index = 0
if not self.spademode:
self.active_message_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.info_pane)
else:
self.active_message_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.parent)
self.inner_message_frame1 = Tkinter.Frame(self.active_message_frame)

self.sequence_message = ""
self.sequence_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
self.sequence_text.set(self.sequence_message)
self.sequence_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame1,
textvariable=self.sequence_text)
self.sequence_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.weight_message = ""
self.weight_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
self.weight_text.set(self.weight_message)
self.weight_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame1,
textvariable=self.weight_text)
self.weight_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.inner_message_frame2 = Tkinter.Frame(self.active_message_frame)
self.nterm_message = ""
self.nterm_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
self.nterm_text.set(self.nterm_message)
self.nterm_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame2,
textvariable=self.nterm_text)
self.nterm_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.cterm_message = ""
self.cterm_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
self.cterm_text.set(self.cterm_message)
self.cterm_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame2,
textvariable=self.cterm_text)
self.cterm_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.chain_message = ""
self.chain_text
= Tkinter.StringVar()
self.chain_text.set(self.chain_message)
self.chain_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame2,
textvariable=self.chain_text)
self.chain_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.mw_message = ""
self.mw_text = Tkinter.StringVar()
self.mw_text.set(self.mw_message)
self.mw_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame1,
textvariable = self.mw_text)
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self.mw_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.inner_message_frame3 = Tkinter.Frame(self.active_message_frame)
self.sasa_message = ""
self.sasa_text = Tkinter.StringVar()
self.sasa_text.set(self.sasa_message)
self.sasa_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.inner_message_frame3,
textvariable = self.sasa_text)
self.sasa_label.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='x')
self.inner_message_frame1.pack(side='top',
self.inner_message_frame2.pack(side='top',
self.inner_message_frame3.pack(side='top',
self.active_message_frame.pack(side='top',

expand=0,
expand=0,
expand=0,
expand=0,

fill='x')
fill='x')
fill='x')
fill='x')

self.mainbuttons = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.parent, orient='horizontal')
c_lambda = lambda a="start": self.goto(a)
self.mainbuttons.add('Start', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda a="prev": self.goto(a)
self.mainbuttons.add('Prev', command=c_lambda)
c_lambda = lambda a="next": self.goto(a)
self.mainbuttons.add('Next', command=c_lambda)
self.initial_graphics_state = [0,1,0]
self.mainbuttons.add('Make PDF', command=self.make_PDF)
self.mainbuttons.add('Make Excell', command=self.make_excell)
self.update_atoms = 1
self.atoms_state = self.initial_graphics_state[0]
self.mainbuttons.add('Atom', command=self.toggle_atoms_view)
self.update_tubes = 1
self.tubes_state = self.initial_graphics_state[1]
self.mainbuttons.add('Tube', command=self.toggle_tubes_view)
self.update_surfaces = 1
self.surfaces_state = self.initial_graphics_state[2]
self.mainbuttons.add('Surface', command=self.toggle_surfaces_view)
self.mainbuttons.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
self.infobook.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
# open the system
#str_filename = self.experiment.get_structure_filename()
#if not str_filename or len(str_filename) == 0:
#
str_filename = askopenfilename(title = 'Select a structure
file', defaultextension='.pdb', filetypes=[("pdb format", "*.pdb"),("system
format", "*.sys"),("all files", "*")])
if not molecular_viewer:
self.system = MolecularSystem.System(str_filename)
# calculate solvent accessibilities
self.system.calculate_system_asa(1.4, 1000, 0, 0)
self.viewer = MolecularViewer.MolecularViewer(self.viewer_pane,
self.system)
else:
self.viewer = molecular_viewer
self.system = molecular_viewer.get_system()
self.system.calculate_system_asa(1.4, 1000, 0,0)
#self.viewer.represent_atoms_as_sticks()
#self.viewer.represent_trace_as_tube()
self.focalpoints = []
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self.positions = []
self.viewangles = []
self.viewups = []
self.clippings = []
self.graphics_states = []
a,b,c,d,e = self.viewer.get_camera_viewpoint()
self.initial_focalpoint = a
self.initial_position = b
self.initial_viewangle = c
self.initial_viewup = d
self.initial_clipping = e
self.notes = []
for rp in self.reaction_profiles:
self.focalpoints.append(a)
self.positions.append(b)
self.viewangles.append(c)
self.viewups.append(d)
self.clippings.append(e)
self.graphics_states.append([0,1,1])
self.notes.append("")
# from http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/examples/embedding_in_tk.py
self.figure = Figure(figsize=(1,2), dpi=100)
self.figure_canvas = FigureCanvasTkAgg(self.figure,
master=self.plotspage)
self.figure_canvas.show()
self.figure_canvas.get_tk_widget().pack(side="top", fill="both",
expand=1)
self.unreactive_subplot=None
self.reactive_subplot=None
self.unreactive_basis={}
self.reactive_basis={}
self.notes_text = Pmw.ScrolledText(self.notespage)
self.notes_text.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='both')
self.update_notes()
if len(self.reaction_profiles) > 0:
self.goto(visualize_which_fragment)
self.visualize_current()
#toolbar = NavigationToolbar2TkAgg(canvas, self.window)
#toolbar.update()
self.figure_canvas._tkcanvas.pack(side="top", fill="both", expand=1)
def create_spectra_viewer_deiconify_button(self, spectra_viewer_top):
c_lambda = lambda a=spectra_viewer_top: a.deiconify()
self.mainbuttons.add('Spectra Window', command=c_lambda)

def update_notes(self):
for i in range(len(self.reaction_profiles)):
possible_fragments =
self.reaction_profiles[i].get_possible_fragments()
for frag in possible_fragments:
if len(frag.get_notes()) > 0:
if len(possible_fragments) > 1:
self.notes[i] += 'notes on fragment possibility %s
of %s:\n%s'%(frag.get_sequence(), len(possible_fragments), frag.get_notes())
else:
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self.notes[i] += '%s\n'%(frag.get_notes())
self._do_keratin_analysis()
def _do_keratin_analysis(self):
# standard weights from Ding et al (2003) Proteomics 3: 1313-1317.
keratins = {}
autolysis = {}
keratins['CK1'] = [1277.71, 1993.98, 1179.6, 1475.75, 3312.31,
1699.83, 1300.53, 1716.84, 973.53, 1638.86, 2150.08, 2383.93, 1657.79,
1383.69, 2306.18, 2184.13, 1340.67, 867.44, 1708.71, 1033.52, 832.49, 804.41,
2508.15, 2300.20, 1523.79]
keratins['CK2'] = [2384.13, 1838.91, 1434.77, 2831.19, 1320.58,
1193.62, 1107.54, 2298.14, 3048.49, 1873.84, 1329.64, 1037.53]
keratins['CK6'] = [1621.87, 1439.68]
keratins['CK9'] = [2705.16, 1307.68, 1066.50, 1791.73, 1851.93,
1837.97, 2905.03, 1605.74, 897.41, 684.40]
keratins['CK10']= [2872.39, 1707.77, 1493.73, 1365.64, 1165.59,
1373.65, 3264.73, 3052.63, 1090.53, 1797.01, 1263.69, 2224.14, 1118.51,
1234.68, 3324.78, 1158.60, 1003.55, 807.4]
keratins['CK14']= [1427.66]
keratins['CK18']= [634.36]
autolysis['trypsin'] = [2211.10, 2283.18, 842.51, 2225.12, 2807.21,
1045.56, 2233.08, 2299.18, 906.50, 2249.07, 2239.14]
# V8 autolytic peaks are just the zero-missed cutsite fragments from
V8 digested by D,E or E
autolysis['V8 DE']
= [3687.47, 2901.29, 1106.23, 1692.9,
1518.77, 1139.33, 1990.22, 1069.12, 925.01, 1116.33, 1260.47, 1606.76,
961.15, 1223.42, 1466.55, 1277.45, 1010.14, 1374.59, 995.0]
autolysis['V8 E']
= [6570.76, 3531.96, 5663.44, 925.01,
1289.47, 824.89, 1260.47, 2549.91, 1223.42, 2075.25, 1277.45, 1010.14,
1374.59, 5192.19]
for i in range(len(self.reaction_profiles)):
resolution = self.experiment.get_filter_resolution()
for key in keratins.keys():
for weight in keratins[key]:
possible_fragments =
self.reaction_profiles[i].get_possible_fragments()
for frag in possible_fragments:
if abs(frag.get_weight()-weight) < weight*resolution:
statement = "possible keratin peak from %s (%s %s = %s is < %s)\n"%(key, frag.get_weight(), weight, frag.get_weight()weight, weight*resolution)
if statement not in self.notes[i]:
self.notes[i] += statement
for key in autolysis.keys():
if key in self.experiment.get_protease():
for weight in autolysis[key]:
possible_fragments =
self.reaction_profiles[i].get_possible_fragments()
for frag in possible_fragments:
if abs(frag.get_weight()-weight) <
weight*resolution:
statement = "possible autolytic peak from %s
(%s - %s = %s is < %s)\n"%(key, frag.get_weight(), weight,
frag.get_weight()-weight, weight*resolution)
if statement not in self.notes[i]:
self.notes[i] += statement
def toggle_atoms_view(self):
if self.atoms_state == 1:
self.update_atoms = 1
self.atoms_state = 0
g = self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()]
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self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()] = [0,g[1],g[2]]
else:
self.update_atoms = 1
self.atoms_state = 1
g = self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()]
self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()] = [1,g[1],g[2]]
self.render_protein()
def toggle_tubes_view(self):
if self.tubes_state == 1:
self.update_tubes = 1
self.tubes_state = 0
g = self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()]
self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()] = [g[0],0,g[2]]
else:
self.update_tubes = 1
self.tubes_state = 1
g = self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()]
self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()] = [g[0],1,g[2]]
self.render_protein()
def toggle_surfaces_view(self):
if self.surfaces_state == 1:
self.update_surfaces = 1
self.surfaces_state = 0
g = self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()]
self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()] = [g[0],g[1],0]
else:
self.update_surfaces = 1
self.surfaces_state = 1
g = self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()]
self.graphics_states[self.get_current_index()] = [g[0],g[1],1]
self.render_protein()
def update_reaction_profiles(self, rps):
""" update list, clear viewer memory lists """
# first scan the rps to see if all peaks have fragments
for profile in rps:
fragments = profile.get_possible_fragments()
if len(fragments) == 0:
print 'can not load profiles with no associated fragments.
failed to update fragment peak tablet'
return
self.reaction_profiles = copy.deepcopy(rps)
self.focalpoints = []
self.positions = []
self.viewangles = []
self.viewups = []
self.clippings = []
self.graphics_states = []
self.notes = []
for rp in self.reaction_profiles:
self.focalpoints.append(self.initial_focalpoint)
self.positions.append(self.initial_position)
self.viewangles.append(self.initial_viewangle)
self.viewups.append(self.initial_viewup)
self.clippings.append(self.initial_clipping)
self.graphics_states.append(self.initial_graphics_state)
self.notes.append('')
self.visualize('start')
self.update_notes()
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def make_PDF(self):
cur = self.get_current_index()
self.visualize("start")
filename = tkFileDialog.asksaveasfilename(title = 'Save as...',
initialfile="report.pdf", filetypes=[("portable document format",
"*.pdf"),("all files", "*")])
if len(filename) == 0:
return
c = reportlabcanvas.Canvas(filename)
for rp in self.reaction_profiles:
self.viewer.save_image("./tmpprotimage.jpg")
if self.unreactive_subplot:
self.figure.savefig("./tmpplotimage.png", format="png")
textobject = c.beginText()
textobject.setTextOrigin(reportlabinch, 1*reportlabinch)
textobject.textLine("%s, %s"%(self.sequence_message,
self.mw_message))
textobject.textLine("%s, %s, %s, %s"%(self.chain_message,
self.nterm_message, self.cterm_message, self.sasa_message))
c.drawText(textobject)
c.drawInlineImage("./tmpprotimage.jpg", reportlabinch,
7*reportlabinch, width=6*reportlabinch, height=4*reportlabinch)
c.drawInlineImage("./tmpplotimage.png", reportlabinch,
4*reportlabinch, width=6*reportlabinch, height=3*reportlabinch)
os.remove("./tmpprotimage.jpg")
os.remove("./tmpplotimage.png")
text2 = c.beginText()
text2.setTextOrigin(reportlabinch, 3.7*reportlabinch)
text2.textLines(self.notes_text.get())
c.drawText(text2)
c.showPage()
self.visualize("next")
c.save()
self.visualize(cur)
def render_protein(self, fragment_index=0):
profile = self.get_current_profile()
if profile:
fragments = profile.get_possible_fragments()
print 'fragments %s'%(fragments)
if fragment_index > len(fragments)-1:
print 'no fragment associated with peak %s. failed to
render'%(profile)
return
fragment = fragments[fragment_index]
for mol in self.system.MoleculeList:
mol.select()
self.viewer.color_wireframe('type')
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
chain.deselect()
# atoms
print 'atoms state %s upadate_atoms %s'%(self.atoms_state,
self.update_atoms)
if self.atoms_state and self.update_atoms:
self.viewer.color_wireframe('type')
if self.experiment.get_digestion_type() == 'exhaustive':
for res_ind in range(fragment.get_nterm_index(),
fragment.get_cterm_index()):
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
if res.res_type1 in
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity():
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res.atoms_dict['N'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.85, 0.05, 0.05]
res.atoms_dict['O'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.85, 0.05, 0.05]
res.atoms_dict['C'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.85, 0.05, 0.05]
res.atoms_dict['CA'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.85, 0.05, 0.05]
else:
res.atoms_dict['N'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] =

[0.85, 0.85, 0.05]

res.atoms_dict['O'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] =

[0.85, 0.85, 0.05]

res.atoms_dict['C'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] =

[0.85, 0.85, 0.05]

res.atoms_dict['CA'].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.85, 0.85, 0.05]
else:
#for res_ind in range(fragment.get_nterm_index()-1,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-2):
#
try:
#
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
#
except IndexError:
#
pass
#
else:
#
for type in ['N', 'O', 'C', 'CA']:
#
res.atoms_dict[type].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.85, 0.85, 0.05]
for res_ind in [fragment.get_nterm_index()-2,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-2, fragment.get_nterm_index()-1,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-1]:
try:
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
except IndexError:
pass
else:
res.select()
res.parent.vtk_arg_list['atoms']['visualize'] =
1
for atom in res.atoms:
print 'assigning atom number %d color
%s'%(atom.atom_number, self.viewer.visitor.get_atom_color(atom, 'type'))
atom.vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] =
self.viewer.visitor.get_atom_color(atom, 'type')
#for type in ['N', 'O', 'C', 'CA']:
#
res.atoms_dict[type].vtk_arg_list['atoms']['color'] = [0.05, 0.85, 0.05]
self.viewer.display('atoms', 1, 0)
self.update_atoms = 0
elif not self.atoms_state and self.update_atoms:
self.viewer.display('atoms', 0, 0)
self.update_atoms = 0
# trace
print 'tubes state %s update_tubes %s'%(self.tubes_state,
self.update_tubes)
if self.tubes_state and self.update_tubes:
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
for res in chain.residues:
res.vtk_arg_list['trace']['color'] = [0.05,0.05,0.85]
if self.experiment.get_digestion_type() == 'exhaustive':
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for res_ind in range(fragment.get_nterm_index(),
fragment.get_cterm_index()):
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
if res.res_type1 in
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity():
res.vtk_arg_list['trace']['color'] =
[0.85,0.05,0.05]
else:
res.vtk_arg_list['trace']['color'] =
[0.85,0.85,0.05]
else:
for res_ind in range(fragment.get_nterm_index()-1,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-2):
try:
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
except IndexError:
pass
else:
res.vtk_arg_list['trace']['color'] =
[0.85,0.85,0.05]
for res_ind in [fragment.get_nterm_index()-2,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-2, fragment.get_nterm_index()-1,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-1]:
try:
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
except IndexError:
pass
else:
res.vtk_arg_list['trace']['color'] =
[0.05,0.85,0.05]
self.viewer.display('trace', 1, 0)
self.update_tubes = 0
elif not self.tubes_state and self.update_tubes:
self.viewer.display('trace', 0, 0)
self.update_tubes = 0
# surfaces
print 'surfs state %s upadate_surfs %s'%(self.surfaces_state,
self.update_surfaces)
if self.surfaces_state and self.update_surfaces:
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
chain.select()
self.viewer.display('volume', 0, 0)
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
chain.deselect()
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].select()
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
for res in chain.residues:
for atom in res.atoms:
atom.vtk_arg_list['volume']['color'] =
[0.85,0.85,0.85]
if self.experiment.get_digestion_type() == 'exhaustive':
for res_ind in range(fragment.get_nterm_index(),
fragment.get_cterm_index()):
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
if res.res_type1 in
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity():
for atom in res.atoms:
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atom.vtk_arg_list['volume']['color'] = [0.85,
0.05, 0.05]
else:
for atom in res.atoms:
atom.vtk_arg_list['volume']['color'] = [0.85,
0.85, 0.05]
else:
for res_ind in range(fragment.get_nterm_index()-1,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-2):
try:
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
except IndexError:
pass
else:
for atom in res.atoms:
atom.vtk_arg_list['volume']['color'] = [0.85,
0.85, 0.05]
for res_ind in [fragment.get_nterm_index()-2,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-2, fragment.get_nterm_index()-1,
fragment.get_cterm_index()-1]:
try:
res =
self.system.ProteinList[fragment.get_chain()].residues[res_ind]
except IndexError:
pass
else:
for atom in res.atoms:
atom.vtk_arg_list['volume']['color'] = [0.05,
0.85, 0.05]
self.viewer.display('volume', 1, 0)
self.update_surfaces = 0
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
chain.select()
elif not self.surfaces_state and self.update_surfaces:
for chain in self.system.ProteinList:
chain.select()
self.viewer.display('volume', 0, 0)
self.update_surfaces = 0
self.viewer.update_view()
def render_plots(self):
if self.unreactive_subplot:
self.figure.delaxes(self.unreactive_subplot)
if self.reactive_subplot:
self.figure.delaxes(self.reactive_subplot)
profile = self.get_current_profile()
if not profile:
return
if profile.get_modified_peak():
arg = 2
else:
arg = 1
peak = profile.get_peak()
if peak:
self.unreactive_subplot = self.figure.add_subplot(1,arg,1)
if self.plot_window.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
ys1 = peak.get_avg_areas()
quants = peak.get_areas()
elif self.plot_window.fast_plot_type == 'heights':
ys1 = peak.get_avg_heights()
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quants = peak.get_heights()
xs1 = profile.get_timepoint_labels()
self.unreactive_subplot.plot(xs1, ys1, 'k')
keys = quants.keys()
keys.sort()
times =
xdata =
ydata =
for key
for

profile.get_timepoint_labels()
[]
[]
in keys:
quant in quants[key]:
xdata.append(key)
ydata.append(quant)
self.unreactive_subplot.plot(xdata, ydata, 'ro')
modpeak = profile.get_modified_peak()
if modpeak:
self.reactive_subplot = self.figure.add_subplot(1,arg,arg)
if self.plot_window.fast_plot_type == 'areas':
ys2 = modpeak.get_avg_areas()
quants = modpeak.get_areas()
elif self.plot_window.fast_plot_type == 'heights':
ys2 = modpeak.get_avg_heights()
quants = modpeak.get_heights()
xs2 = profile.get_timepoint_labels()
self.reactive_subplot.plot(xs2, ys2, 'k')
keys = quants.keys()
keys.sort()
times = profile.get_timepoint_labels()
xdata = []
ydata = []
for key in keys:
for quant in quants[key]:
xdata.append(key)
ydata.append(quant)
self.reactive_subplot.plot(xdata, ydata, 'go')
self.figure_canvas.show()
frags = profile.get_possible_fragments()
self.sequence_message = "Sequence: %s"%(frags[0].get_sequence())
self.sequence_text.set(self.sequence_message)
self.nterm_message
= "N-term:
%s"%(frags[0].get_nterm_index())
self.nterm_text.set(self.nterm_message)
self.cterm_message
= "C-term:
%s"%(frags[0].get_cterm_index()-1)
self.cterm_text.set(self.cterm_message)
self.chain_message
= "Chain:
%s"%(frags[0].get_chain())
self.chain_text.set(self.chain_message)
self.mw_message
= "Weight:
%s"%(frags[0].get_weight())
self.mw_text.set(self.mw_message)
chain = self.system.ProteinList[frags[0].get_chain()]
if self.experiment.get_digestion_type() == "exhaustive":
sasa = None
resstring = ""
for resind in range(frags[0].get_nterm_index(),
frags[0].get_cterm_index()):
res = chain.residues[resind]
if res.res_type1 in
self.experiment.get_modifying_reagent_specificity():
sasa = res.features['system_sidechain_asa']
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resstring = "%s%s"%(res.res_type1, res.res_number)
self.sasa_message
= "sidechain SASA for %s: %s"%(resstring,
sasa)
else:
res1 = chain.residues[frags[0].get_nterm_index()-1]
res2 = chain.residues[frags[0].get_cterm_index()-1]
sasa1 = res1.features['system_asa']
sasa2 = res2.features['system_asa']
self.sasa_message
= "SASAs - %s%s: %s, %s%s:
%s"%(res1.res_type1, res1.res_number, sasa1, res2.res_type1, res2.res_number,
sasa2)
print 'fragment resnums %s %s, indices %s %s, sa %s
%s'%(res1.res_number, res2.res_number, frags[0].get_nterm_index()-1,
frags[0].get_cterm_index()-1, sasa1, sasa2)
self.sasa_text.set(self.sasa_message)
def goto(self, target):
# decide what type of input; int, string, ReactionProfile, or
fragment list
if target.__class__.__name__ == "int":
self.goto_index(target)
elif target.__class__.__name__ == "str":
if target.lower() == "next":
self.goto_index(self.get_current_index()+1)
elif target.lower() == "prev" or target.lower() == 'previous':
self.goto_index(self.get_current_index()-1)
elif target.lower() == "start":
self.goto_index(0)
elif target.lower() == "end":
self.goto_index(-1)
else:
print "goto ReactionProfile command not recognized"
elif target.__class__.__name__ == "ReactionProfile":
for rp in self.reaction_profiles:
if rp == target:
self.goto(rp)
break
else:
self.add_profile(target)
elif target.__class__.__name__ == 'list':
if target[0].__class__.__name__ != 'dict':
print 'fragment list should contain a dictionary with chain,
site1, site2, and sequence keys'%(target.__class__.__name__)
return
k = target[0].keys()
if 'site1' not in k or 'site2' not in k or 'chain' not in k or
'sequence' not in k:
print 'fragment list should contain a dictionary with chain,
site1, site2, and sequence keys'%(target.__class__.__name__)
return
i=0
curind = 0
for rp in self.reaction_profiles:
frags = rp.get_possible_fragments()
for frag in frags:
for vis in target:
if vis['chain'] == frag.get_chain() and
vis['site1']==frag.get_nterm_index() and
vis['site2']==frag.get_cterm_index():
print 'starting at sequence
%s'%(frag.get_sequence())
curind = i
i += 1
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self.goto_index(curind)
else:
print 'goto ReactionProfile type %s not recognized; int, string,
fragment list, or ReactionProfile'%(target.__class__.__name__)
def add_profile(self, profile):
self.focalpoints.append(self.initial_focalpoint)
self.positions.append(self.initial_position)
self.viewangles.append(self.initial_viewangle)
self.viewups.append(self.initial_viewup)
self.clippings.append(self.initial_clipping)
self.reaction_profiles.append(profile)
self.graphics_states.append(self.initial_graphics_state)
self.notes.append("")
self.goto("end")
def get_current_index(self):
return self.current_profile_index
def get_current_profile(self):
if self.get_current_index() >= len(self.reaction_profiles):
print 'indexed %s, but there are only %s
profiles'%(self.get_current_index(), len(self.reaction_profiles))
return None
else:
return self.reaction_profiles[self.get_current_index()]
def goto_index(self, target_index):
""" goto_index adjusts current_profile_index, records visualization
parameters,
and brings back the last visualization for the next fragment
view.
"""
# a graphics memory object (see systemmemory.py) would record any
graphics adjustments here
# record vtk visualization stuff for regeneration
a,b,c,d,e = self.viewer.get_camera_viewpoint()
self.focalpoints[self.current_profile_index] = a
self.positions[self.current_profile_index] = b
self.viewangles[self.current_profile_index] = c
self.viewups[self.current_profile_index] = d
self.clippings[self.current_profile_index] = e
self.graphics_states[self.current_profile_index] = [self.atoms_state,
self.tubes_state, self.surfaces_state]
self.notes[self.current_profile_index] = self.notes_text.get()
old_gr = self.graphics_states[self.current_profile_index]
# loop last to first or first to last
if target_index == -1:
target_index = len(self.reaction_profiles)-1
if target_index == len(self.reaction_profiles):
target_index = 0
self.current_profile_index = target_index
self.viewer.apply_camera_viewpoint(self.initial_focalpoint,
self.initial_position, self.initial_viewangle, self.initial_viewup,
self.initial_clipping)
a = self.focalpoints[self.current_profile_index]
b = self.positions[self.current_profile_index]
c = self.viewangles[self.current_profile_index]
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d = self.viewups[self.current_profile_index]
e = self.clippings[self.current_profile_index]
gr = self.graphics_states[self.current_profile_index]
self.notes_text.settext(self.notes[self.current_profile_index])
self.atoms_state = gr[0]
self.tubes_state = gr[1]
self.surfaces_state = gr[2]
self.update_atoms = 1
self.update_tubes = 1
self.update_surfaces = 1
self.viewer.apply_camera_viewpoint(a,b,c,d,e)
self.visualize_current()
def visualize(self, target):
self.goto(target)
#self.visualize_current()
def visualize_current(self):
self.render_protein()
self.render_plots()
#self.viewer.update_view()
def make_excell(self):
# create a csv delimited file with all data output including singlereaction sites, multiple-reaction sites,
# internal standards, ambiguous peaks, and peaks that look like
reaction profiles but have no fragments to
# associate with them
filename = tkFileDialog.asksaveasfilename(title = 'Save as...',
initialfile="peak_profiles.csv", filetypes=[("comma-delimited",
"*.csv"),("all files", "*")])
if len(filename) == 0:
return
self.plot_window.print_peak_profiles(filename)
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###### FRAGMENTVIEWER.PY ######

import Pmw
from Tkinter import *
import copy
import string
import fpformat
class Viewer(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent, frame, w, h, sequence_list, fragments,
vertical_line_sets1=None, vertical_line_sets2=None,
spectrum_scroll_bar=None):
Frame.__init__(self, frame, width=w, height=h)
self.parent = parent
self.parent_frame = frame
self.width = w
self.height = h
self.sequence_list = sequence_list
self.fragments = []
self.vertical_line_sets1 = vertical_line_sets1
self.vertical_line_sets2 = vertical_line_sets2
print 'lines1:%s'%(self.vertical_line_sets1)
print 'lines2:%s'%(self.vertical_line_sets2)
self.spectrum_scroll_bar = spectrum_scroll_bar
# add molecular weight to each
self.amino_acid_weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09,
'E':129.12, 'F':147.18,
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16,
'K':128.17, 'L':113.16,
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12,
'Q':128.14, 'R':156.19,
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14,
'W':186.21, 'Y':163.18}
# group by chain
frags_by_chain = []
sorted_by_chain = []
for frag in fragments:
while len(frags_by_chain) <= int(frag.get_chain()):
frags_by_chain.append([])
sorted_by_chain.append([])
frags_by_chain[frag.get_chain()].append(frag)
for chain in range(len(frags_by_chain)):
sorted_by_chain[chain] =
self.sort_fragments(frags_by_chain[chain])
self.fragments_by_chain = sorted_by_chain
# this is just a list to be used with fragment_line_list (see
self.canvas_motion)
tempfragments = []
for fragmentset in self.fragments_by_chain:
for frag in fragmentset:
self.fragments.append(frag)
self.has_color = 0
for fragset in self.fragments_by_chain:
for frag in fragset:
if frag.get_color():
self.has_color = 1
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self.fragment_line_list = []
# a window for the two-dimensional representation
self.sequenceCanvas = Pmw.ScrolledCanvas(self,
canvas_bg = 'white',
labelpos = 'n',
label_text = 'Sequence
View',
hscrollmode = 'dynamic',
vscrollmode = 'dynamic')
self.maxlen = 0
self.heights_list = [0]
frag_counts = []
for fragment_set in self.fragments_by_chain:
frag_counts.append(len(fragment_set))
cumulative_height = 0
height_index = 0
for sequence in sequence_list:
if len(sequence) > self.maxlen:
self.maxlen = float(len(sequence))
# place spaces for
chain offset

ini. offset

frag

offset
self.heights_list.append((height_index*10) + 15 +
(frag_counts[height_index]*8) + cumulative_height)
cumulative_height += self.heights_list[-1]
height_index += 1
#self.heights_list.append((height_index*10) + 5 +
(frag_counts[height_index]*8) + cumulative_height)
self.heights_list.append((height_index*10) + 15 + cumulative_height)
# create one more to acknowledge the last boundary
self.peak_fragment_associations = {}
self.peak_rate_associations = {}
self.draw()
self.roll_over_text
= StringVar()
self.roll_over_text.set('
')
self.roll_over_label
= Label(self,
textvariable=self.roll_over_text, width=25, height=1)
self.roll_over_label.pack(side=BOTTOM, anchor=W, expand=YES, fill=X)
self.sequenceCanvas.pack(side=BOTTOM, expand=YES, fill=BOTH)
self.sequenceCanvas.component('canvas').bind("<Motion>",
self.canvas_motion)
if self.spectrum_scroll_bar:
self.sequenceCanvas.component('canvas').bind("<Button-1>",
self.find_fragment)
def update_spectrum_scroll_bar(self, scroll_bar):
self.spectrum_scroll_bar = scroll_bar
try:
self.sequenceCanvas.component('canvas').bind("<Button-1>",
self.find_fragment)
except:
pass
def find_fragment(self, event):
id =
event.widget.find_overlapping(self.sequenceCanvas.canvasx(event.x),self.sequ
enceCanvas.canvasy(event.y)1,self.sequenceCanvas.canvasx(event.x),self.sequenceCanvas.canvasy(event.y)+
1)
weight = 0.0
if (len(id) > 0):
for i in range(len(self.fragment_line_list)):
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if (id[0] == self.fragment_line_list[i]):
# if this is the line
weight = self.fragments[i].get_weight()
break
if weight > 0:
self.spectrum_scroll_bar.show_fragment(weight)
def sort_fragments(self, fragments):
frag_index_dict = {}
tens = 0
hundreds=0
thousands=0
# get the maximum
for frag in fragments:
if frag.get_cterm_index() > 9:
tens = 1
if frag.get_cterm_index() > 99:
hundreds = 1
if frag.get_cterm_index() > 999:
thousands = 1
# and pad the ones with lower magnitude indices, so that eg 5_9
(005_009)
# sorts meaningfully compared to eg 103_488
for frag in fragments:
pad1 = ""
pad2 = ""
if frag.get_nterm_index() <= 9:
if tens:
pad1 = "0"
if hundreds:
pad1 = "00"
if thousands:
pad1 = "000"
elif frag.get_nterm_index() <= 99:
if hundreds:
pad1 = "0"
if thousands:
pad1 = "00"
elif frag.get_nterm_index() <= 999:
if thousands:
pad1 = "0"
if frag.get_cterm_index() <= 9:
if tens:
pad2 = "0"
if hundreds:
pad2 = "00"
if thousands:
pad2 = "000"
elif frag.get_cterm_index() < 99:
if hundreds:
pad2 = "0"
if thousands:
pad2 = "00"
elif frag.get_cterm_index() < 999:
if thousands:
pad2 = "0"
key = '%s%s_%s%s'%(pad1, frag.get_nterm_index(), pad2,
frag.get_cterm_index())
frag_index_dict[key] = frag
keys = frag_index_dict.keys()
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keys.sort()
frag_list = []
for key in keys:
frag = frag_index_dict[key]
frag_list.append(frag)
return frag_list
def canvas_motion(self, event):
id =
event.widget.find_overlapping(self.sequenceCanvas.canvasx(event.x),self.sequ
enceCanvas.canvasy(event.y)1,self.sequenceCanvas.canvasx(event.x),self.sequenceCanvas.canvasy(event.y)+
1)
if (len(id) > 0):
for i in range(len(self.fragment_line_list)):
if (id[0] == self.fragment_line_list[i]):
# if this is the line
fragment = self.fragments[i]
weight = fragment.get_weight()
roll_over_string = 'chain %s, %s (%s) to %s (%s) - %s
amu'%(fragment.get_chain(), fragment.get_nterm_index()+2,
fragment.get_sequence()[0], fragment.get_cterm_index(),
fragment.get_sequence()[-1], fragment.get_weight())
self.roll_over_text.set(roll_over_string)
break
else:
self.roll_over_text.set("")
def reset_fragments(self, fragments):
frags_by_chain = []
sorted_by_chain = []
for frag in fragments:
while len(frags_by_chain) <= int(frag.get_chain()):
frags_by_chain.append([])
sorted_by_chain.append([])
frags_by_chain[frag.get_chain()].append(frag)
for chain in range(len(frags_by_chain)):
sorted_by_chain[chain] =
self.sort_fragments(frags_by_chain[chain])
self.fragments_by_chain = sorted_by_chain
# this is just a list to be used with fragment_line_list (see
self.canvas_motion)
tempfragments = []
self.fragments = []
for fragmentset in self.fragments_by_chain:
for frag in fragmentset:
self.fragments.append(frag)
def update_peak_associations(self, fragment_associations,
rate_associations):
self.peak_fragment_associations =
copy.deepcopy(fragment_associations)
self.peak_rate_associations = copy.deepcopy(rate_associations)
def remove_vertical_lines(self):
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('vertical_lines')
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def draw_vertical_lines_1(self):
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list = []
for i in range(len(self.sequence_list)):
lineset = self.vertical_line_sets1[i]
for vert in lineset:
xval = (self.width/10.0) + (0.8 * self.width *
(vert/self.maxlen))
lin = self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(xval,
int(self.heights_list[i]), xval, int(self.heights_list[i+1]-5), width=1,
fill='orange', tags='vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list.append(lin)
self.sequenceCanvas.tag_lower("vertical_lines")
def draw_vertical_lines_2(self):
print 'drawing vlines2 hl %s'%(self.heights_list)
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list = []
for i in range(len(self.sequence_list)):
lineset = self.vertical_line_sets2[i]
for vert in lineset:
xval = (self.width/10.0) + (0.8 * self.width *
(vert/self.maxlen))
lin = self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(xval,
self.heights_list[i], xval, self.heights_list[i+1]-5, width=1, fill='green',
tags='vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list.append(lin)
self.sequenceCanvas.tag_lower("vertical_lines")
def draw_both_vertical_lines(self):
print 'drawing vlinesb hl %s'%(self.heights_list)
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list = []
for i in range(len(self.sequence_list)):
lineset = self.vertical_line_sets1[i]
for vert in lineset:
color = 'orange'
lineset2 = self.vertical_line_sets2
if vert in lineset2:
color = 'red'
xval = (self.width/10.0) + (0.8 * self.width *
(vert/self.maxlen))
lin = self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(xval,
self.heights_list[i], xval, self.heights_list[i+1]-5, width=1, fill=color,
tags='vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list.append(lin)
lineset = self.vertical_line_sets2[i]
for vert in lineset:
color = 'green'
lineset2 = self.vertical_line_sets1[i]
if vert in lineset2:
color = 'red'
xval = (self.width/10.0) + (0.8 * self.width *
(vert/self.maxlen))
lin = self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(xval,
self.heights_list[i], xval, self.heights_list[i+1]-5, width=1, fill=color,
tags='vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list.append(lin)
self.sequenceCanvas.tag_lower("vertical_lines")
def draw(self):
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# delete any old stuff from the plot
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('labels')
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('full_chain')
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('fragment')
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('vertical_lines')
w = self.width
self.fragment_line_list = []
self.target_aa_line_list = []
self.fragment_label_list = []
for i in range(len(self.sequence_list)):
start = (w/10.0)
end
= (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w *
(len(self.sequence_list[i])/self.maxlen))
self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(start, self.heights_list[i], end,
self.heights_list[i], width=3, fill='black', tags='full_chain')
self.sequenceCanvas.create_text(10, self.heights_list[i],
text='%s'%(i))
if self.vertical_line_sets1:
lineset = self.vertical_line_sets1[i]
for vert in lineset:
xval = (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w * (vert/self.maxlen))
lin = self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(xval,
self.heights_list[i], xval, self.heights_list[i+1]-5, width=1, fill='orange',
tags='vertical_lines')
self.target_aa_line_list.append(lin)
f_ind = 10
for fragment in self.fragments_by_chain[i]:
if fragment.get_nterm_index() == -1:
start = (w/10.0)
else:
start = (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w *
(fragment.get_nterm_index()/self.maxlen))
end
= (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w *
(fragment.get_cterm_index()/self.maxlen))
if self.has_color and fragment.get_color():
self.fragment_line_list.append(self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(start,
self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, end, self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, width=3,
fill=fragment.get_color(), tags='fragment'))
else:
self.fragment_line_list.append(self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(start,
self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, end, self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, width=3,
fill='black', tags='fragment'))
rates = ' '
for key in self.peak_fragment_associations.keys():
fragstr =
string.split(self.peak_fragment_associations[key])
f1,f2,f4 = string.atoi(fragstr[0]),
string.atoi(fragstr[1]), string.atoi(fragstr[3])
if f1 == fragment[0] and f2 == fragment[1] and f4 ==
fragment[3]:
try:
self.peak_rate_associations[key]
except KeyError:
pass
else:
rates = self.peak_rate_associations[key]
break
if rates != ' ':
if len(rates) == 2:
label1 = '%s'%(fpformat.sci(rates[0], 2))
label2 = '%s'%(fpformat.sci(rates[1], 2))
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labelfont = ('times', 10)
self.fragment_label_list.append(self.sequenceCanvas.create_text(start-23,
self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, text=label1, font=labelfont, tags='labels'))
self.fragment_label_list.append(self.sequenceCanvas.create_text(end+23,
self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, text=label2, font=labelfont, tags='labels'))
else:
label1 = '%s'%(fpformat.sci(rates[0], 2))
labelfont = ('times', 10)
self.fragment_label_list.append(self.sequenceCanvas.create_text(start-23,
self.heights_list[i]+f_ind, text=label1, font=labelfont, tags='labels'))
f_ind += 8
self.sequenceCanvas.tag_bind('fragment', '<Button-1>',
self.roll_over_selection)
self.sequenceCanvas.resizescrollregion()
def roll_over_selection(self, event):
id =
event.widget.find_overlapping(self.sequenceCanvas.canvasx(event.x),self.sequ
enceCanvas.canvasy(event.y)1,self.sequenceCanvas.canvasx(event.x),self.sequenceCanvas.canvasy(event.y)+
1)
if (len(id) > 0):
for i in range(len(self.fragment_line_list)):
if (id[0] == self.fragment_line_list[i]):
# if this is the line
try:
self.parent.updateRateWindowWithFragment(self.fragments[i])
except:
pass
break
def select_fragment(self, fragment):
self.sequenceCanvas.delete('hilite')
""" fragment should be format [start, end, weight (or None),
chain_index] """
w = self.width
maxlen = self.maxlen
selected_start = (w/10.0)
selected_end
= (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w *
(len(self.sequence_list[fragment.get_chain()])/self.maxlen))
self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(selected_start,
self.heights_list[fragment.get_chain()], selected_end,
self.heights_list[fragment.get_chain()], width=2, fill='blue', tags='hilite')
yellow_start = (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w *
(fragment.get_nterm_index()/maxlen))
yellow_end
= (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w * ((fragment.get_nterm_index() +
(0.5 * (fragment.get_cterm_index()-fragment.get_nterm_index())))/maxlen))
self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(yellow_start,
self.heights_list[fragment.get_chain()], yellow_end,
self.heights_list[fragment.get_chain()], width=4, fill='yellow',
tags='hilite')
orange_start = (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w * ((fragment.get_nterm_index() +
(0.5 * (fragment.get_cterm_index()-fragment.get_nterm_index())))/maxlen))
orange_end
= (w/10.0) + (0.8 * w *
(fragment.get_cterm_index()/maxlen))
self.sequenceCanvas.create_line(orange_start,
self.heights_list[fragment.get_chain()], orange_end,
self.heights_list[fragment.get_chain()], width=4, fill='orange',
tags='hilite')
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###### MODIFYAAVIEWER.PY ######

import
import
import
import
import
import
import

Tkinter
os
sys
Pmw
copy
pickle
string

class Viewer:
def __init__(self, parent, sequences):
self.parent_frame = parent.parent_frame
self.sequences = sequences
self.parent = parent
self.reactions_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self.parent_frame)
self.reactions_top.title('Modification Manager')
self.reactions_top.wm_transient(self.parent_frame)
p_geo = self.reactions_top.geometry()
args = string.split(p_geo, 'x')
arg1 = args[0]
args = string.split(args[1], '+')
geometry_string = "%dx%d%+d%+d"%(500, 450,
int(args[1])+25,int(args[2])+25) # width,height,x-offset,y-offset
self.reactions_top.geometry(geometry_string)
self.colormap = { 'color1': "#aaf",
'color2': "#afa",
'color3': "#aff",
'color4': "#faa",
'color5': "#faf",
'color6': "#ffa",
'color7': "#88b",
'color8': "#8b8",
'color9': "#8bb",
'color10':"#b88",
'color11':"#b8b",
'color12':"#bb8",
'color13':"#aab",
'color14':"#aba",
'color15':"#abb",
'color16':"#baa",
'color17':"#bab",
'color18':"#bba"}
self.colorkeys = self.colormap.keys()
self.colorkeys.sort()
# available reagents
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reactions file %s found'%(filename)
keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
self.modifying_reagents = keys
self.temp_reactant_dict = copy.deepcopy(self.reactions_dict)
#frames
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self.tiptop_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.reactions_top, borderwidth=2,
relief='groove')
self.top_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.reactions_top)
self.left_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.top_frame,
borderwidth = 2,
relief = 'groove')
self.right_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.top_frame,
borderwidth = 2,
relief = 'groove')
self.bottom_frame = Tkinter.Frame(self.reactions_top)
# create a scrolledlistbox to hold the reactions
rxn_keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
self.reactant_titles_dropdown = Pmw.ComboBox(self.left_frame,
label_text = 'Common
Reactions',
labelpos = 'nw',
selectioncommand =
self._view_reactant,
scrolledlist_items =
rxn_keys)
if len(rxn_keys) > 0:
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.selectitem(rxn_keys[0])
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=1)
self.reactants_button_box = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.left_frame)
self.reactants_save_button = self.reactants_button_box.add('Add',
command = self._add_reactant)
self.reactant_manager_cancel_button =
self.reactants_button_box.add('Remove', command = self._remove_reactant)
self.reactants_button_box.add('Import',
command=self._import_reactants)
self.reactants_button_box.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=1)
if len(rxn_keys) > 0:
self.reactant_name_message = rxn_keys[0]
else:
self.reactant_name_message = ""
self.reactant_name_text
= Tkinter.StringVar(self.right_frame)
self.reactant_name_text.set(self.reactant_name_message)
self.reactant_name_label
= Tkinter.Label(self.right_frame,
textvariable=self.reactant_name_text, bg=self.colormap[self.colorkeys[0]])
self.reactant_manager_button_box = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.bottom_frame)
# support the import of reactants from the pickled mods dictionary
file = open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/mods.pkl', 'rb')
mods = pickle.load(file)
file.close()
modskeys = mods.keys()
modskeys.sort()
all_keys = []
for modskey in modskeys:
newkeys = mods[modskey].keys()
newkeys.sort()
for key in newkeys:
all_keys.append(key)
self.which_mod = Pmw.ComboBoxDialog(self.reactions_top,
title = 'Select a reaction to
import',
buttons = ('OK', 'Cancel'),
defaultbutton = 'OK',
combobox_labelpos = 'n',
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scrolledlist_items = (all_keys))
self.which_mod.withdraw()
self.reactant_manager_save_button =
self.reactant_manager_button_box.add('Save', command = self._save_reactants)
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='disabled')
self.reactant_manager_cancel_button =
self.reactant_manager_button_box.add('Discard Changes', command =
self._discard_reactant_manager_changes)
self.reactant_manager_cancel_button =
self.reactant_manager_button_box.add('Close', command =
self._close_reactant_manager)
self.reactant_added_weight_entry = Pmw.EntryField(self.right_frame,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'Weight
added to residue',
validate =
{'validator':'real'},
modifiedcommand =
self._update_temp_reactant_dict_weight)
if len(rxn_keys) > 0:
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.setvalue(self.reactions_dict[rxn_keys[0]]['
added_weight'])
self.reactant_target_AA_entry = Pmw.EntryField(self.right_frame,
labelpos = 'w',
label_text = 'Target
Residue 1-letter codes',
validate =
{'validator' : self._validate_one_letter_codes},
modifiedcommand =
self._update_temp_reactant_dict_target_AA)
if len(rxn_keys) > 0:
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.setvalue(self.reactions_dict[rxn_keys[0]]['tar
get_AA'])
# now build a text box to hold the sequences for modification
textfont = ('courier', 10)
self.sequence_box = Pmw.ScrolledText(self.tiptop_frame,
text_font=textfont, text_height=20)
for sequence in self.sequences:
self.sequence_box.appendtext('%s\n\n'%(sequence))
self.add_reactant_popup = Tkinter.Menu(self.reactions_top, tearoff=0)
self.sequence_box.component('text').bind("<Button-3>",
self.popup_menu)
self.sequence_box.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='x')
self.reactant_name_label.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='x')
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='x')
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='x')
self.tiptop_frame.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='x')
self.left_frame.pack(side='left', expand=1, fill='both')
self.right_frame.pack(side='left', expand=1, fill='both')
self.top_frame.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='both')
self.reactant_manager_button_box.pack(fill='x', expand=1)
self.bottom_frame.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='x')
self._save_reactants()

def popup_menu(self, event):
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# figure out which residue
x = self.sequence_box.get("current", "end")
name_table = {'A':'ala', 'C':'cys', 'D':'asp', 'E':'glu',
'F':'phe', 'G':'gly', 'H':'his', 'I':'ile',
'K':'lys', 'L':'leu', 'M':'met', 'N':'asn',
'P':'pro', 'Q':'gln', 'R':'arg', 'S':'ser',
'T':'thr', 'V':'val', 'W':'trp', 'Y':'tyr',
'0':'nterm', 'Z':'cterm'}
keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
# nterm and cterm are treated as special amino acid types 0 (zero)
and Z. In effect,
# their reactive groups are considered a special amino acid type.
The reactions_dict
# has an extra entry for these reactions, so they shouldn't block
the reactions of
# sidechains
chain = len(self.sequences) - len(string.split(x))
position = len(self.sequences[chain]) - len(string.split(x)[0])
for key in keys:
self.add_reactant_popup.delete(0)
for key in keys:
name = '%s %s'%(x[0], key)
if (x[0] in self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA']) or ((position
== 0) and ('0' in self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA'])) or ((position ==
len(self.sequences[chain])) and ('Z' in
self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA'])):
if (position == 0) and ('0' in
self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA']):
selection_key = '0'
elif ((position == len(self.sequences[chain])) and ('Z' in
self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA'])):
selection_key = 'Z'
else:
selection_key = x[0]
submenu = Tkinter.Menu(self.add_reactant_popup, tearoff=0)
added_weight = self.reactions_dict[key]['added_weight']
target_AA
= self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA']
c_lambda = lambda c=chain, p=position, w=added_weight, k=key:
self._react(c, p, w, k)
submenu.add_command(label="%s this %s"%(key,
name_table[x[0]]), command=c_lambda)
d_lambda = lambda p=target_AA, w=added_weight,
k=selection_key: self._react_all(p, w, k)
submenu.add_command(label="%s all %s"%(key,
self.reactions_dict[key]['target_AA']), command=d_lambda)
self.add_reactant_popup.add_cascade(label=name, menu=submenu)
#self.add_reactant_popup.add_separator()
self.add_reactant_popup.post(event.x_root, event.y_root)
def _react(self, chain, position, weight, reactant):
# first figure out what color to make the background
rxn_keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
index = 0
for i in range(len(rxn_keys)):
if reactant == rxn_keys[i]:
index = i
break
tag_color = self.colormap[self.colorkeys[index%len(self.colorkeys)]]
# create a list to add to the Experiment object's list
# iterate through the chains and residues, collecting tags
tags = {}
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for i in range(len(self.sequences)):
sequence = self.sequences[i]
tags[sequence] = []
if chain == i:
tags[sequence].append([int(position), float(weight),
reactant])
print 'adding %s tag at %s'%(reactant, '%s.%s'%(i, position))
if i == 0:
i = 1
else:
i = 2*i+1
self.sequence_box.tag_add(reactant, '%d.%d'%(i, position))
self.sequence_box.tag_config(reactant, background=tag_color)
self.parent.update_modification_weights(tags) # update
ProjectManager
def _react_all(self, types, weight, reactant):
# first figure out what color to make the background
rxn_keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
index = 0
for i in range(len(rxn_keys)):
if reactant == rxn_keys[i]:
index = i
break
tag_color =
self.colormap[self.colorkeys[index%(len(self.colorkeys))]]
# create a list to add to the Experiment object's list
# iterate through the chains and residues, collecting tags
tags = {}
for i in range(len(self.sequences)):
sequence = self.sequences[i]
tags[sequence] = []
for j in range(len(sequence)):
rez = sequence[j]
c = 1
if rez in types:
tags[sequence].append([j, float(weight), reactant])
if i == 0:
c = 1
else:
c = 2*i+1
print 'adding tag at %s'%('%s.%s'%(c,j))
self.sequence_box.tag_add(reactant, '%d.%d'%(c, j))
self.sequence_box.tag_config(reactant, background=tag_color)
self.parent.update_modification_weights(tags)
def _add_reactant(self):
self.reactant_name_dialog = Pmw.PromptDialog(self.reactions_top,
title = 'New Reactant',
label_text = 'Reactant Title',
entryfield_labelpos = 'n',
defaultbutton = 0,
buttons = ('OK', 'Cancel'),
command = self._add_reactant_callback)
def _add_reactant_callback(self, button_call):
new_key = self.reactant_name_dialog.get()
if len(new_key) > 0 and button_call == 'OK':
self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key] = {'target_AA':"",
'added_weight':0}
rxn_keys = self.temp_reactant_dict.keys()
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rxn_keys.sort()
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.setlist(rxn_keys)
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.selectitem(new_key)
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key]['
added_weight'])
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key]['tar
get_AA'])
self.reactant_name_dialog.destroy()
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='normal')
def _remove_reactant(self):
new_key = self.reactant_name_text.get()
# dialog popup to confirm removal
if len(new_key) > 0:
self.removal_confirmation_dialog =
Pmw.MessageDialog(self.reactions_top,
title = 'Confirm
removal',
message_text =
'deleting reactant %s'%(new_key),
command =
self._remove_reactant_callback,
buttons = ['Confirm',
'Cancel'])
def _remove_reactant_callback(self, button_call):
new_key = self.reactant_name_text.get()
if len(new_key) > 0:
if button_call == 'Confirm':
del self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key]
self.removal_confirmation_dialog.destroy()
rxn_keys = self.temp_reactant_dict.keys()
rxn_keys.sort()
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.setlist(rxn_keys)
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.selectitem(rxn_keys[0])
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[rxn_keys[0
]]['added_weight'])
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[rxn_keys[0]][
'target_AA'])
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='normal')
def _discard_reactant_manager_changes(self):
""" discards all changes since the last save
"""
self.temp_reactant_dict = copy.deepcopy(self.reactions_dict)
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.setvalue(self.reactions_dict[self.reactant_
name_message]['added_weight'])
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.setvalue(self.reactions_dict[self.reactant_nam
e_message]['target_AA'])
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='disabled')
def _close_reactant_manager(self):
self.reactions_top.destroy()
def _view_reactant(self, reactant):
try:
self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant]
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except KeyError:
print 'no such reactant'
return
else:
rxn_keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
index = 0
for i in range(len(rxn_keys)):
if reactant == rxn_keys[i]:
index = i
break
self.reactant_name_message = reactant # this is a Label...
change bkg color
self.reactant_name_label.config(bg=self.colormap[self.colorkeys[index%(len(s
elf.colorkeys))]])
self.reactant_name_text.set(self.reactant_name_message)
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant]['ta
rget_AA'])
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant][
'added_weight'])
def _validate_one_letter_codes(self, letters):
for i in range(len(letters)):
# includes '0' for nterm, 'Z' for cterm
if letters[i] not in ['0', 'Z',
'A','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','T','V','W',
'Y']:
return Pmw.PARTIAL
else:
return Pmw.OK
def _update_temp_reactant_dict_weight(self):
reactant_title = self.reactant_titles_dropdown.get()
t2 = self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant_title]['added_weight']
v2 = self.reactant_added_weight_entry.getvalue()
if v2 != t2:
self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant_title]['added_weight'] =
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.getvalue()
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='normal')
def _update_temp_reactant_dict_target_AA(self):
reactant_title = self.reactant_titles_dropdown.get ()
t1 = self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant_title]['target_AA']
v1 = self.reactant_target_AA_entry.getvalue()
if v1 != t1:
self.temp_reactant_dict[reactant_title]['target_AA'] =
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.getvalue()
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='normal')
def _save_reactants(self):
self.reactions_dict = copy.deepcopy(self.temp_reactant_dict)
reactions_file =
open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl', 'wb')
pickle.dump(self.reactions_dict, reactions_file)
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='disabled')
def _import_reactants(self):
result = self.which_mod.activate()
if result == 'OK':
new_key = self.which_mod.get()
file = open('./Applications/RAVE/programdata/mods.pkl', 'rb')
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mods = pickle.load(file)
file.close()
modskeys = mods.keys()
modskeys.sort()
specificities = ""
modweight = 0
for mod_key in modskeys:
if len(mod_key) == 1:
if new_key in mods[mod_key].keys():
specificities += mod_key
modweight = mods[mod_key][new_key]
if len(new_key) > 0:
self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key] = {'target_AA':specificities,
'added_weight':modweight}
rxn_keys = self.temp_reactant_dict.keys()
rxn_keys.sort()
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.setlist(rxn_keys)
self.reactant_titles_dropdown.selectitem(new_key)
self.reactant_added_weight_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key]['
added_weight'])
self.reactant_target_AA_entry.setvalue(self.temp_reactant_dict[new_key]['tar
get_AA'])
self.reactant_manager_save_button.config(state='normal')
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###### EXPERIMENTALCONDITIONVIEWER.PY ######

import Tkinter
import os
import pickle
import sys
sys.path.append('Dependencies')
import Pmw
sys.path.append('Tools/Widgets')
import FunctionalPmwCounter
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE/RAVEwidgets')
import FragmentViewer
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE')
import Fragment
import MassSpecExperiment
import copy
sys.path.append('Tools/MassSpectrometry')

class Viewer:
def __init__(self, parent, sequences, modification_tags,
spectra_scrollbar=None):
self.parent = parent
self.sequences = sequences
self.modification_tags = modification_tags
self.expcond_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self.parent)
self.expcond_top.title('Experimental Condition Suggestions')
self.expcond_top.top_width=800
self.expcond_top.top_height=500
self.spectra_scrollbar=spectra_scrollbar # for the fragment viewer
geometry_string =
"%dx%d%+d%+d"%(self.expcond_top.top_width,self.expcond_top.top_height,100,10
0) # width,height,x-offset,y-offset
self.expcond_top.geometry(geometry_string)

# frame1 is on the left
self.frame1 = Tkinter.Frame(self.expcond_top, relief='raised',bd=2)
self.frame1a = Tkinter.Frame(self.frame1, relief='groove',bd=2)
self.frame1b = Tkinter.Frame(self.frame1, relief='groove',bd=2)
self.frame1c = Tkinter.Frame(self.frame1, relief='groove',bd=2)
self.frame2 = Tkinter.Frame(self.expcond_top, relief='raised',bd=2)
# available reagents
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reactions file %s found'%(filename)
# put the available reagents into a scrolled frame
self.reagents_sframe = Pmw.ScrolledFrame(self.frame1a, usehullsize=1,
hull_width=200, hull_height=200)
rsframe_interior = self.reagents_sframe.interior()
# frame1a has available reagents (radiobutton)
self.reagents_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(rsframe_interior,
buttontype = 'radiobutton',
orient = 'vertical',
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labelpos = 'nw',
label_text = 'Available\n
Reagents',
selectmode='single')
self.reagents_radio.pack(side='top', expand = 0, fill='none')
self.reagents_sframe.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='both')
keys = self.reactions_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
keys.reverse()
for key in keys:
self.reagents_radio.add(key)
self.reagents_radio.invoke(keys[0])

# available proteases
self.proteases_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.proteases_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
else:
print 'no protease file %s found'%(filename)
self.protease_sframe = Pmw.ScrolledFrame(self.frame1b, usehullsize=1,
hull_width=200, hull_height=200)
psframe_interior = self.protease_sframe.interior()
self.protease_radio = Pmw.RadioSelect(psframe_interior,
buttontype = 'checkbutton',
orient = 'vertical',
labelpos = 'nw',
label_text = 'Available\n
Proteases',
selectmode='multiple')
self.protease_radio.pack(side='top', expand = 0, fill='none')
self.protease_sframe.pack(side='top', expand = 1, fill='both')
keys = self.proteases_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
keys.reverse()
for key in keys:
self.protease_radio.add(key)
self.protease_radio.invoke(keys[0])
# frame1c has the missed cut sites counter
self.missed_cut_sites_counter =
FunctionalPmwCounter.functional_pmw_counter(self.frame1c,
'n',
'Missed cut sites
tolerated:',
2,
{'validator':'integer',
'min':0, 'max':99},
'integer',
1)
self.missed_cut_sites_counter.pack(side='top', expand=1, fill='both')
# frame2 gets the report and buttonbox
self.report_textbox = Pmw.ScrolledText(self.frame2,usehullsize =
1,hull_width = 400,hull_height = 350)
self.report_textbox.pack(side='top', fill='both', expand=1)
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self.report_text = self.report_textbox.component('text')
self.buttonBox = Pmw.ButtonBox(self.frame2)
self.buttonBox.add('Calculate', command = self.calculate_report)
self.buttonBox.add('Cancel', command = self.cancel_calculation)
self.buttonBox.alignbuttons()
self.buttonBox.pack(side='top', fill='x', expand=0)
self.frame1a.pack(side='top',
self.frame1b.pack(side='top',
self.frame1c.pack(side='top',
self.frame1.pack(side='left',
self.frame2.pack(side='left',
self.old_stdout = None

expand=1,
expand=1,
expand=1,
expand=0,
expand=1,

def cancel_calculation(self):
if self.old_stdout:
sys.stdout = self.old_stdout
self.expcond_top.destroy()

fill='both')
fill='both')
fill='both')
fill='y')
fill='both')

# reset

def write(self, text):
""" write text to the outbox of the codebox. This functions is
present
to override stdout. Use python's normal print() command instead.
"""
self.report_text.configure(state='normal')
self.report_text.insert('end', text)
self.report_text.configure(state='disabled')
self.report_text.see('end')
self.report_text.update_idletasks()
def view_fragments(self, fragments, reagent_specificity=None,
protease_specificity=None):
self.fragview_top = Tkinter.Toplevel(self.parent)
self.fragview_top.title('Fragment Viewer')
self.fragview_top.top_width=650
self.fragview_top.top_height=300
geometry_string = "%dx%d%+d%+d"
%(self.fragview_top.top_width,self.fragview_top.top_height,200,200) #
width,height,x-offset,y-offset
self.fragview_top.geometry(geometry_string)
# sort the fragments first by nterm then by cterm eg 1_5 comes
before 2_5
frag_index_dict = {}
for frag in fragments:
key = '%s_%s'%(frag.get_nterm_index(), frag.get_cterm_index())
frag_index_dict[key] = frag
keys = frag_index_dict.keys()
keys.sort()

frag_list = []
for key in keys:
#frag = frag_index_dict[key]
#try:
#
frag_list[frag.get_chain()]
#except IndexError:
#
while len(frag_list) < frag.get_chain()+1:
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#

frag_list.append([])

#frag_list[int(frag.get_chain())].append(frag)#[frag.get_nterm_index(),
frag.get_cterm_index(), frag.get_sequence(), frag.get_chain(),
frag.get_color()])
frag_list.append(frag_index_dict[key])
chain_names = []
for i in range(len(frag_list)):
chain_names.append('%s'%(i))
reagent_target_lists = None
if reagent_specificity:
reagent_target_lists = []
for sequence in self.sequences:
reagent_target_lists.append([])
i = 0
for aa in sequence:
if aa in reagent_specificity:
reagent_target_lists[-1].append(i)
i += 1
protease_target_lists = None
print 'protease specificity %s'%(protease_specificity)
if protease_specificity:
protease_target_lists = []
for sequence in self.sequences:
protease_target_lists.append([])
i = 0
for aa in sequence:
if aa in protease_specificity:
protease_target_lists[-1].append(i)
i += 1
print 'protease target lists %s'%(protease_target_lists)
print 'reagent_target_lists %s'%(reagent_target_lists)
# build a menu for controlling the view of reagent specificity vs
protease specificity vs both
ft = self.fragview_top
ft.fview = FragmentViewer.Viewer(ft, ft, ft.top_width, ft.top_height,
self.sequences, frag_list, reagent_target_lists, protease_target_lists,
self.spectra_scrollbar)
ft.menuBar = Pmw.MenuBar(self.fragview_top, hull_relief = 'raised')
ft.menuBar.addmenu('vertical lines', 'vertical lines')
ft.menuBar.addmenuitem('vertical lines', 'command', label='reagent
specificity', command=ft.fview.draw_vertical_lines_1)
ft.menuBar.addmenuitem('vertical lines', 'command', label='protease
specificity', command=ft.fview.draw_vertical_lines_2)
ft.menuBar.addmenuitem('vertical lines', 'command', label='both',
command=ft.fview.draw_both_vertical_lines)
ft.menuBar.addmenuitem('vertical lines', 'command', label='neither',
command=ft.fview.remove_vertical_lines)
ft.menuBar.pack(fill='x', side='top', expand=0)
ft.legend_frame=Tkinter.Frame(self.fragview_top)
Tkinter.Label(ft.legend_frame, text='no overlap\nUF = unmodified
fragment\nMF = modified fragment', fg='black').pack(side='top', expand=0,
fill='none')
Tkinter.Label(ft.legend_frame, text='UF overlap with UF',
fg='red').pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
Tkinter.Label(ft.legend_frame, text='MF overlap with UF',
fg='blue').pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
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Tkinter.Label(ft.legend_frame, text='UF overlap with MF',
fg='purple').pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
Tkinter.Label(ft.legend_frame, text='MF overlap with MF',
fg='green').pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
ft.legend_frame.pack(side='left', expand=0, fill='none')
ft.fview.pack(side='left', fill='both', expand=1)
def calculate_report(self):
# capture stdout, saving the old for resetting later
self.old_stdout = sys.stdout
sys.stdout = self
self.report_textbox.clear()
reagent = self.reagents_radio.getcurselection()
proteases = []
p = self.protease_radio.getcurselection()
for prot in p:
proteases.append(prot)
missed_cuts = self.missed_cut_sites_counter.get()
print 'reagent:
%s'%(reagent)
print 'proteases:
',
for protease in proteases:
print '%s, '%(protease),
print '\nmissed cuts: %s'%(missed_cuts)
# set the experimental parameters
exp = MassSpecExperiment.MassSpecExperiment('exp',
self.modification_tags)
exp.set_modifying_reagent(reagent)
exp.set_missed_cut_site_tolerance(missed_cuts)
exp.set_digestion_type('exhaustive')
exp.set_protein_sequences(self.sequences)
print 'mass range from %s to %s'%(exp.spectrum_start,
exp.spectrum_end)
rxn_count = 0
reaction_specificity = self.reactions_dict[reagent]['target_AA']
reaction_weight
=
float(self.reactions_dict[reagent]['added_weight'])
# rxn_indices is a list of dictionaries, one for each sequence
# where keys are indices of reactive residues, and 1 or 0 is stored
to
# represent whether the index has been blocked
rxn_indices = []
for seq in self.sequences:
rxn_indices.append({})
# one for each sequence
i = 0
for res in seq:
if res in reaction_specificity:
rxn_count += 1
# get the total number of
reactive residues
rxn_indices[-1][i] = 0
# initialize a container to
monitor them
i += 1
print '%s %s reactive residues available at indices:'%(rxn_count,
reaction_specificity)
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i = 0
for indexset in rxn_indices:
keys = indexset.keys()
keys.sort()
print 'chain %s - '%(i),
for ind in keys:
print ind,
i += 1
print ''
# start the calculation
viewer_buttons = []
for protease in proteases:
print '\n\n%s:'%(protease)
protease_specificity =
self.proteases_dict[protease]['specificity']
exp.set_protease(protease)
# calculate the single-reaction, n-missed cut site fragments
protease_reagent_overlap = 0
for r_spec in reaction_specificity:
if r_spec in protease_specificity:
protease_reagent_overlap = 1
exp._calculate_single_reaction_fragments_dictionary()
# store 1 in rxn_indices if a fragment covers the index
for frag in exp.fragment_objects:
c = frag.get_cterm_index()
n = frag.get_nterm_index()
chain = frag.get_chain()
keys = rxn_indices[chain].keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
if protease_reagent_overlap:
if key >n and key < c:
rxn_indices[chain][key] = 1
else:
if key >n and key <= c:
rxn_indices[chain][key] = 1
# make available_indices and unavailable_indices lists
cnt = 0
cnt2 = 0
available_indices = []
unavailable_indices = []
for list in rxn_indices:
available_indices.append([])
unavailable_indices.append([])
keys = list.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
cnt += list[key]
if list[key] and key not in available_indices[-1]:
available_indices[-1].append(key)
cnt2 += 1
elif not list[key] and key not in unavailable_indices[1]:
unavailable_indices[-1].append(key)
print '%s single-reactive-site fragments cover %s reaction
indices:'%(len(exp.fragment_objects), cnt)
i = 0
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for indexset in available_indices:
print 'chain %s - '%(i),
for ind in indexset:
print ind,
print ''
i += 1
print ''
# reset
j = 0
for seq
i =
for

the reaction index-presence/absence monitor

in self.sequences:
0
res in seq:
if res in reaction_specificity:
rxn_indices[j][i] = 0
i += 1
j += 1

exp._calculate_all_possible_fragments_dictionary()
all_frags_keys = exp.all_fragment_dict.keys()
# check which frags (and their modifications) are obscured by
other unmodified fragments
# obscured_frags ends up being a list the size of the
Experiment's all_fragments list with
# 0 if not obscured by other fragments
print 'testing unmodified and unmodified versions for overlap
with unmodified peaks'
obscured_frags = []
for frag in exp.fragment_objects:
frag_weight = frag.get_weight()
break1 = 0
break2 = 0
for key in all_frags_keys:
if abs(frag_weight - key) <
exp.get_filter_resolution()*key and abs(frag_weight-key) != 0.0:
print 'unmodified reactive fragment %s overlaps with
fragment %s'%(frag_weight, key)
break1 = 1
if abs(frag_weight + reaction_weight - key) <
exp.get_filter_resolution()*key and abs(frag_weight-key) != 0.0:
print 'modified reactive fragment %s overlaps with
fragment %s'%(frag_weight+reaction_weight, key)
break2 = 1
if break2:
frag.set_color('blue')
obscured_frags.append(1)
elif break1:
frag.set_color('red')
obscured_frags.append(1)
if break1 or break2:
break
else:
obscured_frags.append(0)
# not obscured
unobscured_frag_count = 0
for obs in obscured_frags:
if not obs:
unobscured_frag_count += 1
# count the remaining number of reaction sites on the unobscured
fragments
# rxn_indices gets 1 if the reactive site is not obscured
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i = 0
for frag in exp.fragment_objects:
if not obscured_frags[i]:

# only check the unobscured

ones
c = frag.get_cterm_index()
n = frag.get_nterm_index()
list = rxn_indices[frag.get_chain()]
keys = list.keys()
# these keys are the list of
indices for reactive rez
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
if protease_reagent_overlap:
if key >n and key < c:
list[key] = 1
else:
if key >n and key <= c:
list[key] = 1
i += 1
unobscured_coverage_count = 0
for list in rxn_indices:
keys = list.keys()
for key in keys:
unobscured_coverage_count += list[key]
print '%s unobscured reactive indices from %s fragments stand
out from the %s unmodified fragments\n'%(unobscured_coverage_count,
unobscured_frag_count, len(all_frags_keys))
# reset
j = 0
for seq
i =
for

the reaction index-presence/absence monitor

in self.sequences:
0
res in seq:
if res in reaction_specificity:
rxn_indices[j][i] = 0
i += 1
j += 1

print 'testing unmodified and modified versions for overlap with
modified peaks'
# test the frags against the modified versions of all available
fragments
i = 0
mod_obscured_frags = []
test_against = 0
for frag in exp.fragment_objects:
if not obscured_frags[i]:
test_against = 0
frag_weight = frag.get_weight()
breakout = 0
break1 = 0
break2 = 0
for key in all_frags_keys:
sec_frag = exp.all_fragment_dict[key]
sec_seq = sec_frag['sequence']
for frag_object in exp.all_fragment_objects:
if sec_seq == frag_object.get_sequence():
sec_frag_object = frag_object
rxn_count = 0
for res in sec_seq:
if res in reaction_specificity:
rxn_count += 1
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if rxn_count >= 1:
for j in range(rxn_count):
added_weight = j * reaction_weight
sec_mod_weight = sec_frag_object.get_weight()
+ added_weight
test_against += 1
if abs(frag_weight - sec_mod_weight) < 7.0
and frag_weight != sec_mod_weight:
print 'unmodified reactive fragment %s
overlaps with modified fragment %s from %s'%(frag_weight, sec_mod_weight,
sec_frag_object.get_weight())
break1 = 1
if abs(frag_weight + reaction_weight sec_mod_weight) < 7.0 and frag_weight+reaction_weight != sec_mod_weight:
print 'modified reactive fragment %s
overlaps with modified fragment %s from %s'%(frag_weight+reaction_weight,
sec_mod_weight, sec_frag_object.get_weight())
break2 = 1
if break2:
frag.set_color('green')
mod_obscured_frags.append(1)
elif break1:
frag.set_color('purple')
mod_obscured_frags.append(1)
if break1 or break2:
breakout = 1
break
if breakout:
break
else:
mod_obscured_frags.append(0)
else:
mod_obscured_frags.append(1)
i += 1
print 'tested for overlap with %s modified fragments, from %s
total frags'%(test_against, len(all_frags_keys))
# count the remaining number of reaction sites on the probable
fragments
# considering modifications of all_fragments
i = 0
for frag in exp.fragment_objects:
if not obscured_frags[i] and not mod_obscured_frags[i]:
c = frag.get_cterm_index()
n = frag.get_nterm_index()
list = rxn_indices[frag.get_chain()]
keys = list.keys()
# these keys are the list of
indices for reactive rez
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
if protease_reagent_overlap:
if key >n and key < c:
list[key] = 1
else:
if key >n and key <= c:
list[key] = 1
i += 1
cnt = 0
available_indices = []
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j = 0
for seq in self.sequences:
available_indices.append([])
list = rxn_indices[j]
keys = list.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
cnt += list[key]
if list[key]:
available_indices[-1].append(key)
j += 1
print '%s of the reactive sites should be represented without
overlap:'%(cnt)
j = 0
for seq in self.sequences:
print 'chain %s '%(j),
for ind in available_indices[j]:
print ind,
j += 1
print
c_lambda = lambda x=copy.deepcopy(exp.fragment_objects), y =
copy.deepcopy(reaction_specificity), z = copy.deepcopy(protease_specificity):
self.view_fragments(x, y, z)
viewer_button = Tkinter.Button(self.report_text, text='View',
command=c_lambda)
viewer_button.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
viewer_buttons.append(viewer_button)
self.report_text.window_create('end', window=viewer_button)
self.report_text.insert('end', '\n\n')
# calculate for follow-up with other proteases
useful_second_indices = []
for protease2 in proteases:
if protease2 == protease:
continue
print '\n\n%s -> %s'%(protease, protease2)
second_protease_specificity = self.proteases_dict[protease2]
frags = exp.fragment_objects
# digest the fragments, collecting all within the molecular
weight range that have
# only one modification on them in new_fragset and all of
the fragments in new_fragset_all
new_fragset = []
new_fragset_sequences = []
new_fragset_all = []
new_fragset_all_sequences = []
for frag in frags:
seq = frag.get_sequence()
growing_seq = []
nterm
= frag.get_nterm_index()
last_nterm = nterm
total_length = 0
length = 0
for aa in seq:
growing_seq.append(aa)
total_length += 1
length += 1
if aa in second_protease_specificity or total_length
== len(seq):
# make sure only one modification
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rxns = 0
for aa2 in growing_seq:
if aa2 in reaction_specificity:
rxns += 1
# store and reset
new_frag =
Fragment.Fragment(copy.copy(growing_seq), -1, last_nterm, last_nterm+length,
None, frag.get_chain())
last_nterm = last_nterm+length
length = 0
growing_seq = []
if new_frag.get_weight() > 800.0 and
new_frag.get_weight() < 10000.0:
if new_frag.get_sequence() not in
new_fragset_all_sequences:
new_fragset_all.append(new_frag)
new_fragset_all_sequences.append(new_frag.get_sequence())
if rxns == 1:
if new_frag.get_sequence() not in
new_fragset_sequences:
new_fragset.append(new_frag)
new_fragset_sequences.append(new_frag.get_sequence())
print '%s single reaction fragments, among %s
total'%(len(new_fragset), len(new_fragset_all))
# collect the reaction indices and the fragments that cover
them
indexed_fragments = {}
for j in range(len(self.sequences)):
seq = self.sequences[j]
rxn_index_keys = rxn_indices[j].keys()
rxn_index_keys.sort()
for key in rxn_index_keys:
for new_frag in new_fragset:
nt = new_frag.get_nterm_index()
ct = new_frag.get_cterm_index()
if key > nt and key < ct:
if key not in indexed_fragments.keys():
indexed_fragments[key] = [new_frag]
else:
if new_frag not in
indexed_fragments[key]:
indexed_fragments[key].append(new_frag)
idx_keys = indexed_fragments.keys()
idx_keys.sort()
frag_cnt = 0
print 'reactive indices included:'
for idx in idx_keys:
print idx,
frag_cnt += len(indexed_fragments[idx])
print 'covered by %s fragments'%(frag_cnt)
# make sure none of the other fragments overlap with the
recovery ones or their modifications
frags_to_view = []
index_keys = indexed_fragments.keys()
index_keys.sort()
for index in index_keys:
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frags_to_recover = indexed_fragments[index]
remaining_chances = len(frags_to_recover)
remaining_holder = []
for j in range(remaining_chances):
remaining_holder.append(0)
for test_frag in frags_to_recover:
frag_weight = test_frag.get_weight()
j = 0
for new_fragment in new_fragset_all:
sec_weight = new_frag.get_weight()
if new_fragment.get_sequence() !=
test_frag.get_sequence():
if abs(frag_weight-sec_weight) < 7.0:
print 'unmodified reactive fragment %s
overlaps with unmodified fragment %s'%(frag_weight, sec_weight)
test_frag.set_color('blue')
remaining_chances -= 1
remaining_holder[j] = 1
break
elif abs(frag_weight+reaction_weightsec_weight) < 7.0:
print 'modified reactive fragment %s
overlaps with unmodified fragment %s'%(frag_weight+reaction_weight,
sec_weight)
test_frag.set_color('red')
remaining_chances -= 1
remaining_holder[j] = 1
break
j += 1
final_count = 0
for j in range(len(remaining_holder)):
if not remaining_holder[j]:
final_count += 1
#print '%s fragments containing blocked index %s are
visible through unmodified fragments'%(final_count, index)
# now check modified versions
for new_fragment in new_fragset_all:
new_seq = new_fragment.get_sequence()
rxncnt = 0
for aa in new_seq:
if aa in reaction_specificity:
rxncnt += 1
if rxncnt == 0:
continue
for j in range(1,rxncnt):
added_weight = j * reaction_weight
mod_weight = new_fragment.get_weight() +
added_weight
k = 0
for test_frag in frags_to_recover:
if test_frag.get_sequence() !=
new_fragment.get_sequence():
if not remaining_holder[k]:
if abs(mod_weighttest_frag.get_weight()) < 7.0:
print 'unmodified reactive
fragment %s overlaps with modified fragment %s'%(test_frag.get_weight(),
mod_weight)
test_frag.set_color('green')
remaining_chances -= 1
remaining_holder[k] = 1
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break
elif abs(mod_weight(test_frag.get_weight()+reaction_weight)) < 7.0:
print 'modified reactive
fragment %s overlaps with modified fragment
%s'%(test_frag.get_weight()+reaction_weight, mod_weight)
test_frag.set_color('purple')
remaining_chances -= 1
remaining_holder[k] = 1
break
k += 1
for test_frag in frags_to_recover:
frags_to_view.append(test_frag)
final_count = 0
for j in range(len(remaining_holder)):
if not remaining_holder[j]:
final_count += 1
#print '%s fragments containing blocked index %s are
visible'%(final_count, index)
#print final_count, index, available_indices
if final_count:
useful_second_indices.append(index)
if final_count and index not in available_indices:
print 'recovered index %s in %s fragments'%(index,
final_count)
print '%s frags to view, covering indices
%s'%(len(frags_to_view), useful_second_indices)
c_lambda = lambda x=copy.deepcopy(frags_to_view), y =
copy.deepcopy(reaction_specificity), z =
copy.deepcopy(second_protease_specificity): self.view_fragments(x, y, z)
viewer_button = Tkinter.Button(self.report_text, text='View',
command=c_lambda)
viewer_button.pack(side='top', expand=0, fill='none')
viewer_buttons.append(viewer_button)
self.report_text.window_create('end', window=viewer_button)
self.report_text.insert('end', '\n\n')

# reset
for seq
i =
for

the reaction index-presence/absence monitor
in self.sequences:
0
res in seq:
if res in reaction_specificity:
rxn_indices[-1][i] = 0
i += 1

# reset stdout
sys.stdout = self.old_stdout
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###### MASSSPECEXPERIMENT.PY ######

import string
import os
import pickle
import sys
sys.path.append('./Applicatoins/RAVE/')
import Fragment
sys.path.append('./Applications/RAVE/RAVEwidgets')
import PlottingTools
print os.getcwd()
sys.path.append('./Tools/pH')
try:
from pH import pH
except:
import pH
import copy

class MassSpecExperiment:
def __init__(self, title, modification_tags):
self.title = title
self.modification_tags = modification_tags
self.protease = 'trypsin'
self.modifying_reagent = None
self.missed_cut_site_tolerance = 2
self.digestion_type = 'limited'
self.protein_sequences = []
self.fragment_dict = {}
self.filter_resolution = 0.002
# resolving power
self.spectrum_start = 800.0
self.spectrum_end = 10000.0
self.loq_multiplier = 10.0
self.protease_cut_terminus = 'C'
self.subtract_baseline_from_areas = 0
# also subtracts baseline
from heights if 1
# reactions
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reactions file %s found'%(filename)
# store raw spectra here note that these are each lists of
dictionaries Plot objects
# indexed by 'controls' or the time of the observation in seconds
self.spectra = {'controls':[]}
# store processed data; each float(seconds) key stores a list of
modified fragments
# each with their own internal data
self.timepoints = {}
# normalization_standards are the standards that have actually been
used to normalize
self.normalization_standards = {}
# external standards are the standards that the user added
externally to the experiment
self.external_standards = {}
self.fragment_objects = []
self.fragment_dict
= {}
self.all_fragment_objects = []
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self.all_fragment_dict = {}
self.unreactive_fragment_dict = {}
self.unreactive_fragment_objects = []
self.treated = 0
# this tells whether or not to do
interpolation when opening the project
self.tolerate_double_charges = True
self.pI_for_halving = 9.0
self.structure_filename = None
def update_modification_weights(self, weights_dict):
for seq in weights_dict.keys():
try:
self.modification_tags[seq]
except KeyError:
self.modification_tags[seq] = []
for entry in weights_dict[seq]:
self.modification_tags[seq].append(entry)
def get_subtract_baseline_from_areas(self):
# these functions are sort of misnamed as they also subtract
baseline from heights
return self.subtract_baseline_from_areas
def set_subtract_baseline_from_areas(self, arg):
# these functions are sort of misnamed as they also subtract
baseline from heights
print "in set subtract baseline with arg %d"%(arg)
if arg in [0,1]:
self.subtract_baseline_from_areas = arg
def get_controls(self):
try:
self.spectra['controls']
except KeyError:
print 'no controls found'
return -1
else:
if len(self.spectra['controls']) > 0:
return copy.deepcopy(self.spectra['controls'])
else:
print 'no controls saved with this experiment'
return -1
def set_spectra_to(self, new_spectra):
print 'updating spectra'
print 'new timepoints %s'%(new_spectra.keys())
self.spectra = new_spectra
def get_structure_filename(self):
return self.structure_filename
def set_structure_filename(self, filename):
self.structure_filename = filename
def get_pI_for_halving(self):
return self.pI_for_halving
def set_pI_for_halving(self, new_pI):
self.pI_for_halving = new_pI
def get_double_charges_tolerance(self):
return self.tolerate_double_charges
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def set_double_charges_tolerances(self, new_tolerance):
self.tolerate_double_charges = new_tolerance
def get_times(self):
# returns spectra timepoints
keys = self.timepoints.keys()
keys.sort()
return keys
def change_title(self, new_title):
self.title = new_title
def add_spectra(self, file, time):
""" file is a file name, so open it and store as a Plot object """
p = PlottingTools.Plot()
p.load_csv(file)
try:
self.spectra[time]
except KeyError:
self.spectra[time] = [p]
else:
self.spectra[time].append(p)
return p
def add_control(self, file):
p = PlottingTools.Plot()
p.load_csv(file)
self.spectra['controls'].append(p)
return p
def has_controls(self):
keys = self.spectra.keys()
if 'controls' in keys:
if len(self.spectra['controls']) > 0:
return 1
return 0
def change_spectra_group(self, file_path, new_group):
""" new_group is the class; either 'controls' or a float value for
seconds """
# first find the spectra, among all groups, by its absolute file
path
breakout = 0
for group_key in self.spectra.keys():
i = 0
for spec in self.spectra[group_key]:
if file_path == spec.source_file:
if group_key == new_group:
# its already there
return
# here's the spectra. recreate under the appropriate key
try:
self.spectra[new_group]
except KeyError:
self.spectra[new_group] = [spec]
else:
self.spectra[new_group].append(spec)
breakout = 1
break
i += 1
if breakout:
# delete the old one
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self.spectra[group_key] = self.spectra[group_key][:i] +
self.spectra[group_key][i+1:]
if len(self.spectra[group_key]) == 0 and group_key !=
'controls':
del self.spectra[group_key]
break
def calculate_timepoints(self):
# normalize and average the same-time observations
if len(self.timepoints.keys()) == 0:
avg_plots = {}
bkg_plots = {}
control_plots = None
keys = self.spectra.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
print 'calculating timepoint %s seconds from %s plots'%(key,
len(self.spectra[key]))
if self.get_digestion_type() == 'exhaustive':
# scale all by the consensus peak height sum
allspectra = []
for spectra_key in keys:
spectra_group = self.spectra[spectra_key]
if len(spectra_group) > 0:
if spectra_key == 'controls':
control_plots = spectra_group
else:
for spec in spectra_group:
allspectra.append(spec)
print "initially scaling all plots by height sum"
PlottingTools.scale_equivalent_observations_by_height_sum(allspectra)
for spectra_key in keys:
spectra_group = self.spectra[spectra_key]
if len(spectra_group) > 0:
if spectra_key == 'controls':
control_plots = spectra_group
else:
#if self.get_digestion_type() == 'limited':
#
PlottingTools.scale_equivalent_observations_by_height_sum(spectra_group)
avg_plots[spectra_key] =
PlottingTools.average_plots(spectra_group)
bkg_plots[spectra_key] = spectra_group
self.timepoints = avg_plots
self.background_plots = bkg_plots
def apply_calibration(self, calibration):
spec_keys = self.spectra.keys()
for spec_key in spec_keys:
for i in range(len(self.spectra[spec_key])):
new_xs = []
for x in self.spectra[spec_key][i].x:
new_xs.append(x+calibration)
self.spectra[spec_key][i].x = new_xs
def apply_normalization(self, normalization_ratio):
tp_keys = self.timepoints.keys()
bg_keys = self.background_plots.keys()
for tp_key in tp_keys:
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new_ys = []
for y in self.timepoints[tp_key].y:
new_ys.append(y+normalization)
self.timepoints[tp_key].y = new_ys
for bg_key in bg_keys:
for spec in self.background_plots[bg_key]:
new_ys = []
for y in spec.y:
new_ys.append(y+normalization)
spec.y = new_ys

def _subtract_controls(self, avg_plots, control_plots):
""" to subtract the controls,
for each control,
1. recognize peaks in the control
2. add the sum of the heights
3. for each observation
a. find the sum of heights at the control peak locations
b. normalize the control to fit this sum
c. subtract the normalized control
"""
keys = self.spectra.keys()
plot_list = []
key_list = []
for key in avg_plots.keys():
plot_list.append(avg_plots[key])
key_list.append(key)
for control_plot in control_plots:
PlottingTools.normalize_and_subtract_plot(plot_list,
control_plot)
avg_plots = {}
for i in range(len(key_list)):
avg_plots[key_list[i]] = plot_list[i]
return avg_plots
def get_control_plots(self):
try:
self.spectra['controls']
except KeyError:
return None
else:
return self.spectra['controls']
def set_protease(self, protease_name):
self.protease = protease_name
def get_protease(self):
return self.protease
def set_protease_cut_terminus(self, terminal_specificity):
self.protease_cut_terminus = terminal_specificity
def get_protease_cut_terminus(self):
return self.protease_cut_terminus
def get_timepoints(self):
try:
self.spectra['controls']
except KeyError:
return self.spectra
else:
just_the_timepoints = {}
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keys = self.spectra.keys()
for key in keys:
if key != 'controls':
just_the_timepoints[key] = self.spectra[key]
return just_the_timepoints
print 'no spectra loaded'
return {}
def set_modifying_reagent(self, reagent):
print 'setting reagent to %s'%(reagent)
if reagent == "None" or reagent == 'None':
self.modifying_reagent = None
else:
self.modifying_reagent = reagent
def get_modifying_reagent(self):
return self.modifying_reagent
def get_modifying_reagent_specificity(self):
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reactions file %s found'%(filename)
if self.modifying_reagent:
try:
self.reactions_dict[self.modifying_reagent]['target_AA']
except KeyError:
return None
else:
return
self.reactions_dict[self.modifying_reagent]['target_AA']
else:
return []
def get_modifying_reagent_weight(self):
self.reactions_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/reactions_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
reactions_file = open(filename, 'rb')
self.reactions_dict = pickle.load(reactions_file)
reactions_file.close()
else:
print 'no reactions file %s found'%(filename)
if self.modifying_reagent and self.modifying_reagent != 'None':
return
self.reactions_dict[self.modifying_reagent]['added_weight']
else:
return None
def get_protease_specificity(self):
# available proteases
self.protease_dict = {}
filename = './Applications/RAVE/programdata/protease_dict.pkl'
if os.path.exists(filename):
protease_file = open(filename, 'rb')
protease_dict = pickle.load(protease_file)
protease_file.close()
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else:
print 'no protease file %s found'%(filename)
return protease_dict[self.protease]['specificity']
def set_missed_cut_site_tolerance(self, tolerance):
self.missed_cut_site_tolerance = tolerance
def get_missed_cut_site_tolerance(self):
return self.missed_cut_site_tolerance
def set_digestion_type(self, digestion_type):
""" should be 'exhaustive' or 'limited' """
self.digestion_type = digestion_type
def get_digestion_type(self):
return self.digestion_type
def set_protein_sequences(self, sequences):
self.protein_sequences = []
for seq in sequences:
self.protein_sequences.append(seq)
def get_protein_sequences(self):
return self.protein_sequences
def get_mass_range(self):
return [self.spectrum_start, self.spectrum_end]
def set_mass_range(self, parms):
self.spectrum_start = parms[0]
self.spectrum_end
= parms[1]
def get_LOQ_multiplier(self):
try:
self.loq_multiplier
except:
self.loq_multiplier = 10.0
return self.loq_multiplier
def set_LOQ_multiplier(self, parm):
self.loq_multiplier = parm

def _calculate_single_reaction_fragments_dictionary(self,
cut_terminus='C'):
""" this one just requests the single reactive site fragments
terminus designates whether the protease cuts before ('N') or
after 'C'
the target residue(s)
"""
weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09, 'E':129.12,
'F':147.18,
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16, 'K':128.17,
'L':113.16,
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12, 'Q':128.14,
'R':156.19,
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14, 'W':186.21,
'Y':163.18}
self.fragment_dict = {}
specificity = self.get_protease_specificity()
reagent_specificity = self.get_modifying_reagent_specificity()
self.fragment_objects = []
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# first identify all of the cut sites
chain_number = 0
for seq in self.protein_sequences:
if seq in self.modification_tags.keys():
weight_tags = self.modification_tags[seq]
else:
weight_tags = []
cut_sites = [-1]
index = 0
for rez in seq:
if rez in specificity:
if index != len(seq)-1:
# this covers cterm RK and
next-P indexing errors
if seq[index+1] != 'P':
cut_sites.append(index)
index = index + 1
cut_sites.append(int(len(seq)-1))
# now use them to make a list of possible fragments
fragment_list
= []
# an array of weights
for site1_index in range(0,len(cut_sites)-1):
for site2_index in range(site1_index+1, len(cut_sites)):
# the following bit of code imposes two restrictions:
# 1) there should be less than the tolerance for missed
cut sites
# 2) there should only be one site for reaction
if self.digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
if site2_index <= site1_index+1 +
string.atoi(self.missed_cut_site_tolerance):
specificity_count = 0
for rez in
seq[cut_sites[site1_index]+1:cut_sites[site2_index]]:
if rez in reagent_specificity:
specificity_count += 1
# filter out fragments affected by reagent
specificity at the cut_site.
# if the fragment is internal, make sure neither
the n- nor the c-term
# cutsites are reactive. If either is reactive,
then the population of
# that fragment can be expected to decrease
through the course of the
# reaction, which is unacceptable for use in
internal standards
warning = 0
if cut_sites[site1_index] != -1 and
cut_sites[site2_index] != len(seq):
if seq[cut_sites[site1_index]] in
reagent_specificity or seq[cut_sites[site2_index]] in reagent_specificity:
warning = 1
elif cut_sites[site1_index] == -1 and
cut_sites[site2_index] != len(seq):
if seq[cut_sites[site2_index]] in
reagent_specificity:
warning = 1
elif cut_sites[site1_index] != -1 and
cut_sites[site2_index] == len(seq):
if seq[cut_sites[site1_index]] in
reagent_specificity:
warning = 1
if warning:
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print 'Warning!!! the reagent is reacting
with proteolytic cut sites!!!'
continue
is_a_reactive_nterm = 'K' in reagent_specificity
and site1_index == 0
is_a_reactive_cterm = 'E' in reagent_specificity
and 'D' in reagent_specificity and site2_index == len(cut_sites)
if (specificity_count == 1 and not
is_a_reactive_nterm and not is_a_reactive_cterm) or (specificity_count == 0
and (is_a_reactive_nterm or is_a_reactive_cterm)):
weight = 18.00
# start with the weight
of water to cover the termini
notes = ""
sequence = ""
if self.protease_cut_terminus == 'C':
site_modifier = 1
else:
site_modifier = 0
for r_ind in
range(cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modif
ier):
if r_ind == -1:
continue
if seq[r_ind] in weights.keys():
weight = weight + weights[seq[r_ind]]
sequence = sequence+seq[r_ind]
for tag in weight_tags:
if tag[0] == r_ind:
weight += tag[1]
note = "position %s modified
by %s (+%s=%s)\n"%(r_ind, tag[2], tag[1], weight)
print note
notes += note
if weight > self.spectrum_start and weight <
self.spectrum_end:
self.fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
if self.get_double_charges_tolerance():
pI =
pH.calculate_pI_from_sequence(sequence)
if pI > self.pI_for_halving and
weight/2.0 > self.spectrum_start:
notes += "doubly charged
species\n"
self.fragment_dict[weight/2.0] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
else:

# else if its limited proteolysis, just save all

of the fragments
weight = 18.00
# start with the weight of
water to cover the termini
sequence = ""
notes = ""
if self.protease_cut_terminus == 'C':
site_modifier = 1
else:
site_modifier = 0
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for r_ind in
range(cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modif
ier):
if r_ind == -1:
continue
if seq[r_ind] in weights.keys():
weight = weight + weights[seq[r_ind]]
sequence = sequence+seq[r_ind]
for tag in weight_tags:
print tag
if tag[0] == r_ind:
weight += tag[1]
notes += "position %s modified by %s
(+%s=%s)"%(r_ind, tag[2], tag[1], weight)
if weight > self.spectrum_start and weight <
self.spectrum_end:
self.fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
if self.get_double_charges_tolerance():
pI = pH.calculate_pI_from_sequence(sequence)
if pI > self.pI_for_halving and weight/2.0 >
self.spectrum_start:
notes += "doubly charged species"
self.fragment_dict[weight/2.0] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
chain_number += 1
keys = self.fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
frag = self.fragment_dict[key]
#print '%s %s %s %s %s'%(key, frag['chain'], frag['site1'],
frag['site2'], frag['sequence'])
f = Fragment.Fragment(frag['sequence'], key, frag['site1'],
frag['site2'], None, frag['chain'], frag['notes'])
self.fragment_objects.append(f)
def _calculate_unreactive_fragments_dictionary(self):
weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09, 'E':129.12,
'F':147.18,
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16, 'K':128.17,
'L':113.16,
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12, 'Q':128.14,
'R':156.19,
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14, 'W':186.21,
'Y':163.18}
specificity = self.get_protease_specificity()
reagent_specificity = self.get_modifying_reagent_specificity()
self.unreactive_fragment_dict = {}
self.unreactive_fragment_objects = []
# first identify all of the cut sites
chain_number = 0
for seq in self.protein_sequences:
if seq in self.modification_tags.keys():
weight_tags = self.modification_tags[seq]
else:
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weight_tags = []
cut_sites = [-1]
index = 0
for rez in seq:
if rez in specificity:
if index != len(seq)-1:
# this covers cterm RK and
next-P indexing errors
if seq[index+1] != 'P':
cut_sites.append(index)
index = index + 1
cut_sites.append(len(seq)-1)
# now use them to make a list of possible fragments
fragment_list
= []
# an array of weights
for site1_index in range(0,len(cut_sites)-1):
site2_index = site1_index+1
#
only look at the zero-missed cut site frags
if self.digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
""" if either fragment termini are in the range of
specificity of the reagent, then the
progression of the reaction can not be monitored by
the normal method of
normalizing the spectra and expecting the relative
rates to be meaningful.
This is because as the reaction progresses these cut
sites get oblated and
even though the ratio between unreactive and
reactive quantities will be
meaningful, the relative ratio between spectra will
not. In sum, as the reaction
progresses, the number of opportunities for this
fragment to appear decrease.
"""
specificity_count = 0
fragseq = ""
for aa_ind in range(cut_sites[site1_index]+1,
cut_sites[site2_index]+1):
aa = seq[aa_ind]
fragseq += aa
if aa in reagent_specificity:
specificity_count += 1
# filter out fragments affected by reagent specificity
at the cut_site.
# if the fragment is internal, make sure neither the nnor the c-term
# cutsites are reactive. If either is reactive, then the
population of
# that fragment can be expected to decrease through the
course of the
# reaction, which is unacceptable for use in internal
standards
warning = 0
if cut_sites[site1_index] != -1 and
cut_sites[site2_index] != len(seq):
if seq[cut_sites[site1_index]] in
reagent_specificity or seq[cut_sites[site2_index]] in reagent_specificity:
warning = 1
elif cut_sites[site1_index] == -1 and
cut_sites[site2_index] != len(seq):
if seq[cut_sites[site2_index]] in
reagent_specificity:
warning = 1
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elif cut_sites[site1_index] != -1 and
cut_sites[site2_index] == len(seq):
if seq[cut_sites[site1_index]] in
reagent_specificity:
warning = 1
if warning:
print 'Warning!!! the reagent is attacking
proteolytic cut sites!!!'
is_a_reactive_nterm = 'K' in reagent_specificity and
site1_index == 0
is_a_reactive_cterm = ('E' in reagent_specificity or 'D'
in reagent_specificity) and site2_index == len(cut_sites)
if specificity_count == 0 and not is_a_reactive_nterm
and not is_a_reactive_cterm:
weight = 18.00
# start with the weight of
water to cover the termini
sequence = ""
notes = ""
if self.protease_cut_terminus == 'C':
site_modifier = 1
else:
site_modifier = 0
for r_ind in
range(cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modif
ier):
if r_ind == -1:
continue
weight = weight + weights[seq[r_ind]]
sequence = sequence+seq[r_ind]
for tag in weight_tags:
if tag[0] == r_ind:
weight += tag[1]
note = "position %s modified by %s
(+%s=%s)\n"%(r_ind, tag[2], tag[1], weight)
print note
notes += note
if weight > self.spectrum_start and weight <
self.spectrum_end:
self.unreactive_fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
if self.get_double_charges_tolerance():
pI = pH.calculate_pI_from_sequence(sequence)
if pI > self.pI_for_halving and weight/2.0 >
self.spectrum_start:
notes += "doubly charged species\n"
self.unreactive_fragment_dict[weight/2.0]
= {'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
else:
# else if its limited proteolysis, just save all of
the fragments
weight = 18.00
# start with the weight of water to
cover the termini
sequence = ""
notes
= ""
if self.protease_cut_terminus == 'C':
site_modifier = 1
else:
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site_modifier = 0
for r_ind in
range(cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modif
ier):
if r_ind == -1:
continue
if seq[r_ind] in weights.keys():
weight = weight + weights[seq[r_ind]]
sequence = sequence+seq[r_ind]
for tag in weight_tags:
if tag[0] == r_ind:
weight += tag[1]
note = "position %s modified by %s
(+%s=%s)\n"%(r_ind, tag[2], tag[1], weight)
print note
notes += note
if weight > self.spectrum_start and weight <
self.spectrum_end:
print "adding unreactive %s %s"%(weight, sequence)
self.unreactive_fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
if self.get_double_charges_tolerance():
pI = pH.calculate_pI_from_sequence(sequence)
if pI > self.pI_for_halving and weight/2.0 >
self.spectrum_start:
notes += "double charged species\n"
self.fragment_dict[weight/2.0] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
chain_number += 1
keys = self.unreactive_fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
frag = self.unreactive_fragment_dict[key]
f = Fragment.Fragment(frag['sequence'], key, frag['site1'],
frag['site2'], None, frag['chain'], frag['notes'])
self.unreactive_fragment_objects.append(f)
def _calculate_all_possible_fragments_dictionary(self):
weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09, 'E':129.12,
'F':147.18,
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16, 'K':128.17,
'L':113.16,
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12, 'Q':128.14,
'R':156.19,
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14, 'W':186.21,
'Y':163.18}
self.all_fragment_dict = {}
self.all_fragment_objects = []
specificity = self.get_protease_specificity()
chain_number = 0
for seq in self.protein_sequences:
if seq in self.modification_tags.keys():
weight_tags = self.modification_tags[seq]
else:
weight_tags = []
# first identify all of the cut sites
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cut_sites = [-1]
index = 0
for rez in seq:
if rez in specificity:
if index != len(seq)-1:
# this covers cterm RK and
next-P indexing
if seq[index+1] != 'P':
cut_sites.append(index)
index = index + 1
cut_sites.append(len(seq)-1)
# now use them to make a list of possible fragments
fragment_list
= []
# an array of weights
for site1_index in range(0,len(cut_sites)-1):
for site2_index in range(site1_index+1, len(cut_sites)):
if self.digestion_type == 'exhaustive':
if not site2_index <= site1_index+1 +
string.atoi(self.missed_cut_site_tolerance):
continue
weight = 18.00
# start with the weight of water to
cover the termini
sequence = ""
notes = ""
if self.protease_cut_terminus == 'C':
site_modifier = 1
else:
site_modifier = 0
for r_ind in
range(cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modif
ier):
if r_ind == -1:
continue
if seq[r_ind] in weights.keys():
weight = weight + weights[seq[r_ind]]
sequence = sequence+seq[r_ind]
for tag in weight_tags:
if tag[0] == r_ind:
weight += tag[1]
note = "position %s modified by %s
(+%s=%s)\n"%(r_ind, tag[2], tag[1], weight)
print note
notes += note
if weight > self.spectrum_start and weight <
self.spectrum_end:
self.all_fragment_dict[weight] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
if self.get_double_charges_tolerance():
pI = pH.calculate_pI_from_sequence(sequence)
if pI > self.pI_for_halving and weight/2.0 >
self.spectrum_start:
notes += "double charged species\n"
self.all_fragment_dict[weight/2.0] =
{'site1':cut_sites[site1_index]+site_modifier,
'site2':cut_sites[site2_index]+site_modifier, 'sequence':sequence,
'chain':chain_number, 'notes':notes}
chain_number += 1
keys = self.all_fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
for key in keys:
frag = self.all_fragment_dict[key]
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f = Fragment.Fragment(frag['sequence'], key, frag['site1'],
frag['site2'], None, frag['chain'], frag['notes'])
self.all_fragment_objects.append(f)
def get_single_reaction_fragments_dictionary(self):
return self.fragment_dict
def get_single_reaction_fragment_objects(self):
return self.fragment_objects
def get_all_possible_fragments_dictionary(self):
return self.all_fragment_dict
def get_all_possible_fragment_objects(self):
return self.all_fragment_objects
def get_single_reaction_fragment_weights(self, recalculate=0):
if recalculate or len(self.fragment_dict.keys())== 0:
self._calculate_single_reaction_fragments_dictionary()
keys = self.fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
return keys
def get_single_reaction_fragments(self, recalculate=0):
if recalculate or len(self.fragment_dict.keys())== 0:
self._calculate_single_reaction_fragments_dictionary()
return self.fragment_objects
def get_all_possible_fragments(self, recalculate=0):
if recalculate or len(self.all_fragment_dict.keys())==0:
self._calculate_all_possible_fragments_dictionary()
keys = self.all_fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
return keys
def get_unreactive_fragments(self, recalculate=0):
if recalculate or len(self.unreactive_fragment_dict.keys())==0:
self._calculate_unreactive_fragments_dictionary()
keys = self.unreactive_fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
return keys
def get_unreactive_fragment_objects(self):
return self.unreactive_fragment_objects
def get_reacted_fragments(self):
self._calculate_all_possible_fragments_dictionary()
keys = self.all_fragment_dict.keys()
keys.sort()
reactive_weights = []
specificity = self.get_modifying_reagent_specificity()
reagent_weight = float(self.get_modifying_reagent_weight())
for key in keys:
frag = self.all_fragment_dict[key]
added_weight = 0.0
for aa in frag['sequence']:
if aa in specificity:
added_weight += reagent_weight
reactive_weights.append(key+added_weight)
return reactive_weights

def get_fragment_for_weight(self, weight):
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keys = self.get_single_reaction_fragment_weights()
results = []
for key in keys:
if abs(weight - key) < self.filter_resolution*key:
results.append(self.fragment_dict[key])
return results
def get_fragment_for_weight_from_all(self, weight):
keys = self.get_all_possible_fragments()
results = []
for key in keys:
if abs(weight - key) < self.filter_resolution*key:
results.append(self.all_fragment_dict[key])
return results

def get_modified_fragment_for_weight(self, weight):
keys = self.get_single_reaction_fragment_weights()
keys.sort()
r_wt =
string.atof(self.reactions_dict[self.get_modifying_reagent()]['added_weight'
])
results = []
for key in keys:
for reaction_count in range(0,20):
modified_weight = r_wt*reaction_count
if abs(weight - (key+modified_weight)) <
self.filter_resolution*(key+modified_weight):
results.append([self.fragment_dict[key], reaction_count])
return results

def set_filter_resolution(self, resolution=0.002):
self.filter_resolution = resolution
def get_filter_resolution(self):
return self.filter_resolution
def set_external_standards(self, stds_list):
""" accepts a list of lists, where the first item of embedded lists
is
molecular weight, and the second is an arbitrary label.
fills self.internal_standards with a dict where names are keys
and
weights are values.
"""
self.external_standards = {}
for item in stds_list:
self.external_standards[item[1]] =

item[0]

def set_normalization_standards(self, stds_list):
self.normalization_standards = {}
for item in stds_list:
self.normalization_standards[item[1]] = item[0]

def _append_to_external_standards(self, stds_list):
stds = []
for item in stds_list:
self.external_standards[item[1]] = item[0]
def _append_to_normalization_standards(self, stds_list):
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stds = []
for item in stds_list:
self.normalization_standards[item[1]] =
def get_external_standards(self):
return self.external_standards
def get_normalization_standards(self):
return self.normalization_standards
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item[0]

###### FRAGMENT.PY ######

class Fragment:
def __init__(self, sequence, weight, nterm, cterm, color=None, chain=0,
notes=""):
""" if weight is unknown, initialize with -1
"""
self.sequence = sequence
self.cterm = cterm
self.nterm = nterm
self.weight = weight
self.chain = chain
self.color = color
self.notes = notes
#if weight == -1:
#
weights = {'A':71.09, 'C':103.15, 'D':115.09, 'E':129.12,
'F':147.18,
#
'G':57.05, 'H':137.14, 'I':113.16, 'K':128.17,
'L':113.16,
#
'M':131.19, 'N':114.11, 'P':97.12, 'Q':128.14,
'R':156.19,
#
'S':87.08, 'T':101.11, 'V':99.14, 'W':186.21,
'Y':163.18}
#
new_weight = 18.00
#
for aa in sequence:
#
new_weight += weights[aa]
#
self.weight = new_weight
def add_note(self, line):
# adds a '\n'
self.notes += line+'\n'
def add_notes(self, lines):
# does not add newline characters
self.notes += lines
def get_notes(self):
return self.notes
def get_sequence(self):
return self.sequence
def get_cterm_index(self):
return self.cterm
def get_nterm_index(self):
return self.nterm
def get_weight(self):
return self.weight
def get_color(self):
return self.color
def set_color(self, color):
self.color = color
def set_chain(self, chain_name):
self.chain = chain_name
def get_chain(self):
return self.chain
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